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CHAPTER ONE 

ll\-TRO DUCT ION 

I intend in this dissertation to enquire into the 

ideas held by the Pre-Socratics and Plato about the nature 

and properties of the substances that we now call 'gases' 

- a word invented by van Helmont (1577 1644), a pioneer 

of modern chemistry, who was the first man to recognise 

the nature of gases other than air. Before his time, 

and indeed for some time after, man had no idea of what 

gases really are, and what gives them their properties. 

!et the Greeks did realise that there are certain things 

that, although they are invisible and intangible, and 

therefore fail to pass two of the typical tests for real-

ity used by the early 'scientists', are, nevertheless, 

real substances. ~Nb.at led to this discovery, how did 

they interpret it, and how far was that interpretation 

in accord with modern theory? These are the questions 

tha.t I hope to answe·r. 

The answer will involve a general survey of the 

history of early Greek science; for there were, of course, 

many schools of th.ought, and several stages in the devel-

onment of tbe various schools . ... It will, in particular, 
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be necessary to study Greek theories of the nature of 

matter, and of the pr~ary 'element' or 'elements' out 

of which they ~agined the universe to be made. 

Before attempting, however, to interpret and crit

icize the theories of the ancients, it is necessary to 

have a clear idea of the answers given by modern science 

to the questions asked by the Greeks, in order to be able 

to understand both the problems with which they were 

faced and the degree of success or failure achieved by 

their answers. 

I propose to begin, therefore, with a· brief out

line of what is now known about gases and about matter 

in general, in order to explain, or in some cases define, 

the words that will for.m the technical vocabulary of the 

main body of the thesis, and to avoid repetitive state

ments of mode~n theory in the latter. 

The theory of matter held at present is the 'atom

ic theory' • The first step towards this was taken by 

Robert Boyle (1627 - 1691). He first cast eyes on the 

ancient atomic theory with the idea of modifying it to 

form a satisfactory hypothesis for the explanation of 

the nature and composition of matter. He objected to 

the •three element' theory of Paracelsus (sulphur, salt 
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and mercury), and to the 'four element' theory that had 

survived until his own day from its origin in Classical 

Greece: he showed the advantages of the atomic hypothesis 

in e~plaining chemical changes, and was the first to dis

tinguish properly elements, compounds and mixtures. The 

survival of the 'four element' theory for two millennia 

was probably due to the fact that it was sufficiently 

vague to suit almost any phenomena, and exceedingly hard 

to disprove. 

After Boyle's suggestion had had some time to sink 

in, true modern chemistry commenced when Dalton gave the 

atomic theory its first clear enunciation and· practical 

demonstration in 1807. * A quantitative basis was soon 

established for the theory by Avogadro's Hypothesis, in 

1811; and great strides had been made by the tim~ that 

--------------------------------------------------------
* He made the following assumptions (quoted from 

"Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry", 7th. Ed., by F. 
Sherwood-Taylor, p. 39): 

1. Atoms are real separate material particles which 
cannot be subdivided by any known chemical process. 

2. Atoms of the same element are sbnilar·to one an
other in all respec.ts, and equal in weight. 

3. Atoms of different elements have different pro
perties -weight, affinity, etc •. 

4. Compounds are formed by the union of atoms of 
different elements in simple numerical proportions, such 
as 1~1, 1:2, 1:3, etc •• 
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Mende leef gave chemistry practically its· modern form by 

drawing up, in 1869, the Periodic Table of the Elements. 

Since then the main line of progress has been physical 

rather than chemical. 

Spectrographic research and X-ray analysis inter

preted by mathematics led to the Quantum Theory, the Bohr 

Billiard Ball Atom, and the Rutherford Atom. From this 

relativity, wave~echanic$, and probability theory, have 

given us our present theoretical conception of the atom, 

which is shown to be at least fairly near to the truth 

by the successful invention of the Atom Bomb and its 

successors. As we see it now, the atom is a complic

ated structure bearing no resemblance to the man-in-the

street's notion of matter, but rather resembling a myst

ical entity in which electricity and probability pursue, 

as it were, a wavy course through a four-dimensional 

nothingness. 

Since there is nothing in Greek theory comparable 

to wave~echanics, I do not propose to deal here with the 

nuclear structure of the at:om, nor even with the outer 

'rings' of electrons whose interrelations govern the 

Periodic Table of the Elements. For my purpose the 

terms, not of atomic physics, but of ordinary chemistry, 

suffice. 



Chemistry is concerned with 'pure' substances that 

appear to consist of a single kind of material that has 

properties sufficiently constant and well marked to dis

tinguish them from other kinds of material. These sub

stances are considered to be composed of one or more 

pure substances known as 'elements•' of which at the 

time of writing ninety eight have been named (at least 

six more than the usually cited ninety two having been 

isolated during atom bomb research and allied studies}. 

"A chemical element is a distinct species of mat

ter which cannot be converted by the action of heat, 

chemical reaction with other substances, or small elec

trical potentials i~to two or more electrically neutral 

different kinds of matter". • "Every portion of matter 

consists either of a single pure substance or a mixture 

of two or more pure substances, each of which is either 

an element or a chemical compound". HH A 'compound' is 

a homogeneous substance with a fixed proportion of cer

tain elements in its composition that can only be split 

-------------------------------------------------------
Sherwood-Taylor, op. cit., p. 22, note 1. 

lElE 
0 p • cit • ' p • 23 • 
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into its constituent elements by the application of 

fairly intense chemical energy, heat energy, radiation, 

or electric potential: a 'mixture' is a substance that 

may be homogeneous or heterogeneous, that has no constant 

proportional elementary composition, and that may be 

divided into its constituent substances by comparatively 

feeble forces such as friction of some kind, or magnetism; 

or may even divide spontaneously by e.g~ diffusion, or 

evaporation. 

All material substances are composed of atoms; 

but only one type of atom (ignoring isotopes) is con

tained in portions of each different element: there are, 

consequently, only about 98 types of atom known to us. 

It is impossible to divide an element into two or more 

simpler substances without splitting the atoms of which 

it is composed. The properties of the element are a 

function of the arrangement within its atoms of sub-atomic 

particles {protons, electrons, neutrons) of an ele~trical 

nature in a probability distribution, with which we shall 

not be concerned. We may, then, define an atom as "the 

smallest particle of an element that can take part in a 

chemical change". Of more immediate importance for the 

physical speculator who has no laboratory is the molecule, 
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defined a.s "the smallest particle of a specific form of 

an element or compound that can exist in the free state" 

(i.e. in other than man-made conditions). 

Of the utmost ~portance for the understanding of 

the nature of a gas is the 'kinetic theory of matter'. 

Matter of every kind in all known conditions is discon

tinuous, being made up of molecules, which are in rapid 

motion, and a. void, which contains them and in which they 

move. The velocity of the motion, other things being 

equal, is inversely proportlonal to their mass. The vel

ocity is also dependent on the temperature of the sub

stance concerned. The science of thermodynamics, in fac:t, 

informs us that temperature is nothing more nor less than 

the physical manifestation to our senses of that molecular 

motion, just as matter is the manifestation to them of 

quantised sub-atomic energy. (Heracleitus was right 

when he said: "Eyes and ears are bad witnesses to men if 

they have souls that understand not their language".) 

An increase of molecular velocity is manifested as an in

crease of temperature, and vice versa. 

Within a substance the molecules have only a lim

ited amount of room in which to move, a certain 'mean free 

path'. It is the magnitude of the mean free path that 
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determines whether a substance is in the gaseous, liquid, 

or solid state. In a gas the mean free path is of the 

order of a hundred times the diameter of the mol~cule. 

Thus the molecules can have a practical~y independent and 

unhampered rapid and random motion. A gas· is consequent

ly diffuse, and has no well-defined boundary; nor, unless 

compressed until the molecules are close enough to inter

fere with each other's motion, does it offer any g~eat 

resistance to a body moving through it. 

The large 'extent of the free path means, in effect, 

that the molecules are relatively far apart £ram each 

other, which explains both the tenuous nature of a gas and 

the fact that things can pass through it: the latter 

include the photons of light {which, like matter itself, 

partakes of the nature both of waves and of particles), 

so that gases are usually transparent and invisible. 

In a liquid the mean free path is not much greater 

than the molecular diameter, so that the molecules are 

close enough together to be bound by a mutual attraction 

of·an electro-magnetic character, though still far enough 

apart to admit of transparency. As a result of the bind

ing, liquids are fluid, but continuous to the senses, and 

possessed of a definite shape, variable though this be. 
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In a solid the mean .free path is vecy small. The 

molecules are so close together that they cannot wander 

.freely throughout the~ substance, as can those of gases and 

liquids, but are rigidly con.f1ned to definite places where 

they merely undergo a restricted vibrator,y motion. As 

a r&sult, solids are rigid, pe~anent in shape, and hardly, 

if at all, compressible. In some solids the fixed places 

form a lattice, so that the substance is crystalline, in 

others they are random, so that the substance is 'amorph

ous' • Some solids have a structure through which light 

can pass; but most are opaque. 

Because the temperature of a gas is proportional 

to the velocity of motion of its molecules, an increase 

in temperature entails an increase in volume; for the 

molecules travel further in a given time: this state

ment assumes that the pressure remains constant. H On 

the other hand, when the temperature is constant, the vol

ume is inversely proportional to the pressure. HH When 

either the increase in pressure or the decrease in temper

ature as conditions change is so great that the mean free 

--------------------------------------------------------
Charles' Law, also called Gay-Lussac's Law. 

JUE 
Boyle's Law. 
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path beco.mes of the same order as the molecular diameter, 

the gas 'liquefies'; and if the increase or decrease res

pectively continues (or occurs in a liquid) to the point 

when the molecules become so close that they are confined 

to oscillation about fixed centres as mutual attraction 

binds them tightly together, the liquefied gas (or liquid) 

•solidifies' (in the case of water, 'freezes'). Change 

of pressure or temperature in the reverse sense, of course, 

causes a solid to become liquid ('melt' or 'fuse') or a 

liquid to become gaseous ('boil' or 'vaporise'). Such 

manifestations as those quoted in parentheses, as we shall 

see, attracted the attention of the early Greek thir~ers, 

in whose theories changes of physical state play an bn

portant role: we shall have to compare their explanations 

with this modern kinetic theory. 

Amongst the others, the Greeks were faced with the 

pheno.menon of •evaporation'. This is actually due to 

'vapour pressure'. Those molecules near to the surface 

of a liquid will, in the course of their random motions, 

often be moving towards the boundary between the liquid 

and the surrounding substance, and at any given instant 

there will be a number doing so: these will exert press

ure upon the boundary. If the surrounding substance 
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offers a sufficiently small ~esistance to this pressure, 

the molecules concerned will escape from t\e liquid. If· 

the surrounding substance is a gas, its resistance will 

be low enough; and the molecules as they escape will be 

said to 'evaporate'. The rate of evaporation naturally 

depends on the temperature: the higher the temperature, 

the faster the molecular motion, and the greater the 'vap

our pressure'. Boiling, too, involves vapour pressure. 

The boiling point of a liquid is the temperature at which 

its vapour pressure becomes equal to the vapour pressure 

of the atmosphere. 

Turning now from processes to substances, we real

ise that the gaseous substance that would be most familiar 

to the Greeks would be atmospheric air. The atmo·sphere 

of the earth is a stratified envelope of gas. The main 

strata are two: the troposphere, which extends about 7 

miles upwards from the earth's surface, and the strato

sphere, subdivided into the stratosphere proper, up to 50 -

60 miles, and the ionosphere, whose boundary with inter

planetary space is ill-defined owing to its tenuosity but 

may be set at 300 miles, though there is still some gas at 

600 miles. This produces the outer streamers of the aur

ora, but its density the laboratory worker would call a very 
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high vacuum, absolutely unattainable by him. 

The temperature of the troposphere varies with alt

itude, and within it occur, through differences in temper

ature and humidity, pressure and electric charge, all the 

winds and clouds, almost all the phenomena that·we, like 

Aristotle, call 'meteorological' - the weather. The air 

in this stratum is an extremely complex mixture, not a sim

ple substance such as the early Greeks imagined it to be. 

Dry tropospheric air consists of approximately 78% Nitro

gen, 21% Oxygen, and 1% Argon by volume, together with 

minute traces of Hydrogen and other gases. But .there is 

also up to 4·% water vapour, according to climatic condit

ions, and, in the presence of living creatures, a small 

proportion of Carbon dioxide. In marshy country like the 

Lake Copais area there will also generally be some Methane 

(marsh gas). Near towns there is some free carbon in the 

form of dust or smoke particles, near volcanoes sulphurous 

compounds, and in coastal areas there are salt particles. 

By contrast, the stratosphere is of fairly uniform 

(very low) temperature, cloudless, and extremely rarefied. 

It is nearly windless. Within it occur the aurora bore

alis (an electrical phenomenon), twilight (the reflection 

of sunlight), and shooting stars (meteors and meteorites). 
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The gases of which it is a mixture are perhaps stratified 

by gravity with hydrogen, the lightest, forming the high

est layer. • 

The distinction between the two main strata recalls 

the early Greek distinction between the murkyd~p that we 

mortals inhabit and the pure, rare, ~t~~P in which the gods 

live; while the stratification by gravity, if it exists, 

has analogues in the theories of several Greek philosophers, 

as we shall see. We shall also see, however, that the 

Greeks often guessed the right ~nswers for the wrong reas-

ons. 

Of the gases that I mentioned on p. 12, the most 

llnportant is oxygen. It was ignorance of the nature of 

this that vitiated all the ancient and mediaeval attempts 

to explain the facts of nature and of life. •• It was 

Lavoisier (1743 ~ 1794) who in 1772, making use of the 

experimental results of his contemporaries Scheele (1742 -

1780) and Priestley (1733 - 1804), first demonstrated 

--------------------------------------------------------
H This used to be definitely stated; but the latest 

info~ation available to me indicates that it may not be so. 

•• E.g. those of Boyle, Hooke (1635- 1703) and their 
contemporary May ow, all of whom experimented with comb us
tion. 
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that combustion, calcination, and respiration, are pro

cesses of combination of other elements with oxygen. 

There could be no true physics or chemistry until com

bustion.was thus explained, and the 'phlogiston' theory 

developed by Stahl {1660-1734) was abandoned, nor medicine 

until respiration was thus understood. • 

In fact, combustion oxidizes an organic fuel with 

the liberation of carbon and other substances, most of 

which are carbon compounds·. The latter may be solid par

ticles -e.g. smoke or ashes - or the vapours of liquids 

or 'true gases' {v. inf.). Boiling is the conversion of 

a liquid not into air, as early speculators thought, but 

into its own vapour {e.g. water into steam), which is gen

erally invisible: the converse process, 'condensation', 

may in suitable conditions produce, not a continuous liquid, 

but a mass of discrete droplets in the form of a 'cloud' 

or 'mist': if these droplets have condensed around smoke 

or dust particles the result is a 'fog', and if the latter 

is contaminated with oil it becomes, in American parlance, 

a 'smog'. 

--------------------------------------------------------
x Phlogiston was thought to be present in all com

bustible bodies, and combustion to be a release of this 
phlogiston. 
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Respiration involves a transfer of oxygen from the 

inhaled air to the tissues of the body by means of the 

oxidation- -of certain compounds in red blood corpuscles, 

and an expulsion into the exhaled air of waste carbon di

oxide, itself a product of a combustion-like process in 

the body. 

In conclusion, gases are tenuous and discontinuous, 

and for the most part invisible and tasteless, though many 

have a distinctive odour. They can pass, reflect, or re

fract light, and also act as a medium for the transmission 

of sound, which itself consists of longitudinal compression 

waves in a suitable medium. They are extremely compress

ible and elastic, but offer little resistance to a moving 

body unless compressed considerably. 'True gases' are 

gaseous at everyday pressure and temperature, while vapours 

are the gaseous form assumed by substances normally solid 

or liquid when exposed to abnormal conditions of pressure 

or temperature. The uneducated eye often takes mists fogs 

and smokes to be gases, though they arfj actually discrete 

liquids or solids. 

This concludes our rapid survey of the essential 

facts and theories that must be borne in mind when dis

cussing the subject of gases • 

• oOo. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE NATVRE OF GREEK SCIENCE. 

We find in Greek science certain theories that 

appear to be similar to some of those believed in today: 

these have been enthusiastically claimed by some to have 
-

been brilliant anticipations of modern science. Much 

has been written on this subject, from the 'lost notebook' 

idea of writers like Burnet, the idea that Greek science 

was fully based on experimental, or at any rate on observ

ational, evidence, to the diametrically opposed view that 

it was a mere mass of childish speculation, or at best a 

body of ! priori thought that just occasionally, by accid

ent, happened to come somewhere near to the truth. 

The extremists of either viev~oint, however, fail 

to observe that not only the methods, but also the a~s, 

of Greek and modern science differ. Our aims are utility 

and progress. While knowledge for its own sake is far 

from spurned, our science is most often directed towards 

either a greater understanding of nature in order that we 

may the better harness it for our own ends or a greater 

facility and efficiency in mechanical invention. We work 

therefore towards an increasing knowledge of 'cause and 
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effect' and of sequences of behaviour. Induction from 

observation provides a tentative hypothesis: deduction 

suggests experiments to check it and make it a 'law of 

nature': the knowledge thus obtained is then put to use. 

The Greek aim was entirely different; for their 

machines were not mechanical like ours, but human - the 

slaves. We measure capacity for work in units of a fic

titious mechanical 'horse-power', the Greeks in units of 

a very real living 'man-power' • 

Curiosity, not efficiency, was their driving force. 

Their aim was e'i>oa.L~ovr:a. arrived at through acquiring 

t?tLOJ"C'fJ~TJ from eeoopCa.. They wished to discover what things 

really are and how they became so - in a word, their ~~aL, • 
' 

This word, as Cherniss shows, implies an interest in pro

cesses at least as intense as in primary substances; and 

since knowledge of what ·things are involves knowledge of 
r 

what they grew from or how they were made, the typical 

Greek theory is expressed and narrated in the form of a 

cosmogony. • It describes the fo~ation of a universe 

out of primaeval chaos by means of a process of either 

evolution or creation. 

--------------------------------------------------------
)( 

Cherniss, Aristotle's Criticimn of Presocratic 
Philosophy, p. 389. 
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The Milesians described how one primitive substance 

gave rise to the many substances that.we see, and how life 

emerged from slime warmed by the heat of the. sun. Plato 

and Aristotle described the creation of a universe con

taining intelligent design, the work of divine reason. 

The former type of cosmogony deals with the origin of mat

ter, the latt~r with that of form. Both deal with un

observables and both give a narrative of imagined past 

events. Even if observation shows that what they state 

to be the present result of the past processes described 

is in agreement with the phenomena, it cannot be claimed 

that the cosmogony has been 'checked by observation'; for 

some other sequence of past events could conceivably also 

have led to the same observed result. 

For example, observation alone could not decide 

between the astronomy of Ptolemy, whose central earth had 

the support of both Greek and Christian cosmogony, and that 

of Copernicus, whose planetary earth would have had the 

support of certain Pythagoreans and of Aristarchus in the 

past, but deeply shocked contemporary Christianity. The 

geocentric hypothesis was destroyed neither by the first 

telescopic observations of Galilee (in 1609 - 1610 a.d.) 

nor by the contemporary announcement of Kepler's laws of 
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planetary motion (depending on elliptic orbits with the 

sun at one focus), which were based on the measurements 

of accurate observers like Tycho Brahe. It was rather 

the combination of these with the explanation for them 

given half a century later by Newton's theory of gravit

ation that carried conviction. Then further observation 

necessitated a further alteration of theory, which Ein

stein's relativity pravided; and that in turn was checked 

by yet more observations. 

For the solidly based description of the present 

state of the solar system (the cosmology) successive at

tempts have been made to provide an equally solidly based 

cosmogony (the 'Nebular Hypothesis' 1 the 'Tidal Theory', 

and, most recent, Littleton's 'Double Sun Theory'). The 

process has been one of first checking that a hypothetic

al cosmogony could give the present observed result (the 

cheak of internal consistency that alone is applicable 

to Greek cosmogony, and the only one demanded by the 

Greeks), and then checking each process postulated against 

the known behaviour of matter as discovered by laborato~ 

experiments specially designed to imitate as ably as pos

sible the hypothetical external conditions, in an attempt 

to prove that the cosmogony concerned is the only one that 
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can have led to the present result. Each new hypothesis 

is the outcome of fresh knowledge obtained by observation, 

experiment, or mathematical calculation based on these. 

I chose astronomy as my example because it is the 

science towards which our attitude most resembles the Greek 

curiosity and least our normal utilitarianism. However 

even in this science, as elsewhere, Greek theories tended 

to state what things ultimately are and their mode of exis

tence, while ours tend to state why things are and their 

laws of behaviour. 

The only branch of science to which at least some 

of its Greek innovators had the same approach as ourselves 

is medicine: the reason is that here the aim is practical, 

so that what we ourselves call 'scientific method' must 

apply. The contrast between the two types of approach is, 

in fact, pointed out in the Hippocratic treatise 'Ancient 

Medicine': 

Wherefore I have deemed that it has no need of an 

empty postulate, as do insoluble mysteries about which 

any exponent must use a postulate, for example things 

in the sky or below the earth. If a man were to learn 

and declare the state of these, neither to the speaker 

himself nor to his audience would it be clear whether 
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his statements were true or not. For there is no test 

the ap~plication of which would give certainty. But 

medicine has long had all its means to hand, and has 

discovered both a principle and a method, through which 

the discoveries made through a long period are many 

and excellent, while full discovery will be made, if 

the-inquirer be competent, conduct his researches with 

knowledge of the discoveries already made, and make 

them his starting point. * 
The view of ancient astronomy expressed in this passage 

is shared by Kepler: ** 
I will triumph over mankind by the honest confes

sion t~at I have stolen the golden vases of the Egypt

ians to build up a tabernacle for my God far away from 

the confines of Egypt. If you forgive me I r~joice; 

if you are angry, I can bear it; the die is cast, the 

book is written to be read either now or by posterity, 

I care not which; it may well wait a century for a 

* Anc. ~~ed. I, 20, transl. W.H.S. Jones: cf. ris 
remarks in Loeb, Hippocrates, Vol. I, p. 8; and also B. 
Farrington, Science in Antiquity, p. 94. 

)Ul Quoted in Skilling and Richardson, Astronomy, p. 
99~ my underlining on p. 22. 
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reader, as God has waited six thousand years for an 

observer. 

The Greeks were thus not interested in science for 

the same reasons as we are, and so their methods were dif

ferent. Consistency was for them more important than 

point by point observational checking~ c·onsequently I do 

not agree with writers who claim that all Greek science 

was based on observation (even though the records of the 

observations have not survived), nor yet with those who 

call it childish because it was not checked by observation. 

The best a Greek asked his theory to do was to 'save the 

·phenomena', and in some cases not even that was demanded. 

To those who are loud in admiration of Greek 'anticipati

ons of modern science' I quote in reply Farrington's words: 

The true history of science, however, should be 

rather a history of method than of results, for the 

latter are often accidental and only seem impressive 

to later generations when they have been rediscovered 
X by improved methods. 

--------------------------------------------------------
Op . cit . , p . 58 . 

. oOo. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE MILESUNS 

Greek philosophy originated in the Ionian part of 

Asia Minor, in particular in Miletus. Here c·onunercial 

prosperity provided the possibility of leisure that is 

conducive to thought. 

We can see from the works of the Greek mythological 

writers that speculation had already been taking place 

by the start of the sixth century B.C. about the nature 

of the physical universe; and Greek philosophy proper 

grew out of this mythology by a process of rationalisat

ion. It retained the cosmogonical mould of mythology, 

and cast its results in that mould. The sequence of ev

ents in the earliest Milesian cosmogonies bears a consid

erable resemblance to that of the theogonies, especially 

to those of Hesiod and the Orphics. 

Air plays a part in both theogony and cosmogony. 

Its importance for the mythologers is illustrated by the 

reference of Aristotle to the 'Orphic Poems' in de Anima 

410 b 28: 

cpT]Ot y<lp -t-?}Y WUX~Y bt 't'Oi:S <SA.ou e: C 01. eva.L <iYa.?tVe-

6V'tWV, ~epo~ev11v ~?t~ 'tmv ~ve~v. 
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We see here a connexion between the soul and breathing 

and the winds; and the conception of soul as breath or air 

is one that we shall often meet again. Air is connected 

with life (cf. our phrase 'the last gasp' that occurs as 

we 'give up the ghost•), and to the primitive observer it 

is indeed the breath of life. 

Let us now find the place of air in the primitive 

speculations. Hesiod's cosmogony (given in Theog. 116-

132) contains the following sequence of events. First of 

all a Xto, was generated, which revealed ra;ta. (the earth) 

and . .,.Epoo(;:. Out of this chaos darkness was born in the 

form of .,Epe.f3o, and NM;, and the latter gave birth to 

light in the fol'lll of At61)p and 'H~~pa.. The chaos repre

sents the yawning gap between heaven and earth, which were 

originally united. • This gap revealed Eros, who surely 

represents here the rain that falls from heaven and fer

tilises the earth: the gap is filled with darkness, which 

we shall shortly find to be a form of air in early Greek 

-----------------------~--------------------------~-----

• Cf. the possibly Orphic reference in Apollo:nius 
Rhod., I 496 (which Schol. ad loc. says to be from Empedo
cles and not, as Apollonius claims, from Orpheus): 

• o o • o • • • • • ya.ra. lta.t o-6pa.vbt;;: 'f)ol: ad'Aa.ooa. 

~~ ~ptV. !~' a'A'A~~OLOL ~L~ OUVa.p~p6~a. ~Op~~ 

veCxeo(; I;~ 6'Aoto 0LeltpL6e·:V a~cp .. t, S:Xa;CY.t;a.. 
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speculation, and from this arises light - also a form of 

air, as one of its names, Aether, shows. 

Hesiod's next event surprises us: we already have 
-

a heaven and yet we are told that earth now gave birth to 

the heaven for the first time. Cornlord *has given a 

reason for this double separation of heaven from earth: 

the reason is connected with the ritual side of religion, 

rather than w~th physics, and need not concern us here. 

The next physical event is the production from the earth 

of the mountains and the sea; and Hesiod emphasises that 

this occurs now 'without delightful love': in other words 

the coming to be of heaven, the earth's features, and the 

sea, is the result of physical, asexual, separation alone. 

The Orphic cosmogony is similar, although details 

vary in different accounts of it. In the place of Eros, 

the fertilising rain, however, the Orphics put an Egg in 

the gap. This is split into two halves, the upper half 

for.ming the heaven and the lower half the earth (so that 

again we have a double separation of heaven from earth). 

--~-----------------------------------------------------

• Essay: "A Ritual Basis for Hesiod's Theogony", in: 
The Unwritten Philosophy. He compares Hebrew, Babylon
ian, and even Maori, myths in which a similar double 
sequence occurs. 
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From this egg springs ~av~,, the son of N~~: he is the 

generative principle of this cosmogony. He brings about 

the generation of the divine and human inhabitants of the 

world. In effect he holds the same place as Eros in 

Hesiod, but the Orphic story, after the stage· where the 

splitting of the egg corresponds to Hesiod's second separ

ation of heaven, includes biological generation in the 

next stage too, where Hesiod specifically denies it. 

The Orphic Rhapsodies give, in the first of the 

two passages quoted below, three alternative sources for 

Phanes: the Egg, the Bright Robe, or, more probably, the 

Bright Membrane, and the Cloud. The splitting eggshell 

gives a more vivid picture for the mind to grasp than does 

Hesiod' s mechanical separation •. The Cloud is the sourc·e 

of the fertilising rain, and therefore recalls both the 

Darkness and the Eros of Hesiod. The second alternative. 

obscure if taken as a •Robe' becomes more intelligible as 

a 'Membrane'; for then it can be interpreted along with 

the eggshell in the manner of the second of the passages 

that I now quote: 

dv~t 6~ ~oU ov~o' ~~Am, ~~ ~ ~ 

xat ~pLa6a ~a~~~v ~pw~~v ~otoUv~e,· 
~€A€tY ~~OL ~~ XUO~~€YOY xat ~~ X~OY 
~~V d p y ~ ~ a X L ~ m V a ~ ~~V 

V d~OAOYL~6~€YOL, 

et, 6~ ~~v 6eu~epav 

~ ~ v ~~v ee~v ~ 

v e ~ e A ~ v, O~L 



., 
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~X 't'OU't'WV ~xepwmc.e (, 6 ~tLVT}t; • • • 't'TJV oe 't'p C't'T}~ 't'OV 
M ~ 't' L v ~, voUv, 't'ov 'H p L x e ~ ~ t o v ~, 

ouv~~LV, 't'OV ~a v 11 't' ~ ~~'t'OV ~t; ~~'t'ep~ •••••• 
't'OL~U't'll ~ev ~ auv~e,, 'Op~Lx~ eeoAoyC~. * 

't'~V oe 't'U~LV, ~V OEOWX~~eV 't'~ O~~Lpoo~~'t'L, ot 
'Op~Lxot AeyouaL ~~P~~ATJOC~v elv~L 't'~ tv 't'ott; ~ott;· 

ov yap exeL A6yov 't'O AE~upov tv 't'~ ~~' 't'OU't'OV tv 't'~ 

~~v·d 6 o~p~v6t;, x~t ~t; ~~~p't'TJ't'~L 't'OU o~pa.voiS XU')f.Ao-
't'epoot; 6 ~te~p, ov't'wt;; 't'ou Ae~upou 6 ~~~v. ** 

The gap between heaven and earth that has arisen 

from an original unity, if we may thus rationalise the 

mythological language, is filled with darkness, light, and 

air, under various divine names, not only in the Hesiodic 

and Orphic, but also in a number of other similar cosmog

onies, however different their details. ~~~ These sys

tems are, although mythical, not mere childish sfories: 

Damasc. de Frinc. 123, Diels 1 B 12. 
1UE 

Achill. Isag. 4, p. 33, 17, Diels 1 B 12. 
~~K Cf. Epim.enides and Acusilaus in Damasc. ibid. 124, 

in D. 3 B 5 and 9 B 1 respectively: 

't'OV oe 'E~r. ~ev C OT}V ouo ~poo't'~t; apxat; ~~o6eo6~L 
~ep~ x~t Nux't'~. 

'AxouoCA~Ot; oe Xaot; ~ev ~~o't'C6eo6~C ~OL ooxet 't'TJV 
~pW't'T}V 6.px~v ~t; ~aV't'~ ~IVWO't'OV, 't'at; oe ouo ~e't'a 't'~V 
~c~v· UEpe~ot; ~ev 't'~V appev~, 't'TJV oe 6~AEL~V NuX't'~ • 
•.• tx oe 't'OU't'WV ~T}OL ~LX6EV't'WV At6ep~ yeveo6~L xa.t 
uEpw't'~ x~t M~'t'LV. 
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they reflect a definitely speculative thought that has not 

yet been divorced from religious colouring, but that has 

arrived at a well-defined idea of the process of world 

creation. The details and genealogical relationships 

may be due to the myths' bearing an &etiological aonnex

ion with certain obscure, even forgotten, rituals, as Corn

ford pointed out (op. cit.), but the outline is clearly 

based on the same type of speculation as that employed by 

the Milesians. 

Thales of Miletus, !lor. 585 b.c~, first set aside 

the mythopoeic method of exposition, and Greek science was 

born. We now find men convinced that there is an entire

ly rational explanation of the universe, which needs no 

g,ods for its creation. 

The Milesians made a conscious effort to be materi

alistic, but it was natural for environment and upbringing 

to cause them to adopt a sequence of events similar to 

that of the myths. We may therefore expect to find in 

their theories creation brought about by a process of sep

aration from an original unity. Earth and heaven will 

come apart (once onlyt): the gap will be filled with air 

or cloud, and the sea will separate out from the dry land. 

The stars will also be the result of a separation. 
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The purpose of the Milesians was to try to find 

the ~~a .. , that underlay all the many changing things in 

the univers·e around us; and their merit was that not only 

did they appear as the first rationalisers but also as 

the first men in history to adopt the method of generalis

ing from particulars that is one of the foundations of 

scientific method. 

Since my subject is air, I shall pass over Thales 

himself; for little is known about his theories except that 

he claimed that the fundamental stuff of the universe is 

water, or rather moisture. • Aristotle's guesses about 

his reasons for this choice {given in Met. 983 b 6sq.) 

are not evidence -as Cherniss says {op. cit. p. 375): 
~ - . 

11The only honest course is to make the history of Greek 

philosophy proper begin with Anaximander". I propose 

to discuss that philosopher in considerable detail; for . 
his theory was both typical of the early Greek thinkers 

and one that had a great influence upon the thought of 

the whole period under review. 

--------------------------------------------------------
• Cf. Homer, Il. xiv, 201: 

'Qxe;a.v6v rce; eemv Y~YeOLY ')f.O.t j.LT)"t~pa. T1)6~v. 
This is of course merely a parallel from mythology, and 
not the source of Thales' theory. The line is referred 
to by Plato in Theaet. 180 D 2··and Crat. 402 b 4, and 
by Aristotle, loc. cit. line 27. 
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Anaximander's dates are c.610- 545 b.c. according 

to Diogenes Laertius, Hippolytus and other sources. He 

was dissatisfied with Thales' moisture theory, and sub

stituted one that for the first time spoke of 'opposites'. 

The most remarkable thing about nature to early Greek 

eyes was that its processes seem to show the working of 

'opposites': night follows day, summer follows winter, 

death follows life; things are either light or dark, hot 

or cold, wet or dry. Physically the last two pairs seem

ed especially significant, and became the 'opposites' par 

excellence. 

Much of Greek thought concerns itself with these 

as opposite substances or qualities. Until the time of 

Plato there was no clear realisation of the distinction 

between substance and quality, and our sources speak of 

an opposite as if it were now the one, now the other, and 

now a confused mixture of both. But it must be remember

ed that it was not until the fifth century that the idea 

of the real existence of anything incorporeal was first 

conceived; so that the Milesians at least must have 

thought of the opposites as corporeal substances, even 

though that thought may have been contaminated by vague 

notions of qualitativeness. 
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Such, then, are the 'opposites' of which Anaxi-

mander speaks. I·shall now start my discussion of his 

theory by quoting the most _important source material. 

1. 'Ava.~C!J.a.vopot;; ••• dpx~v 't'e xa.t o't'oLxetov etprpte 
't'WV OV't'WV 'tO a~eLpov, ~pW't'Ot;; 't'OU't'o 't'O~YOIJ.O. XOj..LCOa.t;; 
't'~t;; dpx~t;;. AEyeL o' a.~'t'~Y IJ.~'t'e uawp IJ.~'t'e aAAO 't'L 't'WV 
XO.AOUIJ.EYWY O't'OLXeCoov, ciAA 1 ~'t'epa.v 't'LYa ~UOLY a~eLpov, 
~~ ~t;; a~a.v't'a.t;; yCveo6a.L 'tOUt;; o~pa.vout;; xa.t 'tOUt;; ~v a.~

't'Ot(,; x60IJ.OU(,;" 11 ~/; iliv o€: 'fJ yeveoc, ~o't'L 'tot(,; ol5m., xa.t 
't'~v ~eop&v et, 't'a.U't'a. yCveo6a.L xa.'t'a 'to xpewv• oLo6va.L 
y&p a.~'t'& oC,tT)Y xa.t 't'COLY dAAi)AOLt;; 't'~t;; <ioLxCa.t;; xa.'t'O. 't'~v 

't'OU XP6YOU 't'd.~LY 11 • ••• oiS't'Ot;; ol: O~X <iAAOLOIJ.EYOU 't'OU 
O't'OLXeCou 't'~Y yeYeOLY ~OLet, <iAA 1 d~oxpLYOIJ.EYWY 't'WY 
~va.v't'Cwv oLa 't'.flt;; dLoCou JtLv~oewt;;. 

Simpl. Phys. 24, 13 (from Theophr. Phys. Op. fr. 
2), Diels 12 A 9; cf. Hipp. Ref. I 6, 1-2, D. 12 A 11: 

oiS't'ot;; dpx~v ~~T) 't'wv ov't'wv ~uoLv 't'LvO. 't'oU d~eCpou, 
~~ ~t;; yCveo6a.L 't'OU~ o~pa.vout;; xa.t 'tOY ~y a.~'t'OLt;; x601J.OY. 
't'O.U't'T)Y o' dCoLOY e·tva.L xa.t dyi)poo, TJY lc.a.t ~d.Y't'a.t;; ~epL
e~eLY 'tOUt;; X60j..LOU(,;. ••• oiS't'ot;; IJ.BY dpx~v xa.t O't'OLXSLOY 
eLpT)xe 't'WV ov't'wv 'to [~eLpov, ~pw't'ot;; 't'O~YOIJ.O. ')(.O.Aeoa.t;; 
't'f)t;; dpXflt;;. ~pot; oe 't'OU't'(f) xCYT)OLY dCoLOY e!va.L, ~V ~ 
OUIJ.~a.CveL yCveo6a.L 'tout;; o~pa.vout;. · · 

See Burnet p. 54 n. 2 for taking no. 1 line 2 as: "he 
being the first to introduce this name of the material 
cause". There is dispute whether An. believed in many 
worlds or in one, which contained the heavens ('tout;; o~pa.
vou(,;) and regions (x6o1J.ou,). I accept the latter inter
pretation (I do not see how there could be simultaneous 
plurality of worlds if the stars are not worlds). The 
words dpxi) (probably) and O't'oLxetov ("element") are from 
the post-Socratic technical vocabulary. 
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2. ~vav~r.6~~~e' Oe etat 6ep~6v, ~uxp6v, ~~p6v, ~yp6v, 
xat ·~a. ~A.A. a. 

Simpl. Phys. 150, 24, Diels 12 A 9. 

3. ot ~ev yO.p ev ~or.~aav~e' ~b ov aw~a ~o ~~oxeC~evov 
-F] ~WV ~pLWV ~:L -F] il."A"Ao 0 ~CJ~L ?eUpo, ~EV ~U"JtV6~epov &,~po, 

Oe "Ae~~6~epov, ~a"A"Aa yevvmor. ~uxv6~~~L xat ~av6~~~r. 

~o"A"AO. ~or.oUv~e, •••• ot Oe Ax ~ou Avo' Avo~aa, ~a., Av
av~r.6~~~a, AxxpCveoear., wa~ep A.va~C~avOp6' q>~ar. "ltat 
OOOL 0' ev xat ~o"A"Aa q>aar.v elvar., wa~ep ~~~eOox"A~, 
xat 'Ava~ay6pa,. ~x ~ou ~eCy~a~o, yap xat o~~or. Ax
xpCvouar. ~a"A"Aa. 

Ari~t. Phys. 187 a 12sq., D. 12 A 16 & 9. 

4. &."A"Aa ~~v o~oe ev xat ~~AOUY elvar. Avo~xe~ar. ~0 

a?ter.pov aw~a, oihe tb, "AeyouoC ~LVE' (~. A. 'Av~C~av
opo,) ~0 ~apa ~a. a~or.xeta, '~ 0~ ~au~a yevvmor.v, oue' 
a~"Aw,. etat yap ~LYE' ot ~OU~o ~or.oUor. ~0 a~er.pov, 

&.A.A.' o-6"Jt &.epa ll uowp, tb, ~~ ~a"AA.a q>6eC p~~ar. ~~o ~oU * 
&.~eCpou a-6~wv· exouor. y~p ~pb, ll.A.A.~A.a ~vav~Cwar.v, oCov 
6 ~ev &.~p *uxp6,, ~o 0' uOwp ~yp6v, ~o oe ~Up eep~6v· 
1: , .:z: .. , , e " , I<. -r":l. ":1. ft I<., wv e~ qV ev a~er.pov, eq> ap~o av ~u~ ~~A~~a· vvv u 

E~epov elvaC q>aar., A~ o~ ~au~a. 

Arist. Phys. 204 b 22, D. 12 A 16. Cf. a. ABt. 
I 3, 3, D. 12 A 14; b. Arist. Phys. 208 a 8, D. 12 A 14. 

a. ~va~C~avopo' oe •.• q>~ar. ~mv ov~wv &.px~v elvar. 
~o a.~er.pov· Ax yO.p ~ou~ou ~dv~a yCyveaear. xat et, 
~ou~o ~av~a q>6eCpeaear.. or.o xat yevvaaear. &.~eCpou, 
x6o~ou, xat ~d"Ar.v q>6eCpeaear. et, ~o A~ o~ yCyveaear.. 
"A~yer. yoUv or.6~r. &.~epav~6v Aa~r.v, Lva ~~oev A"A"AeC~~ 
~ yevear., ~ ~q>r.o~a~ev~. 

b. ou~e yO.p Lva ~ yevear., ~~ A~r.A.eC~~, &.vayxatov 
AvepyeC~ a.~er.pov elvar. aw~a atae~~6v. I 

* Cf. i~ieteor. 340 a 1 and b 1, where he argues that 
the heavens cannot contain fire alone for the same reason. 
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5. ~~at oe ~o ~x ~ou ~r.oCou y6vr.~ov 6ep~oU ~e xat 
ljfu xpoU xa~a ~T)v y ev ea L v ~otS oe ~otS x6a~ou ~'JtOltp r. 6'f1var. 
xaC ~r.va tx ~o~~ou ~1oyo, o~atpav ?tepr.~u~var. ~~ ?tept 
~T)v y~v ~epr. dl, ~lii oev·opq> ~ 1 o r. 6 v • .jlja~r. vo, d.?to
~f>ayeCa~, xat et', ~r.va' ~?tox1er.a6eCa~' x~x1ou, 'b?to
a~liva.r. ~ov T11r.ov xat ~T)v ae1~VTJV xa.t ~o~, ~~epa,. 

Ps. P1ut. Strom. 2 (D. 579), D. 12 A 10. 

6. ~a oe O.a~pa yCveaea.r. x~x1ov ?tup6,, d.?toxp·r. 6ev~a. ~otS 
xa.~& ~o~ x6a~ov ?tup6,, ?tepr.1~~eev~a. o' 'b?to ~epo,. ~x-

?tvo&, o' ~?tdp~ar. ?t6pou, ~r.v&, a.~1woer.,, xae' o~, ~a.C

ve~ar. ~a O.a~pa.• or.o xat t?tr.~paaao~evwv ~mv tx?tvornv ~a., 

tx1eCljfer., yCvea6a.r.. ~~v oe ae1~v~v ?to~e ~ev ?t1~pou
~ev~v ~aCvea6ar., ?to~e oe ~er.ou~ev~v ?tapa ~~v ~mv ?topwv 
~'JtC~pa~LV ~ ~VOL~LV. 

Hipp. 1oc. cit. 4-5, D. 12 A 11. 

7.. • •• (~a ll.a~pa e!va.r.) ?tr.'A~~a~a ~epo, ~poxoer.o'f1, 

?tupo' e~~'Aea,·xa~a ~r. ~epo, ~?to a~o~Cwv tx?tveov~a ~16-

ya,. 

AUt. II 13, 7, D. 12 A 18. Cf. other passages 
of similar purport in D. 12 A 21 & 22. 

B. ?tept ~pov~rnv ~a~pa.?trnv xepa.uvrnv ?tp~a~~pwv ~e xa.t 
~u~wvwv. 'A. tx ~ou ?tve~~a~o' ~a.u~t ?tav~a au~~aCver.v· 

o~av yap ?tepr.'A~~6ev ve~er. ?taxer ~r.aaa~evov ~X'JtE01J ~ij 

'Ae?t~o~epeC~ xat xou~6~~~r., ~66' ~ ~ev ?>~~"' ~ov ljl6~ov, 

~ oe or.aa~o1~ ?tapa ~~v ~e1avCav ~otS ve~ou, ~ov or.a.uya.a
~ov d.?to~e1er. 

AUt. III 3, 1, D. 12 A 23. 
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9. dve~ou, o€ yCveaeaL ~mv AE~~o~a~wv d~~v ~ou dep-
o, d~OXpLVO~EVWV xat O~av d6poLo6moL XLVOU~EVWV, ~e~O~, 

Oe ~X ~~, d~~coo, ~~' ~X y~, ~~~ nALOV dvaoLOOjlEV~,. 
do~pa~a, oe, o~av ~ve~o, ~~~,~~wv OLLO~~ ~a, ve~eAa,. 

Hipp. 1oc. cit. 7, D. 12 A 11; cf. AMt. III 7, 1, 
D. 12 A 24. 

a. ~. ~ve~ov elvaL ~~oLv depo, ~mv Ae~~o~a~wv ~v a~~~ 
xat uypo~d~wv ~~o ~ou ~ACou xLvou~evwv ~ ~~"o~evwv. 

10. elvaL yap ~o ~pm~ov ~ypov a~av~a ~ov ~ept ~~V y~v 
~6~ov, ~~0 oe ~ou ~ACou ~~paLv6~evov ~0 ~ev OLa~~Coav 
~ve~~a~a xat ~po~a, ~ACou xat oeA~V~' ~aot ~oLetv, ~o 
oe AEL~eev 6aAa~~av elva~· OLO xat ~Aa~~w yCveo6aL ~~

paLVO~ev~v OLOV~aL xat ~EAO' eoeoeac ~o~e ~aoav ~~pav. 

Arist. Meteor. 353 b 6, D. 12 A 27; cf. Alex. 67, 
3, D. ibid. 

a. ot ~~v yap a~~mv ~~6AeL~~a AeyouoLv elva~ ~~v 
6aAaooav ~~' ~pW~~' ~yp6~~~o,. ~ypoU yap ~v~o, ~oU 
~ept ~~v y~v ~6~ou x~~eL~a ~o ~ev ~L ~~' ~yp6~~~o' ~~o 
~oU ~ACou ~~a~~C~eo6aL xat yCveoeaL ~ve~~a~a ~e ~~ a~
~ou xat ~po~a, ~ACou ~e xat oeA~v~, ili, oLa ~a, d~~Coa' 
~a~~a, xat ~a, dvaeu~LaoeL' xdxeCvwv ~~, ~po~~, ~oLou
~evwv, ~vea ~~a~~~' a~~ot, xop~yCa yCve~aL, ~ept ~au~a 
~pe~o~evwv· ~o oe ~L a~~~~ ~~oAeL~e€v ~v ~ot, xoCAoL, 
~~' y~' ~6~oL, 6aAaOoav eCvaL. ••• ~au~~'~~' 66~~, 
~yeve~o, ~, to~opet ®e6~pao~o,, ~va~C~avop6' ~e xat 
~Loyev~'· 

11. ~va~L~ev~' oe xat ~va~C~avopo' xat ~va~ay6pa, xat 

~XEAao' depwo~ ~~' *ux~' ~~v ~uoLv etp~xaoLv. 

ABt. IV 3, 2, D. 12 A 29. 



~~ 

In interpreting the sources that we have for the 

Pre-socratics, most of whose own works have perished, one 

must be wary of the anachronistic terminology used by our 

authorities, who were accustomed to write in terms of the 

four element theory, and in the vocabulary of Plato and 

Aristotle. Cherniss (Op. cit.) perfo~ed a great service 

by his criticism of Aristotle's veracity and methods in 

reporting the theories of his predecessors. Cherniss 

has indeed torn holes in a great deal of the traditional 

interpretation of the Pre-Socratics. He is an excellent 

destructive critic; his attack on the credibility of Aris

totle and the doxographical tradition carries conviction: 

but in his constructive efforts to replace the tradition 

by a new interpretation he f~ils to persuade. Perhaps 

of most value to a study of Anaximander are his insistance 

that ~uaL, does not solely denote a material substrate 

and his attack on Aristotle's conception of what is con

not~d by the word 'opposites'. 

From the Milesian point of view, though not from 

Aristotle's, two pairs of opposites separated out from the 

apeiron: the hot and the cold, and the wet and the dry. 

Sometimes our authorities identify them with the elentents 

fire air water and earth in that order, and sometimes fire 
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is called hot and dry in opposition to the other three. 

This is not Anaximander: it is a consequence of Aristot

le's own conception of identity (Cherniss, p. 370). T'h.e 

distinction between substance and quality had not yet been 

drawn, as I said above, nor 'elements' yet postulated. 

Examining the sources with the above in mind, we 

can see in this cosmogony of Anaximander an attempt at 

complete rationalisation of the process of creation that 

the theogonie.s had allego1•ise d. Night is replaced by the 

original condition of the apeiron before separation occur

red. To the Orphic Egg corresponds that which is capable 

of begetting T.J:ot and Cold: to the splitting of the Egg 

and to Resiod's separation, Anaximander's separa.tion. 

Phanes or• Eros is replaced by the layer of air and mois

ture between earth and fire, which plays its part in the 

generation of the heavenly bodies, and is also the source 

of living creatures. The parallel can best be demon-

strated by this diagram: 

Ttce 
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In this system of Anaximander the apeiron denoted 

some blend of ideas that do not appear to have been com-

pletely separated in his mind. In Phys. 203 b 13 sq. 

Aristotle gives five reasons for belief in the infj_nite: 

1. The infinity of time. 

2. The divisibility of magnitudes. 

3. The fact that the perpetuity of generation and des
truction can be maintained only if there is an in
finite source to draw upon. 

4. The fact that the limited is always limited by 
something else. 

5. The fact that there is ng limit to our power of 
thinking of the infinity of number, of magnitudes, 
and of what is outside the heavens. 

The second· reason is not relevant here. It applies more 

to the time of Zeno and Anaxagoras: similarly the fifth 

smacks of Aristotle himself. The other three reasons, 

however, may well have been in Anaximander's mind. His 

apeiron was 'unbounded', probably, in all these ways: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

In time - for it is 6.'0Lov ')ta.t dy'f)pw (passage in 
note to passage no. 1, p. 31 sup.). 

In extent. 

In quantity - rva. ~~O~v ~AAeC~~ ~ yfveaL, (passages 
nos. 4a & 4b; cf. reason 3 sup.). 

In the sense that it does not adjoin other things 
of the same order as itself, against which it:. would 
have to strive as the opposites strive against each 
other (cf. reason 4 sup.). 
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5. Possibly also in the sense that there are within 
it no boundaries between the opposites that will 
eventually be separated out from it. 

I agree with Bailey and Cherniss * that the doxo

graphers and the school of though~ to which Tannery be

longed MM are wrong in taking the apeiron to mean 'inde

terminate matter'_; but I cannot still agree with Cherniss 

when he proceeds to argue against Burnet {with whom on 

this point Bailey is in agreement) about the reason for 

adopting the apeiron: 'that becoming may not fail' -he 

uses passages nos. 1 & 4b sup. together with the assump

tion that he attributes to Anaximander of innumerable 

worlds to support an attempt to prove that the given reas

on was unnecessary, and that, if any reason was necessary, 

it may have been to provide the matter for the innumerable 

worlds. 

Cherniss rightly points out that neither Tannery, 

Diels, nor Burnet, translated literally the plurals of 

Frag. 9 {quoted by Simplicius in passage no. 1 sup.); but 

from these plurals and certain parallels of language in 

--------------------------------------------------------
* C.Bailey: The Greek Atomists and Epicurus, P• 15; 

Cherniss: Op. cit., p. 375 et al. 
MM n Ueberweg-Prlchter, Zeller, Teichmuller, Rey, Baccou 

and others. 
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Anaxagoras and Plato he builds up for Anaximander a plur

alistic scheme that recalls that o£ Anaxagoras, and in 

fact makes of the latter's theory a mere 'refinement' o£ 

Anax in1ander' s • With this tour ~ force I cannot agree. 

Nor do I agree with some commentators, ancient and modern, 

who say that the apeiron is 'denser than fire and rarer 

than air' (of. passage no. 3 sup.), i.e. that it is the 

~e~a~~ about which so much has been written, and with 

which I shall be dealing in Chapter 9 in£. 

What, then, is the apeiron? Zeller first, and 
·! 

lately, among others, F.M.Cleve following A.Rey x objec-

ted to the view o£ Ritter that the apeiron is to be consid

ered as a mechanical mixture of four opposites conceived 

of' as substances - a view at first sight supported by 

passage no. 3 sup. and by Arist. Met. 1069 b 20 sq.: 

xat ~ou~' EO~L ~0 'Ava~ay6pou ev· ~tA~LOY yap ~ 

"61J.oU ?t6.v~a" - xat 'E~?teooxAtout;; ~o ~t'y~a xat 'Ava~L ~6.v
opou, xat cbt;; ~'1"}~6XpL~6t;; cpT)OLY - 11 ~'\1 6~oU ?t6.V~a OUV6.~eL, 

~vepyeCq. o' oiJ". 

The apeiron may have been a quasi-migma, or even, as Aris

totle would have it, a potential mixture; but in its own 

--------------------------------------------------------
]( 

Rey: 
F.M.Cleve: The Philosophy of' Anaxagoras; Abel 

La Jeunesse de la Science Grecque. 
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original state it was homogeneous. Ross in his note to 

this passage of the Metaphysics says: "But the fact is 

that in Aristotle's terminology the word ~ty~a (a complete 

fusion) is more appropriate to Anaximander's apeiron in 
' 

which the elements were only potentially present than to 

the original matter of Empedocles and Anaxagoras. in which 

they were actually present. The latter is a mechanical 

th th . • " a~vee~ov ra er an a genu1ne ~~y~a • 

Cherniss on the other hand thinks that a satisf~Q

tory description of the apeiron is: "A congeries of· ele

ments inflnite in number and dissimilarity". He quotes 

Augustine (de Cfv. Dei, viii, 2): 

non enim ex una re, sicut Thales ex umore, sed ex 
suis propriis principiis quasque res nasci putavit. quae 
rerum principia singularum esse credidit infinita •••• 

Cherniss also says that Aristotle's account, which of 

course he does not accept, must mean that that original 

state of the apeiron was a mechanical mixture. 

I see more truth in the words of Ross than of Rit

ter or of Cherniss h~self here. Ross' wording is indeed 

Aristotelian - naturally, as he is commenting on Aristotle: 

but I do agree with the distinction that he draws between 

Anaximander and the other two. The originally homogene-

ous apeiron was one thing different from all the things 
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that we see now, as is quite clearly stated in passages 

nos. l, 3 & 4; but it was something out of which the four 

opposites could separate (passage no. 5), and into which 

they could return (nos. 1 & 4a); for, unlike the ephemeral 

things of everyday experience, it was eternal. As the 

~ua~, of the universe it was a mechanically active mater

ial substance - active spontaneously so that it could give 

rise to ~h ~X ~oU aLoCou y6VL~OV 6ep~oU ·~e xat wuxpou, 

and so bring about the process of creation and change that 

as Cherniss says was the great interest of the lv~ilesians, 

and material necessarily, for the non-material had not 

yet been conceived of by the Greeks. 

Because of the confusion between substance and 

quality, Anaximander was not successful in explaining how 

one thing changes into another. He attempted to explain 

qualitative change by the interchange of the opposites. 

These are at war, and first one side and then the other 

wins the day. Hot evaporates wet ( cf. passages nos. 9 

& 9a) and cold condenses wet~ a thing is now warm, now 

cold. There is give and take between the opposites (Fr. 

9, in passage no. 1), so that they are not completely and 

irrevocab]y separated apart. It was left to Aristotle 

(in the de Generatione et Corruptione, passim) to give a 
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rati_onal explanation of how change might be caused by the 

interaction of opposites - but his oppositAs were qualit-

ies charact~rizing a substrate. Heracleitus made a fair 

attempt; but in Anaximander's case, in sp·ite of his effort 

to be completely rationalistic, there is an intrusion of 

the. non-rational; for in the description of the give and 

take; "•rhey make reparation and satisfaction to one anoth

er for their injustice according to the ordering of time 11 

we see the age-old idea of the dispensation of Moira, a 

moral dispensation with penalties against transgression 

(a factor that enters into the scheme of Heracleitus too). 

It has been difficult to pin down the apeiron~ it 

is possible with more ease to gain a clear idea ·of what 

Anaximander considered to be the properties of ~~p. It 

is from passages nos. 5 to 11 that we gain our information. 

~~P is corporeal, obviously; but the Greeks did not, until 

the time of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, know that the in-

visible, tasteless, and odourless substance known to us 

as air is corporeal. In modern terms, his aer * is, as 

I shall show, that substance known to us as a mixture of 

--------------------------------------------------------
From now on I shall spell 'air' when I mean air as 

it is conceived of today, and 'aer' when I mean somet~Jng 
different from that, to which the Greeks 1n general or a 
given Greek thinker gave the name ~~p. 
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air (N. 0. A, H, C02, etc.) and water (H20) that found 

itself between the earth and the sphere of flame that 

surrounded it like the bark of a tree during the cosmo

gonical process described in passage no. 5. Burnet x 

concludes "that after the first separation of the hot and 

the cold by the oCv~, the heat of the flame turned part 

of the moist, cold interior of the world into air or vap

our - it is all one at this date .. - and that the expansion 

of this mist broke up the flame itself into rings". The 

heavenly bodies are rings of fire shut off into tubes of 

this aer that have pipe-like holes in them (the shape of 

the tubes being like that of the inner tube of a bicycle 

· tyre), see passages nos. 5, 6, & 7. ABtius, in passage 

no. 7, describes them as ~LA~~~~~ dtpo~ ~poxoeLo~, ~up~~ 

-e~~Ae~: ~CA~aL~ (the felting process) is a favourite 

word of the Milesians~ living as they did in an industrial 

city, for 'compression' and processes akin to it. 

Late though our authorities are for the details of 

this astronomical picture, nobody doubts that it does 

represent the theory of Anaximander; ·but, anyway, we ~o 

not need statements by our sources to help us to ascertain 

--------------------------------------------------------
Burnet, E.G.P.4, p. 64. 
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t~e properties of this aer: we may deduce them ourselves 

from this accepted picture. 

We can infer that aer is, firstly, compressible 

(for the word 'felting' must be genuinely Milesian); sec

ondly, non-inflammable (so as to be able to contain the 

fire within its tubes without itself igniting); and, third

ly, opaque (for we can only see the fire inside the tubes 

through the holes - when they are closed we have eclipses, 

see passage no. 6). This last property in turn implies 

visibility, in the form of the black darkness between the 

stars. It was not yet known that darkness is due to the 

absence of light and that black is not, therefore, a true 

colour. This property, visibility, alone is enough to 

indicate the existence of a considerable difference between 

the Greek aer and the modern air. 

From the meteorological-passages, nos. 8, 9, 9a, 

10, & lOa, we can see that aer is connected with clouds 

and vapours. Winds come from the lightest vapours of 

the aer that have evaporated from the 'moist' around the 

earth through the heat of the sun, and have been set in 

motion. Rain is derived from vapour that originated in 

a similar manner. Aer, then, must have been a dense, 

opaque, mist or v&pour, light in weight, and not fully 
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homogeneous. Same parts are described as being lighter 

and finer, or moister, t.han others; and variations in 

fineness or moistness caused it to app~ar in various phen-
- .. 

amenal forms, from the winds that can be felt and can tear 

through a cloud to produce thunder and lightning, but that 

are not in themselves visible and can only be seen in the 

sense that we see things moved by them, through the rather 

more easily visible vapours mists and clouds, to the ex

tremely visible darkness of the night sky. 

The tearing of the thunder-cloud presents us with 

resistance as a further property of aer; and if, as is 

doubtful, the •turnings of the sun and the moon' really 

were specifically ascribed by Anaximander to the cause 

given in passages nos. 10 & lOa, this would be another 

instance of that property. 

The original mass of aer at the world's creation 

was derived in a way described as 'separation' fram the 

apeiron; but we can now see that it is replenished not only 

from the apeiron, but also by evap~ration; unless Burnet's 

conclusion quoted above is correct in that all aer is sec

ondary and derived from evaporation - only the flame and 

the earth with its mantle of water having separated out. 

However this may be (Ps.Plutarch's words could just as 
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well support the conclusion that. the aer came to be around 

the earth as a result of the original separation), Anaxim

ander has in fact, in spite of his ignorance of the.true 

nature of air and water, correctly interpreted the cycle: 

evaporation - rain - evaporation. 

Since true vapours are mostly invisible, and the 

Milesians were working in terms of the ev~ryday visible 

things, it is reasonable to infer that Anaximander's aer 

is to be thought of as being like a dense mist (which we 

now describe as a mass of discrete droplets of water sus

pended in air) rather than like a continuous water vapour. 

True water vapour is invisible, being in fact steam -but 

that which the Greeks (and modern laymen too) call by the 

name •steam' (when, for example, they watch a pot boil) 

is really the mist fo~ed when true steam condenses into 

droplets on contact with the cool atmosphere. 

This conception of aer as a substance of the nature 

of mist or cloud, or even of darkness, had a long history 

behind it, and it persisted a long time after Anaximander. 

By the time that the Greek language had its first extant 

literary expression in Homer, a distinction had grown up 

between a~p and ~ce~p (cf. Introd. p. 13). a~p was that 

part of the atmosphere nearest to the ground, the part 
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that we breathe (and thus that from which the Orphics 

believed that we breathe in soul), the part in which we 

see mist, fog, and clouds, and even the part that can be 

identified with the ioonediately surrounding darkness of 

night. Ate~p was the clear upper atmosphere, the bright 

sky, the origin of the Indo-European Dyaus-Zeus-Jupiter 

himself, the home of the Gods, and, to Hesiod and others, 

a God itself. Homer, speaking of the cloud in which the 

heroes can be wrapped. in order to attain invisibility, 

refers to it now as <i~p and now as vecpe?\:rr. Burnet cites 

passages from classical and post-classical authors in 

which the word <i~p retains its old meaning of mist or 

darkness. K On the other hand Hesiod links together 

Ate~p and 'H~epa, the light of the upper atmosphere and 

the light of day. 

One can observe on a hot day a heat mist rising 

from the sea or a river and gradually obscuring the. land-

scape. This mist is the :Wiilesian aer; and it involved 

no great stretch of the imagination to carry the process 

one stage further and to think that as the mist became 

* E.G.P.4, p. 74, n. 2. The passages are: Hipp. 
Airs Waters Places, 15; Plato, Tim. 58D; Ilut., de Prbn. 
Frig. 948E. 
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increasingly thick it turned into darkness and night. In 

a country of mountainous valleys leading down to the sea 

and situated in a hot zone twilight is very often acco~pan

ied by this mist, and one of the first signs of the approach 

of darkness is the purple colour of the hills,.which looks 

very much like mist. These phenomena would be much more 

widely observed in Greece and Asia Minor than in England 

where even today many inhabitants have never seen the sea. 

There is one last property of Anaximander's aer 

that modern science would by no means attribute to air. 

AMt. ·IV 3, 2 (Diels 12 A 29) includes the name of Anaxim

ander alongside those of Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and Arche

laus (all members of the Ionian School), in a list of those 

who say depwo~ ~~~ wux~~ ~~v ~uaLv. There was a tendency 

in Greek thought to draw parallels between the universe 

and the sentient being, the macr~cosm and the microcosm. 

There was a world soul as well as a human soul (cf. Plato, 

Timaeus), and the universe, like the man, breathes (cf. 

the Orphics and Pythagoreans). The substance breathed, 

~veU~a, is in this theory the life-giving substance, or 

the soul. That which is breathed is obviously aer, for 

we breathe out mist on a cold day. S ilnilar ideas can be 

seen in the meanings of the Latin words 'animus' and 
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'anima' (cf. ave~o,), and in the belief in reproduction 

by wind-impregnation. Air breath and wind are to the 

primitive observer, as l said on p. 24 sup., the 'breath 

of life'; because the instant of death is. only recognis

able when a man 'breathes his last', and it is necessary 

to slap newborn infants to induce them to breathe, their 

first extra-uterine activity of life. The whole concep

tion of air as soul or as a sort of 'life-force', however, 

is alien to modern physics; and I propose to postpone 

discussion of this aspect of Greek thought to an appendix, 

and to proceed now to the next step in the development of 

physical speculation of the lViilesian type, with reference 

to aer. 

.oOo. 
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Section ii 

The next philosopher of Miletus was Anaximenes, of 

uncertain date, whose floruit is given by Apollodorus as 

546/5 B.C •• He modified and simplified the theories of 

his predecessor, and proceeded even farther along the path 

of rationalisation. He abandoned Anaximander's apeiron 

in favour of a more recognisable substance, aer, when 

choosing his first principle, giving as a reason tor this 

choice the analogy between the microcosm and the macrocosm 

that !-mentioned on p. 48 sup.: Passage 12 in£. contains 

this analogy, and the following passages contain the basic 

theory of Anaximenes. 

12. ~V~L~~v~, E~pua~pd~ou MLA~OLO' ~PX~V ~mv ov~wv 

~~pa. ~?te:qn'Jva.~o • ~'' yap ~o'6~ou ?tav~a. yCyve:aea.L "a.t e: t, 
a.~~bv "JtdALV ~VO.A:6e:a8a.L. "otov f) WUX~", cp~aCv, "f) 
f)~e:~~pa. ~~P o~oa. auyxpa.~e:t f)~a,, xa.t oA.ov ~bv x6a~ov 
?tve:U~a. xa.t ~~P ?te:pLtxe:L" (A.eye:~a.L o~ auvwv'6J..LW' ~~P "a.t 
?tv,.e:U~a.). 

A~h . I 3, 4, Die ls • 13 B 2. 

13. ~VO.~L~EV~' oe ••• ~Ca.v ~ev xa.t a.~~b, ~~V ~"JtOXe:L-

HEVTIV cpuaLv xa.t [?te:Lp6v cp~aLv wa?te:p ~xe:tvo' (~.e:. ~va.~C

~a.vopo,), o~x ~6pL~OV o€ WO?te:p -~xe:tvo,, ~A.A.& ~pLO~~v~v, 

~~pa. A.~ywv a.~~~v· oLa.cp~pe:Lv o~ H a. v 6 ~ n ~ L xa.t 
?t u x v 6 ~ n ~ L "a.~a ~&, o~aca.,. xa.t ~pa.Lou~e:vov 

~ev ?tUp yCve:a8a.L, ?tUXVOU~e:vov oe [ve:~ov, e:l~a. v~cpo,, 
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e~L oe ~aAAOV uowp, el~a y~v, el~a AC6ou~, ~& oe aAAa 
i:x ~o'IS~wv. xCVT}OLV oe 'JtaL oi5~o~ 6.C OL ov 'JtOL et' OL I 

~v xat ~~v ~e~a~oA~V. yCyveo6aL. * 
Siffipl. Phys. 24, 26 (Theophr. Phys. Op. Frag 2), 

D. 13 A 5. 

14. ~va~L~evT}v oe ~aoL ~~v ~mv oAwv 6.px~v ~ov 6.epa 
et?teLV XaL ~OU~OV elVaL ~~ ~SV ~eye6eL a?teLpOV, ~aL~ 

OS ?tepL a~~OV 'JtOL6~T)OLV ilipLO~EVOV" yevvaaeaC ~e ?tdv~a 
xa~d ~Lva ?t'ISxvwaLv ~o'IS~ou xat ?tdALV 6.paCwaLv. ~~v ye 

~~v xCvT}aLv i:~ atwvo~ ~?tapxeLv. 

Ps. I'lut. Strom 3, D. 13 A 6. 

15. ~va~L~BVT}~ ••• 6.epa a?teLpov E~T} ~~v 6.px~v elvaL, 
i:~ oi5 ~& yLv6~eva xat ~& yeyov6~a xat ~& i:a6~eva xat 
6eo~~ xat eeta yCvea6aL ••• (2) ~o oe etoo~ ~ou <iepo~ 

~OLOU~ov· o~av ~ev 6~aAW~a~o~ ~' oljleL aOT}AOV, OT}AOUo-
6aL OB ~if> ljf'UXPif> XaL ~if> 6ep~{f> XaL ~{f> VO~epij) lC:aL ~if> XL
VOU~BV~. XLVBL06aL oe 6.eC• 0~ yap ~e~a~aAABLV OOa 
~e~a~aAABL, et ~~ XLVOL~O. (3) 'JtUXVO'IS~eVOV yap XaL 
6.paLOU~evov OLd~opov ~aCvea6aL· o~av yap et~ ~0 6.paL-
6~epov OLaxue~, ?tup yCveo6aL, 6.ve~ou~ oe ?tdALV e'lvaL 
6.epa ?tuxvo'IS~evov, i:~ 6.8po~ <oe> vt~o~ 6.?to~eAetaeaL xa~a 
~~V ?t.CAT}OLV, e~L oe ~aAAOV uowp, i:?tt 'JtABLOV 1tU'ltVW6ev~a 

y~v xat et~ ~0 ~dALO~a 'JtUXV6~a~ov AC6ou~. wa~e ~a 

xupLw~a·ca ~;;~ yeveoew~ i:vav~Ca e'lvaL, eep~6v ~e xat 
wuxp6v. 

Hipp. Ref. I 7, 1-3, D. 13 A 7. Cf. 13 A 8. 

--------------------------------------------------------
lE 

'fechnical terms underlined mean, in order: sub-
strate (Aristotelian term), infinite (in extent), indet
erminate (v. p. 38 sup.), rarefaction, and condensation. 
For the last two v. p. 52sq. 
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In these passages we may see several refinements 

of the theory of Anaximander. In the latter's system 

the four opposites are treated as o~oCa~, independent en

tities that separated from an original mass of apeiron. 

How they could have sprung from that precosmical unity, 

and how their interplay could have brought about qualitat

ive changes, are two serious difficulties in his theory. 

Anaximenes, however, treats the four opposites as merely 

~d6~ of one primary substance, ~~P· They are states of 

aer, functions of its density. 'rhe postulation of the 

process of rarefaction and condensation made possible for 

the first time a self-consistent theory in which change 

is plausibly explained. ~ Since apparently different 

types of matter are simply the same basic substance under 

different degrees of compression, there is no difficulty 

in seeing how one type can change into another. 

--------------------------------------------------------
We are accustomed to use the word 'condensation' 

for the process also called 'felting' by the Milesians, 
but it must be understood that this does not mean conden
sation in the popular sense of e.g. steam condensing in 
a retort or breath condensing on a windowpane, but in the 
more literal sense of becoming denser - having more matter 
in a given volume. Retort condensation does result in 
greater density, but that use of the word now imp~ies the 
modern kinetic theory of matter. .Anaximenes had no such 
atomic theory; he was presumably thinking in terms of con
tinuous matter, not of the degree of packing together of 
discrete particles. But Parmenides saw that he was in 
error over this, v. p. 185 inf. 
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It is only fair in this connexion to quote the 

words of Cherniss (Op. cit. p. 379): 11 Anaximenes·' chief. 

interest was also in this process ... it. is the d·efinite 

unity of this mechanism of rarefactio-n-condensation, rath-

er than the fact that the great mass of material that sur-
' . rounds all the world and is infinite in extent has been 

given the definite name of 11 air11
, which lends an air· of 

"monism" to his system •..• One body becomes another by 

reason of the process .•. water changes into earth and 

earth into water. Air gets the role of honour simply be-

cause it is the most extensive of all bodies and "the most 

evenly distributed" •· •. and also because of the identific

ation of· the air in our bodies with the soul •.. nor does 

the definite designation of it as 11 air" imply here an id

entity which includes homogeneity, for the other character

istics of the air as of all bodies depend upon-the mechan

ical distribution of its -parts". 

According to Cherniss this system of Anaximenes im-

plies a physical relativism of the Heracleitan type, and as 

in the case of Anaximander I cannot go all the way with 

Cherniss. I agree that the keystone of the theory is the 

process, and that aer is not an Aristotelian indeterminate 

substrate with various qualities imposed upon it. But 
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I cannot agree that aer is one of many bodies, and, as it 

wer,e, just happens to have "the role of honour" for the 

reasons given; especially since I feel that Cherniss has 

with the phrase "the most evenly distributed" mistranslated 

and misapplied the 6~~Aw~~~o~ of passage no. 15 sup., which 

I take to refer to a particular state of aer - when it is 

most 'even' , vid. inf. - and not to the distribution of.· 

aer as a whole with respect to the universe. I do not 

agree that Anaximenes was so close in thought to Heraclei

tus any more than I agree that Anaximander was to Anaxag-

oras. The process was vital, yes: but aer was neverthe-

less the one basic substance, which, as a result of the 

operation of the process, was able to appear in various 

phenomenal forms. 

Not only is the process of Anaximenes better able 

to explain change in the present world; a mechanical pro

cess of cosmogony through the agency of increasing density 

is a simpler idea than the process of separation described 

by Anaximander. Like the latter, however, Anaximenes 

explained the first cause of the creation of the universe 

as an eternal motion. The early thinkers as a whole saw 
' 

no necessity to assign a cause to the latter: it was ac

cepted as 'given' until men like Parmenides questioned it. 
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Before the Eleatics demonstrated the logical difficulties 

of change the preblem of motion was no problem at all as 

Cherniss says (op. cit. p. 372}; causation was mechanical 

and did not need an Aristotelian efficient cause. 

It is noteworthy, but certainly not to be hailed as 

a Milesian anticipation of modern science, that our posit

ion is similar. We assume that the original state of the 

universe was that of an undifferentiated mass of hydrogen 

of roughly uniform density (or rather, tenuosity, for the 

number of particles in a given volume will have been ex

tremely low), and that then, by reason of random motions 

whose cause we do not explain, certain parts of the gas 

became more dense than others, so that gravity began to 

operate. This caused a more regular motion which led to 

the formation in turn of spiral nebulae, stars, and planets. 

We even have now, in the theory expounded by F. Hoyle, the 

idea of continuous creation, analogous to the Milesians' 

infinite store of matter "s e that be coming may not fail" • 

There is this great difference: whereas to us the 

factor that causes the increasing condensation, once the 

unexplained motion has started it, is gravity (or rather 

whatever corresponds in a particular mathematical or astro

physical theory to this lay concept}, to Anaximenes there 
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were two other possible causes apart from motion: change 

of moisture content or of temperature (v. passage no. 15). 

We know that temperature and motion are intercon

nected: heat can cause motion, and motion heat, though 

not without some wastage of heat (2nd. Law of Thermodynam

ics), for they are two aspects of the same thing (cf. p. 

7 - they are different forms of energy). But to Anaxim-

enes it is temperature and density that are thus inter

connected. The statement of Hippolytus (passage no. 15) 

that cold and heat can make aer visible means, as we shall 

see, that they increase or decrease respectively its den

sity. We shall later be examining also a passage from 

Plutarch that shows that Anaximenes thought that coLverse

ly density changes bring about corresponding changes in 

temperature. 

Let ·us first consider the relation inferred from 

Hippolytus. While it is true that heat causes expansion 

and·cold contraction in a gas at constant pressure, the 

true connexion is not between temperature and density, but 

between temperature and molecular velocity: since the 

pressure (a function of both density and molecular veloc

ity) is constant, it is the change in velocity associated 

with temperature change that causes change in density. 
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If, however, pressure varies, as it does in the atmosphere, 

for example, temperature change need not necessarily, as 

it does in Anaximenes' theory, cause a corresponding den

sity change. 

One case in which Anaximenes' theory breaks down 

is this: he held that aer, as it became increasingly fel

ted by cold, became first liquid, then solid; so that the 

difference between water and ice was that in ice the aer 

was denser: this implies that the same quantity of aer 

occupied a smaller volume. But in fact the most elemen

tary type of experiment shows that water's volume increases 

on freezing. We know this because our plumbing bursts 

after freezing, and he could have learned it by leaving a 

jar of water out in the open in frosty weather and obser

ving that the level of the ice formed is higher than that 

of the original liquid. He could have done this, and to 

our minds he should have; but we saw in Chap. II that 

Greek philosophy did not demand any such experimental or 

observational checks. 

At any rate, Anaximenes did in his theory of creat

ion, purely by coincidence, have very roughly the right 

idea: that motion caused a progressive increase in density 

which brought into being the heavenly bodies and the earth. 
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His theory more resembles our own than do most of the more 

mature Greek theories, even though his method of arriving 

at it differed radically from our own. 

In dealing with the converse relation mentioned on 

p. S6 he was definitely less successful. 

was as usual the starting point: 

The microcosm 

.,;~ y~p aua.,;e'l\.'l\.6~evov a:6.,;T](; (.,;.e. u'AT)(;) xa.t ?t'UJ(Vo-6-
JJ.EYOV llroXP~Y elva.C cpT)OL, 't"~ o' dpa.r.bv xa.t .,;b X a. A a.
p ~ V (ou.,;w ?tW(; 6YOJJ.aOa.(; xa.t .,;~ ~~~a..,;r.) eep~6v. oeev 
o'fm d?te L x6.,;w(; 1\.eyeaea.r. .,;~ xa.t eepJ.L~ .,;ov CI.vepw1tov ~" .,;otS 
a.,;6~0.'l;O(; xa.t ~uxp~ ~eer.eva.r.· w'6xe't"a.L Y~P ~ 'JtYO~ 'JtLea
eetaa. xa.t 'JtUX·vweetaa. 't"O'i:(; XEC'AeOLY, dYELJ.J.eYO'U 0~ 't"OiS 
O't"6JJ.O."!;O(; bc.?tC?t.,;ouaa. y CyYE't"O.L eep~~y '6?to JJ.O.V6'1;T)'l;0(;. 
't"otS.,;o ~ev o~v dyv6T)~a. ?toLet't"a.L .,;otS dvopo(; 6 ~r.a.,;o.,;e'AT)(;" 
dVEL~eYO'U yap .,;o'[S O't"6~0.'t"O(; ~X?tYetaea.r. 'l;Q eep~~V ~~ ~~WV 
a.-6.,;l.Ov, O't"O.Y oe O'UO't"pe~O.Y't"E(;." .,;~ xeC'AT) cpua~aw~ev, o-6 .,;~y 

~~ ~~wv, d'l\.1\.~ .,;ov depa. .,;ov ?tpo .,;ou a.,;6~a..,;o(; ~eetaea.r. 

WUXPOY OV'l;O. xa.t ?tpOOE~?tC?t't"ELV. 

Plut. de prim. £rig. 7, 947 f; Dials 13 B 1. 

Not only was Anaximenes wrong in thinking that the 

temperature effect is due to density differences dependent 

upon the labial pressure, but the explanation of Aristotle 

referred to by Plutarch (Arist. Probl. 964 a 10) also fails 

to state the whole truth. It is true that when the mouth 

is wide open we breathe out air that has been warmed in

side the body (and not by Anaximenes' reason, the rarefac

tion); but it is not true that in the other case it is 
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the air in front of the mouth, which is cold, that is im-

pelled forward. 
' 

The air behind the pursed lips is under 

pressure as the lung muscles force it through the narrow 

orifice, and upon emerging it enters, in the atmosphere, 

a region where the pressure is lower, which permits it to 

expand. The expansion is adiabatic (adiabatic change 

may be defined as 'a change in the volume and pressure of 

t~e contents of an enclosure without exchange of heat be-

tween the enclosure and its surroundings). Adiabatic 

expansion causes a drop in the heat energy, and thus in 

the temperature, of the substance concerned, the energy 

released being capable of being transformed into work, 

in this case the work of pressing against the skin of a 

hand held in front of the mouth. Consequently we feel 

a cooler stream of ai~ press against our skin than in the 

case of the open mouth. A contributory factor may be 

that the stronger current of air blowing over the skin 

when the lips are pursed assists in the evaporation of 

sweat by carrying away the vapour thus formed more rapid

ly, and evaporation itself, a fact unknown to tb.e Miles

ians, also causes a drop in temperature. 

lt'rom the quite correct observation, therefore, 

Anaximenes drew the incorrect conclusion that condensat-

ion cools and rarefaction heats. He has again, as in 
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the converse case (p. 57 sup. ) ·fallen into a trap through 

ignorance of the effect of non-constant pressure. In 

fact if gas is compressed its temperature rises and vice 

versa {adiabatic expansion and compression), unless some 

special laboratory precautions are taken to maintain a 

constant temperature (isothermal exp'ansion and compres

sion). In the observation described he was de·aling with 

adiabatic expansion and perhaps also evaporation, contras

ted with normal conditions, and not with condensation con

trasted with rarefaction, in his sense of the words, at 

all; and the increased pressure at the lips is irrelevant 

to what happens when the breath stream has met the atmo

sphere. In fact, upon repeating his observation, I find 

that if I place my hand very close to my pursed lips I 

feel the air emerging at body temperature (which at once 

vitiates both the observation of Anaximenes and the ex

planation of Aristotle), and I do not perceive the cool

ness until I have moved my hand a half an inch or more 

from my mouth, and thus given the expansion both time and 

room to e·ffect itself. 

Consequently, however close an analogy there may be 

between Anaximenes' theory and ours on the plane of cosmic 

creation, he was very far from anticipating our modern 
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micro-cosmic gas laws (Boyle's Law and Charles' Law, p. 9 

sup. and the laws of thermodynamics). He built up his 

theory, in fact, by forming risky conclusions from his 

observations and then generalising these conclusions be

yond the limits of observation. This is so not only in 

the case of the observation just dealt with, but also in 

the addition of the stage of rarefaction of aer into fire 

that follows on the correctly given stages of rarefaction 

of solids (e.g. stones and earth) into liquids (e.g. water) 

and liquids into gases (e.g.aer). Flame is, of course, 

neither a separate real substance, 'fire', nor a separate· 

kinetic state of matter, but merely gas rendered incand

escent by heat energy (more accurately, the atoms of the 

gas are in a state of excitation wherein they emit electro

magnetic radiation in the form of photons that are visible 

as light rays or invisible as infra-red heat ravs). The 

gas molecules are indeed further apart owing to the in

creased kinetic energy, so that the gas is rarer than when 

it is cool; but ·the substance is the same, and Anaximene s 

was not dealing with (sub-)atomic phenomena. 

We must now examine the properties of Anaximenes' 

aer. Of the utmost importance is the theory mentioned 

b;v Hippolytus (passage no. 15) that aer in its natural 
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stateJ viz. when 'most even' (6~~Aoo~~~o~, a word which in 

this context must surely refer to one possible physical 

state of aer, contrasted with another state when it has 

undergone some type of excitation, and not to its distrib

ution as Cherniss has taken itJ cf. pp •. 53-4 sup.)J is in

visibleJ but that 'it becomes visible under the action of 

cold and heat and moisture and motion' • Anaximenes was 

the first man to see the possibility of the real corpor-

eal existence of an invisible substance. In this invis-

ible state the aer is the ~ve~~~ that we breathe. • It 

is still precisely the same substance as the visible aer, 

that described by Anaximand~r, but in a rarer, more tenu

ous state. ilian had still not recognised that invisible 

air is a different substance from opaque mistJ and that 

in fact the air that we inhale is different in composition 

from that which we exhale (oxygen replaced by carbon di

oxide). 

Whereas Anaximander thought that the natural state 

of aer was mistJ Anax~enes thought that it was the form 

---------------------------------------------------------
• On a cold dayJ howeverJ we breathe out a visible 

mist which we, like Anaximenes, attribute to condensationJ 
but in a different sense of the word. The observation 
of this misty breath must have played an important role 
in the formation of the early Greek notions about aer. 
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that is invisible - the form in fact that constitutes the 

normal atmosphere. This new idea of invisible air was 

not immediately adopted, and we shall soon meet thinkers 

who confused invisible air with empty space: acqeptance 

had to wait until the experimental proof cited by Empedo-

1 . f lE c es, v. 1n •• 

It is now time to examine the part played by aer 

in the cosmology of Anaximenes. His astronomy is back-

ward compared with that of his predecessor, whereas his 

meteorology is similar. The whole universe is of course 

made of aer; but instead of the separative process pos

tulated by Anaximander we have the process of rarefaction 

and condensation, and of evaporation. 

sages follow: 

The relevant pas-

16. (4) ~v 0~ y~v ~Aa~etav elvaL ~~' ~tpo' 6xou~tv~v, 
6~oCoo, Oe xat oflALOY 1<at OeA'IiYTlY xat ~a aAAa O.arcpa ~d.v~a 

lE 
From now until I reach the chapter on Empedocles 

I shall use the spelling 'aer' to mean a substance that 
consists of some sort of water vapour, like the aer of 
A.naximander, but that may be visible or invisible. ·The 
passages, however, that Burnet quoted (v. p. 47 sup.), 
together with the fact that Empedocles used 'aether' for 
elementary invi-sible air, show that in normal language 
'aer' continued to mean 'mist' or even 'darkness'. I shall 
be using 'aer' in the stated sense for convenience rather 
than with accuracy, to distinguish between aer conceived 
as water vapour and air as oxygen, nitrogen, etc •• 
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~upLva 5v~a ~ ~ o x e t a e a L ~~ depL OLa ~Aa~o,. 
(5) yeyovevaL 0~ ~a -~~pa ~x y~' OL& ~o ~~v tx~d.Oa ~x 

~au~TJ' dvCa~aaea.L, -1j, dpaLou~EYTJ' ~o ?tup yCveaeaL, ~" 

o~ ~ou ~upo, ~e~ewpL'o~evou ~ou, da~epa, auvCa~aaeaL. 

elvaL 0~ xat yewOeL, ~uaeL' ~v ~~ ~6?t~ ~wv da~epwv , 

Hipp. Ref. I 7, 4-5, D. 13 A 7; cf. (a) A~t. II 
13, 10, D. 13-A 14, (b) Id. II 20, 2, D. 13 A 15. 

(a) ~va~L~EYTJ' ~upCVTJV ~~v ~~v ~uaLv ~mv [a~pwv, ?tepL
exeLv be ~LVa xat yewOT) aw~a~a au~~epL~ep6~eva ~OU~OL' 
d6pa.~a. 

(b) ~ya~L~EYTJ' ?tupLYOY ~?tapxeLY ~OV ~ALOY d~e~~va~o. 

17. ~va~L~BVTJ' 0~ xat ~va~ay6pa' xat LlTJ~6xpL~o, ~b 

~Aa~o, aL~LOY elvaC ~aaL ~ou ~eveLV af>~~v· (~.e. yt;v) 
of> yap ~e~veLV, dAA 1 ~'JtL'JtW~a~C,eLV ~ov depa ~OV xa~weev, 
·a?tep ~aCve~aL ~& ~Aa~o, ~xov~a ~wv aw~a~wv ~oLetv· 
~au~a yap 'ltat ?tpo, ~ou, dve~ow; exeL OuaxLY~~w, OLa ~~v 
dv~epeLaLv. ~a.'l>~o ~ ~ou~o ?toLet'v ~~ ?tAd.~eL ~aat ~~v 

yf1v .,cpo, ~av ~?tmteC~evov depa. ~ov 0' o-6x exov~a ~ou 
~e~aa~'f1VaL ~6~0V t'ltaVOV d6poOY ~li? xd.~w6ev 'l')pe~et'v, wa
?tep ~0 ~v ~ar, XAewuOpaL, uOwp. 

Arist. de Gael. 294 b 13, D. 13 A 20; cf. (a) Ps. 
P1ut. Strom. 3, D. 13 A 6, (b) A'et. II 22, 1, D. 13 B 
2a, and (c) Id. III 15, 8, D. 13 A 20. 

(a) ~LAou~evou o~ ~ou depo, ?tp~TJV yeyev~aeaL AeyeL 
~~v rt;v ?tAa~et'av ~aAa· OLo xat xa~a A6yov a'6~~v ~ ?t -
o x e t' a e a L ~m depL • 'lc.at ~ov ilALov 1tat ~~v aeA~
VTJV xat ~a AOL~a [a~pa ~~V dex~v ~f1, yeveaew, exeLV ~X 
yf1,. d~o~aCve~aL youv ~ov TJALov yf1v, OLa o~ ~v 6~et'av 
xCvT)aLv xat ~d.A' txavm, eep~~v ~au~TJY xauaLv Aa~et'v. 

(b) ?tAa~uv ~, ~ e ~a A o v ~ov ilALO~. 

(c) ~va~L~EYTJ' 0La ~o ?tAa~o' ~ ?t o X e t' a 6 a L ~~ 
depL. 
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1.8. 'Ava.~ L J.LEVTI(; i>?to ?t&?t'UXVWJ.LE VO'U dspO(; xa.t dv't' L 't'U?tO'U 
i:~weou~eva. 't'a lia't'pci 't'a, 't'po?ta(; ·?toLet'aea.L. 

A~t. II 23, 1, D. 13 A 15. 

19. (7) dVSJ.LO'U'(; Oe yevva.aeaL, cha.v ~ ?t&?tt?XVWJ.LSVO(; 6 
df)p xa.t cbae e t' cpe·pTl't'O.L (t) • auv eA.e6v't'a. Oe xa.t i:?tt ?tA.e t'
ov ?tO.X'UV6EV't'O. VECJ>Tl yevvaaea.L ')ta.t OU't'CIJ(; et, uOwp J.L&'t'a.
~dA.A.eLV, xdA.~a.v Oe yCvea6a.L, o't'a.v d?to 't'mv vecpmv 't'o 
uOwp ')(O.'t'a.cpep6J.L&VOV ?ta.yij• XL 6va. 08' O't'O.V a.'6't'& 't'a.tha. 
i:vuyp6't'.epa. 5v't'a. ?tft.~Lv A.d.~lJ· (8) da;,;pa.?tf)v O' o't'a.v 't'a 

vecpT) 0 L ·.; O'tfj't'a.L J3 C q. 'ltV &UJ.Ld't'CJJV • 't'OU't'CJJV yO,p OL ·.: O't'O.J.LEVCJJV 
A.a.J.L?tpav xa.t ?tupwOTl yCvea6a.L 't'~v a.~y~v. !pLv Oe yev
vaaea.L 't'mV ~A.La.xmv a.'6y~V et, depa. O'UV&O't'mrra. ~L'Jt't'O'UOmv. 

Hipp. Ref. I 7, 7-8, D.· 13 A 7; of. (a) A~t. III 
4, 1, D. 13 A 17, (b) Id. lii 5, 10, and Schol-. Arat. 
p. 515, 27 (from Posidonius), both in D. 13 A 18. 

(a) ~va.~LJ.LEVTI(; vecp11 .J.LBV yCvea6a.L ?ta.xuveev't'o' i:?tt ?tA.et'
ov 't'oU depo(;, J.LO.A.A.ov o' i:?tLauva.xeevrro, i:xeA.C~ea6a.L 't'o~, 
5J.L~'pO'U(; I ()dA.~a.v 08' i:?te L oa.v ~0 XO.'t'a.cp·ep6J.L&VOV u Owp ?ta.yij, 
XL6Va. 0 O't'O.V O'UJ.L?t&p_~A.Tlcp6:r.i 't'L 't'ql i>ypip ?tV&'UJ.LO.'t'LX6V. 

(b) ~va.~LJ.LEVT'I' ! p L v yCveae·a.L XO.'t' a.'6ya.OJ.LOV ~i\.C ou ?tpo, 
vecpeL ?tuxvcp :xa.t ?tO.X&t' 1ta.t J.LSA.a.VL ?ta.pc\ ';'C'O J.Lf! Ouva.a6a.L 
't'c\(; dx't'LVO.(; et(; 't'O ?tepa.V 0La.X6?t't'&LV i:?tLO'UVLO't'O.J.LSVO.(; 
a.'6't'q'». 

't'~V lpLV ~va.~LJ.LEYTI(; CJ>TIOt yCvea6a.L, ~vCxa. av i:?tL
?tEOCJJOLV" a.f 't'OiS ~A.Cou a.'6ya.t et(; ?tO.X~V xa.t ?t'UXVOV 't'OV 
depa.. · o6&V 't'O J.LEV ?tp6't'epov a.'6't'ou 't'OV ~A.Cou q>OLVLxo\Sv 
cpa.Cverra.L, 0La.xa.L6J.L&vov i>?to 't'mv dx~Cvwv, rro 08 J.LEA.a.v, 
XO.'t'O.XpO.'t'OUJ.L&VOV i>?to ~(; '{)yp6't'Tl't'O(;. lta.t V'UX't'O(; Oe CJ>T'IOL 
yCveo6a.L 't'~·v l pL V d?to 't'Tl(; aeA.'IiVTl(;. ~ 

Note: it is, of course, true that rainbows are 
caused by the falling of the rays of the sun. or, by 
night, the moon on precisely what Anaximenes me·ant by 
condensed ae·r, viz. a heavy mist or raindrops; but 
the Greeks always remained ignorant of the fact that 
the colours of the rainbow are caused by the variat
ions in the angle·s of refraction of light waves of 
different frequencies (or wave-lengths), as demonstrat
ed by Isaac Newton with the prism. 
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In these pas.sages we see the workings of rarefac

tion and condensation upon aer on the cosmic scale. The 

heavenly bodies arose from earth (very .condensed aer) by 

rarefaction through the stages of moisture and normal aer 

to the rarest state, fire. Passage no. 16 describes this 

process, but this passage and no. 16a also refer to cer-

tain invisible earthy bodies in the heavens. These occur 

also in some later systems, where they are postulated to 

explain eclipses, as is the case with Anaxagoras, whose 

astronomy is much indebted to Anaxirnenes. 

Passage no. 17a states what we should have ~ad to 

infer from no. 16, namely that the earth was the first to 

be created; but after stating that the origin of th~ heav

enly bodies was the earth, Ps. Plut. goes on to say that 

the sun was earth, apparently contradicting nos. 16, 16a 

and 16b. It is, however, no real contradiction: since 

the earth is the source of the matter of the sun, and since 

all matter, including earth, is only aer in different forms, 

the phrase is true in a manner of speaking. 

Ps. Plutarch next gives the cause of the fiery na

ture of the sun, namely rapi'd mot ion (one of the possible 

causes of change of state given by Hippolytus in passage 

no. 15). We know that Anaximenes 1 universe revolved; 
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for in a number of passages ( Die:ls 13 A 12-14) we are told 

that it did, and in such a way that the stars go around 

rather than under the earth - the mode of revolution is 

like that of a millstone or of a cap round the head (Hipp. 

Op. Cit. 1 7, 6, D •. 13 A 7). So the rapid motion refer

red to will haVe been that of the ocv~ that acts as motive 

cause throughout Ionian speculation. 

The property of aer called resista~ce that we in~ 

ferred from passage no. 8 of Anaximander is for the first 

time explicitly dealt with by Anaxiinenes: it is the reas

on why the heavenly bodies and the earth remain in posit

ion; they are flat, and borne up by the aer, v. passages 

nos. 16, 17, 17a & 17b, of which no. 17 gives the explan

ation. 

It appears from the first two ·sections of Book II 

of Aristotle's Met~orologica, especially passage no. 10 

sup., if we. can trust the (somewhat doubtful) identificat

ions given by Alexander on the authority of Theophrastus 

in no. lOa (p. 34 sup.) of the people vaguely referred to, 

that whereas Anax~ander (and Diogenes) explained solstices 

and the movements in declination of the moon by failure 

of the mo'isture by which the sun and moon were nourished, 

Anaximenes (and Anaxagoras) explained them by means of 
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the resistance of compressed aer, cf. passage no. 18, in 

which AHtius generalises this explanation to cover the 

~po~ac of the stars as a whole. Aristotle rightly rejects 

both explanations. In any case, the identifications- that 

I referred to are not certain, the whole passage of Aris

totle is fraught with difficulty, and the meaning 'sol

stice' for ~po~~ rather than 'revolution' is disputed. 

Too much importance should not, therefore, be attached to 

this subject with reference to either Anaximander or Anax-

imenes. 

If we add this property of resistance and the.pos-
i 

sibility of invisibility. to the "list of properties of aer 

inferred for Anaximander, and take away non-inflammability 

(for aer, rarefied,· turns into fire), we obtain a complete 

description of the aer of Anaximenes, with the proviso 

that the former's was derived from the apeiron while the 

latter's is a real substance in its own right. 

Finally it is worth noticing, though the point is 

not scientific, that since Water, Apeiron, or Aer, the 

principle of the Milesians, is eternal and deathless, it 

tends to have been spoken of by commentators as having been 

considered to be divine, or a god. This is an ancient 

misinterpretation. The word 'divine' itself meant to the 
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Milesian rationalisers simply 'eternal and deathless' and 

nothing more. lt was to be taken metaphor'ically and not 

literally, and is an example of the way in which a pioneer 

in any subject is hampered by the lack of a pre-existing 

technical vocabulary ( cf. the well-known complaint of Luc

retius). The Milesians were rationalising mythology into 

science and not substituting one type of religion for an-

other. It is not even certain that Thales ever d~d say: 

"All things are full of Gods", and if he did he was not 

advancing a pantheistic dogn1a. Cicero committed this 

misinterpretation in the case of Anaximenes: 

post Anaximenes a~ra deum statuit eumque gigni 
esseque immensum et infinitum et semper in motu, quasi 
aut aer sine ulla forma deus esse possit ••• aut non 
omne quod ortum sit mortalitas consequatur. 

Cic. de Nat. D., I 10, 26, D. 13 A 10. 

Aer was definitely not created. On this point Hippolytus 

(passage no. 15 sup., sec. 1) and Augustine preserve a 

more correct interpretation: 

omnes rerum causas a~ri infinito dedit, nee deos 
negavit aut tacuit; non tamen ab ipsi.s aBrem factum, 
sed ipsos ex a~re ortos credidit. 

Aug. C.D. VIII 2, D. 13 A 10. 

Even here, however, w~ must be wary of the assertion that 

gods were created from aer. If Anaximenes did indeed say 
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that gods (and not just things that were 'divine', i.e. 

eternal) were created from air, he may not have·been mak

ing a scientific assertion that gods exist, but rather 

meaning that if the Homeric gods, or indeed any gods, ex

isted, they would not be made of something supernatural, 

but of aer, just as our soul is, and our body come to that. 

(Cf. Galen, D. 13 A 22: o~~e yap ~a~~av ~epa Aeyw ~ov 

avepw~ov ooo~ep ~va~L~ev~~-> With regard to the first 

principle itself being called a god, in addition to the 

point I have made about the meaning 'eternal', there may 

also be some truth in the comment of AHtius: 

~Va~L~ev~~ ~OV ~epa (~.€. 6eov elvaL)• oet 01 ~~

aXO~€LV ~~t ~mv ou~w~ Aeyo~evwv ~a~ ~VOL~ltO~Oa~ ~or~ 

O~OLX€COL~ ~ ~ot~ ooo~aOL ouva~eL~. 

A~t. I 7, 13, D. 13 A 10. 

We shall find that Anaximenes' theory had a very 

great influence upon his successors. The Pythagoreans 

were much indebted to it. Anaxagoras and the Atomists 

adopted many views typical of him, while Diogenes tried 

to reconcile his theory with the refinements of Anaxagor

as. An Ionian School persisted with many minor thinkers 

following in Anaximenes' footsteps in addition to those 

just mentioned. In fact his speculations and conclusions 
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became as it were a basic starting point from which later 

thinkers d.eviated along their respective paths, and a 

storehouse of material from which they drew ideas about 

aspects o£ science in which they were not themselves prim

arily interested but about which they felt that they ought 

to say something for the sake of completeness • 

• oOo. 
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CRAFTER FOUR 

EARLY WESTERN THOUGHT 

The work of Anaximenes marked the culminating point 

of Milesian science. There we·re certain difficulties in-

herent in any monistic system; but other schools of thought 

that approached the subject differently escaped some of 

these. * The idea of an infinite store of the primary 

substance outside of, or 'encompassing', the particular 

universe in which we live is logically unsatisfactory (but 

it is unsafe to say 'scientifically unsatisfactory' as one 

would have a few years ago until the continuous creation 

theory of F. Hoyle is definitely accepted or rejected). 

It places the matter of the world that one has explained 

in the midst of a far greater amount of matter that one has 

not explained, which is both irrational and uneconomical. 

The·infinite store is there 'that becoming may not 

fail' • Aristotle points out in Phys. 208 a 8: 

o~~e YGP rva ~ yeveaL, ~~ t~LAeC~~, dvayxatov 
tvepyeC~ ~~eLpOY elvaL am~a ata6~~6v• tvOexe~aL yap 
~~y 6a~epou ~6opGY 6a~epou elvaL yeveaLY, ~e~epaa~evov 
ov~o, ~ou ~av~6,. 

----------------------------------------------------~---

* C. Bailey in The Greek Atomists and Epicurus, p. 18, 
discussed these difficulties and I am indebted to him here. 
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The latter is of course Aristotle's own view, and was 

that of Heracleitus, v. in£. - logically at least it dis

poses of the infinite store. 

Moreover the Milesians had not solved the problem· 

of the relation of the One and the Many. If opposites, 

which are things, separated out of an apeiron, the apeir

on should not have been conceived of as homogeneous; but 

it was so ex hyp.othesi. If on the other hand all things 

are merely different aspects of aer, why do they seem to 

be so different from aer? Are the liquid nature of wat

er and the solidity of earth merely illusions? 

The next philosopher in the main line of Ionian 

thought, Heracleitus, made an attempt to deal with these 

difficulties; but before examining his answers it will be 

as well to abandon Ionia temporarily, for he may have been 

indebted for some of his ideas to two philosophers who, 

though Ionian by birth, spent their· maturity .in the West: 

P ythag or as and .Xenophane s. 

South Italy and Sicily became the home of a religi-

ous brand of philosophy that contrasted sharply with Ion

ian rationalism. The religion was the- mysticism associ

ated with the Delian Apollo, the religion of ecstasy and 
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catharsis for which the purpose of philosophy was not to 

satisfy curiosity but to purify the soul. Living in 

organized communities, such philosophers at times adopted 

an almost prophetic tone. Great advances in science and 

slavish adherence to taboos occurred in one and the same 

school. A man might even expound quite irreconcilable 

views on the same subject according as he was speaking as 

a scientist or as a man of religion. 

Pythagoras of Samos, whose floruit is given e.s 532 

b.c. migrated to Croton and there founded the most famous 

of these communities. He became a legendary figure, and 

it is never easy to decide which of the Pythagorean theor-

ies are due to him and which to his disciples. In this 

chapter I propose to deal with what I believe to have for-
; 

med an early type of Pythagorean science, some of it per-

haps due to Pythagoras himself and some to his earliest 

followers. This type of Fythagoreanisrn I believe to have 

been developed before the critique of Parrnenides, and some 

at least of its theories I believe to have been available 

for study in the time of Heracleitus_. I propose to post-

pone to its proper place in the chronological order the 

discussion of the later types that arose during the later 

fifth century as a result of the Eleatic criticism and 
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the general advances in knowledge that had by then spread 

throughout the Greek world. 

There are several reasons whv it is difficult to 
" 

obtain a precise idea of the Pythagorean theories current 

at any particular date. Firstly there was the Fythagor-

eans'. own habit of ascribing innovations not to the innov-

ator but to the master himself: secondly there is the lack 

of contemporary documents, which is made more se~ious by 

the spurious nature of the framments ascribed to Philolaus, 

who lived in the second half of the fifth century: third

ly there is the reluctance of Plato and Aristotle to at

tribute views to individual members of the school by name, 

and also there are Aristotle's misrepresentations and con

fusions with Platonism (cf. Cherniss): finally there is 

the modern confusion introduced 'by those who, like Taylor 

and Burnet, see the hand of the Pythagoreans in much of 

Plato, especially in the Timaeus. 

Consequently it _is a question of quat homines tot 

sententiae. I have above all consulted the works of Corn-

ford, Ross (who mostly agrees with him), Raven, Cherniss, 

and, with caution, Burnet, and A. Rey (who relies much on 

Burnet). Before examining the Pythagorean speculation 

in detail in so far as it concerns aer, I shall briefly 
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summarise the opinions of Raven, Cornford, and Cherniss, 

and then indicate where I agree or disagree with one or 

other of them. * In doing so I shall have to anticipate 

by a bare statement some of the points that I shall later 

be discussing in detail. 

Firstly, all scholars agree that the Fythagoreans 

were concerned with m.unbers ,. and something must be said 

about this. Stobaeus {Eel. I 1, 6, D. 58 B 2) quotes 

Aristoxenus as saying: 

Pythagoras appears to have honoured the study 
of arithmetic most of all men, and to have advanced 
it beyond the needs of commerce for the first time, 
likening all things to numbers. 

The reason for his numerical interest is said to 

have been that he discovered the relation between number 

and music. Whether or not Pythagoras himself observed 

the musical consonances in a smithy as legend has it ** 

H 
I shall not quo~e the authorities in full, for many 

passages would be too long to quote in Greek when they are 
not devoted to aer. They are all either quoted by Raven 
or collected in Diels 58 B, and many are translated by 
Cornford. To save space I shall merely refer to them, 
except for quoting in translation passages of particular 
note or doubtful interpretation. The books concerned are: 
Raven, Pythagoreans and Eleatics: Cornford, Plato and 
Parmenides: Cherniss, Op. Cit .. 

** As Burnet points out (E.G.F. p. 106), this story 
will not bear examination, but Pythagoras could have reach
ed the result by the use of the monochord. 
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it is clear that the early Pythagoreans were aware that, 

other things being equal, the pitch of a note depends on 

the length of the vibrating body, and that the lengths 

that give consonant notes are in simple integral ratios. 

This observation both prompted and appeared to confirm 

the notion that all things are numbers an~ the World is 

a harmony. * For if so different a thing, apparently, 

as music is based on number, Pythagoras or some early dis

ciple must have asked, may not other things too be based 

on number? Things, for example, like fire earth and 

water, or justice soul mind and opportunity? Compare 

Aristotle, Met. 985 b 23, D. 58 B 4: 

Among these (the Atomists) and before these the so
called Pythagoreans, ·bred in the study of mathematics, 
which they were the first to advance, thought that the 
principles (~px~C) of mathematics are the principles of 
all things. Of these principles numbers are by nature 
the first; and in these, rather than in fire and earth 
and water, they seemed to observe many likenesses ·to 
things that exist and come into being: e.g. such and 
such a property ( ?td.6ot;) of numbers is justice, an.d such 
and such is soul and mind, and another is opportunity, 
and so on. Further they saw that the properties and 
ratios of musical sc~les (dp~ovC~~) were expressible 
in numbers. Since, then, all other things seemed in 
their whole nature to be fashioned like numbers, and 
numbers seemed to be the first things in the whole of 
nature, they supposed that the elements (a~oLxet~) of 
numbers are the elements of all things, and that the 
whole Heaven is a scale or number. 

--------------------------------------------------------
'Harmony' means a scale with Girnple numerical rel

ations, not anything to do with charas or progressions. 
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At times, as in the above passage and in Met. 990 

a 22, 1078 b 21, and 1090 a 20, Aristotle talks of numbers 

or of the elements of nuw~ers as being the elements of 

things; at times he talks of things resembling numbers, 

as in the above passage and in Met. 987 b 11, D. 58 B 12. 

However these alternative ways of describing the relation 

between numbers and things are, as will be seen·below, 

~rrors or guesses of Aristotle; and it is clear that to 

at least the majority of Pythagoreans things actualJ.y 

were composed of n1:1mbers, conipare ~1et. 986 a 15, 58 B 5: 

Evidently these ph~losophers also consider number 
to be a principle, both as the matter far things and 
as their modifications and states. 

Compare also }.;~et. 987 a 13, B 8: • 

. In the same way the Pythagoreans say that the 
principles are two, but they added further the follow
ing, which is peculiar to themselves: they thought 
that the Limited and the Unlimited were not character
istics of something else such as fire or earth or any
thing else of that sort, but. that the Unlimited itself 
and the One itself were the substance of the things of 
which they are predicated; and therefore number was 
the substance of all things. 

Given, then, that things are numbers, there arise 

the questions: how are numbers ~ene.rated, and how are 

• Other passages that assert that things are numbers 
include: Met. 987 b 22, 58 B 13; 989 b 29, B 22; '1036 b 8, 
B 25; 1080 b 6; b 14, B 9; 1083 b 8, B 10; 1090 a 20. 
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things generated?·. This is where the arguments start. 

Clearly these questions were not answered identically by . 
ali Pythagoreans at all dates. Raven and Cornford (among 

others)· both postulate successive stages in the develop

ment of their cosmogony, but disagree about the content 

of these stages.· 

Raven thinks that before Parmenides the theory be

gan with two principles, Limit (equated with Unity, the 

One) and the Unlimited. (Limit may have been regarded 

as light and hot, the Unlimited as dark and cold). Unity/ 

Limit injects the 'first unit .having magnitude' like a 

seed into th~ womb of the Unlimited. The precise method 

of constitution· of this first unit is left unclear-. . The 

simile given is a guess of Aristotle in Met. 1091 a 12sq., 

58 B 26, ( cf. 1092 a· 32) • The first unit now 'breathes 

in' the surrounding Unlimited, which is breath or void, 

so as to give a line and the number 2 (for the line is two 

points having magnitude separated by an interval of void). 

The remainder of the number series is now gener-

ated by the breathing-in process. Numbers are thus a 

discrete congeries of points having magnitude (tL-coj..La. j..Leye-

e~), separated by void. Geometrical solids are next gen-

erated by this process, for the number 1 is the point, 2 
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the line, 3 the triangle (minirrLum plane), and 4 the tetra

hedron (minimum solid). Thus solids too are discrete 

congeries of points. From them came sensible {concrete) 
• 

bodies. Qualitative differences in these depend upon 

the varying proportions of Limit and the Unlimited in them, 

the proportions form~ng the A6yo, ~C~ew,. * 
Cornford's interpretation had minor differences 

from Raven' s. He claimed that the starting point was a 

divine monad (it was a religious theory too), different 

from the first unit of number, but sometimes synonymous 

with Limit. Limit and the Unlimited were secondary, der-

ivative, principles, acting as the 'elements of numbers'; 

for the first numerical unit was a compound of both. ·Its 

constitution may have combined two of Aristotle's guesses 

(loc. cit.): four points in pyramid (tetrahedron) form-

ation may have formed a seed from which the universe grew -

by the breathing-in process. This seed may have been 

fiery in nature, contrasting with aer and void, which were 

equated or at least confused, and were dark. Solids and 

--------------------------------------------------------
* At this early time, according to Raven, the Greeks 

did not recognise the existence of abstracts, and so Jus
tice etc. were concrete and consisted of number just like 
everything else. References to 'imitation' are errors 
of Aristotle, who was misled by Platonism. 
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sensible bodies were generated as above. Qualitative 

differences were, perhaps, caused by condensation and 

rarefaction. JE 

Raven holds that there was no radically new theory 

between Parmenides and Zeno, only an emendation: the id

entity of Unity and Limit was abandoned for, if Limit were 

the One (Parmenides' only real existent), the Unlimited 

would ·be non-existent. There was now a dualism with the 

unit considered as a compound of both principles (as Corn-

ford claimed it always had been). The rest of the theory 

remained unaltered, but destructive arguments were raised. 

against Parmenides, including the following: if the One 

of Parmenides is limited (viz. spherical), void can exist 

beyond that limit, and the existence of extra-cosmic void 

permits the breathing-in theory to stand unaltered. 

Cornford's view was very different. The Pythag-

oreans; because of Parmenides' objections to the void and 

to the old accounts of generation, abandoned the generat

ion of number from the first unit and of the Uni vers·e from 

the fiery pyramidal seed, gave up also the confusion of 

--------------------------------------------------------
1E Abstracts, in Cornford's view, have resemblances 

with the properties of numbers so that Aristotle's refer
ences to imitation referred to abstracts not concretes. 
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void with aer, and consequently renounced the breathing

in theory~ and probably the void itself. 

The system, says Cornford, was completely recast 

into a type of 'number-atomism' that failed as yet to take 

into account the distinction between the infinite divis

ibility of·geometrical magnitudes and the indivisibility 

of the ultimate units of which solids consist. Each con

crete body consisted of a plurality of unit-points (!~o~a 

~eyfe~), which themselves composed an ultimate plurality 

of entities having all the reality claimed for Parmenides' 

One. Any body could so consist of unit-points since 

lines were rows of discrete points, planes of juxtaposed 

point-containing lines, and solids of juxtaposed planes. 

For Raven the radical alteration in theory came 

after Zeno. His arguments about continuity and divis

ibility had showed that matter must be considered either 

continuous and infinitely divisible, like geometrical 

magnitude, so that the unit could no longer be thought to 

have magnitude or extension, or discrete and ultimately 

indivisible, so that it could not be equated with geomet

rical magnitude. The unit is still derived from the two 

principles, and its method of generation is still not 

clearly stated. The generation of number is still by 
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breathing-in, but it is now interval that is inhaled, no 

longer aer because of Empedocles, so that the line is 

length without breadth between two limiting points without 

magnitude. Its matter is empty space and its essential 

nature comes from the number of points that.bound it. * 

Sensible bodies differ from geometrical solids only 

in being less regular: they therefore also have contin

uous infinitely divisible space for matter, with the num

ber of points that bound their lines and surface~ deter-

mining their essence. These points (opoL, termini) mark 

out the external form of an object, so that their number 

determines the 'number of the thing' in the manner ascribed 

to Eurytus in D. 45, 2 and 3. 

Qualitative differences are now (after Philolaus?) 

explained by equating the four Empedoclean elements, fire 

air water and earth, with the tetrahedron octahedron eicosa

hedron and cube respectively, and making the X6yo, ~C~ew, 

describe the interrelations between numbers associated with 

these regular figures. 
. --------------------------------------------------------

In the fourth century the line-triangle-pyrarrid 
method of generation gave way to the fluxion method, viz. 
line-square-cube, for it was more consistent with continu
ity since it still derived numbers from the unit, but no 
longer implied that a line is an aggregate of discrete 
units, ana so escaped Zeno's criticism. 
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Again Cornford's view was very different. This 

was an age of clarification rather than innovation. Ar

ithmetic (dealing with the discrete) and geometry (with the 

continuous) were separated because of Zeno. The unit was 

still an ungenerated ~~o~ov ~eyeeo, - that is why Aristotle 

can find no clear exposition of its generation in mature 

Pythagoreanism. 'rhere was an ultimate plurality of these 

basic .units. 1'he generation of mathematical objects was 

eventually realised to be a logical not a temporal process, 

and geometrical solids to differ radically from sensible 

concretes: the former were continuous and infinitely div

isible, but the latter probably consisted of ~~o~a ~eyte~ 

composing the four regular figures, equated with the four 

'elements' as above. The use of opoL by Eurytus was dif-

ferent from what Raven says: they were not 'termini' but 

'terms' in the sense in which alphas were set out as the 

terms of patterned numbers (v. p. 91), so that the 'number 

of the thing' was the total number of 'point-atoms' in the 

thing. The A6yo, ~C~ew,, the interrelation betw~en the 

regular solid figures, was as described in Chap. 10 in£ •• 

Cherniss differs from both Raven and Cornford. 

They both base a considerable amount of their interpret

ations on the words of Aristotle; but Cherniss, as usual, 
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r~jects much of his testimony as either confused, or spec

ial pleading. He speaks of an attempt by Aristotle to 

belittle :Flato by making much of Platonism merely plagi

arized Pythagoreanism, an attempt that involves his read

ing Platonic ideas into Pythagorean theory. 

Cherniss believes (Op. cit. pp. 387sqq.) that though 

there may have been individual differences in de~ail among· 

the members of the school or at different times the basic 

system remained in much the same form at least until the 

late 5th. Century. This system can be summed up in the 

theses: 'things are numbers' or 'bodies consist of points'. 

Aristotle's account, which brings in the ideas of 'elements 

of numbers' ~nd of '~itation', is self-contradictory. 

'Things are numbers' is incompatible with the last 

two ideas. If numbers, which are things, consist of a 

group of units, i.e. points having position, neither num

bers nor things can be derived from higher principles, 

and the thesis 'the elements of numbers are the elements 

of things' is meaningless·. Aristotle's attempt to re

concile these two theses depends upon his finding a theory 

of the derivation of the numerical unit, and in one place 

he admits that he cannot. His guesses in lv!et. 1091 a 12 
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are just that, guesses; and the 'seed' that Raven and 

Cornford accept Cherniss believes Aristotle to have bor

rowed from Speusippus. * 
Cherniss believes the breathing-in theory to apply 

to concretes_ but not to numbers, so that Aristotle will 

have confused the cosmogony with the number theory. The 

numerical unit is not a generative principle; it is the 

'principle' of number simply because all numbers are groups 

of units. fhe thesis that all apparent continuity is a~ 

aggregate of points was the butt of Zeno's attack, which 

proves t~at his opponents made sensible bodies consist of 

aggregates of material points (as Cornford also argued). 

This thesis was held at least as late as Eurytus, whereas 

in the fourth century the fluxion theory replaced it. 

Cherniss is not certain that number is identified 

with fire and limit as opposed to darkness and the un

limited, and denies that numbers are derived from higher 

elements. His own conclusion is that the thesis about 

the 'elements of numbers' is Aristotle's own recastjng 

--------------------------------------------------------
* Raven admits the derivation of the unit throughout, 

though its constitution was left unclear. Cornford ad
mitted it for the early period, but would have agreed with 
Cherniss for the 'mature' period. 
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of the original thesis, caused by his inability to under

stand how anyone could have seriously maintained the not

ion of material number, and by his tendency to Platonize 

Pythagoreanism. * 
Cherniss, then, differs greatly from Raven, and also 

from Cornford about the early period, postulating for the 

entire period a kind of number-atomism like that of Corn

ford's later periods; he also differs from both in reject

ing the parallelism between number generation and cosmog-

ony that they accept. I accept it also, but am for my 

purposes most interested in the cosmogony. But before I 

--------------------------------------------------------
M 

Cherniss says that Aristotle was taught by Speus-
ippus, who was familiar with the work of Philolaus, and 
that he may have been influenced by Speusippus in,the re
casting, which shows some similarity with the system of 
the latter. 

With reference to 'imitation', Cherniss believes 
it to be an attempt to belittle Plato by showing that he 
used a Pythagorean tenet: Aristotle may here have been 
influenced by his pupil Aristoxenus, who was antagonistic 
to Plato, and claimed first-hand knowledge of the Pythag
oreans; but it is also possible that Aristoxenus' Pythag
orean teacher Xenophilus may have introduced 'imitation' 
into contemporary Pythagoreanism under Plato's influence. 

Cherniss claims elsewhere in his book that all the 
opinions following are either guesses, deductions, Plat
onizings, or recastings by Aristotle: the substantial 
nature of the Unlimited and of Unity, the equation of the 
Unlimited with void and of Limit with Unity, and the idea 
that the Pythagoreans had conceptual numbers as well as 
p~ysical numbers (materialised points). 
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proceed to this I must indicate my position with respect 

to the system as a whole. 

I agree with Raven and Cherniss in rejecting Corn

ford's divine i~Ionad prior to the two principles, and the 

idea that the latter are the 'elements of numbers'. As 

Raven admits, the rest of what Cornford says about the 

·early stage is hard to disagree with, and I accept,the 

common ground of Raven and Cornford. ~Thile I agree with 

Gherniss that theories about the constitution of the first 

unit are based on guesses of Aristotle, I am prepared to 

accept that the 'seed' 1s a good guess; but I am as wary 

as Raven of Cornford's further guess that the seed was a 

fiery pyramid (v. inf., p. 93). * 
I cannot agree with Raven that all that was needed 

after Parmenides was to abandon, the equation of Unity and 

Limit. KK Raven may be right that something can exist 

* Cornford's attempt to divide the universe into 
concretes and abstracts and to say that the former 'are' 
numbers and the latter 'resemble' the properties of num
bers has a specious plausibility; but I believe Raven to 
be closer to the truth, whether or not Cherniss' suggest
ion about the influence of Aristoxenus be sound. 

1£]£ 
Especially in view of Cherniss' opinion that this 

equation was Aristotle's invention, and Cornford's opinion 
that the One was only 'sometimes' synonymous with Limit. 
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outside a spherical universe, viz. his extra-cosmic void, 

but I must agree with Cornford that Parmenides had dealt 

a death blow to the equation of void and aer and to the 

literal interpretation of the breathing-in theor,_r ir cos-

mogony. Consequently i must align my conception of the 

second stage with Cornford's ultimate plurality of units 

and Cherniss' materialised points rather than with the al

most unchanged system of Raven. 

~!ore over Raven's third stage seems to err in the 

direction of Platonism (cf. the 'Receptacle' of the Tim

aeus and Raven's use of interval) and even to be tainted 

with Aristotle's 'informed matter'. I believe that Rav

en has fallen into the trap sprung by Cherniss of failing 

to spot some of Aristotle's axe-grinding. Discussion of" 

this must, however, be postponed to Chap. 10. 

In this chapter I now wish to review only the pure

ly physical side of Pythagoreanism before Parmenides (q.v. 

in Chap. 6). Here one would expect to find ideas not 

greatly dissimilar to, or less primitive than, those cur

rent in contemporary Ionia, ideas about as far advanced 

from those of the J.vdlesians as are those of Heracleitus. 

By concentrating on number as the clue to the world 

the Pythagoreans tended to deal with the formal rather 
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than the material; so much so that, as Cherniss rightly 

says, Aristotle is misled into importing his own formal 

cause into their theory so as to vitiate some of his in-

terpretation. There is, however, at least in the case 

of the mature theory, some truth in Met. 1028 b 16: 

It seems to some that the liffiits of body, e.g. 
surface and line and point and monad, are substances, 
and more so than body and the solid. 

Some scholars believe that Aristotle is correct 

when he says {in ~iet. 1078 b 21) that at first they only 

reduced the definitions of a few things, like opportunity, 

justice, and marriage, to numbers. I shall proceed, how-

ever, on the premiss that the thesis 'all things are num

bers', if not due to the master himself, is at any rate 

very early; Xenophanes specifically states his disagree

ment with certain parts of the physical theory connected 

with it { v. in£.). 

The Pythagoreans will have been aided in working 

out this thesis by the existence of a primitive way of 

expressing numbers, not by the Classical use of letters 

of the alphabet as numerical symbols, but by the use of 

a more pictorial method, akin to the abacus that is still 

used in China, namely that of setting out the relevant 

number of alphas side by side or of placing pebbles on 
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the ground in similar fashion. * From this developed 

the idea of patterned numbers: 1 is represented by one 

alpha., pebble, dot, or imaginary point in the mind's eye, 

2 by two in a line, 3 by three in a· triangle, 4 by either 

four in a square or four (imaginary points) in a pyramid 

(tetrahedron); higher numbers could similarly be represen

ted by triangles, squares, oblongs, or cubes. 

The method may be summed up as the use of dots 

(opoL: lit. 'boundary-stones') marking out a field (xwpa). 

This procedure led to the method discussed on p. 84 by 

which Eurytus determined the 'number of a thing'. 

It will be easily seen how familiarity with this 

pictorial representation of figured numbers could suggest 

the theory of generation of number described on pp. 79sq., 

a generation that is, pace Cherniss, parallel to and part 

of the generation of the physical universe. 

It was a great step forward in the history of 

science when to the study of matter there was added the 

study of structure and a connexion with number that could 

lead to the idea of quantitative analysis. Modern science 

----------------------------------------------------------
ll Cf. Nicomachus, Arithm. 82sq., and Iamblichus, in 

Nicom. 57. From the 'Latin for 'pebble', of course, we 
derive the English word 'calculation'. 
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with its non-material subatomic entities, its quantum 

theory and wave-mechanics, and its probability theory, 

may be said now to concentrate rather on these aspects 

than on the grossly material, and we have to thank the 

Pythagoreans for being, after 'rhales, second 'Fathers of 

Science' in that they took the first steps along this 

path. 

The Pythagoreans, however, confused number, ~hich 

is really an aspect of form or structure, with body itself 

so that in their cosmogony number is that out of which 

things are made, that of which they actually consist. 

The Universe, like number itself, starts from the 'first 

unit having magnitude'. Aristotle discusses this at · 

Ke t . 10 91 a 12 , D. 58 B 26: 

It is strange to postulate a generation of eter
nal entities - nay more, it is impossible. However 
there can be no dispute whether or not the Pythagor
eans do postulate one; for they openly say that when 
the Unit had been constructed - whether out of planes 
or surface or seed or out of something that they are 
at a loss to name - the nearest parts of the apeiron 
brunediately began to be drawn in and l~ited by the 
Limit. But since they are dealing with cosmogony and 
wish to speak physically, it is right to consider them 
under physics, not metaphysics as here. 

Aristotle repeats the guess about seed at ~et. 1092 a 32, 

e~x.pressing his own objection to such a theory thus: 

But nothing can come from that which is indivisible. 
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As I said on p. 88, I am prepared to accept this 

guess about seed, for it is characteristic of Pythagorean

ism as of all early Greek thought including that of Anax

imenes (v •. PP• 48 and 50 sup.) to regard the universe as 

a living, breathing, creature, and the seed is the start 

of life. A passage of Hippo lytus (Ref. I 2, 6) shows 

how the seed probably fitted into the Pythagorean theory: 

The beginning of numbers is the .first unit, which 
is male and like a father begets all the other numbers; 
while the number 2 is female, also called the Even. 

Note that it was a common Greek belief that the father 

alone generated the offspring: the mother merely provided 

'living-room'. 
\':· 

I cannot accept the additional guess of Cornford 

(Op. cit. p. 19): . "This view could be combined with the 

previous suggestion (sc. planes or surface). The four 

units composing the pyramid might be regarded as '~eed'; 

if the living world is to grow from this first body into 

all three di.mens ions" • 'fhis is an unnecessary complic-

ation, and it spoils the analogy between the generation 

of number, which definitely proceeds from a single roint, 

and that of the universe - the method of generation is 

the same in both cases, so that we should expect the 

points of origin to be analogous also. 
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The method of generation is in each case the so

called 'breathing-in', which Aristotle describes in Phys. 

213 b 22, D. 58 B 30: H 

el'va.c. OJ ecpa.oa.v xa.t ot ITu6a.y6pec.oc. 'l~ev6v, 'lta.t t?t
ec.oc.eva.c. a.~~~ ~~ o~pa.v~ tx ~ou ~?teCpou ?tveU~a ~e ~, 
~VO.'JtVBOV~L xa.t ~o xev6v, o Oc.opC~ec. ~a, cpuoec.,, ~, ov
~o, ~ou xevoU xwpc.a~oU ~c.vo, ~wv tcpe~~' xa.t Oc.opCoew'· 
xa.t ~OU~' el'va.L ?tp~OV tv ~OL' ~pL6~ot,• ~0 yap XEVOV 
oc.opC~ec.v ~nv cpuoc.v a.~~mv. 

Stobaeus (Eel. I 18, 1, D. 58 B 30) quotes this passage 
. . . . 

and immediately afterwards refers to Aristotle's Frag. 

201~ 

tv oe ~~ nept ~~' nuea.y6pou cpc.Aooocpca., ?tpw~~ 

ypacpeL ~ov ~ev o'6pa.vov el'va.r. eva., btec.a6.yea6a.l. Oe ~'lt 

~ou ~?teCpou xp6vov ~e xa.t ?tvonv xa.t ~o xevov, o Oc.opC
~ec. ~xao~wv ~a' xwpa., ~ec. 

Compa~e also this passage of A~tius (II 9, 1): ** 
ot ~ev ~?to nuea.y6pou ~x~o' elva.1. ~ou x6o~ou ~o 

xev6v, et, o ~va.?tver 6 x6o~o' xa.t t~ o~. 

. . 

It is in connexion with this notion of the exist-

ence of a boundless breath outside the universe_that the 

-------------------------------------~------------------

* The re·adings a~opted· by Die ls and Ross differ, but 
the difference, though great, does not affect the theory 
described. · 

lUE Cf. also hr.et. 1091 a 12, p. 92 sup., and Phys. 203 
a 6, D. 58 B 28, which applies the process to number. 
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disagreement of Xenophanes (see p. 90) is relevant. ~ 

He would not accept an external store of matter that could 

be breathed in by the universe, but to the Pythagoreans 

the universe was a living creature and so could breathe 

and grow like any other living creature (see p. 93). 

In the sphere of arithmetic, then, numbers are a 

congeries of units, akin to limit, that are held apart by 

the unlimited, which is 'drawn in' from outside; this is 

one aspect of the unlimited: another aspect of it is that 

substance which the universe breathes in in the sphere of 

cosmogony and physics. ··rhis is given various names (time., 

breath, the void), and it plays the part of the h·~ilesian 

unlimited external store. But just what is it? 

To Cornford (Op cit. p. 18) it 'unmistakably cor

responds to the boundless Air of Anaximenes, that breath 

--------------------------------------------------------
K 

~ Ps. Plut. (Strom. 4, D. 21 A 32) and Hipp. (Ref. I 
14, 21 A 33) both state that Xenophanes' earth is not sur
rounded by aer, which contradicts the external store that 
the theories of the lriilesians and Pythagoreans shared. 
D.L. (ix 19, 21 A 1), referring to Xenophanes' God, though 
I shall show in Sec. ii of this chapter that in fact the 
passage ·deals With the Universe, Says ~~ ~BV~OL ava~VBLV 
{using the same word for 'breathing' as in the passages 
on p. 94), which contradicts the Milesian and Pythagorean 
theories of a living, breathing, universe. While these 
sources are, as will be seen in Sec. ii, confused, I never
theless feel that they do represent the thought 'of Xenoph
anes on these points, if not his actual words. 
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or air which encompasses the whole cosmos and is compared 

to the human soul, which is also air'. For him the early 

cosmogony has two primitive factors: nFire or Light, 

associated with limit, and the dark Air, identified with 

unlimited void, the 'Night' of pre-scientific cosmogonies". 

But whereas Anaximenes' Air is the ultimate substance of 

all things, the Pythagoreans' is rather 'the empty space 

not occupied by body but separating bodies and their parts'. 

Thus Cornford definitely identified aer and void in this 

context as did Burnet, who identified the unlimited with 

'air, night or the void'. 

Raven has a different interpretation: air and the 

void and time (cf. Arist. Frag. 201, p~ 94 sup.) *are dif

ferent manifestations of the unlimited, each distinct in 

* Raven, Op. cit. p. 48 points out that it has been 
claimed that Phys. 213 b 22 {Diels' reading) and Frag. 201 
distinguish between breath and the void (and time in the 
latter) by joining them with the word ">ta.C • Since both 
passages say that breath and the void are drawn in 'from·' 
the unlimited, it may look as if they are separate things, 
neither identical with the unlimited but both derived from 
it. Thus Raven believes that both Cernford and Burnet 
oversimplified. However, he says, xa.C can mean 'i.e.', 
and in any case our authorities know that aer and void are 
·not identical and so would automatically insert xa.C unless 
writing with historical precision·, so that this objection 
to the identity of breath and void is not very strong. 
But the mention of time nevertheless tells against the 
complete identity of all four concepts. 
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its own field, but within that field representing, and 

so virtually identified with, the unlimited. With this 

I agree·as far as the relationship with the unlimited is 

concerned. Raven ~ould say that the void has its func

tion as that which separates the points in numbers, and 

aer as the breath of the physical cosmogony. This is a 

possible interpretation; but I feel that there is more to 

be said on the subject. 

The true corporeal existence of air in the modern 

sense of the word had not yet been proved by Empedocles, 

although Anaximenea had guessed at the possibility of an· 

invisible type of aer. I should agree, therefore, with 

Cornford that we are dealing with something akin to the 

aer of Anaxbnenes, but should add that we may be dealing 

with just the invisible form of it. Since it is invisible 

it appears to the primitive observer as if there is no

thing in its place at all, ~s Aristotle points out in sev

eral contexts: 

( de An •. 419 b 34. ) 

~0 yap XBVOV X~~a~~eVaV ~epa, ~~~pe, ~O~L. (de 
Part. An. 656 b 15.) 

a~ 0' itv6pw~aL , •• cpa;otv ~V (li O~W, ~TJOEV ~O~L, 
~aU~' e!v~L xev6v, Oto ~o ~~~pe' ~epa, xevov e!v~L. 

( Phys • 213 a 2 7. ) 
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There was in fact during the sixth and early fifth 

centuries a very real confusion in men's minds about void 

and emptiness. The Greeks found the notion of totally 

empty space, of a vacuum, difficult to grasp, and the pos

sibility of the existence of ~ ~~ ov remained a hotly 

contested point throughout the classical period. 

Parmenides was the first to state openly that ~o 

xev6v must be ~o ~~ ov (whose reality he was concerned to 

disprove), and Empedocles was the first to show experiment

ally that invisible aer is fully corporeal: until that 

time the common view may perhaps have been that the so

called void was filled with a sort of invisible aer, like 

that of Anaximenes only not fully corporeal in the sense 

·that the standard misty aer was, nor yet absolutely non

existent in the way that ~o ~~ ov of Farmenide s was. 

This may perhaps have been what the Pythagoreans 

meant when they spoke of 'breath and the void'. This 

semi-real substance may have had about the s8me degree of 

reality as had the void of L~ucippus, which was consciously 

adopted as something somehow real in spite of the Parm.en

idean arguments, and used to keep the atoms apart just as 

it kept the Pythagorean points apart. Leucippus, of 

course, would have been aware, as the Pythagoreans would 
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not, o£ the way -in which this semi-reality differed from 

true reality. 

On the other hand, we know that there were differ

ences of opinion within the school, among contemporaries 

as well as between successors, so that individuals may 

hav~ inclined, some towards a true void (like Leucippus' 

in use but fulJ~y real) or towards a semi-real void (as 

above), others towards invisible but fully corporeal aer 

(like the guess of Anax~enes), and yet others towards 

darkness (a corporeal substance - aer, in the sense in 

which the word was used-by the pre-scientific speculators 

and Anax~ander),_ each notion perhaps ?eing opposed to 

fire or light. The result is, if this be true, that our 

authorities, who were writing a considerable time ~ater, 

will have summed up in the phrases that seern to identify 

breath, void, and the unlimited, the various opinions of 

a school rather than a single theory. 

Whether or not this breath was conceived of in any 

of the above ways, it .cannot at any rate ha~e been meant 

as the standard misty aer, employed along with fire in a 

physical dualism of' principles in the Milesian sense of 

the word, a dualism intended to replace the :tViilesian mon

ism. Aristotle in Phys. 203 ~ lsqq. draws a distinction 
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between the Pythagoreans and the physicists that rules 

out such an interpretation. The Pythagoreans, he says, 

make the infinite a substance in its own right (present 

in sensible things and also existing outside the heavens) 

while the physicists assign to the infinite an underlying 

nature, that of one of the 'elements', e.g. water or aer. 

As with breath and the Unlimited, there may also 

have been differences of opinion over the physical manif

estation of Limit, namely between those who did and those 

who did not think that it was fiery in nature. Cornford, 

after describing his pyramidal seed (p. 93 sup.) draws 

attention to Ross' note on }:1et. 1091 a 15. Ross illus-

trates the formation of the universe from the first unit 

by quoting two fragments of Ps. Philolaus (D. 44 B 7 and 

17) and Anatol. p. 30 Heib.: 

~oCxa.aL oe xa.'t'd. ye 't'O'O't'O XO.'t'TlXOAO'U6TJ'f.EVO.L 't'Ot t;; 
nuea.yopLxott;; ot 't'e ~ept 'E~~eooxA.ea. xa.t na.p~ev"OTJV xa.t 
OXBOOV ot ~A8't0't'OI. 't'mv ~a'A.a.l. ao~mv, ~d,~eVOI. ~V ~OVO.OL

XTJV ~UOLV ~a't'Ca.t;; 't'p6~ov ~V ~eacp f op'Oa6a.L l(a.t oL& 't'O 
ta6ppo~ov ~uA.d.aaeLv 't'~V a.~~v ~opa.v. 

Ross' own interpretation is this: "The One is 

thought of as being in the centre of a shapeless mass of 

air or vapour and gradually introducing shape and lllnit 
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into it, working from within outwards •••• The number One 

is identified with the central fire, as two was with the 

earth and seven with the su~1 • 

Cornford, however, after distinguishing between the 

Philolaic central hearth around which the earth revolves 

from the central earth of the earlier theory, refers to 

Hilda Richardson, who claims that ear~y Pythagoreanism 

'conceived Qf fire as existing at the heart of their cen

tral, spherical earth'. * She adduces Simplicius' state

ment that this fire 'endowed the earth with life and heat'. ** 
She too cites the passage of Anatolius quoted by Ross; a 

little .earlier in the context the ~ova5Lx~v ~~aLv had been 

called a ~va5Lxov oLa~upov x~~ov. Like Cornford Miss 

Richardson agrees with Burnet's statement that Pythagoras 

identified the Limit with fire (E.G.P. p. 109); so she 

concludes that the cosmogonical first unit with magnitude 

was this fiery central unit, round which the boundless 

mist or darkness has 'condensed to fo~ the hard solidity 

of earth' • 

--------------------------------------------------------
H Hilda Richardson, in C.Q. XX (1926) p. 119. 

HH Simpl. de Caelo, 512, 9, D. 58 B 37. Simplioius 
has just contrasted the theory of a central fire around 
which revolve the earth and the antichthon with this cen
tral earth theory. 
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Rejecting the cube in favour of his ovm pyramidal 

seedJ but accepting the rest of her conclusionJ Cornford 

adduces a parallel to his fi~ry seed and womb theory in 

a medical theory attributed to Philolaus by MenonJ Anon. 

Landin. 18J 8 31J D. 44 A 27: according to this our bod

iesJ and in particular the seed and the wombJ are hot; 

after birth we draw in breath from outside; this is coldJ 

and so it cools our bodies. This idea Cornford believes 

to have been older than Philolaus. 

Raven agrees that l~J.iss Richardson has made out a 

good case for the early Pythagoreans' having fire in the 

middle of a central earthJ but like myself he is not per

suaded that the first unit was pyramidalJ nor that it, in 

its function as seed, was also fiery. Burnet, on the 

other hand, believes that the first unit was indeed.a 

point but was also fiery. Cherniss, apart from a very 

hesitant admission (Op. cit. p. 27 n. 102) that Burnet 

may be correct in conjecturing the identification of fire 

with limit, ignores fire altogether in his account of the 

Pythagorean units. 

If, now, we accept my thesis that there may have 

been differences of opinion on this point within the school 

there are a number of possible theories that could have 
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been current in it. Some will perhaps have believed 

simply in unit points having magnitude (some perhaps say

ing that they were generated from a 'seed' unit and others 

that they were ungenerated - the theory of Cherniss), 

points that are held apart by real or semi-real void that 

has been drawn in from the Unlimited; others in similar 

points held apart by invisible aer, while some again con

fused aer and void completely; yet others will perhaps 

have postulated points that were fiery. in nature and held 

apart by that form of aer that the early Greeks believed 

darkness to consist of. 'I•he latter would then believe 

that the universe was, in Burnet's words (Op. cit. p. 109): 

"A field of darkness or breath ~arked out by luminous 

units, an imagination the starry heavens would naturally 

suggest11
• The last point is a very strong one; but Bur-

. 
net went on from there to import Parmenide s' Way of Opin-

ion into the early Pythagorean system and vice versa, and 

we must leave him. We may, however, follow Cornfor~ a 

little further. 

He believes that in the difficult Chap. V of the 

third book of De Caelo Aristotle is referring to the ear

ly Pythagoreans when he speaks of those who believe that 

fire is the sole element and that it has the finest shape. 
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This finest shape is pyramidal. Cornford quotes Simpl., 

621, 6, where that author agrees that Pythagorean fire was 

pyramidal (which it certainly was for the post-Empedoclean 

school, v. Chap. 10) but not that it was the sole element. 

Cornford claims that he can make out a case for fire's 

being the sole element. It is so because aer is not so 

much a second element as just the vacancy that keeps the 

fiery pyramid-atoms apart. Thus 'the pyramid is the min-

imum solid and the fiery atom' and 'bodies will be aggreg-

ates of such atoms' • 

He adds that water or earth could consist of such 

atoms packed more closely with less void between them, 

i.e. by a condensation like that of Anax~enes. He sup-

ports this interpretation by reminding us that Theophras

tus attributed rarefaction and condensation to Hippasus 

~nd (wrongly) to Heracleitus {a pair of names mentioned 

by Simplicius shortly before ·the passage referred to above). 

Simplicius quotes this attribution: x 

UI~~aao, oe ..• xat '~pdXABL~O' ••• ~Up t~oC~aav 
~~y ~PX~Y, xat·tx ~upo, ~OLOUOL ~a OY~a ~UXYWOeL xat 

J.LaYWOeL ••• 

--------------------------------------------------------
* Phys. 23, 33, D. 22 A 5. Similar statements occur 

in A'et. I 3, 11, ibid. and I 5, 5, 18 A 7, and Arist. Met. 
984 a 7, ibid. F'or the attribution to Heracleitus v. pp. 
13.3, 149 and 158 inf .• 
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Now with the exception of the pyramidal shape, which 

I reject for this stage of Pythagor~anism (but which by 

confusion with the later stage could have been interpolat

ed, perhaps by Aristotle, so that the de. Caelo passage 

could still be relevant), this is a tempting thesis; but 

my own feeling is that, although it may well have been the 

theory of Hippasus, so that Burnet would be thus far cor

rect, Hippasus is notorious for his divergences from stand

ard Pythagorean thought, and it is unsafe to attribute 

this theory to the whol~ early school. If we do accept 

that the school admitted differences of opinion, then let 

us say that Hippasus and his followers may have believed 

in fiery points and darkness/void and in qualitative dif

ferences caused by the density of the packing together of· 

the points. 

If, however, my contention that there were differ

ences of opinion is not acceptable, and I must postulate 

just one theory for the whole early school, or if, granted 

the differences, I am asked what I believe to have been 

the theory most firmly or conmonly held in the school, then 

I prefer with Raven to avoid ~oo much emphasis on fire, 

and to consider the standard theory to have been that of 

a universe of unit points like the original seed unit· 
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separated by 'breath' (in the sense discussed on p. 98 

sup.) - t'he position being analogous to that of modern 

atomism Of a few decadeS ago When I billiard-ball atoms'· 

floated in that elusiv~ thing, ·the 'ether'; the lattef, 

always yague in conception, has now had to. be a_bandoned, 
. . 

as had the ancient 'breathing-in' theory. ·rhus I agree 

with Cherniss' description of the· ~niverse, but not with 

his refusal to allow generation of the number series and 

of geometrical magnitude to be paralle 1 to. physical gen-

eration. I believe the seed theory because I ·believe 

that the universe was conceived of as a living .creature. 

The details of the universe thus generated, iri 

· other words the astronomy~ so often a good source. of in

formation about the behaviour of aer,_will not in this· 

case be of much help (but cf. the theories of Alcm~eon,. 

di~cussed sho.:rt~y)·, for the school concentrat-ed mainly 

on the application of its theory of harmony to pos'itiori-. 

al astronomy rather than on astrophysics. In sublunary 

physics there is as yet no serious attempt to explain·what 

we call 'chemical react.ions and combinations' • 

Raven would have _qualitative differences explained 

by a A.6yoc; J.LC E;ec.oc; that dealt wi t.h the proportions of Lindt 

and the Unlimited in different bodies. Cornford, as ,ve 
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saw, believed in condensation and rarefaction. Aristotle, 

who frequently points out that the school was not primar

ily concerned wit'h things like fire aer water and earth, 

discusses the A6y.o, ~C~ew, in a long passage (Met. 1092 b 

16sq.) that is inconclusive, but at least suggests that 

the formula concerns the proportionate amounts in the 

'mixture' and is a ratio of numbers 'whether corporeal or 

of any other sort'. All that we can safely say is that 

qualitative differences were probably explained by a ratio 

whose nature has not been handed down to us or even, clear-

ly, to Aristotle, and not by the degree of condensation, 

except possibly by Hippasus. 

This is as far as we ca~ follow the normal early 

Pythagorean tradition. '!'here exists, however, in D .. L. 

viii 24-33, D. 58 B la, a summary of Pythagoreanisrn ex

tracted from Alexander Folyhistor, whose source was prob-

abl~ a contemporary of Plato. Although much of the the-

ory in this extract is from later Pythagoreanism (v. Chap. 

10} ·there do remain in it some early elements. It also 

exemplifies the microcosrr-macrocosm analogy that is so 

important for the school. I quote here Cornford's trans-

lation of parts of Sections 26-28: 

The air (ata~p) about the earth is stagnant and 
unwholesome, and everything in it is mortal; but the 
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uppermost air is always in motion, pure and healthy, 
and everything in it is immortal and so divine. Sun, 
moon, and stars are gods; for in them prepond~rates the 
Hot, which is the cause of life •••• A ray from the sun 
penetrates through the 'cold aether' (as they call the 
air) and the 'dense aether' (as they call the sea. and 
moisture). This ray descends even to the depths and 
thereby quickens all things. All things. live, which 
partake of the Hot - that is why plants also are living 
creatures.- but not all have soul. Soul is a detached 
part of both the hot and the cold aether, for it par
takes of the cold aether also. Soul is distinct from 
life, and it is immortal because that from which it is 
detached is immortal. 

Alexander appears to say that there were three strata 

of the 'aether', the hot, the region of the stars, the cold, 

the region of stagnant air, and the dense, the region of 

the sea. I suspect confusion here: these strata read 

suspiciously like Anaximenes, and the stars and that in 

which they move appear to consist of the same substance. 

I believe that the 'hot aether' should be fire, and the 

'cold and dense aether'. not the air and the sea, but the 

age-old pair, clearly referred to in the first sentence, 

the clear upper air and the misty lower air·. The dense 

may, as mist, be moisture, but not sea, which I believe to 

be referred to only by the word 'depths'. 

The sun will thus be 'hot aether' in a region of 

pure 'cold aether' that is above the stagnant 'dense aeth-

er' about the earth. The opposition between 'hot and 
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cold aether' will'be that between fire and pure air: the 

pair form the two material principles in so far as any 

materiate things can be called 'principles', so that they 

will naturally both be present in soul if the latter is 

corporeal (whereas Alexander's interpretation makes 'the 

sou 1 consist of air, the unlimited, alone). We see no 

trace of the theory that the soul is a 'harmony' (cf. Plato, 

Phaedo): it may well be that an earlier theory is pres-

erved here. The soul as air (if we follow Alexander) or 

as fire and air accords well with the 'breathing-in' theory 

and with early thought (cf. the Orphics and Anaximenes). 

This is as far as Pythagorean number-cosmogony can 

take us· for the. moment. To sum up, there is not any very 

precise early cosmology or meteorology, but ~~at ideas we 

can trace are not radically dissimilar to those of the 

iv!i lesians, however different the cosmogony a~d 'elements' 

of the two schools. Pythagorean ideas about aer were con

fused - less clear-cut than those of Anaximenes; but in 

general we may say that they still dealt with the same 

type of thing, a substance that might be invisible, or vis

ible as mist or even as darkness, but whose reality still 

awaited confirmation. Aer was still connected with life, 

not only as the breath of the universe and its creatures, 
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but also as a constituent of soul. However the concept 

of 'void' had now nudged the mind and would have to be 

fiP.mly dealt with by Parmenides - it was now explicit, and 

not merely implicit as with the Milesians who did not see 

that their theories implied it. 

For me the importance of early Pythagoreanism lies 

not so much in its notions about the physical propertie-s 

of aer as in its new viewpoint, the form or structure 

(pp. 91-2). Difficult to grasp as the thesis 'all things 

are numbers' may be, a new vista was yet opened up by this 

attempt to derive the properties of (e.g.) aer not just 

from the fact that it is aer and that it is its nature to 

appear and behave as it does, but rather from some other 

concept than matter per se; and in choosing for that con

cept number, above all number conceived of as pattern, 

the school contributed most valuably to the progress of 

science. 

There was at least some resemblance between Pyth

agoreanism and Greek atomism. Now structure alone is 

not as fruitful a line of enquiry as structure studied 

quantitatively, and atomism was not, as was Pythagorean

ism, concerned with the latter. Consequently the modern 

lay acclaim for Greek atomism as the pioneer of, as even 
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a genuine anticipation of, our atomism is ill-informed. 

The modern theory was only accepted when it abandoned the 

'manner of Democritus and used a-more Pythagorean approach 

- when numerical and quantitative researches were made and 

structural hypotheses based on them succeeded in explain

ing the outcome o:f experiments and in predicting the quan

titative results obtained from them. 

We now leave the cosmogony and turn to a member of 

the school who was younger than Pythagoras but older than 

Parmenides: Alcmaeon of Croton. He was responsible for 

the fact that while the Miles ians had showed some small 

interest in the soul Greek philosophy henceforward showed 

great interest in psychology and physiology. 

Alcmaeon' s theories are recognisably Pythagorean; 

yet in Met. 986 a 22 (D. 24 A 3) Aristotle, apparently not 

recognising him as one of the school, questions whether he 

learned the Table of the Opposites from it or it from him. 

He believed that human affairs go by opposites, but, says 

Aristotle, did not believe in the particular primary oppos

ites postulated by the orthodox. At any rate he did be

lieve in a dualism of a sort. 

In astronomy he adopted from the genuine Pythagoreans 

suggestions about planetary motions that are well ahead of 
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the Ionians', for they replace the single motion of a flat 

vortex by compound motions that imply a sp~erical heaven, 

cf. A~t. II 16, 2, D. 24 A 4: 

( 't'WV J.L0.6T)J.LO.'t'L XWV 't' LV e:t;; ) 't'o\u;; .'JtAO.V~'t'a.t;; 't'O t t;; d.?t'Aa.v-
EO LV d. ?to ouoJ.LOOv .. ~'Jt' d.va.'t'o'A·at;; d.v't' L q>epe:o6a.L • 't'OU't'q.> oe 
OUVOJ.LO'Aoye:t xa.i. ~'AXJ.La.Cwv. 

A~tius tells us in II 22, 4 (D. ibid.) that he had a flat 

sun, like Anaximenes'; but in II 29, 3 (ibid.) that like 

Antiphon (D. 87) he adopted Heracleitus' 'bowls' theory of 

lunar eclipses (v. p. 171). This is typically Pythagor

ean (cf~ the dissident Parmenides) -the main interest is 

not in matter but in concepts of a different nature (e.g. 

'being' or structure), and while positional astronomy is 

a matter for original research, the composition of the 

stars and planets is of less importance, so that Ionian 

notions, when not in direct conflict with basic theory, 

are more or less uncritically taken over. 

There is, however, one important point, which is 

brought out by Aristotle in de 4n· 405 a 29 (D. 24 a 12; 

cf. the supporting references given there): 

••• xa.i. ~XJ.La.Cwv SOLXe:v ~'Jto'Aa.~e:tv 'lte:pi. wux~t;;· 

cpTJai. yap a.b't'~v d.eava.'t'ov e:lva.L oLO. 'to ~oLxeva.L 't'ott;; 
d.6a.va't'OLt;;• 't'OU't'O o' ~'ltapxe:LV a.b't'~ ilit;; d.e:i. XLVOUJ.LEV~· 

xLve:taea.L yap xa.i. 't'a ee:ta. ?tav't'a. auve:xoot;; d.e:C, ae:'A~vTJv, 

il'ALov, 't'O-r,t;; d.o't"epa.t;; xa.i. 't"OV obpa.vov o'Aov. 
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The same point is m9:de by Diogenes Laertius in viii 83, A 1: 

~<PTJ Oe Xa.t 'tTJV ljrUX,'f}V 6.8d.va.-tOV, xa.t XLVeta8a.L a.'f>-t'f}V 
OUVEX,Et; d>t; 'tOV il'ALOV •. 

This insistence by Alcmaeon that eternal motion 

nnplies nnmortality so that both soul and stars are llllinor

tal and therefore aivine or akin to the aivine became stan

dard in Pythagoreanism, cf. the Alexander Polyhistor extract 

on p. 108. The word 'divine' is meant more literally here 

than by the Ionians (v. pp. 68sq. and 311). 

was adopted by Plato, cf. Phaed.rus 245 C: 

This idea 

(Cf. also Tllnaeus 40 B concerning the stars' divinity.} 

From Plato the idea passed on to Aristotle, cf. de Caelo 

286 a 10: only, however, as regards the stars - the sou 1 

is not in eternal motion. 

Alcmaeon's greatest work, which had much influence 

on his ·successors, was in. psychology and physiology, with 

particular reference to sensation. He believed the brain 

to be the common sensorium and that 'pores' led sensations 

to it. Hippocrates and Plato followed him in choosing 

the brain, but Empedocles, Aristotle, and the Stoics sub-

stituted the heart, a more prnnitive notion. I translate 

the account of Theophrastus, de Sensu 25sq., D. 24 A 5. 
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We hear, he says, with the ears, because there is 
void in them; for this is resonant - the source produces 
sound in the oa vi ty (so.. of the outer ear) and the aer 
(so. of the inner ear) resonates to this. We sme 11 
with the nostrils, leading the breath to the brain with 
the inhalation. . .. That the eye has fire is clear, for 
on being struck it flashes. But we see with the gleam
ing and diaphanous substance (so. water) when it re
flects, and the purer the substance the better the sight. 
All the senses are in some way linked to the brain; so 
if it is disturbed and shifts they are maimed, for this 
affects the pores through which they reach the brain. 

This 'pores' theory comes, if we can trust Chalcid

ius (D. 24 A 10), from dissections performed by Alcmaeon 

that revealed what we call the optic nerves (the Greeks 

never identified nerves as such). The details of the vis-

ion theory are collected in D. 24 A 10; he combined the 

idea of a visual ray coming from the fire in the eye (a 

Pythagorean concept, deduced from the flashing phenomenon) 

with that of an image coming from the object and reflected 

in the water in the eye (a concept adopted by e.g. Anaxag-

oras, deduced from the 'image in the pupil'). Alcmaeon's 

c·ombination o.f these two ideas is unconvincing. 

The theory o.f hearing is of great interest; the 

sound reaches the cavity o.f the outer ear by the e·ntrance 

o.f ?tveU!J.a. (A~t. IV 16, 2, D. 24 A 6)., . * 1. e. aer. This 

--------------------------------------------------------
* For sensation I am indebted to Beare: Greek The

ories o.f Elementary Cognition. For ?tveU!J.a. meaning aer, 
above all aer in motion, c.f. D. 13 B 2, p. 50 sup. and 
Hippoc. de Flat. 3, p. 317 inf. 
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makes the contents of the inner ear resonate: Theophras-

tus refers to these as aer and as void (A~tius says void), 

and this may reflect Pythagorean confusion of the two: in 

fact this is the context where Aristotle made the comment 

quoted on p. 97 (de An. 419 b 34): 11 For the aer seems to 

be void". He continued: "And it is this that causes 

hearing when it is moved as one continuous mass". After 

affirming that external aer is the medium of sound trans

mission and that the inner ear contains aer he concluded: 

11 'fhat is why they (sc. Alcmaeon and others) say that we 

hear by the void and resonant, because we hear by that 

which has aer enclosed in it" • 

1.¥e .have now, therefore, added two more properties 

of aer to the list of those recognised by the Greeks: it 

is the medium for sound and light, and in enclosed spaces 

it resonates- both statements are, of course, correct. 

Smell is correctly connected with inhaled breath, 

but apart from the fact that this proceeds to the brain 

no details are given. 'fhis is not surprising: the mech

anics of smell are not fully understood today. 

The remainder of Alcmaeon's theories are not relev

ant to aer, and we may temporarily leave the !ythagoreans • 

• oOo. 
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Section ii. 

We must now discuss a man who was, like Pythag

oras, a religio~s thinker, but who was far less a scien-

tist. Xenophanes, of uncertain date, but born if Bur-

net is right (E.G.P. p. 114) in 565 B.C. in Colophon, 

was a younger contemporary of Pythagoras, and belonged 

to the generation be-fore Herac lei tus. 

His main concern was· to discredit the traditional 

religion and its· anthropomorphic gods, and to substitute 

a religion that should pay more attention to ethics than 

to divine love affairs. He had a certain interest in 

science, however, and produced a few good ideas; but he 

had not the ability (or, indeed, the concentrated inter-

est) to weld them into a consistent system. As Miss K. 

Freeman wrote * Xenophanes "was a Poet and threw out 

fruitful ideas which he did not always trouble to work 

out in detail or support with cogent intellectual argum-

11 ent • 

Unfortunately, the 'One God' of Xenophanes (D. 21 

B 23) e l c;; ee6c;;' ev, 't'e eeot OL ')C.a.t 6.vepc.6'1tOL OL j.J.fy L O't'O(;' 

---~----------~-----------------------------------------j£ 

Here and later I refer to her Companion to the Pre
Socratic Fhilosophers, pp. 88sq •• 
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is described in terms similar to those used by Parmenides 

(D. 28 B 8) so that he has been wrongly regarded as the 

founder of the Eleatic school. Commentators then read 

into his work typical Eleatic ideas that he did not in 

fact hold, in my opinion, and built up for him a hopeless-

ly self-contradictory system. Most at fault was the ps.-

Aristotle de M.X.G.; but Aristotle himself contributed to 

the confusion, and the whole doxographical tradition must 

be handled with care. 

One source of trouble is the passage Arist. Met. 

986 b 21, D. 21 A 30: 

8evo~av~' oe· ~pm~o, ~ou~wv ~vCoa, (6 yap ITap~ev
Co~, ~ou~ou A~ye~aL yev~aeaL ~ae~~,) o~Oev OLeaa~v

Loev, o~Oe ~~' ~vaew, ~ou~wv o~Oe~~pa, eoLxe 6Lyetv, 
~AA 1 et, ~ov OAOV o~pavov ~~O~Aewa, ~0 ev e!vaC ~~OL 
~ov ee6v. 

Zeller and Burnet think that the unclear point was whether 

the universe is finite or not: I, with Ross and Cherniss, 

think that it was the nature of his cause. The trouble, 

however, lies in the last clause. Burnet, Bailey, and 

others, like Cicero (D. 21 A 34), interpret it that with 

a view to the whole universe he said that the one was god. 

Burnet's interpretation culminates in regarding Xenophanes 
_,·· 

.-·~ 
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as if he were an inefficient monist who maintained that 

God was identical with a spherical finite universe con

taining an infinite earth and an infinite air! "That 

comes of trying to find science in satire11 says Burnet. 

We shall return later to the shape and size of the univ

erse: for the moment I am only concerned with its relat

ion to God. 

Ross and Cherniss also translate in the way I have 

indicated, and both take o~pav6v in the third sense of the 

word given by Aristotle in de Caelo 278 b 9sq., to which 

Ross refers, viz. the whole universe. Cherniss, however, 

points out (Op. cit. p. 220) that it is Aristotle's decis

ion that Xenophanes made this identification for this 

reason. Cherniss also (p. 201) says: "The fragments 

give no reason to suppose that he identified God with the 

world; and it is likely that the notion of a 'spherical' 

god was inferred for hi~' on the Eleatic analogy. With 

this I fully agree. 

For me, then, Freeman makes more sense of Xenophan

es by an interpretation that could give Aristotle's words 

a different meani~g. If we take o~pav6v in either of the 

first two senses of the de Caelo passage, the outer heaven 

or the region of the planets, sun and moon, i.e. the sense 
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of 'heavens' in Psalm 8 (a somewhat similar passage) -

11 When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, 

the moon and the stars" - we may perhaps say that Xenoph

anes, impressed by the sight of the sky, decided that 

there was a (single) god - not no god at all as the rati-

onalists thought. We may say with Freeman that his work 

fell into two halves, unconnected except by this emotion, 

namely theology and science. Passages that speak of a 

spherical or finite God confuse the two halves because of 

fancied Eleatic parallels. 

It is by this suggested separation of Xenophanes' 

thought.into two independent sections that we rescue him 

from contradictions between monism and dualism and between 

a motionless god (Frag. 26) and a universe that is god and 

yet has motion, contradictions that reduced the tradition

al account to babblings worthy of an idiot. His religion 

contrasted with both fuilesian and Homeric ideas, and was 

(pace Burnet) of an ethical character. He wanted to be 

a monotheist but could not achieve the conception of a 

purely transcendent god: his religious feelings did not 

however close his mind to science. No metaphysician, he 

could not bind all his ideas into a coherent system; but 

we should do him the honour of regarding the individual 
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parts of his theory as worthy of serious consideration. 

Some, at least, of his physical ideas were important. 

~irst I quote the physical fragments, and then 

the relevant portions of the doxographical tradition. 

28. yaC~, ~ev ~60e ~etpa, avw ~apu ~OOOLV 6p[~aL 
-f)epL '1tpOo'1t:A.d.l,;ov, ~o xd.~w O' t, a.~eLpov txvet'~aL.-

30. ~~YTJ o' f:.a~t 8d.A.aoo(a) uoa~o,,·'1t:~Y~ o' ave~OLO• 
0~~8 yap f:.y VB~BOLV <yCvoL~6 Xe L' ave~OLO 
f:.x'Jt:veCov~o,> eaweev ~veu '11:6V~OU ~eyd.A.oLO 

o~~e ~oat ~o~a~W~· ou~' at<8epo,> o~~pLOY uowp, 
aA.Aa ~eya, ~6v~o, yeve~wp ve~ewv ave~v ~e 
xat ~o~a~v. 

32. rlY ~' 7IpLY xaA.eOUOL, Ve~o, xat ~oi'ho ~e~uxe, 

~op~upeov xat ~oLvCxeov xat xA.wpov toeaeaL. 

8evo~d,y~' f:.x Ve~WV '11:8'1t:UpW~BYWY elvaL ~OV ~'?~.LOY. 

®e6~pao~o, ev ~ot', ~UOLXOL' yeypa~eY ex 'Jt:UpLOCwv 
~ev ~wv auvaepoL~o~evwv tx ~~' ~ypa, dvaeu~Ld.oew,, 
auvaepoL~6v~wv Oe ~ov ~A.Lov. 

A~t. II 20, 3, D. 21 A 40. 
~~Ot Oe xa.t. ~OV ilA.LOY f:.x ~LXpWY xat '1t:A.8LOYWY 

~up L oCwv d.epo C~eoea.L. • • • a'Jt:o~aCve~aL oe ')C.UL ~TJY yf)v 
a'Jt:eLpOY elvaL XUL ~TJ xa~a 'Jt:[Y ~epa, ~epLexea8aL ~~0 
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a~po~· yCvBo6aL oe [~av~a ~X y~~· ~ov Oe ~XL6V ~~OL 
xat ~a ll.o~pa ~x ~mv VB~mv yCvBo6aL. 

I-s.:.t1ut. Strom. 4, D. 21 A 32. 

~ov Oe ~XLOV ~X ~Lxpmv ~UpLoCwv aepoL~O~evwv 
yCvBo6aL xae' ~')C.ao~~v t)~epav, ~~v OB yfjv a~BLpov Bl'v
aL xat ~~~B ~~~ aepo~ ~~~B ~~0 ~OU O~pavoU ~BpLBXB06-
aL. xat a~BCpou~ t)XCou~ Bl'vaL xat OBA~va~, ~a Oe 
~a.v~a Bl'vaL ~x yfj~. 

Hipp. Ref. I 14, 3, A 33. 

3. ~x vB~mv ~ev ~B~upw~evwv (~.B. ~ou~ do~epa~)· 

o~Bvvu~evou~ Oe xae' ~xdo~~v t)~epav dva~w~upBtv vux~wp 

xa.ed.~BP ~ouc;; ll.vepmc.a~. 

A~t. II 4, 11, A 37·. 

8. ~ouc;; ~~t ~mv ~XoCwv ~aLvo~evou~ olov ao~epa~, 
o\k xat l'homc.oupou~ xaXoUaC ~LVB~, VBq>eXLa Bl'vaL xa~a 
~~v ~oLav xCv~aLv ~apaXd.~~ov~a. 

A~t. II 18, 1, A 39. 

8. a~o ~fj~ ~oU t)XCou 6Bp~6~~~0~ ~~ apx~Lxfj~ at
~Ca~ ~av ~ot~ ~B~apoCoL~ ou~~aCvBLV. avBXxo~evou yap 
~x ~ii~ eaxa.~~~~ ~ou ~ypoU ~o yXuxu OLa ~~v XB~~o~ep
BL·av 0LaXpLv6~BVOV VB~~ ~B OUVLO~d.VBLV 6~LXAOU~BVOV 

xat xa~ao~~BLV o~~pou~ ~~0 ~LX~OBWc;; xat OLa~~C~BLV 
~a ~vBUJ..La~a. 

A~t. III 4, 4, A 46. 

8. ~a.v~a ~a ~oLaU~a (~.B. xo~~~ac;;, OtdL~~ov~ac;;, 

OoxCOa~) VB~V ~B~upw~evwv ouo~~J..La~a. ~ xLv~~a~a. 

A~t. III 2, 11, A 44 .. 

8. aa~pa~a~ yCvBo6aL Xa~~puvo~evwv ~mv VBq>mv 
')(a~a ~~V ')(LV~OLV. 

A~t. III 3, 6, A 45. 
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The statements of D. 21 A 36 that Xenophanes was a 

monist with earth as his element go back to Frag. 27. 

Galen points out that this was never said by Theophrastus, 

and :iv1et. 989 a 5 of Aristotle is relevant: 

o~eet, yoUv ~~Cwae ~wv ev Aey6v~wv y~v elvac. 
a~oc.xetov, 0T}Aov6~c. Oc.cl. ~T)v 1J.eya.Ao1J.epec.a.v. 

Frag. 27, then, does not imply this. In fact Frags. 29, 

30 and 33 show that water was as important to Xenophanes 

as was earth: he was no traditional monist. Frags. 27, 

29 and 33 probably referred to the origin of life, for 

like Anaximander Xenophanes had a theory of the evolution 

of life from primaeval slime. * 'l•here is a full discus

sion of this point on pp. 324-5 inf •. 

Frags. 30-32 reveal that Xenophanes was familiar 

with the evaporation cycle and attached great importance 

to it; and the doxographers confirm this. Aer is evapor

ated from the sea to form clouds and wind: these substan-

ces, therefore, are still conceived of as they were by the 

Milesians, and his aer has similar properties to theirs. 

)( 

Frag. 27 might just possibly be a reply to the Or-
phic and Pythagorean tenet that Zeus is 'the beginning and 
the end'. The de lvt.X.G. (D. 21 A 28 at 977 b 4) and Sim
plicius (A 31 at Sec. 5) both say that he equated not-being 
with the apeiron since it has no beginning middle or end, 
which shows that Xenophanes was familiar with such Pythag
orean sayings. 
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D. 21 A 40 tells us that the sun is from clouds on 

fire (from Posidonius) but that Theophrastus said that it 

was from 'sparks' or 'little fires' collected from the 

'moist exhalation', to which no cause is here assigned. 

D. 21 A 32 also says that the sun is a collection of 

sparks, as does A 33. Now if the sun is made of clouds 

on fire (as indeed are the stars, A 38, and the phenom

enon known as the Dioscuri, A 39) there is a vicious cir

cle, for Frag. 31 talks of the sun swinging over the earth 

and warming it, Frag. 30 gi·ves the sea as source of clouds, 

and A 46 gives the sun's heat as the cause of the evapor

ation that gives rise to clouds. Consequently a cloud 

(the sun) is the source of clouds! It would appear, then, 

that the alternative explanation for the sun is to be pre

ferred. The sun is a collection of sparks that are kind

led at dawn and quenched at dusk so· that as A 33 says there 

are innumerable suns (and moons) and as A 4la says each 

region has its own sun, which may be eclipsed by falling 

into holes in uninhabited parts of the earth. 

'l'his last sounds fantastic, but it is in the spirit 

of the times. Heracleitus (Frag. 32) likewise stated: 

"The sun is new every day", and his explanation of eclip

ses is no more lacking in humour to our ears. 
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With the source of' the solar sparks given by Theo

phrastus, the moist &.va.euJ..LCa.aL~;;, we are ·on much more ser

ious ground. The concept of' exhalations is an important 

one, and it plays, as we shall see, a considerable part in 

some later theories. We are not given any explanation 

of' Xenophanes' exhalation by our source, and it is very 

unlikely that the word &.va.euJ..LCa.aL<; itself' was actually 

employed by Xenophanes; but we can at least note this, the 

first occurrence of' the concept later so called, and as

sure ourselves that with the importance that Xenophanes 

undoubtedly assigned to evaporation and to clouds as major 

factors in meteorology it is very likely that Theophrastus 

has preserved a genuine ingredient of' his theory, and not 

committed an anachronism - again, as with the many suns, 

similar ideas are used by Heracleitus. Just what an ex

halation is will be discussed under the latter (Chap. V). 

The next point of' interest is that it is motion 

that makes clouds luminous so that they appear to us as 

the Dioscuri (St. Elmo's Fire), A 39, as comets etc., A 

44, and as lightning, A 45. This recalls t~e statement 

of' Anaximenes that motion is one of' the causes that makes 

aer visible. But whereas Anaximenes was mainly concerned 

with the relation between temperature and density so that 
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motion was rather incidental, Xenophanes seems to come 

closer to modern kinetic theory by connecting motion and 

temperature as cause and effect. The resemblance is on-

ly apparent; for it is atomic motion and not motion on the 

macroscopic scale that is connected with temperature fun-

dainentally. On the latter scale the heating of a fast 

moving body is due to friction rather than to the motion 

itself (there would be no heat if it moved through a vacu

um). But granted this, Xenophanes' explanation is at 

least possible, though not in this case correct. 

We now turn to the earth. Apart from the appar-

ent confusion mentioned by Burnet (cf. p. 118 sup.) over 

a spherical finite universe that contains an infinite 

earth, confusion has also been introduced into the trad-

i tion by the de ril.X.G., which says that Xenophanes stated 

that the world is neither finite nor infinite, neither at 

rest nor in motion. 

A tradition that goes back to 'fheophrastus and the * 
de hi.X.G. states that the universe (equated with or simply 

Cf. Simpl. Phys. 23, 18, and 22, 22, D. 21 A 31, 
quoting Alexander and '11heophrastus; d7 l\'LXG 997 ?. 1, 987 a 
20, A 28; Hipp. Ref. I 14, 2, A 33; C1c. Acad. II 118, A 
34; D.L. IX 19, A 1. 
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called God in this connexion) is spherical and finite be

cause, as Simplicius says and the tradition confirms, it 

was 'equal every way'. Burnet accepts this, but also the 

infinite earth and even infinite aer (the sun goes on to 
. 

infinity), and so says that Xenophanes contradicted him-

self by using the phrase 'equal every way' , and that the 

whole affair is just an attempt to get rid of Ouranos and 

Gaia, whose story 'was always the chief scandal of the The-

agony'. He concludes: "We are entitled to disbelieve 

that it was in a cosmological poem such startling contra-

d. t' d II 1c 1ons occurre • 

Freeman more correctly accepts that this is cosmol

ogy; but she accepts the infinite earth which implies re-

jection of the finite universe. Cherniss adopts the same 

position, maintaining that Theophrastus referred only to 

his god (not equated with the universe) as spherical and 

that this was mere inference from Eleatic notions. 

Let us examine the material in detail in an attempt 

to arrive at a more satisfactory interpret at ion. D. 21 A 

32 and 33 (pp. 120-l) both contain in almost the same words 

the sentence: nHe states that the earth is apeiron and 

not completely surrounded by aer" (Hippolytus adds "or by 

the ouranos"). The infinite earth comes, of course, 

from 21 B 28, which states that the earth has an upper 
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limit at OUr feet, but goes down~, a~eLpov. Simplicius 

in Phys. 22, 22sq., D. 21 A 31, accepts for the god-world 

the 'neither finite nor infinite' theory, but quotes Nico

laus on the side of infinity and Alexander on that of fin

iteness and sphericity; but in his cooonent on Arist. de 

Caelo 294 a 21 admits that he is baffled about the .earth, 
.. 

not having seen Xenophanes words on the point. Aristotle, 

loc. cit.: speaks of Xenophanes' earth as being infinitely 

'rooted', and refers to Frag. 39 of Ernpedocles, which at

tacks 'infinite depths of earth', and may or may not also 

attack an infinite air (the Greek is ambiguous). Simplic-

ius states that while the earth ~ay remain at rest (the 

point of Aristotle's discussion) because it is infinitely 

rooted, it might also do so because it is carried upon an 

infinite body of air below it, and, he says, Empedocles' 

words could bear that sense. The tradition supports 

Aristotle. On this interpretation Xenophanes will have 

been correcting Thales and Anaximander concerning the 

reason why the earth stays where it is. 

Xenophanes' own words, however, can bear another, 

and altogether easier, interpretation. Diels says of 

the word 3.~eLpov in Frag. 28: 11 indefinitum, nicht infin-

. t 11 1 urn • In other words, 'the earth goes down a distance 
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that is immeasurable - immeasurably great, perhaps, but 

not necessarily infinite'. Since it is not surrounded 

by air or ouranos it is not bounded by them, and is thus 

in that sense 'boundless'. Accepting Diels' suggestion, 

then, the earth I find no obstacle to a limi t'ed spherical 

universe. * What of the air? 

The evidence for an infinite air is twofold: first 

there is one interpretation (but not the only possible one) 

of the words of Empedocles; second there is the sun's go-

ing on to infinity. The former point is doubtful any-

way, and the latter need not be taken literally - it comes 

from a statement of an optical illusion, and in any case 

it does not accord well with the sun's being quenched at 

dusk. I conclude that air is not infinite. 

The most definite statement about aer is that quoted 

on p. 126 and referred to above: the earth is not complete-

ly surrounded ( ?tep,L ex.ea6a.L) by aer. 

ix 19, D. 21 A 1~ 

With this cf. D.L. 

o~aCa.v eeoU a~a.LpoeLO~ •.• OAOV oe 6pav xa.t OAOV 
~xo~eLv, ~~ ~ev~oL ~va.?tvetv. 

* Robin, who is also unwilling to accept an infinite 
earth, less plausibly refers the fragment to the horizon's 
appearance. \Vherever we stand, or look, it is always 
appearing to our senses to recede to infinity. 
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Both statements have been referred to on p. 95 sup.: they 

are those that oppose the infinite store .of matter and the 

'breathing in' of the Pythagoreans (and Anaximenes). Di

ogenes has, through the traditional identification of God 

and the universe, conflated Frag. 24, which states that 

God sees and hears as a whole, with a cosmological denial 

of the breathing in theory. How, Xenophanes would ask, 

can the universe breathe in when not even the whole earth 

is surrounded by aer? 

!1i.y conclusion is that Xenophanes' universe is spher

ical (and his God is not). By false analogy with Parmen

ides the tradition has confused God and the universe. 

Now Anaximenes believed that the earth was surrounded by 

and floated on aer, but that celestial phenomena occurred 

only in a hemisphere above the earth (cf. p. 67 sup.). 

Xenophanes in Frag. 28 agrees that there is aer above the 

upper, limiting, surface of the earth, but he denies that 

there is aer below the earth, that aer surrounds the earth. 

This implies that the aer forms the upper hemisphere of a 

spherical system whose lower hemisphere must therefore be 

the earth, as iimneasurably deep as the aer is high, and 

'rooted' to the spot, i.e. motionless. The earth is not, 

in fact, bounded by anything into which it could move. 
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0n the flat surface of this hemispherical earth lay 

the sea; and the water and earth combined to form the slime 

from which life sprang. ~ote the recurrence of the fossil 

motif here: Xenophanes was more o.f an observer than some 

of the other Greek 1 scientists 1 
- for example he makes u.se 

of St. Elmo's fire near at hand to forge an explanation 

for distant celestial phenomena. He was no typical Ion-

ian physicist: he was a poet. Not only must we not say 

that his earth was a monist's element, we must not even 

say that earth and water formed a dualism: they were just 

substances of, literally, vital importance. They were 

not mutually exclusive; more than one authority tells us 

that the sea was gradually encroaching on the earth: sim

ilarly the sea is the source of clouds and wind, and pres

umably also of the 'moist exhalation', substances connec

ted with aer. Fire came from c1ouds in motion or from 

sparks collected from the moist exhalation. There is no 

Ionian elementary theory here. XEmophanes was in theory 

as in date intermediate between the hilesians and Heraclei

tus, to whom we turn next. He was part theologer and part 

speculator about nature. He could not absolutely separate 

the two sides of his work and the commentators inextricably 

confused them. 
• oOo. 
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C HAP1'ER FIVE 

HERACLEITUS 

'l'his chapter was originally written before the pub
lication of G.S.Kirk's 'Heracleitus The Cosmic Fragments'. 
Kirk attacks the traditional interpretation of Heracleitus . 
on a number of points, and proposes a radically different 
interpretation of his whole cosmic theory. }~ own opin
ions are considerably nearer to the traditional ones than 
to Kirk's, and I consider that he has by no means proved 
his case. At times he seems to me to do violence to cer
tain fragments in order to make them fit his scheme. On 
one or two points he has indeed caused me to ame.J,'ld my 
views, but on the whole I still adhere to my former views. 

I do not wish to criticize the interpretation of 
Kirk in detail in the course of this dissertation, for 
that would make this chapter of inordinate length, and 
much of the cornrrtent would be irrelevant to aer. I have, 
therefore, allowed the bulk of this chapter to remain in 
its form as originally written. I have rewritten the 

'text of only such portions as deal with points about which 
Kirk has convinced me or raised a doubt in my mind; and 
I have otherwise indicated points of difference in foot
notes without detailing the arguments on either side un
less the disagreement is of major importance, in which 
case I have inserted comments on Kirk's views. 

I do, however, think that Kirk has done ·some very 
sound work on textual criticism of the fragments and on 
their translation, and in some cases, as indicated, I have 
adopted his text or translation rather than the text of 
Diels-Kranz and the translation of it that is usually ac
cepted. 

We return to H eracleitus after having seen the 

birth in the West of new ideas that affected Ionian 

thought in turn after Ionian ideas had been transplanted 
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to the West. We left him (pp. 72-3 sup.) facing certain 

factors inherent in any monistic system of the !VLilesian 

type that raise difficulties: the infinite external store 

of matter, that which 'encompasses' the universe, and the 

problem of the One and the Many - the seemingly unreal 

nature of ·substances that differ to the senses from water 

or apeiron or aer, if they are to be explained as merely 

different manifestations of the one substrate, or element. 

Heracleitus of Ephesus, floruit circa 504-1 B.C., 

was later than Pythagoras and Xenophanes but earlier than 

Parmenide s. He was not a continuer of l\:Iilesian specul-

ation, but a man of a very original cast of thought. He 

disagreed violently with all his literary and p~ilosoph-
' 

ical predecessors, many of whom committed the offence of 

He felt himself to be a man with a message, 

and adopted an aphoristic style that makes his work seem 

The difficulty is increased by ancient misin-

terpretations of ~im.. Aristotle makes of him just one 

more monist, an error that has persisted even into modern. 

times. The Stoics, to which school ·we are indebted for 

much of our information, misinterpreted him as a Stoic 

before his time. They were, like Aristotle, inclined to 
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'accommodate' the views of others to their own (cf. Cicero, 

de N • D • I 41 ) . In addition, Hippolytus, whose Ref. IX 

is the source for many of our fragments of Heracleitus, 

used for the relevant part of Ref. I an authority that, 

perhaps because Aristotle and 'l'heophrastus had ~entioned 

Heracleitus and Hippasus in the same breath (cf. p. 104 

sup.), regarded Heracleitus as a Pythagorean.* 
. . 

Our fullest commentary is that of Diogenes Laertius 

who both carries on the misinterpretation of Aristotle and 

relies on Stoic sources. Thus even this account has to 

be used with care. Even some of the fragments themselves 

have become contaminated with Stoicism, while the text af 

many is uncertain. Even when the text is certain, there 

is still the difficulty that, lacking original punctuat-

ion marks, the Greek is at times open to more than one 

translation even before interpretation proper begins. 

Heracleitus claimed to have discovered one Woz•d 

(Kirk: "Formula of things") that according to Burnet's 

interpretation of F'rag. 1 is eternally true but which men 

are not capable of understanding. The reason for this 

For the authorities cf. Burnet, E.G.P., p: 142. 
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~ap~dpou, W,ux&, tx6v~oov (Frag. 107) and t~at ~uaL, xpu-

~~ea6aL ~LXet (Frag. 123). 'rhis X6yo, is not just 'my 

discourse•, or even 'the content of my discourse', and 

it is certainly not 'divine reason'. Rather it is the 

ordered formula or plan according to which the universe 

operates, as discovered and expounded by Heracleitus. 

The Word is a convenient one-word symbol for this expres

sion (somewhat like the metaphorical use of the word 

'law' in the phrase 'law of nature'); it has some of the 

same meaning as the word x6a!J.o, as used by Herac.leitus, 

but it is a s~nbol of wider content than the latter symbol, 

for it applies to the microcosm as well as to the macro-

co sm. As we shall see, rleracleitus' terminology is, per-

haps because of his aphoristic style, full of symbolism. 

OJinions fail to agree on what could be called the 

basic principle, the central point, of the Logos. Some, 

e.g. Burnet and Bailey; take it to be the identity of the 

One and the ~iany (together with the Harmony of Opposites), 

others, e.g. Baccou and Rey, take it to be Flux, incessant 

change, while !{irk prefers Stability. 

l. .. y own idea is that it was the underlying Unity of 

the universe both in the sense that there is a One that 

underlies the ~~ny and that there is a permanence that 
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underlies change. In other words, I believe that the 

basic principia was a broader one than the choice of eith-

er Burnet or Kirk, and. included both of these. Our sen .. 

ses present us with a constantly changing universe that 

contains a plurality of things, but behind this plurality 

there lies a unity: ·for all the change,. there is just one 

permanent universe, ~unity that preserves i~s identity 

throughout all the changes of its contents. Not only 

does the stability (the permanence of the universe) under

lie the apparent _change - as Kirk maintains - but also 

change underlies stability, for things that appear to us 

to be permanent are really changing. JE 

x Kirk maintains that the 'river fragments' (Frags •. 
12, 49a, which he rejects, and 91, of which he accepts 
only the second part) refer to the preservation of the 
river's identity that is due to the regularity and balance 
of the change of its parts, and that Plato mistakenly cre
ated, on the basis of a misinterpretation of these frag
ments, for Heracleitus a 'flux' theory that he never held. 
G. Vlastos (On Heraclitus: A.J.P., LXXVI, 4, 1955, p337sq.) 
defends that traditional interpretation, to which I s.tili 
adhere, against Kirk. 

I believe that Heracleitus did believe that 'every
thing is in motion and nothing is still .... ' (Plato, Crat. 
402 A) and did illustrate this by the river. 

Kirk R.lso maintains that the 'way up and way down' 
are just roads uphill or downhill. Vlastos defends th~ 
view that the phrase has cosmological purport, and I en
tirely agree with this. Kirk accepts the arguments of 
Reinhardt, (Hermes 77, 1942) - I find them very weak. 
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I regard Frags. 30 and 50 as expressing the basic 

content of the Logos: * 
30. x60j..LO\I 't'6\10e, 't'0\1 a:l>'t'0\1 6.?td.V'tWV, o\he 't'Lt;; 6elr>v 

outte dvepw?tWv ~?toC~aev, dAA' ~v det x~t ~attc.v x~t ~a't'~L 

?tUp deC~wov, 6.?t't'6j..Levov IJ.E't'p~ x~t d?toa~evvuj..Levov IJ.~'t'p~. 

50. o~x ~j..LoU, dAA~ ttoU A6you dxoua~vtt~t;; 61J.oAoyetv 
00~6V ~O't'I.V BV ?ta\l't'~ elv~L, 

Heracleitus presents us with a 'world-order' that is univ-

ersal, uncreated and eternal, and equated to an 'everliv

ing fire' (for which v. inf.); and the essence of that 

world-order is that 'all things are one'. 

In other words, the relation of the· One and the lViany 

is not a problem, as it was for the hiile s ians; rather, it 

is the key to the universe. 

controversial Frag. 51. 

This is explained in the 

--------------------------------------------------------
* Kirk in Frag. 30 omits 't'ov ~~'t'ov d?td.v't'wv, and punc-

tuates differently. I accept the reasons of Vlastos (Op. 
cit.) for retaining Diels' text. 

Kirk contends that x6aj..Lov does not mean 'world', as 
e.g. Burnet renders it (stating that use to be Pythagorean 
- cf. A~t. II 1, 1, D. 14, 21- E.G.P., p. 134, n. 3), but 
something like 'things plus order'. Vlastos, while not 
accepting the ~tatement of A~tius, still maintains that 
the meaning 'world' was not new in the Fourth Century, and 
that Burnet was right to adopt it. I render it 'world
order' and take it to be a symbol for the world or universe 
but not a synonym - it refers to the universe considered 
as a well-ordered whole; like A6yot;;, the word covers more 
than one idea. 
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I give Frag. 51 in the text of Kirk: * 

o~ ~uvLaoLv oxw, 0La~ep6~evov ~wu~~ au~~epe~aL· 
~aACv~ovo, ~p~ovC~ oxwa~ep ~6~ou xat .Aup~'· 

Kirk's translation is~ "They do not apprehend hoVI being 

* Kirk reads au~~epe~aL for 6~oAoyeeL following Zel-
ler, Brieger, Gigon, and Walzer; with this I agree, as 
does Vlastos. Kirk reads ~aACv~ovo' with Brieger, Burnet, 
and Walzer. Vlastos follows the majority and r·eads ~a.ACv
~po~o,. Kirk, like Burnet, understands ~aACv~ovo, to 
refer to opposite tensions; the arguments for this are 
very attractive. Vlastos, however, reaffirms that ten
sion in Heracleitus is not proven, and Kirk admits that 
his rendering is 'questionable'. Vlastos, of the many 
renderings that have been given for ~aACv~po~o,, prefers 
the idea that the process of stretching the string is re
versed at -the moment when the arrow is fired or the note 
played - continuous effort without such a reversal of dir
ection would effect nothing. He points out the· importance 
for Heracleitus of the ~po~ac of fire, and refers to the 
opposite directions of the ways up and down. He states 
with surprise that Brieger arrived at much the s-ame idea 
from ~aACv~ovo,. 

I feel, with Kirk, that the idea of tension is Her-· 
acleitan, even though this is not provable. But the pic
ture that Kirk builds up from this idea is static (cf. his 
opposition to the 'flux' interpretation); whereas my view 
of Heracleitus is more dynamic. Vlastos believes that 
the 'harmony' consists in cha~e in opposite direc~ions 
within a contrariety (v. inf.); I believe that lack of 
balance between opposing tensions would achieve this, but 
I believe that Vlastos is asking us to accept an inter
pretation of ~aACv~po~o, that would be far from obvious 
to Heracleitus' contemporaries.. I therefore prefer the 
above text while yet preferring the overall dynamic int~r
pretation of Heracleitus to the static one of Kirk. For 
arguments against the various other interpretations of 
either reading I refer the reader to the relevant passages 
in the works of Vlastos and Kirk. 
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at variance it agrees with itself~ there is a connexion 

working in both .dir.ections, as in the bo.w and the lyre'' .• 

Burnet rendered 6.p1J.ovc·a. by ·' attunement'; but few would now 

allow the· word any connexion with music here. Kirk says 

that the word has here its basic meaning 1-connexion' ,. and 

that in the simile. of the bow and the lyre the 'conr_exion' 

is the string that connects the apparatus' extremes and 

is under tension, being pulled in opposite directions by 

those extremes. 

'1'he fragment, then, on this interpretation, states 

that something that 1s at variance with itself agrees with 

itself: there is (not 'it is' as in Burnet's rendering) 

a·connexion between two extremes -and this applies in·all 

categories. Every pair of opposites is a unity (the 

string pulls the ends of the bow towards each other and 

hoids the whole bow together) as well as a duality (the 

ends of the bow pull on the string) and these aspects 

(tensions) are simultaneous (if one pull ceased, the bow 

would_break, as it would if one pull were 'too strong -

the· pulls must balance exactly~ according to Kirk)._ So 

opposites are the extremes of one single continuum as we'll 

as being two separate entities. With most of this inter

pretation I agree, but it does not go far enough. 
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The tens ions, we are told; have to balance; they 

hold the whole together, and maintain its stability, that 

which Kirk holds to be of prime importance for Heracleit

us. Now opposites do have an essential connexion.between 

them, this I agree: the connexion is not necessarily the 

same in the case of each pair, this Kirk admits~ 

Some fragments give us examples of.connexiori by 

succession (e.g. Frag. 57: day and night), others by 

relativity to different observers or different standards 

of judgement (e.g. Frag. 61: sea water is drinkable and 

safe for fishes but undrinkable and poisonous for men), 

and so on. Kirk groups the relevant fragments according 

to the type of connexion, Op. Cit., Groups 2 .. 5 •. His 

explanation of all these types is static, and this is 

where I cownence to disagree. 

In some types of contrariety, those whose very nat

ure is stable and those where it is a case of relative 

judgements for example, the explanation of the connexion 

given by Kirk is excellent; but in other types, where. 

there is change, or succession, or even an apparently ~tat

ic state that conceals an underlying change, it is not ad

equate. Vlastos (Op. cit.) says that ~p~ovCa does not 

mean simply 'connexion', but rather 'adjustment', which 
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he explains as happening through change that takes place 

in opposite directions within a contrariety. '!.'here is 

in such cases a process whose direction continually re

verses itself (cf. the ways up and down), so that things 

change from one opposite to the other. 

~his accords with the view of Cherniss (Op. cit., 

p. 382): nit is then the process which is the real Being, 

and all the distinctions men see are but fleeting phases 

of the process .. • 11
, and (p. 383): " ... identity consists 

in difference since each individual object is constantly 

changing in different directions, each part of the whole, 

like the whole world-fire itself, kindling in measure and 

in measure going out-'. 

IJ.'hus Kirk has not succeeded in weaning Vlastos, or 

myself, from the traditional 'flux' view of· Heracleitus; 

but I am willing to concede to Kirk that exactly balan

cing 'tensions' will explain s·tatic contrarieties. I 

feel that the traditional view is too entirely dynamic, 
• 

just as I feel that Kirk's view is too wholly static. M 

* rrhe scientific si.de of Heracleitus, my main con-
cern, is dynamic. Consequently I shall give my inter
pretation of this without constant reference to Kirk's 
views on the relevant fragments, since they depend on 
his rejec~ion of the flux theory, which I accept. 
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Some things in the world are stable (though there 

is change underlying them) and some are changing (though 

there is an underlying permanency): statio-dynamic is a 

contrariety that would have appealed to Heraoleitus _and 

I see nothing contrary to the spirit of Heracleitus in my 

accepting Kirk's explanation for one type of contrariety, 

one aspect of the world, and the traditional one, reaffir

med by Vlastos, for the other. 

Just as the oonnexion between a pair of opposites, 

whether ·statio or dynamic, implies that the continuum of' 

which they are the extremes may be regarded as a unity·or 

a duality according to the viewpoint {synthetic or analyt

ic), so too the whole universe can be regarded synthetic

ally or analytically as a unity or as a plurality. In 

fact unity and plurality are but two aspects of the same 

thing: unity manifests itself as a difference (due to 

the coexistence of opposite tensions or opposite process

es), and plurality manifests an underlying unity. 

This identity consisting in difference applies in 

every category and in every-sphere: in physics, as we 

shall see; in life, for 'as the same thing exists in us 

--------------------------------------------------------
X 

For this and Frag. 32, p. 14?:, I give Kirk's version. 
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living and dead and the waking and the sleeping and young 

and old •.. ' (Frag. 88; cf. Frags. 48 & 62); in ethics, for 

'good and evil are one' * ; in religion, for 'one thing, 

the only truly wise, does not and does consent to be.cal-

led by the name of Zeus' ( Frag. 32). 

up in Frag. 10: ~~ 

All this is summed 

OU?\.7\.d.W.·L €«; o?\.a. xa.t 0'6X o?\.a., OUj..Lcpep6j..LeVOV OL a.cpe:p6-

j..L€VOV, ouv~oov oL~oov· tx ~a.v~wv ~v xa.t t~ ~v~«; ~a.v~a.. 

~Vhether we are dealing statically with tensions 

pulling agai~st each other with equal force, or dynamic

ally with tensions pulling unequally so that a process of 

change occurs in one direction or the other, there exists 

an opposition that may be symbolised as 'strife' or 'war's 

it can also be described as 'injustice', as it was by An-

aximander (D. 12 B 1, p. 31 sup., passage no. 1). These 

descriptions, taken at their face value, do not satisfy 

This is a fair inference, even if we do not accept 
Bywater's 'Frag. 57' as genuine, as Diels-Kranz do not, 
printing it as context to Frag. 58. 

** Kirk's text -to be understood: things (mentally) 
taken together (i.e. belonging to the same category, and 
especially pairs of true opposites) are (in one sense) 
wholes (sc. continua) and lin another sense) not wholes 
(but separate and opposed). In one sense they tend to 
unity, in another to plurality: ~n one they are in t~ne, 
in another out of tune. A un1ty 1s made up of all th1ngs 
and all things issue. from a unity. 
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Heracleitus, who makes the following observations on the 

subject: 

e:£ Osva.r. Oe XPT! ttov ?t6'Ae:j.J.ov e6vtta. E;uv6v, xa.t OC'ltT}V 
epr.v, xa.t yr.v6j.J.e:va. ?td.vtta. xa.tt' epr.v xa.t X,pe:wv. 

Homer was wrong in saying: "Would that strife 
might perish from among gods and men!". He did not 
see that he was praying for the destruction of the 
universe; for, if his prayer we.re heard, all things 
would pass away. * -

In Frag. 80 Kirk takes 'justice' as subject and 

'strife' as complement, and interprets 'justice' as bear-

ing its original sense of 'the normal course of events'; 

he then shows that the fragment has a structure of this 

nature; war~strife (a) is everywhere (b); normal-course

of-events (c) is war-strife (a); everywhere (b) -things 

happen by war-strife (a) and normal~course-of-event~ (c) -

'~ecessity' being equivalent in sense to 'justice'. 

Kirk interprets war and strife as being the inter

action of opposites, the normal, and in fact the only, way 

in which change· occurs. The fragment is thus a correct-

ion of Anaximander. Vlastos complains that here Kirk 

does not go far enough. F'or Anaximander not only erred 

---------------------~----------------------------------

* The first passage is .F'rag. 80. The second is Bur-
net's translation of his reading of Bywater's so-called 
Frag. 43, reconstructed from D. 22 A 22. 
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in thinking that the interchange of opposites was 'injust

ice' not 'justice', the point that Kirk allows, but also 

in th.inking that the interaction was occasional and inter

mittent (e~croachment, that is, injustice, is followed by 

eventual reparation, that is, justice). To Heracleitus 

the interaction is universal. Frag. 80 describes War as 

~uv6,, and Frag. S3 asserts that it is 'father of all and 

king of all'·. .Strife, which ·is change, is universal, so 

that if 1 t were injustice, the latter would be universal;· 

but, as ~rag. 80 says, it is justice. · For Anaximander 

strife (injustice) existed but justice was nevertheless 

eventually preserved; but for Heracleitus strife exists 

because justice is universally. ~d all the time preserved. 

Frag. 94 tells us that the sun, and by-analogy any 

other part of nature, will not o:verstep his measures. 

Kirk occasionally, e.g. p. 320, speaks of 'long-term' ex

cesses which are eventually balanced by a correspondin~ 
. . 

deficiency; but this idea is rather Anaxim~nder's than 

Heraclei tus' • Since 1 all thipgs happen in accor.dance 

with strife and rightful necessity' there can be no long 

or short term excesses; Anaximander relied on the equal

ity of the opposites and eventual reparation for the pres-. 

ervation of justice, but to Heracleitus there exists as 
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a matter of course an equilibrium since encroachment and 

reparation are ~oncurrent not successive (cf. Frags. 31 

and 36, discussed inf.); each one of the three main masses 

( v •. inf.) is always losing as much as it g_ains. But the 

equilibrium is not, as with·Anaximander, a case of equal

ity between the main masses (there is not an equal amount 

of fire, water, and earth in the wor:ld) but rather a case 

of equipollent change - the important point is the balance 

of processes rather than the amounts. In the universe as: 

in rivers and flames this equilibrium is stable. There 

are, it is true, dried up rivers and quenched flames, but, 

then, som_e changes -manifest themselves as successive alter

nations~ there is a constant overall 7\.6yo<; preserved in 

the totality of changes - the 'measure 1 of fire, which is, 

as it were,~~ ~uv6v in the whole series (cf. Frags. 31 

and 90). 

With this argument of Vlastos I entirely agree. I 

shall have more to say about the physical aspects shortly, 

but must first reaffirm my belief in the 'flux' theory in 

the face of Kirk. * I believe in it in the sense that 

--------------------------------------------------------
I entirely agree with Vlastos' arguments in. Op. 

cit. p. 135 sup., ann in his review of Kirk's book ·in 
A.J .P., LXXVI, 3, which has only just become available to 
me. 
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every individual thing is changing, constantly, but the 

measures of change are invariant. Underlying the appar

ent permanence of some phenomena is an equilibrium of 

opposite processes (symbolized in some cases as the ways 

up and down). In some cases our senses may not apprec

ia.te that change is occurring, but it nevertheless is. 

In other cases we can visualise both manifestations, per

manence and change, for example in the river and·the 

flame. We learn from Frag. 84 that change (which seems 

to be tiring) is restful and genuine permanence is wear

isome; in fact things that seem to be 'at rest' are chang

ing. Kirk (p. 376) attacks Aristotle's comment in Phys. 

253 b 9 that the constant change is of a type that 'es

capes our perception' •.. Admittedly Heracleitus believed 

our senses, if interpreted correctly, to be reliable. 

In cases like the river and the flame we do in fact see 

the change occurring. But what of a tree? After an 

interval we see that it has grown, but we cannot see the 

growth occurring, for it is too slow. We cannot see 

the erosion of a rock, the rotting of timber wade from the 

tree, evaJ_)oration (when not accompanied by mist) from 

water, actually happening. The idea of imperceptibles 

that are due to the weakness of our senses is not at all 
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inappropriate to a Pre-Socratic philosopher: it is spec

ifically stated in Frag. 21 of Anaxagoras, and He·racleitus 

himself says that sense data have to be interpreted. Of 

course we are not meant to look for imperceptible change 

as well as change that is obvious in one and the same 

thing; but in cases where we do not see any change, there 

is change occurring nevertheless. 

The river, then, is used by Heracleitus to demon

strate how a thing can be both permanent and changing. 

The fragments concerned, which I accept along with Vlas

tos in face of Kirk's attack, are these: 

12. ~o~~~ota~ ~ota~v ~u~o!a~v e~~~Cvoua~v e~ep~ x~t 

e~ep~ uo~~~ E~Lppet· x~t wux~t Oe ~~0 ~wv ~ypoov ~v~
eu~~wv~~~. * 

49~. ~o~~~or, ~or, ~'6~or, e~~~Cvo~J;ev ~e x~t o'6x 8~
~aCvo~ev, el~ev ~e x~t oux el~ev. 

91. ~o~~~ij> o'6x ea~~v BIJ.~iiv~~ ot, ~ij> ~'6~!p •••. mtCO

vna~ x~t ?td.'ALY auvd.ye~ ••• x~t ~p6ae~a~ x~t lt~e~a~. 

* Kirk does not accept the clause about 'souls' as 
a part of the· fragment {p. 371), believing that it may 
be a paraphrase of Frag. 36. I am prepared to accept 
the clause as Heracleitan, ·though not necessarily as hav
ing been c·ontinuous with Frag. 12. It certainly repres
ents a Heracleitan doctr.ine, v. pp. il68 and 176 inf .• 

•' 
",\ 
I 
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'fhe flame analogy turns out to be even more fruit .. 

ful. Struck by the fa·ct that it is always in motio:p., 

yet always in existence in the same place as the fuel pas

ses through it on the way to becoming fumes and smoke,; 

Heracleitus used lt'ire as the symbol for the change that is 

intimately bound up with the unity and permanence of the 

world. I disagree ·most strongly with those who follow 

Aristotle (if, indeed, any still do, as Burnet did, ·for 

exa~ple) and believe that Fire was a substrate, an 'elem

ent' like the water or aer of Thales and Anaximenes. K 

There is no need for a cosmogonical explanation of 

how the Many were generated from the One, for they are 

one and the same thing - the world is one. and man; si:r.:ul""! 

taneously. (Cf. p. 136 sup., and, especially, Fra.g. 30, 

which asserts that the world is uncreated.) 

x In this I am in agreement with Cherniss, Op. cit. 
{p. 380) ~·who rightly rejects the explanation that F'ire 
was chosen as being the rarest material. Kirk accepts 
both this and the explanation given above (cf. .• Arist. de 
An. 405 a 27), but rejects the view that fire is a symbol. 
~Vhile granting that it may ha~e symbolic overtones he says 
(p. 316 h ·11 '1'he cosmological fire must be thought of prim
arily a.s a.L61jp", describing the latter in similar terms 
to those applicable to Aristotle's quintessence; unlike o 

terrestrial fire it is immortal (in the sense that the llil
es"ians' elements were so), but it is not unique - it "was 
prior in importanceu ( p. 326) to the others, water and 
earth. Vlastos. rejects this ether idea utterly, and I 
reject it also. 
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If we take fire to be a substrate, it is difficult 

to decide whether Heracleitus imagined change to be qual

itative OI' .. quantitative. We are led to reading into his 

theory the ideas of his predecessors, with whom he pro

fessed to disagree, for example the idea of condensation 

and rarefaction. True,. Aristotle, always eager to show· 

how others were stumbling towards his own system, includes 

him among those who believed in one 'material cause'; but 

this is Aristotle not Heracleitus, and it is because of 

this that Lucretius in I 635sq. uses Heracleitus' f1re as 

the typical monist's element. Heracleitus is thus accus~ 

ed of failing to solve the problems mentioned on p. 132 

sup., problems which we have seen reason to believe to have 

been uppermost in his mind. 

It is, however, possible to distinguish between 

fragments that use fire as a symbol and fragme~ts that 

use fire as the name for one of three substances that are 

the majo.r constituents of the physical world (we could, 

in ·fact, subdivide Kirk's 'cosmic fragments' into cosmic:-

symbolic and physical-chemical). As a symbol for the .. 

cosmic process, fj.re is spoken of in similar terms to the 

logos, as the following fragments show: 
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ev '&'0 oocp6v, l;?tCO'&'a.06a.L YVUliJ.T)V, 6'&'eT) l;xuj3epVT)Oe 
?td.v'&'a. 01. a. ?td.V'&'oov. F'rag. 41. 

I adopt Vlastos' view of the text, and Burnet's 
rendering: "Wisdom is one thing. It is to know the 
thought by which all things are steered through all 
things". As Vlastos says, yVWIJ.TJ is both a thought 
and a thinking thing - abstracts and concretes have 
not yet been firmly distinguished. It corresponds 
to X6yo~, which has symbolic meaning (p. 134, sup.), 
but which is similarly, as something of which real 
existence is postulated, in some sense concrete, just 
as is x6otJ.o~ (footnote top. 136). · 

Jrr.ag. 64. 

Kirk, pp. 349 sq., discusses in detail the connex
io~ between this fragment and the context of Hippolytus 
in which it appears. Suffice it to say here that the 
Kepa.uv6~ is a symbol for eternal fire (but may also be 
connected with Zeus~ who is also connected with ev '&'o 
oocp6v, cf. Frag. 32J. This fire may well have been 
conceived of as cpp6VLIJ.OV in fact, though Hippolytus' 
comment is clearly influenced by St.o icism. The words 
lC.Uj3epvw and ota.xC~oo are clearly used synonymously. 

Although I do not agree with Kirk's interpretation 

of Frag. 41, I do agree with his conclusions about the 

interrelations between Frags. 32, 41, and 64. I quote 

part of p. 396: "The Logos was discovered to he more than 

a principle: it is a materialized formula, an aspect of 

the operation of fire •••• 'fhe cosmos is a· fire, .•• fire 

is the embodiment of the Logos, ..• and it is wise. 

It is not surprising, then, that wux~ in its unadulter-

f • f' II ated orm 1s 1ery . We shall examine later the fact 
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that fire and the soul are connected. . . I mention it. here 

because Vlas·tos ·uses it in his examinatic>n of the status 

of Fire. 

He rejects both extreme rarity and changeability 

(cf. p. 148, sup.) as Heracleitus' reason for choosing 

fire. ~e-has been arguing that Heracleitus shows con

siderable Milesian influence; and claims that the reason 

for the pre-emin~nce of .fire is that the soul is fiery,. 

and that Anaximenes had identified his principle (aer) 

with soul~ the dpx~ is the substance of which soul is 

made; Heracleitus' soul is fiery; therefore Heracleitus' 

dpx~ mus-t be fire. This dpx~ is~ however' he claims I 

conceived of differently from Anaximenes'; for it is not 

infinite, nor does it encompass the unive,rse (conservation 

- v. p. 145-- not the presence of an infinite encompas

sing store of matter -cf. p. 132- gives the universe ita 

permanence). 

This argument comes after that quoted on p. 145 

where Vlaatos states that fire is ~b ~uv6v in the series 

of physical ch~es. Thus he comes close to attempting 

to reinstate Heracleitus as a monist with fire as his 

dpx~ , albeit an dpx~ differing from the Milesian type. 

I cannot accept this any more than I can accept Kirk's 
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conception of fire as ate~p. I still adhere to the view 

that there is no monistic ~PX~, but that fire is a symbol, 

just like logos and cosmos, in certain fragments but the 

name of one of three equally important substances in other 

fragments of a different character. 

Let us, then, turn to these fra~ments, which I have 

called 'physical-chemical'. They include the following: 

~up~~ ~po~aC ~pm~ov eaAaooa, eaAdoo~~ oe ~~ ~ev 
~~Lou y~, ~~ oe ~~Lou ~p~o~p. • •• <y~> 6dAaooa ota
x~e~aL, xat ~e~p~e~aL et~ ~ov a~~ov A6yov, 6xoto~ ~p6o

eev ~v ~ ysv~oeaL y~. (Frag. 31) * 

:Hi 
Kirk interprets ~po~aC as sudden and complete chan-

ges as opposed to gradual and minute ones (p. 328): the 
processes and intermediate forms of mat~er (e.g. a~r) are 
ignored. He shows that the fragment deals with the ser
ies of changes fire - sea- earth •• earth- sea- fire; 
and says (p. 332h "The equality of the changes is expres
sed for two of the stages: half of sea is moving up, half 
changing to fire; the same amount of ea~th is dissolved 
into sea as formerly (~p6oeev refers rather to priority in 
the logical schema than strictly to temporal priority) 
turned from sea to earth. The only stage for which this 
balance is not asserted is fire, but the balance can easily 
be inferred, and is carefully stated in a different form 
in Frag. 90. 11 On p. 331 he says, however: 11 

••• sea is 
being constantly replenished by the liquefaction of earth 
proportionally with its diminution by condensation into 
earth. 11 True though this may be, it is not, as Vlastos 
says, what Heracleitus says: he says that any part of 
earth that becomes water is equal to its mass before (tem
porally not logically) it became earth - in other words 
the subject is the proportions of changes in earth, not in 
water. Taking ~p6oeev temporally we can see this ·even 
without ~ yevfoeaL y~, which Vlastos thinks probably a 
gloss. 
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"H'A 1. or; yap o'Ox '67tep(3~ae't"a.l. J..Le't"pa. • . e t o€ J..L11, 

'Epi.Y'Uer,; IJ.I.Y ~CXTJf,; e7tCltOUpOI. e1;eup~OOUOI.Y. (Frag. 94) 

(Frag. 60) * 

't"a wuxpa 6epe't"a.l., 6ep!J.OY VVXe't"a.L, '6ypov a.'Oa.Cve't"a.L, 

xa.p~a.'Aeov vo't"C~e't"a.L. (Frag. 126) ** 

--------------------------------------------------------
1E 

I reject Kirk's claim that this fragment refers 
just to the identity of the way up and down a hill, and 
adhere to the cosmological (not cosmogonical, v. Kirk p. 
107) interpretation; the two ways are the two process·es 
mentioned in reverse order on my p. 152, Frag. 31 note. 

** Kirk, following Snell, Hermes 61 (1926) 356sq., in
terprets the pairs of opposites here as c·ontrarieties 
known from personal experience within the body; so that 
the fragment gives a generalisation concerning the every
day behaviour of things, not a scientific principle. The 
neuters should therefore be translated 'cold things' etc., 
not 'the cold' etc.; and the verbs should be taken as mid
dle: thus the fragment stresses the reciprocity of chan
ges in general, and perhaps also the fact that they are 
going on all the time and balancing each other. The lat
ter is the opinion of·Vlastos, C.P. 42 (1947) p. 165. 

Reinhardt, Farmenides p. 223, on the other hand, 
concluded that Heracleitus already knew the later canonical 
4 opposite qualities; while Gigon, Untersuchungen zu Her. 
p. 99, even took the fragment to refer· to the four elements 
and acc:e·pted aer in Frag. 76 (p. 155 inf.) as genuine ·and 
original. Kirk rightly says that Anaximander posited 
these as two especially important pairs of opposites that 
separated out from the apeiron (as Heracleitus would know) 
while the 4 elements are definitely original with Emped
ocles. He is doubtful about the purpose of the fragment. 
I take it that Heracleitus was using the already familiar 
Anaximandrian pairs of''quality-things' (Cornford's name 
for these opposites) and showing how they fit into his own 
scheme. They fit both into his general theory of oppos
ites and into the scheme of changes described in Frags • 
31, 36 , and 76 . 
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7tup6~;;· 'H~ dvtt;C.J..LOL [3~ tt;cl 7tGVtt;a. xa.t 7tUp 6.7t6.Vtt;OOV oxooo-
7tep XP"<?otJ XPTJJ..LC.tt;a. xa.t XPTJJ..Latt;oov xpua6c;. (Frag • 90) ·* 

lVUXT.i.9LV 6d.VC.'t"O(; uOoop yevea6a.L' iSOa.tt;L Oe 6c1v0.tt;O(; 
y~v yeveo6a.L, fx y~c; Oe iSOwp yCvett;a.L, f~ iSOa.'t"oc; oe. 
l!mxf). (Frag. 36) ** 

---------------------------------~----------------------
1E 

Kirk's interpretation is that fire is exchanged for 
water and earth both as cosmo+ogical world-masses and1 in 
mixture, as components of individual things·. The latter 
is Kirk's inference: it may be so, but it is not· specif
ically stated. The balance is emphasized by the simile -
the goods equal the go~d in v~lue. He rightly rejects 
the ecpyrosis interpretation of the fragment 1 and the ec
pyrosi.s itself. Vlastos say~. that the fragment- asserts 
that fire is constant in all changes, i.e. its measure is 
the same: "that same amount of fire which is the common 
thing - tt;o ~uv6v - in all the different things ·that com
pose the series". I agree that it does assert the bal
anced measure of fire in changes (cf. note to.Frag. 31, p. 
152 sup.) but I do not agree that fire itself is concerned 
in all changes (cf. p. 145 and 151); it is not directly 
concerned in change~ between water and earth, nor does it 
itself change directly into or out of earth. · · 

-lUE 
Kirk rightly rejects Gigon's application of this 

fragment to the microcosm, which takes. earth to mean flesh 
and water blood. This fragment has soul (which is con
nected with fire, v-. inf.) in place of fire, but confirms 
Frag. 31 in the details o£ the two rectilinear processes 
o£ change between the three world~masses, while replacing 
the 'turnings' metaphor with the 'death' metaphor, which 
also appears in Frag. 76 (p. 155). Kirk rightly quotes 
Philo, ·de Aet. Mundi, 21; ed.va..:Cov o-6 ~vetc; a?ta.v dva.C
pear.v 6VOJ..L~OOV d?\.1\.a tt;.,V et·c; ett;epOV O't"OLXSLOV JJ.Stt;a.f3o'Ai)v. 
The substitution·o£ soul adds the extra point that the 
soul is not annihilated at death, nor does it survive un
changed, but it suffers a ch~mical change, as do the other 
constituents o£ the body. thus the :fragment has both 
cosmological and psychological significance. 
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~~ ~Up ~ov y~' eava~ov xat ~~P ~~ ~ov ~upo, eava
~ov, uOwp ~~ ~ov ~epo, eava~ov, y~ ~ov uoa~o,. 

~upo, eava~o, ~epL yeY~OL,, xat ~epo, 6dva~o' 
U0a~L yeveaL,, 

O~L y~' edva~o, uOwp yeveaeaL xat uoa~o,. eava~o, 
~epa yeveae~L xat ~epo' ~Up xat ~~~aAiv. 

Frag. 76. The three versions are·, in order: 
Maxim. •ryr. XII 4 p. 489; Plut. de E 18; 392C; and 

. lViarc. IV 46. * 
. . 

-------------------------------------------------------~~ . -~. 

* Since aer is not on~ of Heracleitus' world-masse.s, 
Kirk adheres to the common view that this group· of quot
ations that forms Diels'· Frag. 76 is actually a group of 
·stoicized versions of Frag. 36 (p. 154) with aer inserted 
by the ·stoics on the analogy of their own theories. 

Gigon (loc. cit. p. 153 sup.). defended the ·authen
ticity-of the presumed Herac1eitan original on the assump
tion that Heracleitus believed in four main substances 
(even, per't!-aps, four elements, v. p. 153) ~ · 

Note that in Maximus' version the (impossible) 
change from earth to fire gives. us a cyclical series in-
stead of the two 'ways' • Tocco's emendation· ( DK p. 168, 
note) - translated without acknowledgement by Burnet in 
E·.G .P. p. 135 - transposing the genit~ ves of aer and earth 
restores the rectilinear series that the other two ver-
sion-s clearly describe. Plutarch's gives us the 'way 
down' and Marcus Aurelius' gives us the whole double ser
ies; with the 'way up' described in detail. 

Kranz' restoration of the Qypothetical unstoicized 
original, including only the three world ... masses, and· w-ith 
the double· potentiality for change of water (into fire or 
earth) stated, is very tempting, but of course ca~ot be 
proved to be correct. It has the disadvantage that the 
double change. of water does not appear in that form in 
Frag. 76 in any ve-rsion. The restoration is as follows: 

~~-~Up ~ov uOa~o' eava~ov, uOwp ~~ ~ov ~upo' ~ 
Yii' eava~ov, Yii ~ov uOa~-o'. 
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These fragments describe a system in which all 

things, not only fire as those who make of Heracleitus a 

monist would say, and in particular three main masses, 

fi~e water and earth, are continually c·hanging and inter

changing, while there are measures of the interchanges. 

In Frag. 126 the interchanges are expressed in terms fam

iliar from the work of _Anax~ander, namely the pairs of 

'opposites', the 'quality-things': the hot, the cold, 

the wet, the dry. 

As Kirk points out (p. 344): -none of the strangest 
.. . 

features of his system is the lack of specific interrelat

ion between his special analysis of c9smological change 

(between fire, water and ear~h) and his general analysis --· 
- . 

of change as between opposites". However the relevant 

point here is that no special emphasis is laid upon the 

hot in Frag. 126. 

The same applies to Frag. 36 and fire (apart from 

the connexion with soul, which is irrelevant to the-con

sideration of the physical-chemical changes involved) 

ana to the group known as Frag. 76 together with its hypo

thetical original. Even in Frag. 31 fire is only prom• 

inent as one terminus of the series, and earth is equally 

prominent in the second half of the fragment. 
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~here is, then, quite a different feel about the 

use of fire here from that about its use in the 'cosmic-

symbolic' fragments. We have seen the reasons for its 

prominence there: now we are dealing with it purely in 

its literal sense as the name of one of three substances. 

There is no 'substrate' in this physical system. All 

three substances take part in two rectilinear series of 

changes, described figuratively as 'the way up and the 

way do\~', in which fire or earth can change into water, 

and vice versa, but earth cannot change directly into fire 

or vice versa. This point, I- feel, tells strongly against 

the monistic interpre~ation. 

These changes occur in such a way that the 'Law of 

the Conservation of h1atter', to use a modern term for the 

'measures', is obeyed (Frags.· 30, 90, and 94). Frag. 31 

(see .my note ad loc. p. 152) gives the quantitative rules 

for this conservation • 

. There is some resemblance between the changes in 

this system and those in Aristotle's (especially if we 

recall Kirk's statement that Heracleitus did not bother 

with intermediate stages, and if we then follow the stoic

izera of ~·rag. 76 and put aer- in its logical position be

tween fire and water). in both systems we are given a 
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consistent theory of change from fire to earth and back 

again that does not need to employ either separation or 

rarefaction and condensation. . In both systems, again, 

contrarieties have importance (though not in quite the 

same way). The major differences are, firstly that Aris

totl~'s changes are cyclical while Heracleitus' are in two 

opposite equipollent rectilinear series, and secondly that 

aer is ~n a par with the other transmuting substances in 

Aristotle' .s system but subordinate in Heracle i tus' • 

Aristotle was, in my opinion, influenced by Hera-

cleitus (of. pp. 16lsq.); but he had the advantage of fam-

iliarity with the four elements of Empedocles. To quote 

Kirk~ "It is often sai~ that Empedocles simply identified 

traditional basic pairs of ·opposite.s with particular kinds 

of matter, but his procedure was more complicated than 

that; we may infer that he first had to prove the sub-

stantiality· of air. It may be that Heracleitus' omission 

of air is ~ direct criticism of Anaximenes' acceptance of 

"t" 1 • 

I remarke·d on p. 157 that the ·stoicizers of Frag. 

76 put aer in its logical position between fire and water •. 

Was aer, then,. to Heracleitus just an unimportant inter- · 

mediate stage in ·the :process of change from the one to the 
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other? Or did he, in rejecting Anaximenes• idea that 

aer was the element, reject the existence of aer as a 

real substance altogether? To both questions I answer: 

no. I believe that Heracleitus realised that aer is not 

a single substance, not an element in either the ancient 

Greek or the modern English sense of the word, but a mix

ture, and that he therefore naturally refrained from 

treating it as one of the main world-masses. 

In order to support this contention I shall now 

examine Heracleitus' theory of 'exhalations'. The best 

source of info~ation is in Diogenes Laertius IX Sec. Bsq., 

though the early part of this account is cont~inated by 

Aristotelian and Stoic errors. In Sec .• 8 he affirms that 

fire is.,~ the element and that things come into being by 

rarefaction and condensation. After giving the tradit

ional interpretation of the 'rivers fragments' and stat~ng 

that the universe is limited and a unity, he describes 

the •ecpyrosis' that the Stoics falsely attributed to Hera-

cleitus. He ascribes becoming to war and strife and the 

ecpyrosis to agreement· and peace, and concludes the sect

ion with the statement that change is the way up and down 

and the cosmos is generated according to the latter. The 

opposition between war and peace assume$ a contrariety of 
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causes like EIIq?edocles' Love and Strife, ,acting alter

nately - in spite of Frag. 10 and the clear statement of· 

simultaneous action of the opposites in the well-known 

passage Plato, Sophist 242 D. The cosmogonical inter-

pretation of the way up and down is to be rejected in 

favour of the cosmological (v. note to Frag. 60, p. 153). 

In"Sec. 9 Diogenes explains the ways up and down 

in detail (incorrectly giving rarefaction and condensat-

ion as the mechanism). The way down comes first, and is 

followed by this passage: 

~aXtv ~e ~~ ~~v y~v xetae~t, ~~ ~' ~o ubwp y'veo
e~t, hx Oe ~ou~ou ~a AOL~a, oxeoov ~dv~~ ~~t ~~v dv~-
6Uj.L' ~oL v dvaywv ~v d~o ~T\' ea.xa~~TJ, • a.iS~TJ ot ~o~.L v 1') 

~~t ~~ ~vw 606,. yCveoea.t Oe dva.6u1J.taoeL' d~6 ~e Yii' 
xa.t 6a.Xa~~T},, a, IJ.BV Aa.IJ.~pa,. xa.t xa.6a.pa,, a, oe oxo~eL
va,. a.~~eo6a.L oe ~o IJ.BV ~up ~~o ~wv Aa.IJ.~poov, ~o Oe 
~ypov ~~o ~mv t:~,epwv. * ~o Oe ~eptexov ** 6~ot6v ho~tv 
o~ OT}Xot• elva.L j.Lev~oL tv a.~~~ ox~a., ~~eo~pa.IJ.!J.eva., 

0 

If fire were the element, it would be strange to 
find it being 'increased' from something else. 

lU£ 
For the external store of matter that encompasses 

the universe of. p. 151 sup. Heracleitus' universe did 
not need any such store: it was limited and a unity, as 
Diogenes says. The latter, not finding, therefore, any 
reference to such an external store, mistakenly thought 
that Heracleitus believed in one but could not explain 
its nature. 
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)ta.'tCL xotA.ov 'ltpot,; -f!J.LCi.t;, ~v a.!t; &.epoi.~OJ.Leva.t,; "t'CLt,; 'Aa.J.L'ltpat,; 
~ ~ ~ ~ • ~6 " T ' ~ ~va.6UJ.LL~OeLt,; ~'JtO"t'EAELY ~~~ ya.t,;, at; ELVO.L '"CO. O.O"t'pa. 

(10) ••• * -f!J.Lepa.v "t'e xa.t v~x"t'a. yCveaea.1. xat J.L~va.t; 

xa.t oopa.t,; ~"t'eCout; xa.t ~VLaU"t'OUt,; ~e"t'O~t,; "t'& xa.t 'JtVB~J.LO."t'O. 

xat "t'a "t'O~"t'OLt,; OJ.LOLa. xa."t'a "t'CLt,; 0La.~6pout,; &.va.(;}UJ.LL<1aeL_~· 

(11) "t'~v J.Lev yap A.aJ.L'ltpav &.va.euJ.LCa.aLv ~'Aoyoeetaav 

~v "t'~ xux'A~ "t'ou t}A.Cou -f!J.Lepa.v 'JtoLetv, "t'~v Oe ~va.v"t'Ca.v 

~'JtLxpa.~aa.aav vux"t'a &.'Jto"t'e'Aetv· xat ~x J.LBV "t'ou 'AaJ.L'ltpou 
'"CO eepJ.LOV a.~~6J.LBVOV eepot,; 'JtOLetv, ~X Oe "t'OU axo~eLVOU 
'"CO ~ypov 'JtAeov~·ov xe Lf.LWva. &.'Jtepy~eaea.L. &.3to'Aou6oot,; 
oe "t'OU"t'OLt,; 3tat 'Jtept "t'WV ~AAOOY at"t'LOAoyet. 'ltept oe 
"t'~t,; y~t,; o~oev &.'Jto~a.Cve"t'aL 'JtoCa "t'Ct; ~a"t'Lv, &.A.A.' o~Oe 

'ltep t "t'ffiv mta.~mv. 

In·this passage we meet with two exhalations in 

contrast to one 'moist exhalation' for Xenophanes from 

which, in Theophrastus' account, sparks were collected to 

form the· sun (p .• 124 sup.). Herac1eitus· accepts the idea 

of an exhalation that can explain the light of the heaven

ly bodies without the donception of ignition by motion's 

being required. But he also posits a second exhalation 

that can explain other phenomena. 

One exhalation is 'bright and pure': the other is 

'dark'. At first sight it appears as if these are just 

the same exhalations as those in Aristotle's W~teorologica, 

of which one is a moist, cold, cloudy vapour, evaporated 

I omit an·astronomiQal passage as irrelevant. 
concerns the 'bowls'. 

It 
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£rom the moisture within the earth and on its surface, 

and the other a hot, dry, smoky, highly combustible sub

stance given off by the earth itself, which Aristotle ad

mits to be difficult to envisage (Meteor. 341 b 15), but 

which is in some states fiery and in others not unlike 

what we mean by a 'gas'. According to Aristotle's the

ory, the moist exhalation is responsible for rain, dew, 

frost, snow, etc., and the dry one for meteors, thunder 

and lightning, wind, etc. (cf. Meteorologica, passim). 

It has been said, then, that Aristotle borrowed 

his exhalations direct from the Heracleitans, and that the 

'bright' exhalation of Heracleitus was dry and originated 

from earth while his 'dark' one was moist and o·riginated 

from the sea. This appears logical, indeed, for the earth 

is dry and the· sea moist. ~oreover the normal use of 6 

IJ.EV and 6 Oe for 'the former . . . the latter' would seem 

to connect AaiJ.~pa, withy~' and oxo~eLva, with eaAa~~~' 

in Sec. 9 of the passage quoted from Diogenes Laertius. 

Now the equation of dark and moist is clear from 

~o oe 'Oypov -o~o ~mv ~~epwv (sc. oxo~eLvmv) in Sec. 9 and 

~X oe ~oi) oxo~e L voU ~0 'Oypov in Sec. 11. The clause 

immediately before the latter equates bright and hot, so 

that dry is a fit ~ttribute for the bright exhalation. 
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To confirm the other part of the hypothesis, however, that 

Heraclei tus' dry and bright exhalation like Aristotle 1 s 

comes from the earth and his moist and dark one from the 

sea is not so simple. Diogenes says that the bright ex-

halation is collected in bowls * to form the flames that 

are the visible parts of the· heavenly bodies: this should 

mean that the latter have their origin_ in a dry exhalation 

from earth. But this conflicts with the first two of the 

following passages of A~tius, though not with the third: 

'H •.•• ~va~~a voepov ~0 ~X 6aXd~~~ e!va~ ~OY ~ALOV. 

A~t. II 20, 16; D. 22 A 12. 

axa~OEL0et~ yap OY~a~ ~OL~ OX~~aa~ ~OU~ aa~epa~, 
oexo~evou~ ~a~ d~o ~~~ ~ypa~ dvaeu~Ldaew~ a~yd~, ~w~C

~eaaaL ~po~ ~~v ~av~aoCav. 

A8t. II 28, 6; D. 22 A 12 

'HpdxXe~~o~ ••• ~pe~eaaa~ ~ou~ da~epa~ ~X~~~ a~o 
y~~ dvaeu~Laaew~. 

A~t. II 17, 4; D. 22 A 11. 

The two passages in A 12 appear to agree: one says 

'from the sea' and the other 'from the moist exhalation', 

and the doxographical tradition appears to c"onfirm them 

against A 11, which says 'from the earth'. For example 
. . 

--------------------------------------------------------
K N.b. depo~~o~eva~, cf. auvaepoL~o~evwv in 21 A 40, 

v. p. 120, re the theory of Xenophanes. 



cf. the passages that follow: 

oLb xat yeAotoL ~dv~e, OOOL ~mv ~po~tpwv ~~tAa

~OY ~bY ~ALOV ~pe~eo6aL ~~ ~yp~. 

Arist. Meteor. 354 b 33. 

oLb xaC ~aoC ~LYe, ~mv ~pdXAeL~L~6Y~WY ••• ~X 
o~ ~' 6aAd~~' ~bv ~Atov ~vaev~Laoeat. 

Ps. Arist. Probl. 934 b 33; D. 66, 2, in a context 
perhaps dealing with Antisthenes. 

The first passage deals with Heracleitua ab~ve all, 

as Cherniss shows, Op. Cit. p. 133; and the second shows 

that the idea concerned w~s maintained by his fo.llowers. 

If, t~n, -these passages are correct, and. the sea 

is the origin of the heavenly bodies, they ough.t on the 

above hypothesis to be bowls full of the moist and dark 

exhalation, not the dry and bright as Diogenes says. and 

common sense confirms. Consequent~ the tentative iden

tification of the exhalations of Heracleitus and Aristotle 

breaks down over the origin though confirmed for the attr.ib

utes bright a~d dry on the one hand and d~rk and moist on 

the .other. It is unlikely that the one passage 22 A 11 

is correct and all the rest of the tradition wrong .• 

Burnet begged the question of the origin of the 

exhalations. On p. 155 he said: "Diogenes tells us that 
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fi~e was kept up by the bright vapours from land and sea, 

and moisture by the dark'', and a few lines later speaks 

of the 'rise of darkness from earth and sea'. Kirk 

thinks, like Cherniss {even though he rejects Cherniss' 

reason for so thinking), that Heracleitus really had only 

one exhalation. He refers {p. 273) to the hypothetical 

identity of the two theories that I am questioning, and 

claims that the fact that Aristotle does not admit having 

borrowed his theory from Heracleitus means that there were 

not two exhalations to borrow. . Kirk fails to see that 

the real reason for his omission was that the sources of 

his exhalations were not the same as those of Heracleitus', 

so that there was no direct borrowing. 

Apparently confused by Aristotle's use of x~~v6' 

as a name for the dry exhalation {a ~arne appropriate to 

one but not to all forms of it), Kirk falls into the error 

of assuming that Aristotle's land exhalation is dry and 

dark, and the other moist and bright. He gives these 

attributes to the respective exhalations of both men on 

p. 271, in the case of ~eracleitus meaning, of course, 

the two exhalations that people other than Kirk himself 

believe Heracleitus to·have employed. In other words, 

quite apart from the weakness of his -case in claiming that 
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there was only one such exhalation, he has grossly mis

interpreted both the doxographical traditi0n about Her-

acleitus and the theory of Aristotle. He cannot aid us. 

But if we replace the traditional hypothesis with 

one that suggests that the'exhalations of the two men 

were identical in type (dry and bright, moist and dark, 

in each case) but of opposite origins, the difficulties 

disappear. I suggest that for Heracleitus the bright one 

was from the sea, and f·or Aristotle from the land, and vice 

versa. We can thus accept both Diogenes' statement that 

the bowls are filled with the bright and the doxographical 

tradition that the heavenly bodies' source is the sea, and 

at the same time explain the point that bothered Kirk: why 

Aristotle did not admit. that his theory was identical with 

that of Heracleitus. 

The key that opens the door to this hypothesis is 

the word ~po~ac in Frag. 31: it means, as Kirk has said, 

'sudden changes'. The sea is moist: it undergoes a 

'sudden change' in the course of the way up (and evapor

ation is clearly a thing that occurs in an upward direct

ion): what can the moist 'suddenly change' into? If we 

recall Heracleitus' interest in opposites the answer is 

obviously: into its opposite, viz. the dry. 
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It follows that once the act-of evaporation has 

taken place the new substance that has originated from the 

sea is the bright dry exhalation ~hat will arise as an 

ava~~a to become the flames of the heavenly bodies, the 

stellar fire; and Frag. 3I t-ells us that one of the 

-t;po?taC of sea is fire. . Similarly the -cpo?t'f) of dry earth 

must be moist, viz. the moist dark exhalation that ·appears 

to arise from the earth at nightfall to give us the dark-

ness of night (cf. pp. 47-8 sup.). It may se~m queer to 

modern ears to say that this moist exhalation, which will 

be seen to correspond to the Milesian aer, comes off the 
' . . earth rather than the rivers and seas, and of course Aris-

totle rev~rts to the latter origin - but we must remember 

that_ Heracleitus is s.till living in a t~me when the differ

ence between water vapour and air is unknown and is con

sciously disagreeing with the opinions of his predecessors, 

with whose theories he will have nothing to do. 

·It remains to dispose of the inconsistency between 

the passages of A3tius in D. 22 A 11 and 12 (p. 163, sup .• ). 

I claim that in saying ~?to ~' ~ypa, ~vaeu~'aoew, in II 

28, 6 ABtius or his source made a careless error, but an 

error understandable in one familiar with .Aristot~e; he 

is meaning to refer to the- exhalation that comes from the 
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S'ea, and calls it the moist one, Aristotle 1 s sea exhalat

ion being moist. He should have said; 6.?to -tf\t;; tx -twv 

uypwv 6.v~eu~Ldoewt;;, cf. A~t. IV 3, 12 where the soul is 

explain_ed as 6.v~eu~C~oLv t'' -toov ••• ~ypwv (it is the bright 

exhalation that is meant), or the same phrase with 6.?t6 

instead of tx, so that the passage would then be parallel 

to Diogenes' -t~v 6.v~eu~C~oLv ~v 6.?to -tf\t;; e~Ad-t-t~t;;, and to 

the phrase that Diels prints as the last part of Frag. 12: 

x~t WUX~t oe 6.?to 'tOOY ~yp{jjy 6.v~eu~LOOY't~L.t 

Once he had made this error it is also understand

able how A3tius could then in just one odd passage take 

himself literally, so to speak, and say in ·II 13, 8 6.?to 

yf\t;;, since that is where Heracleitus' moist.exhalation 

does come from. Alternatively he could again be confus-

ing him with Aristotle, whose bright .one does come from 

earth. There is yet another possibility: Aristotle lat

er in the context quoted on p. 164 (viz. as 355 a 23} uses 

the word yf\ f~r the world rather than the dry land, and 

Cherniss ( p. 134} in discussing the passage that I quoted 

uses the word 'earth' in the same sense; and it might be 

argued that A8tius was doing the same. 

Thus I claim that I can explain A~tius 1 apparent 

self-cont"radiction by linking together Die1s 1 A 11 and 
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II 28, 6 from A 12 as excusable slips in contrast to the 

other A 12 passage, which is corre~t, whereas the tradit

ional interpretation that leads to the linking of Diels' 

arrangement can provide A~tius with no such reasonable 

excuse, but rather exposes him to the charge of gross 

error in A 11 (unless he did mean 'the world' and not 'the 

land' in the latter). 

· Accepting the hypothesis that the land exhalation 

is moist and dark, then, while the sea one is dry and 

bright, let us examine the details of the system. The 

heavenly bodies are 'bowls' that collect the bright sea 

exhalation that produces their 'flames', in other words 

that collect matter that is on the last stage of its up-

ward path towards fire. This corresponds. to a stage when 

the rarest form of the aer of Anaximenes is just rarefying 

into what we call fire f·rom what we call air. rueanwhile· 

the dark moist earth exhalation is adduced to explain met

eorological phenomena in the same manner as do the cloud

f"orming evaporation of Xenophanes and the dense aer of the 

l~iilesians. 

It is doubtful, in fact unlikely, that Heracleitus 

(or Xenophanes) actually used the word ~vaeu~LaaL,, and 

it is possible that Heracleitus used either ~~~'' or ~~P 
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for the moist one~ it has been claimed that he used the 

·word xa~v6, for the other in view of the occurrence of 

the "Word in F'rag. 7; but I think that this is a false in

ference, especially in view of the diffidence with which 

Aristotle names his dry exhalation ~Up or xa~vw6~'·dvaeu~

Cao~o, in ALeteor. 341 b 15, which contrasts sharply with 

the confidence with which he names the other d~~c,, a 

contrast repeated in 359 b 29, where the name xa~v6, is 

decided upon. 

With regard to the astronomy and meteorology, the 

extant fragments give us little help. Frag. 99 tells ~s 

that if the sun did not exist it would be night for all 

the rest of the stars could do. Frag. 6 tells us that 

the sun is new every day (i.e. the bright exhalation in 

its bowl is quenched in the evening by the rise of the 

moist vapour, and rekindled in. the morning). Frag. 3 

says that the sun is as broad as a man's foot, if indeed 

Heracleitus is referring to real size and not apparent 

size, cf. Kirk p. 282. Frag. 57 asserts that day and 

night ·are a typical pair of interconne·cted opposites. 

'rhe astronomy is c,lear, however. The heavenly 

bodies are bowls that periodically collect the bright sea 

exhalation, and so shine, but their flames may be put out 
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by moist vapour from earth that has not yet completed the 

'way up' to fire, while the orientation of the bowls with 

respect to our line of sight produces phases or eclipses. 

The meteorology is also clear. Diogenes tells us· 

that daylight is produced by the enflaming of the bright 

exhalation in the bowl of the sun (cf. Frag. 99), while 

the preponderance of the dark vapour produces night. The 

latter idea corresponds exactly with the standard early 

Greek idea that darkness is a substance (one that we have 

so far called 'aer') that can actually be seen rising from 

the ground at eventide and progressively obscuring the 

landscape. 

Summer, says Diogenes, is an increase of heat from 

the bright exhalation, and winter an increase of moisture 

from the dark one. This again is clear enough. We can 

add from our knowledge of Heracleitus' general theory of 

opposites and measures that day and night or summer and 

winter are quantitatively balanced phenomena. 

For the rest, months and seasons and years and rains 

and winds, Diogenes just says that the explanations, on the 

exhalation theory, are similar. Details are unnecessary 

here, for the picture is quite clear. Diogenes says 

earlier that almost everything is explained by the sea 
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exhalation; butJ of course; wherever the sea exhalation 

has preponderated to produce a given phenomenonJ there 

will have to be a balancing preponderance of the land one 

to preserve the overall-·measures. Kirk should not have 

taken this phrase of Diogenes to support his contention 

that there was only one exhalation; there are indeed many 

longish passages in Aristotle's workJ for that matterJ 

where the author speaks simply of 'the exhalation' rather 

than of 'one of the exhalations' since he is at the time 

only dealing with oneJ and it is clear which one. 

From this consider~tion of the physical aspects of 

the exhalations we can see that Heracleitus has split the 

atmosphere·J aerJ into two different substances (of. p. 159) 

so ~hat he could no longer treat aer as a single world 

mass like fire water or earth. Anaximenes with his rarer 

and denser forms of aer produced the germ of the ide·aJ 

Xenophanes with his moist exhalation pointed t~e way and 

Heracleitus finished the task. All that was now left to 

do was for Empedocles to perform his clepsydra experiment 

and prove the corporeal existence of invisible aer, water 

vapour being visibly corporeal. The confusion of 'fire', 

whioh is actually a phenomenon - gas heated to incandes

cence - with a substance remained in Greek thoughtJ but 
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apart from that if for 'invisible aer' we read 'oxygen' 

·and for 'bright exhalation' we read 'incandescent oxygen' 

(for oxygen is the principle of combustion (v. p. 14) and 

is a main constituent of the atmosphere) and if for 'the 

moist exhalation' or 'dense aer' we read 'water vapour' 

(the principle of clouds and mists), and if we bear in 

mind that atmospheric n.itrogen, neon, argon, crypton, and 

xenon are chemically inert and not discoverable except by 

laboratory techniques not available to the Greeks, we see 

that by a combination of elementary observation and pure 

thought the Greeks arrived at an analysis of the atmosphere 

that was not very wide of the mark. Henceforvard, either 

in. the guise of two exhalations, or of aether and aer, or 

even of fire and night, we shall consistently meet with 

this conception of atmospheric air as a mixture. 

Unfortunately we find that the same concepts tend 

to crop up when the Greeks dealt with the soul, where to 

our way of thinking they are quite out of place. We find 

in Heracleitus the typical resemblance between the micro-

cosm and the macrocosm. The exhalations are at work in 

psychology also, with their interchanges causing sleep and 

waking, death and life, just as in the macrocosm they 

cause day and night. Frag. 36 (v. p. 154 sup.)· combines 
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the microcosm and the macrocosm in one pronouncement and 

shows how the two link up. Soul replaces fire in the 

wording of a fragment that deals with the ways up and 

down. Thus soul is in some way connected with fire, and 

its origin is from waters it is a ~po~~ of water. This 

is a difficult subject, as Heracleitus tells us in Frag: 

45~ 

wux~' ~eCpa~a twv o~x £v.~~~upo~o, ~aaav ~~~
~opeu6~evo, 6o6v· oij~w ~ae~v A6yov exe~. 

Aristotle, however, in de Anima 405 a 24 says; 

xat 'HpaxAe~~o, oe ~V ~PX~V e!vaC ~~a~ WUX~V, 
et~ep ~v ~vaeu~Caa~v, ~~ ~' ~~AAa auvCa~~a~v· xat 
aaw~a~w~a~ov o~ xat p~ov deC. 

In this passage the soul is identified with the ~PX~ of 

Heracleitus (cf. Vlastos' theory of the reason for the 

importance of fire, p. 15~ sup • .), or rather with 'the ex

halation, from which he constructs all other things'. 

This is clearly the bright exhalation from the sea, the 

immediate ~po~~ of the sea, and the source of the fire of· 

the heavenly bodies. 

Since, then, soul is in its natural state made of 

the bright dry exhalation Heracleitus says in ·Frag. 118: 
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On the other hand, an accession of the moist will 

tend to quench the fiery exhalation. Therefore it is 

not only chemically but also literally correct to say: 

WUX~OLV adva~o~ UOwp yev8o6aL (Frag. 36}. An increase 

of the moist, e.g. by drinking, can lead progressively to 

drunkenness, sleep, and death. In Frag. 117 the drunken 

man is described as i>ypi)v ~Tjv wuxi)v exwv, and Frag. 77/ 

(if genuine, v. Kirk p. 340) asserts: 

WUX~OL ~epljiLV ~ 6dva~OV i>yp~OL yeveo6aL. 

Aristotle is thus clearly correct in stating that 

the soul is·made of the exhalation, though wrong in giving 

as the reason the fact that it is most incorporeal, for 

the incorporeality of the soul is definitely a post-He.rac

leitan idea. Some commentators did not follow Aristotle, 

however. i'viisled by the Stoic idea that aer. fitted into 

Herac1eitus' scheme in the way indicated in the so-called 

Frag. 76, they believed that soul replaced aer, not fire, 

in Frag. 36. For example Philo, de Aet. Mundi 21, p. 509, 

says of Frag~ 36: wux~v y~p ot6~evo~ e!vaL ~0 ~ve~~a. 

This error is bound up with another, that of sup-

pbsing that the exhalation meant by Aristotle was the 

moist one that corresponds to the l\l.ilesian aer. This 

misconception appeared to be supported by the phrase that 
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ends. Arius' quotation of the rivett fragment, Frag. 12: 

xat wuxat Oe ~~0 ~mv ~ypmv ~vaeu~Lmv~aL. t 

(Vihether this is a genuine part of the fragment or a para

phrase of Frag. 36 - cf. Kirk p·. 371 - is irrelevant here.) 

We have already {p. 168) noted a similar phrase, in Alt • 

. IV · 3,. 12..'-.· D. ?~: A 15: the .. whole sentence, which has ob

viously been' influenced by Stoic ideas, is as follows: 

. 'H. -rl)v ~EV 'tOts ')t60~0U WUX~V ~va6u~CaOLV tx 'tffiV 
tv a~tt~ ~ypmv, tt~v oE:· tv ttot, '~oL' ~~o ·~, txtto' xat 
't~' tv a~~ot, ~vaeu~Ldoew,, 6~oyev~. 

This sentence is repeated almos·t word for word in Nemesiua 

de Nat. Hom. 2. We have alPeady seen, howeveP, that the 

true interpPetation is not 'the moist exhalation', but 

'the exhalation that comes from water', viz. the bright 

exhalation. Thus· the comment of Philoponus (87, 11) on 

the-passage from Aristotle's de Anima -ie.mol'e correct 

than the interpretation that'Philo gave for Frag. 36; it 

reads: 

~Up oe o~ 'tftV q)A.6ya · q>T)Ot V, ~'A'Acl. -rl)v ~T)pcl.v ~va-

6u~CaoLV. 

It the soul were indeed aer or the moist exhalation, both 

of which consist of watel' vapoul', how could the encroach-
. 

ment of wat~r cause drunke~ess sleep and death? Watel' 
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added to water cannot make it any more wet! I.Vloreover 

the fiery nature of the soul is supported by the connex

ion between fire and reason that we met when considering 

the cosmic fire, p. 150 sup •• 

The dry exhalation in the physical entity that is 

the soul considered as a corporeal substance is parallel 

to· the reason in the psychological entity that is the soul 

c·onsidered as a spiritual concept. As Philoponus .pointed 

out, in this context fire does not mean 'flames'. 

Sextus Empiricus, adv. :W~ath. VII 126sq., in a. long; 

passage, unfortunately contaminated with later ideas, es

pecially those of Aenesidemus·, cl~ims that Heracleitus 

believed that by respiration we breairhe in re·ason from what 

surrounds us (D. 22 A 16): this Heracleitus may well have 

thought, for we are surro~nded by the atmosphere, which 

contains the bright exhalation as one of its constituents. 

Sextus adds a contrast between sleep and waking: in sleep 

the 'pores of the senses' (obviously a later idea) clo·se 

and cut off the rational within us from the rational that 

surrounds us. This can surely not be a Heracleitan idea, 

even though Sextus gives a Heracleitan-sounding analogy 

with embers that glow held near a fire but go out when 

removed from it. 
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The furthest we could follow Sextus would be to 

say that when awake we absorb more of the bright exhalat

ion from around us than when asleep, so that when asleep 

the moisture within us is the more able to quench it. 

The one essential thing is not to follow the commentators 

who thought that this passage, with its use of the word 

~ep~exov, is evidence that Heracleitus did believe in some 

external store surrounding the universe - it is clear that 

Sextus is only referring to what surrounds our bodies, the 

atmosphere that we breathe. 

It remains now to sum up in terms of my subject, 

aer, a discussion of HePacleitus that has had to be long 

both because of the obscurities in his own words (leading 

to the existence of many modern schools of thought on the 

subject) and because of the unreliability of our author

ities. 

Although in the system of Heracleitus aer is not 

one of the main world-masses, and is in fact rarely men

tioned by name, his conception of it was, I believe, not 

greatly dissimilar to t~at of the other schools that we 

have dis cussed. It is not a separate world-mass, not a 

subject for explicit discussion, because it is no longer 

a unity. He has split it into two distinct substances 
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instead of treating ·it as one substance capable of manif- · 

esting itself under different forms. 

It is split into two exhalations, the bright 

one corresponding to the rarest form of the aer of Anax

imenes in that it is about to turn into fire (though not 

considered as invisible), and the dark one corresponding 

to the normal misty or cloudy lVdlesian aer and to the 

moist exhalation of Xenophanes and to the darkness of the 

mythopoets and some of the Pythagoreans. 

In the purely physical fragments fire is spoken of 

on the same level as water and earth, whereas aer is not 

mentioned; but the exhalations are given such importance 

in the physical system that Diogenes and Aristotle said 

that he explained (almost) everything by means of exhal-

at ion. The phys.ical system is, I believe, a process of· 

change known.as the ways up and down that. requires no 

element or hypoke imenon such as fire in the traditional 

account, but a process that is well symbolized by the word 

'f1re'. In this process the most obvious manifestation 

to the senses of the changes that are taking place js 

the balanced mutual encroachment of the two exhalations 

that gives rise to the various astronomical and meteoro

logical cycles. 
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Heracleitus is indebted to his predecessors in 

part for the description of the properties of the exhal

ations, and perhaps also for the concept of Ha~ony that 

is so important for his general theory of opposites. He 

has, however, welded already familiar ideas into a com

pletely new and original scheme, so that he can fairly 

cla~ to have disagreed with all his predecessors. 

According to Sextus Empiricus, adv. J.Viath. II 360 

et al., some commentators, e.g. Aenesidemus, said that Her-

acleitus made aer the first principle. This seems start-

li~g in view of the absence of aer from the list of world

masses, and is perhaps due to the mistaken view that aer 

for.med a surrounding store from which reason was to be 

breathed in (p. 178). However, the exhalations are so 

definitely made the explanation of almost everything that 

if I wer~ to believe that the system needed a hypokeiDLenon, 

which I do not, I should myself be inclined to say that 

this was aer in the sense that the latter as a mixture is 

the substance of which the exhalations are constituents, 

and therefore more appropriate to th~ task of being a 

hypokeimenon than fire in the sense of either the flame 

or the aether of Kirk, while fire is itself more suited 

to the task of being a symbol • 

• oOo. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE ELEATIC SCHOOL 

Heracleitus had, at any rate in pure science, no 

real school of followers. Men like Cratylus, fo~ example, 
' 

were more interested in the metaphysical or epistemolog-

ical implications of his theory. On the other hand, we 

shall see that the exhalation theory, far more than the 

rest of Heracleitus' scientific thought, had a lasting 

influence, being adopted by more than one other school of 

thought. {We have already referred to the retention of 

the exhalation theory by a group probably including Antis

thanes, cf. p. 164 .. ) 

The scene now shifts back again to the West: tQ 

Elea, and Parmenides. His date is a matter of dispute, 

since the traditional floruit {504-1 b.c.) conflicts with 

the statements of Plato. Suffice it to say that he prob

ably wrote his extant work in the neighbourhood of 480 b.c •. 

Philosophically he was the most important of the early 

speculators, for his criticism of his predecessors, unlike 

that of Heracleitus, raised certain fundamental issues 

with which all subsequent thinkers, at least up to and 

including Plato, were forced to deal. 
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.. The conclusions that he rea.cht;~d appeared to rule 

.out the evidence of the senses, a result that also appear

ed to follow from Heracleitus' flux theory (a.t least in 

the way in which it was understood in Plato's time), and 

the main concern of those of his successors that believed 

the senses to be in any way reliable was to aw~eLv ~a 

Parmenides was d.cp'l1oLxot;;, being a logician rather·. 

than a ~onstructive scientific speculator. He took the 

premisses of monism, and from them proceeded by a process 
. . 

of rigid deduction to sta.t_e their inescapable implicat

ions. As a result he showed once and for all that any 

monism of the Ionian t~e was untenable. (I say t~at his 

logic was rigid • it was according to his lights, but the 

science of logic was in its infancy, and Plato, especially 
. . . 

in the Sophist, eXposed certain defects in it, and it 

would not mee~- Aristotelian require~ents.) 

Much of the Way of Truth (for whose preservation 

we are. largely indebted t~ S~plicius) is &physical, and 

need not be considered in detail. Fortunately, when det

ails are e-ssen-tial, we are at last in the position of hav

ing the ipsissima dicta instead of having to rely on·the 

often dubious interpretations ~f ancient commentators • 
•. 
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The Way of Truth is very repetitive; it forms a 

circular chain of reasoning, and Parmenides himself says: 

"It is all one to me where I begin, for I shall come back 

there again11 • x The Way depends upon three premisses of 

which the first was assumed by all Parmenides' predece~

sors, the second, he claims, they ignored with fatal res

ults, and the third is the basic premiss of Milesian 

;monism: 

1. The real existence of that which is. ,. 

'f) ~ev O'ltWf,; ea't" L v 't"e xa.t c.br; o'lm EO't" L ~TJ e l VO.L , 
ITeL6oUr; to't"L xtAeu6or; ('AA~6eC~ yap 6'1t~Oet), 

Line 35·36. 

2. The absolute non-existence of that which is not. 

'f) 0' c.br; o~x ea't"LV 't"e xa.t c.br; xpeoov ta't"L ~T] elv~L, 

't"TJV 0~ 't"OL ~p~W 'ltO.VO.'IteU6ta. e~~eV ~'t"a.p'lt6V• 

37-38. The reason is as follows: 

O~'t"e yap av yvoC~r,; 't"6 ye ~TJ tov (o~ yap ~VUO't"6V) 
ou't"e ~paoa.Lr,;. 't"o·yap a.~'t"o voetv ta't"Cv 't"e xa.t elva.L. 

39-40. Cf. 44, 72-73. 

------------------------------------------·--------------
K D. 28 B 5. . To save space I shall hereafter refer. 

to Karsten's line numeration {given in Diels-Kranz) rather 
than to fragment number and line. Because of the repet
itiveness I shall not quote in full but shall give refer
ences to the several contexts in which a point occurs. 
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3. That which is, is one • 

• • • 

60-61. Cf. 95-96. 

The existence of ~o ~~ ov, which for brevity I 

shall call 'not-being', is impossible, and therefore it 

is impossible for anything to be created out of it: ex 

nihilo nihil fit is established as a pe~anent part of 

philosophical dogma: 

~~ ~6eev a'6~~eev; o'6o' ~x ~~ ~6v~o~ ~daaw 

~daeaL a' o'6oe voetv· o-6 yap ~a~ov o'6oe vo~~6v 
u u .I. , 
ea~LV o~w~ oux ea~L. 

62-64. Cf. 67-68. 

Belief, however, in the reality of the sense world 

~plies, although the Milesians failed to realise it, bel

ief in the existence of not-being, whether one explains 

change and 'becoming' as growth and breathing in of the 

void as did the Pythagoreans (62-65, 67-68, 95-96 show 

that there is no void or anything else external to the 

universe), or as separation as did Anaximander (77-80, 89-

92, and 105 show that there is no internal void and that 

'being' cannot be split up), or as simultaneous going ap

art and coming together.as did Heracleitus (~1-92 use 
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Heracleitan terminology), or as the presence of more or 

less of the one real thing in a given volume as did Anax

imenes (78-79 and 103-107 contest this), or by the assump

tion that being and not-being are the same and not the 

same (51-52, a disputed passage that may refer to Herac

leitu.s.). 

Any monistic theory demands the existence of not

being eith~r as ari· infinlte external store from which the 

universe can· grow (62-63, 67-68 and 95-96 abolish the 
. . 

external' store and 81, 85-88 and 101-102 abolish the in

finite), or as empty space· for matter to move about in 

(59, 81, 84-85, 97, and ~100 abolish motion, and in fact 

any sort o~ change), or as what could replace aer in a 

given volume when Anaximenes' rarefaction reduces the 

quan~ity of aer in that volume (78•79). Be·cause, there

fore, not-being does not exist, becoming and perishing, 

change and motion are impossible in a world that is mon

istic. Parmenides repeats many t~es the assertion that 

the universe must be uncreated and endless and there can 

be no becoming and perishing within it. 

A further point (64-66) is that his predecessors 

had failed to show an efficient cause for their cosmog-. 

onies: why did the generative.process start when it did? 
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This is, of course, a S'ound c·rit'icism; but there is, as · 

Plato showed in the Sophist, error in the ~andling of 

not-bei~g, and in fact ~0 ~~ ov eo~~ ~w~. The source 

of the error is confusion between the existential and 

copulative senses of the verb 1 to be 1
, which invalidates 

the logical treatment of the subject. A.p art from that 

there is also the point that the mere fact that there 

happens to be no really existing thing in a certain space 

does not prove that the space itself does not exist. 

Emptiness and ~o ~~ ov are not identical. 

Again, the criticism of motion is not sound. It 

is not a necessary condition for motion that empty space 

be available for a thing to move into. 
\ 

},lotion by mutual 

displacement is not only equally possible, but also the 

most common type of motion - as we walk or a fish swims 

the air or water displaced .from in front of us flows round 

us and fills up what would otherwise have been an empty 

space behind us (in this I ignore, of course, the presence 

of 1nter- and intra-atomic void in modern theory: the 

point is that no void external to the moving object is 

involved). ilkotion within an absolutely uniform and homo-

geneous plenum may be, and in fact is, meaningless and 

ineffectual, but it is not impossible. 
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The expl~nat~on of motion by. mutual displacement 

was soon_ adop_ted, e.g. by Empedocles, but the remainder 

of Parmenide·s• thesis showed. that any monism of the trad

itional type was bound to fail ~s an explanation of the 

universe, and appeared to cast grave doubts on the reliab

ility of the senses in their presentation of the universe 

to us. The only alternatives for Parmenides' successors 

(b~fore Plato and Leucippus rehabilitated not-being) were 

either scepticism concerning the sense world, a path· that 

would lead to metaphysics, or an attempt to save the phen

omena by postulating an entirely new type of-physical 

theory. Both alternatives were in fact tried, as we shall 

see. 

First, however, we must pass from Parmenides' 

destructive critic ism to his· constructive thought.. The 

logical treatment of the three premisses of p. 183 sup. 

led Pal'IIlenides to the conclusion that reality is uncreated 

and imperishable, complete immovable and without an end 

in time; it is in fact timeless; it is one continuous un• 

i ty ( 58;..61) • It is indi"vis ible and homogeneous· ( 77) .·-

It is constant and unchanging, and finite (84-88). It 

is like a sphere in shape -( 101-108·) and of uniform den- · 

sity throughout, being_ a plenum (77-80 and 102-108). lt 
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does not even manifest colour (100). This last point 

appears to deny visibilit,y, for how can a thing be ·seen 

without colour? It may even be ·intended to deny. any 

sensible quality; and ce-rtainly Parmenides earlier (54-55) 

attacks not only the eye but also the ear and the tongue 

as instruments of judgement. 

It is· often claimed (e.g. by Burnet and Bailey) 

th&t the One of Par.menides is corporeal. It has, however, 

none of all the attributes and properties that are nor

mally associated wit~ the corporeal (except that it is 

like a sphere - he never says that it is a sphere). Not -
only are colour, specifically, and the other a~nse qual

ities,. by implication., denied it, but also it has not ev.en 

the property of duration - ·it is timeless: 

What has happened is that Parmenides has realised 

that the existence of matter as we know it cannot be prov

ed by rigid logic from his premisses. He has p~oceeded 

as far as he can by logic, and then stopped short before 

error slips.in with the admission of corporeality. The 

sensible qualities of matter are not rational and are not 

logical consequences of 'being'. 
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The One, then, is not entirely physic9:l nor entire

ly abstract. It is eternally now; i.e. it is removed 

from time but left in space. Parmenides never calls it 

'body' but does give it a shape. Plato in discussing his 

spherical 'body of the world' (Timaeus 31 B) says that it 

must 'be bodily, and so visible and tangible; and nothing 

can be visible without fire, or tangible without something 

solid, and nothing is solid without earth'. This con

trasts sharply with Parmenides' account. The latter is 

not concerned with the physics of matter. It is the 

first step on the path to metaphysics, the second being 

the removal of the Real from space as well as time. 

With this shattering of the 1Liles ian interpretat

ion of matter, we: find aer or the infinite· or the void 

deprived at one blow of the all-important position of 

being the breath of the universe or the infinite store 

of matter. After Parmenides (except in the theories of 

reactionaries like Diogenes of Apollonia, C-hap. 9) we may 

expect philosophy to be either metaphysical or pluralist

ic - until a monism of a new type is postulated in atomism. 

So from now on aer and other substances known to· us to be 

gases will no longer be considered as primary and unique, 

but as equal in status and individuality to other things. 
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According to PaP.menides the error· of the Ionians 

was that they illogically accepted the sense world as real 

(thought not the senses is the criterion of truth, lines 

54-56). The error of the Pythagoreans was that they id

entified mathematical objects with material objects. The 

Sphere of Parmenides is a perfect mathematical figure, but 

it has no fire or earth as did that of Plato's Timaeus. 

The Way of Truth stops short just at the very point where 

the perfect sphere of being timelessly occupying the whole 

of space is established, before illegit~ate concepts. 

appear, such as time and generation, sensible quality and 

matter. 

At.this point we have the transition to the Way of 

Opinion. This is extremely fragmentary, and some of the 

fragments that have survived are unfortunately of the 

nature of introductions to detailed passages that have not 

survived, and tell us little or nothing. 

The Way of Opinion is a cosmology; in other words 

it lies across the same gap between rnathem.atical or log

ical figure and sensible body as did the Pythagorean cos

mology: but whereas the latter bridged that gap by a bald 

statement of identity, Parmenides bridged it by a transit-

ion from what is claimed as valid to what is aamitted to 
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be inva~id but plausible. It is logically unprovable 

and cannot be called true, in some respect like a Plat

onic· myth.* In effect Parmenides separated metaphysics 

and physics as two distinct studies, and it was left to 

Plato to atte_mpt to reunite them into a unified theory 

that would restore some reality to tb.e se·nse world while 

still asserting the more truly real nature of the world 

of Ideas. The latter is removed from space as well as 

from time, but;permitted life (soul) and motion, while the 

former is a half way stage between being and not-being, 

and is the object of opinion, cf. Republic Book V, 478D: 

* I follow Aristotle {~et. 986 b 27) and Cornford 
{Op. cit. pp. SOsq.) in regarding the Way·of Opinion as 
Parmenides' own work. Burnet· {E.G .P. pp. 182sq.) is 
clearly wrong in claiming it to be Pythagorean. Nor can 
it be the opinion of laymen {Theophr. quoted by Alexander 
in D~ 28 A 7, and Zeller), for it is too elaborate, nor 
eclectic {Diels and Freeman) for it is too closely knit. 

It is the opinion of 'mortals' because the speaker 
is a goddess, and I believe it to be original speculation 
of Parmenides about the sense world, whose lack of valid
ity he is careful to emphasize. I am not convinced by. 
the arguments of Freeman and G.E.L.Owen that its .purpose 
is to afford an example for criticism. {Owen, in an un
published paper read to the Northern Association for Anci
ent Philosophy, tried to prove that it is an example of a 
normal cosmology gi ve·n to show how to expose the ·presuppos
itions of such cosmologies, namely by· exposing the du~lity 
involved - thus the structure of the poem, after the lntro
duction, would be:· first the antidote, and then an exam
ple of the poison~) I prefer to believe with· Cornford 
that it is a serious and positive contribution. 
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ouxoUv Eq>O.IJ.BV • • • 't'O 't'O I. oiJ't'OV IJ.B't'a.~u :lte i: o6a.l. 't'OU 
et?\.t:~tptvm, ov't'o(; 't'e xa.t 't'OU ?td.V't'OJ(; 1-L-?J ov't'O(; :~ta.t o-tS't'e 
~'JtLO't'~IJ.~V O~'t'e ayVOLO.V ~?t' O.U't'~ eoeo6a.t, ~1\.1\.a ••• o6~a.v. 

Parmenides would not have claimed that his speculation 

resulted in a system that has a definite relation with 

the Way of Truth, as Plato claimed in the case of the Tirn

aeus for all that it was an eCltW(; !J.Ueo,. 

We must now examine the Way of Opinion to find· out 

what part gaseous substances play in it. The relevant 

fragments are: 

!J.Opcp&, yap xa.'t'e6ev't'o ouo yvw!J.a.(; 6vo!J.~etv· 

't'(i)v j.LCa.v ou XPEWV ~O't'LV - ~V ~ 'JtB'JtAO.V~IJ.EVOL eCoCv -
't'~V't'Ca. o' ~xpCva.V't'O OEIJ.O.(; xa.t -~j.La.'t'' e6eV't'O 
xwpt, ~?t' ~AA~AWV, 't'~ j.LeV q>AOYO(; a.t6epLOV ?tUp, 
~?ttov ov, !J.ey' (~pa.tov) eAa.cpp6v, ~wv't'~ ?t~v't'ooe 't'wv't'6v, 
't'~ o' ~'t'epq1 1-L-?J 't'OJO't'6v· ~'t'ap x~xei:vo xa.'t'' a.v't'6 
't'.~v't'Ca. vux't'' ~oa.;;, ?tuxtvov oe!J.a.(; ~IJ.~ptee, 't'e. 
't'6V OOL ~yw Ol.aXOOIJ.OV ~OLX6't'a. ?taV't'O. q>a.'t'C~w, 

ili, o-6 1-L~ 'JtO't'E 't'Cl;; oe ~pO't'WV YVWIJ.~ ?ta.peAaoo~. 

Lines 112-120, end of Frag. 8. 

O.U't'O.p ~'Jteto-?} 'Jt~V't'O. q>aO(; xa.t VU~ 6V61J.O.O't'O.L 
xa.t 't'a XO.'t'a ocpe't'epa.(; ouvaj.LeL(; ~?tt 't'Oi:aC 't'e xa.t 't'Oi:,, 
?tav 'JtAEOV ~O't'LV 6!-LOU cpaeO(; xa.t V'UX't'O(; ~cpaV't'O'U 

LOOJV dj.Lq>O't'epwv, ~?tet ouoe't'EP(fl IJ.E't'a. IJ.~OEV. 

L. 121-124, Frag. 9. 

a.t yap O't'etV6't'epa.L 'JtATjV't'O ?t'Upo, ~lC.p~'t'OLO, 

a.t 0 J ~?tt 't'a.t' V'Ult't'O(;' IJ.B't'a oe q>AOYO' r e't'O.L a.l aa.· 
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i;y oe: IJ.BO(f) 'L"OU'L"WY Oa.Cj..LWY 'D ?td.Y'L"O. lC.'U(3epvq:. 
?taY'L"O. yap <~> O'L"'Uyepoto 'L"6XO'U xa.t ~C~~o, apxe~ 

?tEIJ.?tO'UO' iLpaev~ 6Tj'Au IJ.~YiiY ,;6 ,;' tva.v,;Cov a.~,;~' 

apaev 6TJ'Au,;epq>. 

125-130, Frag. 12. 

We find here a physical dualism with two 'elements' 

(of which it is not right to name even one • ), each of 

which·has a number of Ouva!J.e~,, by which is meant active 

'powers' proper to bodies enabling them to affect our 

senses: such powers are the hot and the cold etc. - we 

are still in the age of 'quality-things' before the concept. 

of quality has been distinguished from that of substance. HH 

The elements are 'the etherial fire of flame' and 'dark 

night' • The powers of fire given in Frag. 8 are, if the 

reading given by Diels-Kranz ~e accepted, gentleness and 

lightness, with rareness as a gloss (but cf. ~pa.~6v in 

D. 28 A 37 quoted in£.), and homogeneity: those of night 

ar.e darkness, density and weightiness. Sfmplicius (Phys. 

31, 3, D. p.240) quotes a scholium that adds to this list: 

--------------------------------------------------------
H Line 113. So Gomperz and Cornford (Op. cit. p. 

46), pace Dies, Burnet and Raven. 

HH Cf. Cornford, Op. cit. p. 47. 
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xa.t ,;o IJ.C.A60.')60V xa.t tt;O ')tOiScpov, ~'1tt oe ,;ip '1tlntVcp cbv6-

IJ.C.Ott;C.L tt;O 1jTU'){.pOV xa.t ~0 t';;6cp·ot;; Xa.t mc.?\.T)pOV xa.t ~a.p~ o 

,;a.U,;a. yC.p 6.'1texpC6TJ ~xa.,;~poot;; ~"d.,;epa.. 

What are these two elements? Fire is plain, but 

what is nigh~? Aristotle identifies cpd.ot;; and v~~ with 

,;o aepf.L6v and ,;o wuxp6v in several places, H which is 

reasonable; but also with 7tUp (correctly) andy~, for ex

ample in Met. 986 b 34: ._ 

O~o ,;&, a.t,;Ca.t;; xa.t o~o ,;C,t;; 6.p'X,C.t;; '1td.ALV ,;C6TJOL, 
eep!J.OV xa.t wuxp6v,· olov '1tUp xa.t y~v AE"(OOV. ~ouioov 

oe xa.,;C.·f,LeV ,;o Bv ~o·eep!J.OV ~d.~~eL, ad.~epov Oe xa.~a. 

,;o 1-LTJ lSv. 

Other commentators followed him; ••• but Simplicius, 
. . 

who. had the_poem in front of him, corrects the identific- " 

ation in Phys. 25, 15, D. 28 A 34: 
. . . 

--------------------------------------------------------
E.g. Met. 98E) b 34, D. 28 A 24; de GC 33"6 a S, A 35. 

. . . 
. JUE Cf.: ·de GC 318 b 6, and 330 b 13, A 35,_ and Phys. 

188 a 20. · 
UK . · · . o · 

· · E.g.: Theophr,. Phys. ·Op. Fr. 6,. A 7;..Hlpp. Ref. I 
11,. 1, .. A. 23; D. L. ix · 21, A 1; Cic. Ac. II 37,. 118-,. A 35; 
(al~ these state that fir~ is the moving ·cause and earth 
the material cause, an- obvious Aristotelian anachronism) 
Clem.·Protr·~·5, 64, A·33 (where fire and earth are ·called 
gods); S1mpl. Phys. 30, 13 and 179, 31 both in the intro
duction to D. 28 B 7-8. . On each occasion Simplicius also 
gives the'" correct pair· '·lfght and darkness'. 
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'Night' cannot mean 'earth'. Aristotle ·identif

ies Parmenides' fire with his own, which is hot and active; 

gives, without Parmenidean authority, to night the contrary 

powers cold (plausible eno~gh} and passivity-: then the 

typically Aristotelian active/passive relationship is im

ported into Parmenides' theory by Aristotle or Theophras

tus .in the form of the moving/material cause opposition, 

and Aristotle himself also misapplies the being/not-being 

opposition. Finally Aristotle ide·ntifies his own contrary 
. . . - . 

to fire'· earth, which is cold and passive, with the con

trary of fire in Par.menides' theory. 

Aristotle's misinterpretation was the ~ore plaus

ible because Plato's sphere contained fire and earth (v. 

p. 189 sup.). Burnet tried to demonstrate a later Pyth-
. . . . 

agoreanism with fire and earth as primary elements (E.G.P. 
. . .. . . -

p. 293), but .as Cherniss points out ( Op. cit. p. 48, n. 162) 

this 'can not explain why Aristotle, who takes the second 

part of the poem as representing Parmenides' own views and 

not Pythagorean theory, misquotes the text'. 

Night must repres~nt the aer of Parmenides' predec

essors. He was a dissident Pythagorean, and as we have 
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seen the early Pythagoreans had in their cosmology a dual

ism of fire and aer or void. . Pa~enides' major disagree

ment with the Pythagorean& would have been over the iden

tification of mathematical and physical objects, and there. 

is no reason why he should not have accepted what was 

plausible from their cosmology - he denied the void, of 

course, but to accept aer as a dark ·substance, viz. dark-

ness itself or 'night', would not trouble'h~. Night is 

darkness and darkness is aer to all the early Greeks, as 

we have repeatedly seen. We shall shortly see that night 

plays a part in Parmenides' astronomy similar to that of 

aer in Anaximander' s. lvioreover fire and night in this 

sense form a dualism parallel to that of the light and dark 

exhalations of Heracleitus' cosmology. 

In this connexion note that Plutarch (Adv. Col. 1114 

B) says~ 

cs, ye xa.t Or.d.xooj.Lov ?te?toCrr,;a.r. xa.t o't'or.xeta. IJ.LYV~(; 

't'O AC.U?tpov xa.t OXO't'EI.VOV ~X 't'O~'t'WV 't'a ~a.r.V6j.Leva. ?td.V't'a. 
xa.t Or.& 't'O~'t'WV ~?to't'eAet. 

He uses here precisely the same words for 'light and dark' 

as Diogenes Laertius did about Heracleitus' exhalations 

(ix 9, p. 160 sup.). Thus although he dissented from 

Pythagoreanism, Parmenides could well retain this pair of 
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.Primary substances since Heracleitus had confir.med their 

importance even though not aamitting them as 'elements', 

and Xenophanes, to whose work his own bears some similar- · 

ity, also appears to have pondered the idea of exhalations. 

In other words, light and night were in this sense 

indeed 'the opinion~ of mortals', for Ionia, the Pythagor

eans, and Xenophanes all employed them in their own ways. 

Even in Plato (Tim. 58 D) one form of aer is given the . 
names 6J.LCx?\.Tl and ox6tJ;ot,;. The reason why Parmenides did 

not use the word 'd.'fip' as the Pythagorea.ns did may have 

been that as a dissenter he preferred to use Ionian terms 

(d.pa.L6v and '1tUltLv6v are also Ionian terms). 

Parmenides was not alone in choosing fire and aer 

as dualistic principles: we shall see later that the min

or Ionia.n.Oenopides of Chios also chose them. 

These two substances are employed in the astro.nom

ical theory, see Frag. 12 sup., which is obscure by reason 

of its brevity, but is amplified (probably without the ad

dition of any furt~er genuine materi-al) by ABtius in a_ 

passage (II 7, 1, D. 28 A 37) that has to be used with 

caution - A3tius' interpretation is not necessarily any 

more accurate than modern ones, and is itself obscure and 
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difficult to interpr-et. The passage is as follows: ~ 

TI. O'l:eq>d.Va.t,; elva.L ?tE:pL?tE:?tAeyp.eva.t,;, ~?ta.'A7\:rlA.Olu,;, 

-rl)v fJ.EV ~X '1:015 cipa.L·o15, '1:-P)V oe ~X '1:015 ?tUXV015 • fJ.L X'l:at.; 

oe ~'A'Aa.' ~x q>W'l:Ot,; xa.t ox61:out.; fJ.E:'l:~~ 'l:O~'l:wv. xa.t 1:o· 

?tepLeX:ov oe ?tOOCLt.; 'l:eCx.our,;; oCXT}V O'l:epeov -b?td.pxeL'It', -bq>' 
~ ?tupw~t.; O'l:eq>d.VT}, xa.t 1:0 fJ.eoa.C'l:a'l:ov ?taomv 01:epe6v, 

?tept 8 ?td.AL V ?tUpW.~t.;. 1:mv oe OUJ..LJJ.Lymv '1:-P)V .fJ.E:OO.L'l:d.'l:T}V 

~?td.oa.Lt,; <cipx~v> 1:e xa.t <a.t'l:Ca.v> ltLv~oewt.; xa.t yeveoewr,;; 

-b?td.px.eLv, TlV'l:LVa. xa.t oa.C.J.Ldvd. .xu(3epvf\'1:Lv xa.t x7\:r;n~o'Dxov 
~?tOVOfJ.~eL aCXT}V 'l:e xa.t 'Avd.yXT}V. 

-~-~---~----~----~-----------~--------------------~-----.. 
The details ·are -disputed, particularly the o·rder 

of the bands, the~r identification with the heavenly bod-
ies, and the position of the goddess. The latest discus-
sion is J .S .Mor~ison' s 'Parmenides and Er' (J .H~S. LXXV, 
1955). He tends·to-hedge over the identification of night 
with_aer or eart~; and his interpretation of the system is 
ingenious ra-ther than convincing.- · 

Dials also vitiates ~his :.picture ~y taking :ni-ght. as 
earth. Burnet believed that the Pythagoreans took over 
Anaximander's theory of 'bicycle tyres' (with improvem~nts 
&tout the relative position .and order of the bands)., that 
Parmenides is just quoting· the Pythagoreans, and that. the 
Tin_laeus ·.·ana the Myth of Er ·are ·also pra·ctically pure Pyth
agore.anism. He thus considerably oversimplifies. .I can 
not accept that th,e Pythagoreans adopted the tubes of An-
aximander. T~e clearest interpr~tation is perh~ps that 
of A.Rey (LaJeunesse de la: Science Grecque, Chap. VIII). 
Heavenly motions are circwnp~la~ (cf. Ana.xir!t~nes, Herac-
leltus, Xenophanes). The na~rowest (and farthest) bands 
are those nearest the pole, and the wider are· nearer the 
celestial equator. - Alternate bands are of fire and aer. 
No bands are themselves 'mixed': fire runs radially ac
r.oss the dark bands not ci~cumferentially, perhaps through 
Anaximandrian orifices. The mottled appearance of the 
moon and Milky Way- may be due t·o mixture. The ·order ·of 
the bands is: Olympus (Frag. 11), i.e. outer wall; Milky 
Way and Common Heaven, i.e. stars and planets-; sun and 
moon, detached from Milky Wa.y; earth. The goddess is on 
the axis, not on a middle band. 
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The astronomical details need not detain us; what 

is relevant is the nature o£ the substances employed. 
. ·•. "' "' . 

A3tius several times reaffirms that the heavenly b~dies . 

are of fire· (D.· 28 A 38, 39, 40a, 41, and 42) though he 

also states (A 43 and 43a) that the sun. moon and Milky 

Way a.re.· mixtures· ·of the rare and the ·dense or the hot and 
. . 

the cold, perhaps because of his confusion over 'mixed 

bands' or perhaps because of the mo_ttled appeara~_ce of the 

last two. Clearly their light comes .from the fire in the 

fiery bands, as it .did with Anaximander, ~nd penetrates 

the dark bands to reach our eyes perhaps, as A.Rey_said 

(c.£. footnote on p. 198), through An.aximandrian orifices. 

At any rat.e, whatever the details, the scheme is clainled 

by mos-t scholars to be an improvement on that ·of Anaxim

ander..,· and I agree. Night therefore. plays 'the sam~ part 

as did the ·aer -of Anaximander, a further point in ·ravour 

of the identi~ioation _of n_igllt with aer rather than with 
. - . 

earth. _Its properties, then, will have been j'us.t . those 

we have already a~tributed ·to the normal Ionian dense aer 

Qr to the dark exhalation of Heracleitus • 
. 

In the continuation of. the passage quoted on p. 

198 Altius tells us that a~r is a vapour caused by the 
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'felting' of earth, while the sun and Milky Way are 

'breathings-in' of fire~ Ps. Plutarch (Strom. 5, D •. 28 

A 22, from Theophrastus) would appear however to be more 

correct, saying that earth originates from the dense (aer). 

To sum up, the astronomy is an intermediate stage 

in· the development from the system of Anax~ander to that 

of the Myth of Er. It contains improvements due to the 

greater empirical knowledge of the Pyth~gorean school from 

which Parmenides dissented (especially the fact that the 

moon shines by reflected light, and the identity o£ the 

Morning and Evening Stars - Venus - Frag. 14 and D. 28 A 

40a), but essentially fire and aer are still of the typic-

·ally Ionian- sort. Some Pythagoreans may have ·believe·d 

in the same type of aer, but not those who equat~d aer and 

the void. 

Finally, certain of the fragments are physiological, 

but too scanty to be informative. From them and the .dox-

ology we can gather that the facts of life, reproduction, 
. ' 

and .thought are connected with the interaction of the hot 

and the col~, i.e. with fire and night. The influence of 

Alcmaeon may be seen in this physiological interest. 

As far as the study of aer and other gases is con

cerned, Gree·k me~ical and physiological theori~s are. not 

· ..... 
- J. ·-. 
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always relevant to this attempt to outline the development 

of knowledge of their nature and properties. They tell 

us not what aer is thought to consist of, but how the body 

is thought to make use of it in the processes of respir

ation and sensation. I~1edicine tends, naturally, to accept 

the current philosophical theories concerning the actual 

nature of the aer involved. I propose therefore from now 

on to postpone the medical and psychological theories of 

the natural philosophers (except when they are immediately 

relevant to the physical discussion) to an appendix in 

which I shall also include certain of the theories of the 

various schools of medicine. This appendix will be brief, 

covering rapidly the ground of a subject that I propose 

to make the contents of a future full-scale discussion • 

• oOo. 
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Section ii. 

As we shall see, the arguments of Parmenides had 

a very considerable affect on the thought of subsequent 

Greek scientific speculators. Some of his arguments were 

so cogent that they gained immediate acceptance. Others, 

including some of equal cogency, were so awkward that in 

order for normal speculation to continue they had to be 

circumvented if they could not be disproved. While few 

apart from Diogenes of Apollonia still adhered to a monism 

of an Ionian type, many thinkers wished to proceed along 

the path of pluralistic science ~ather than that of meta

physics. The Way of Truth was a challenge to these. 

The Pythagorean school a.cc·epted the challenge, made 

~mendments to their system, but remained pluralistic. 

Moreover the challenge was accepted by two new figures, 

Empedocles and Anaxagoras, pluralists both. We shall be 

dealing with all these very shortly, but before doing so 

we must consider the remaining figures of the Eleatic 

school_, Zeno of Elea and lVielissus of Samos. Their pur-

pose in life was to uphold Parmenidean principles against 

these opponents. 'When the arguments of Parmenides, so 

far from giving plurality the coup de grace, were actually 
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accepted and even made the basi~ of new and more advanced 

pluralistic systems, the Eleatics attacked their new op

ponents by taking their basic assumptions and redu~ing 

them to absurdity by means of dilemma and paradox. They 

aimed to show that plurality is completely unworkable. 

Consequently the major contribution of both Zeno 

and Melissus to philosophy was in the sphere of destruc

tive criticism. ·For this reason, I propose only to make 

a few general remarks about them here: I shall discuss 

their arguments in detail as each becomes relevant while 

I am dealing with the opponent concerned. 

The relative chronology of the main contestants in 

the debate is disputed - some of the traditional 'floruits' 

conflict with other evidence. Zeno's main opponents are 

clearly the Pythagoreans. flowever Suidas (D. 29 A 2) 

gives the name of one of his works as 'Commentary on Em-

ped.o cle s' •. On the other hand, a case has been made out 

( v. Chap. 8 inf •. ) for the assumption that An.axagoras was 

familiar with his arguments. li11elissus is known to have 

been an admiral of the Samian fleet in 441 b.c., and 

patently refers to .Anaxagoras. I shall therefore assume 

the following order of speakers in the debate, so to 
.. 

speak~ Parmenides - Empedooles - Zeno - Anaxagoras -
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];ielissus - the Atomists with tb.e Pythagoreans keeping 

up a running commentary all the while (v. Chap. 10). 

lAeno' s arguments against his inm~ediate opponents 

were almost all mathematical or logical in character rath

er than physical. They concerned plurality, motion, in

divisibility and infinite divisibility, and discreteness 

and continuity, for the most part. It is not so much 

the arguments themselves as t~e form taken by the physical 

theories of the opposition as a result of them that ·will 

be relevant to this "discussion of aer. 

Zeno was so much a destructive critic that we have 

practically no information about his holding any construc

tive opinions. There is just the statement of Diogenes 

Laertius in D. 29 A 1. The void is non-existent { cf.. 

Parmenides). Basic in the world are the hot, the cold, 

the dry, and the moist; and these change into one another 

( cf. Anaximander). 1vien sprang from the earth ( cf. Xen-

ophanes). Soul was a mixture of the opposites with no 

one of them predominating (cf. certain Pythagoreans?). 

One may doubt this account·- it accords ill with Zeno's 

Eleatic background. 

tiJ.elissus too was mainly a destructive critic. He 

was, however, an Ionian by birth and probably by training. 
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As a conve·rt to Eleatic doctrines, he has a fresh approach 

and a rather more open mind. He uses some of·the same 

destructive arguments as Zeno; but he produces some con-

structive ideas as well. More·over his arguments· as a 

whole are more physical in character. In fact Aristotle· 

says in J.'.1et. 986 b 18 sq. that he substituted ·a material 

One for.the conceptual One of Parmenides, and Galen (D. 

30 A 6) says that his followers called his One 'matter' 

since it was not equated with any one of the normal four 

'elements'. 

In fact his One is similar to that of Parmenides 

in many respects, especially in unity, immutability, and· 

homogeneity. · It is not, however, removed from time (Frag. 

1, c£ •. Frag. 2). But the main diffe renee is that it ·is 

not limited but infinite -in spa·ce as well as in time~ 

The reason for this striking amendment is that if limited· 

it would be bounded by something else, sc. void, (Frag. ···5). 

This very infinity gives a reason for unity and uniqueness 

such as Parmenides had failed·to provide (Frags. 5 and 6). 

The main targets of his destructive criticism were 

change, motion, the void, and lack of homogeneity. These 

concepts are, it will be se~n, more physical than those 

chiefly attacked by Zeno. 
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Frag. 7 deals with change in the guises of perish

ing, growth, change of 'cosmos' (arrangement, structure), 

and pain or grief (terms apparently meaningfUl to Anaxag

oras). All these contradict eternal existence (the law 

of identity) and homogeneity. Frag. 7 proceeds to deny 

the void, and to deny motion since there is no·empty space 

and no room to enter into the full. Anaximenes' theory 

also stumbles over the non-existence of void, which rare

faction entails. 

Frag. 8 denies plurality and change by demonstrat

ing the fallibility of the senses and asserting the law of 

identity. The argument against the senses appears to be 

directed towards Anaxagoras, who admitted their wea1~ess· 

and yet accepted their evidence for plurality and change. 

All these ·arguments will be dealt with in detail 

as and when they become relevant, and it will become appar

ent that Aristotle's poor opinion of Melissus was in fact 

unjustified. We shall see, in particular, how Frag. 8 

gave a hint to the pluralists, especially the atomists, 

concerning the essential nature of.the"ir basic entities.

With this in mind, then, let us leave the Eleatics and 

consider their opponents. 

' .oOo. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

~Eoocum 

We have seen how Parmenides showed not only that 

monism is impossible but also that logic cannot prove the 

existence of the material world. He had, as Plato saw, 

paved the way for the separ~tion-of physics from meta

physics. His immediate successors did not realise this, 

however, and concentrated upon trying to 'save the phen-
. . -

omena' and to avoid the consequences of his denial of the 
. -. 

possibility of change and motion in a monistic universe. 
. . . . ~ - . ~ . 

They saw two possible solutions: dualism and plur-
. . 

ali sm. The Pythagorean& alrea~ had a dualism of a sort, 

but not one such as to satisfy the conditions laid down 

by Parmenides. To us, accustomed to modern physics, in 

which structure as expressed by mathematical equations is 

all-important even though the relevance of the latter to 

the sense world is not always apparent to the layman, the 
. . . . 

Pythagorean number-philosophy seems to have been on the 

right track: but they had not, of course, the mathemat-

ical equipment with which to succeed (the calculus as used 

by Leibnitz and Newton is necessary). 
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Another type of dualism was now tried: a physical 

dualism of the Ionian type that replaced the monists' one 

principle by a pair. Typical is Oenopides of Chios, a 

younger contemporary of Anaxagoras. I~Iost of our infor-

mation about him concerns descriptive astronomy and geom

etry, but in Sext., Pyrrh. Hyp. III 30, D. 41 A 5, we read 

that he made fire and aer the principles. This is the 

same pair that we f'ind in the Pythagorean cosmology and in 

the Way of Opinion, but we may guess that he explained 

change in the Ionian rather than in the Sicilian manne~. 

Suc·h an explanation would be no more successful than Ion-

ian monism. It merely contradicts Parmenides' statement 

that all is one without escaping from the monists' diffic-

ulties over explaining qualitative change. Earth seems 

just as illusory when we are told that it consists of fire 

and aer as when we are told that it is just aer. 

It was not sufficient merely to increase the number 

of primary substances: it was also necessary to explain 

the precise process by which those substances could. com

bine or interact to produce other substances differjng in 

sensible properties from themselves. Moreover Parmenides 

had demanded that an efficient cause be given for motion, 

that is, if one refuses to ac·cept the impossibility of 
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motion itself and manages to explain how it could occur 

without introducing 'not~being' into the system. 

The same objections are valid against Ion of Chios, 

the tragedian, who entered the philosophical lists with 

a theory of three elements, according to !socrates and 

Philoponus (D. 36 A 6), namely fire aer and earth. 

Such extensions of :tJiilesian theory being inadequate, 

there were two alternatives open to those who wished to 

save the phenomena. They could either increase the number 

of primary substances to a finite number· large enough to 

explain by their combination the existence of all the sub

stances presented to the senses, and at the same tiln.e 

propose a theory of the mechanics of that combination and 

of motion and change, or postulate an infinite number of 

substances all different.and all equally primary. Both 

of these courses were taken by different schools of thought. 

Later a third possibility revealed itself after they had 

failed fully to satisfy the requirements: a return to a 

monism of a different type. Instead of a single substance 

one could postulate a single type of entity of which large 

numbers exist, which could in various conditions and cir

cumstances manifest various seJl,sible properties: this 

entity is the atom. 
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The first of these solutions which was tried was 

that giving a finite number of principles, the solution 

of Empedocles. Empedocles of Akragas is again of un

certain date. He may have been born a little before 

490 B.C., though his traditional floruit is 444 B.C •• 

Like Pythagoras and Heracleitus he regarded himself as 

a man with a religious message. His work falls into 

two parts, 'physics' and 'Purifications'; and it is not 

always easy to see how the two .may be mutually consistent, 

or even not bluntly contradictory. 

In physics he was a mediator between Parmenides 

and the senses. His attitude to the latter is reminis-

cent of that of Heracleitus. He admitted that we cannot 

trust the senses entirely (Frag. 2, Diels); but did not 

deny their use altogether, as did Parmenides. They can 

not, through the incompleteness of any one man's exper

ience, he thought, g~ve us a complete overall picture of 

the universe. Within each individual man's l~ited ex-

perience, however, understanding, reason, may make such 

use of the senses as it can, as Frag. 3, lines 9-13, says: 

&.XX' O.y • O.ape 1. ?tdaTJ ?ta.Xd.IJ.TJ, ?t:U Of)Xov e'Jc.a.a't'ov, 
IJ.~'t'e 't'I.V'OWLV exwv ?tCa't'eL ?tXeov ~ xa.'t''&.xou~v 

~ &.xo~v ~pCoou?tov ~?tep 't'pa.vw!J.a.'t'a. yXwa~,, 
IJ.~'t'8 't'l. 't'mv aXXwv, 6?t60TJ ?t6po, ~O't't YO~Oa.L, 

yuCwv ?t'O't'LY epuxe, v6eL o't o;;xov B'Jc.O.O't'OY. 
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The senses, which we may thus up to a point trust, 

present us with a world in which plurality, motion, and 

change (becoming and pe-rishing) occur. To explain this 

Empedocles started from the admission that 'being' must 

be as Parmenides described it and that 'not-being' does 

not exist; but he modified Parmenides' conception in suCh 

a way as to permit the possibility of plurality, motion, 

and change without necessitating the postulation of a void. 

In a homogeneous and uniform plenum like the sphere of 

Parmeni.des motion would be meaningless and useless. The 

final result of a motion would still be a homogeneous and 

uniform plenum. (We can, of course, only be considering 

motion within the plenum - the whole cannot move for there 

is nothing outside it and it fills the whole of the univ-

erse.). 
' 

If, however, we regard the plenum as containing a 

number of different entities to each of which we allot all 

the properties of the Parmenidean One except uniqueness, 

and if we deny the existence of void so that all these 

entities are in complete mutual contact within what is 

therefore still a genuine plenum, we can account for loco

motion by a process of mutual displacement {cf. p. 186 

sup.), and account for change by a given volume's having 
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within it at one .time a greater portion of this entity 

and at another time a greater portion of that. More of 

this and less of that or more of that and less of this is 

possible within a given volume, whereas Parmenlde·s had 

complained (lines 78-79, p. 185 sup.) that more or less 

of the one and only thing was not, as Anaximenes thought, 

possible. 

Change in general (of which the most obvious kind 

is becoming or perishing) is therefore the manifestation 

to our senses of the interchanges of position by mu-tual 

displacement of the primary entities. Change is illusory 

in the sense that there is no becoming out of, or perish

in& into, 'not-being': this is a good illustration of 

the way in which reason must be brought to the aid of our 

fallible sensea. The entities which by their movements 

give the impression of becoming and perishing are them

selves uncreated, imperishable, and Urunutable, and also 

individually homogeneous, full of 'being', and ~une from 

internal movement. They are just a plurality of Parmen

idean 'Ones' - and uniqueness was merely a premiss of Par

menides, the monistic premiss that he took from the pre

decessors whom he was criticizing. He did not really 

adduce very cogent proofs against plurality its~lf, only 
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again~t accepting as real the $pparent plurality of sense 

phenomena in a universe that was to be explained on the 

monistic hypothesis. His follower Melissus admits that 

if we accept sense data (which he did .not) plurality is . 

possible (Frag. 8), and after giving reasons why we should 

not accept them states the condition upon which those who 

do so may have their plurality: 

ou~w, o~v, et ~OAAa EL~, ~o~au~a XP~ elvaL, ot6v 
~ep ~0 ev. 

This is just the condition that Empedocles has accepted. 

In Fraga. 11 - 14 he repeats in almost Parmenidean language 

the Eleatic arguments against becoming and perishing, the 

void, and growth; and perhaps in Frag. 13 rarefaction and 

condensation is aimed at·as well: 

11. v~~~oL • o-6 yO.p acp~v. OoA.Lx6cppove, etaL IJ.BP~J.LVaL, 

o~ 0~ yCyvea6aL ~d.po' ofJx tov tA~C~ouaLv 
Tl ~L xa~a6V'{)O'XELV ~€ xat t~6AA'U0'6a.L 6.~d.V~1;J. 

12. iht ~e yap o'6od.J.L' t6v~o, 6.J.L~xav6v ta~L yeveaea~ 

xaC ~· tov t~a.~oA.ea6a.L civ~vua~ov xa.t a~ua~ov• 

a.tet yap~~ y' ea~a.~, o~~ xe ~~' a.t~v tpeCo~. 

13. o-608 ~L ~ou ~av~o, xeveov ~BABL ofJoe ~epLaa6v. 

14. ~ou ~av~o' o' o-6o8v xeve6v· ~6eev o~v ~c x' t~eA6oL; 

Like Parmenides, Empedocles is repetitive in style, and 

the same points are made explicitly or implicitly in other 
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contexts too. Frag. 15 puts the argument against becom-

ing and perishing from the human point of view, and Frag. 

8 states that 'mingling' and 'interchange' are substituted 

for them as an explanation of change: • 

~AAO oe ~OL ~pew• ~VOLt; o~oevot; eO~LV a~av~wv 

evrycir>v, .o~oe ~L t; o'OA.oJ.Levou Ela.va~o L o ~eA.eu~Tj, 
ciA.A.O. J.L6vov f.LC~Lt; ~e oLaA.A.a.~Ct; ~e ~1.yev~wv 

EO~L, ~VOLt; 0 1 ~~t ~OLt; 6VOIJ.~B~O.L civ6pW~OLOLV. 

Frag. 9, whatever the meaning of the disputed words in the 

text, makes the same general point, and adds the idea of 

'separation': 

ot o' o~e f.LEV xa.~cJ. ~~a. f.J.Lyev~' ett; a.t6ep'L<XWV~O.L> t 
~ xa.~a. e~pwv ciypo~epwv yevot; ~ xa.~a. Elaf.Lvwv 
~8 xa.~' otwvir>v, ~6~e f.LEV ~o <AeyouoL> yeveo6a.L, 
e~~e 0 1 ci~oxpLVEIU'>oL, ~o o'a.~ ouooa.CJ.LOVO. ~6~J.LOV• 

Tl Elef.J.Lt; <O~> 'lC.O.ABOUOL, V6J.L~ o' ~7tC~~f.J.L xa.t a.~~6t;. 

So far we know that we are dealing with a plurality 

of entities and that they obey the Parmenidean rules. 

We must now discuss their number and nature. They are 

four, fire air water and earth. It has often been said 

that in making his choice Empedocles quite naturally took 

J£ Cherniss (Op. cit. pp. 109 n. 446 and 243 n. 114) 
has triumphantly vindicated Plutarch in taking ~voLt; to 
be 'becoming' and most scholars in taking ea.va~oLo ~eA.eu~Tj 
to be 'end in death' against Lovejoy and Burnet who inter
pret 'substance' or 'permanent nature' and 'end of death'. 
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the four traditional 'opposites', the quality-things, and 

turned them into 'elements', things pure and simple. It 

is not clear, hovJever, just which. oppo'site would corres-

pond to which element. Aristotle's identification of 

each so-called element with one from eac;h pair of opposit

es, e.g. fire is hot and dry, is clearer (de GC 330 a 30). 

Consequently I prefer the more recent hypothesis (of e.g. 
X 

Kirk, v. p. 158 sup., and Cherniss, Op. cit. p. 399) that 

he took the three main world-masses of Heracleitus, and, 

after proving (more cautious scholars add: or adopting 

from someone else the proof) that air is corporeal, added 

it to the list. 

These four substances he called ~dv~wv pL~w~a~a 

(Frag. ~ o, v. inf.), but Plato used the word a~oLxeta, first 

at 'rheaet. 201E, and again at Tim. 48B, where he says: 

But we speak as if men knew what fire and each of 
the ot'hers is, &.pxO.c;; a'O'td. 'tL6e~evoL a~oLxeta ~ou ~av~6c;;, 
whereas one who has ever so little intelligence should 
not rank them in this analogy even so low as syllables. 

This is a vit~lly important passage, for, as Burnet says 

(E.G.P. p. 230), it, together with Pythagorean criticism, 

made it virtually impossible for Aristotle to understand 

how Empedocles could have imagined the 'roots' to have 

been elementary, so that he misinterpreted them as being 
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derivative from the Sphere which he takes as a substrate, 

thus making Empedocles just another monist. 

has as one of its meanings 'letter' (or better, according 

to Liddell and Scott s.v., a simple. sound as the first el

ement of language, a 'phone' rather than a 'letter'), but 

after Plato's use of it here and the atomists' use of let-

ters to illustrate the arrangement of atoms the word was 

adopted as the technical term for an 'element'. 

The 'roots' really were elements. An element was 

defined on p. 5 sup. as: •'A distinct species of matter 

which cannot be converted by the action of heat, chemical 

reaction with other substances ••• into two or more ••• 

different kinds of matter''. We added: "Every portion of 

matter consists of either a single pure substance or a 

mixture of two or more pure substances, each of which is 

either an element or a chemical compound". This is the 

language of modern chemistry, but it is the thought of 

Empedocles, as· the fragments about to be quoted show. • 

--------------------------------------------------------
K 

Aristotle's discussion of.the four elements in de 
GC II 5-6 agrees closely with the above definitions. He 
believed that the 'simple bodies' cannot be dissolved into 
any more primitive corporeal entities; but he insists 
that they can be logically split into more primitive prin
ciples, matter and the contrary qu~lities. So too our 
modern elements can be split into sub-atomic entities, but 
are still 'elements' for the purposes of chemistry. 
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't"fOaa.pa. yap ?td.Y't"WY ~L?;;c.i)!J.O.'t"O. ?tpfi>'t"OY iJ.ltOUe• 
Zeu, dpy~, vHp~ 't"e ~epfa~Lo' ~0' ~LOwve~' 
N~a't"C, e', ~ Oa.xp~oL, 't"eyyeL xpo~YWIJ.O. ~p6't"eLOY. 

Frag. 6. For the identification of the 'roots' 
with the divine names we have several suggestions in 
D. 31 A 1, A 23, and A 33, some containing the Plat
onic and Theophrastean idea that Hera represented air 
and some the Stoic idea that she was. earth. The lat
ter identification is supported both by the epithet 
~epfa~Lo,, which is applied to earth in H. Hom. Ap. 341 
and Hesiod Theog. 693, and by the idea of earth as a 
mother-goddess. ·Nestis is obviously water. Burnet 
points out (E.G.P. p. 229 n. 3) that a.te~p, that is, 
Zeus, though used to mean fire by Anaxagoras, means 
elemental air in Empedocles (v. inf.) and that Aedon
eus is appropriate for fire in the terminology of a 
Sicilian usea to volcanoes and hot springs. 

oC?tA' tpfw· 't"o't"e !J.ev yap ev ~~~~e~ !J.6vov e!va.L 
tx ?tAe6vwv, 't"O't"e o' a.~ OLf~u ?tAeov' t~ tv~, e!va.L, 
?tUp ')(O.t uOwp xa.t ya.t:a. xa.t 'f)fpo, a?tAB't"OY uljro,, 
Net:x6, 't" 1 O~A61J.evov oCxa. 't"li>V, d't"aAO.V't"OV ~?td.V't"~, 

xa.t ~LA6't"~' tv 't"ot:aLv, t~ 1J.~X6' 't"e ?tAd.'t"o' 't"e ••• 

't"0.1i't"a. yap !ad. 't"e ?taY't"O. xa.t ~ALXO. yfVYO.Y SO.OL, 
't"LIJ.~' o' aAA~' [AAO !J.foeL, ?tapa. o' ~eo, t')(aO't"~, 
tv oe !J.epeL '>tpa.'t"eouaL ?tepL?tAOIJ.eYoLo xp6voLo. 
xa.t ?tp~, 't"OL' O~'t"' ap 't"O t?tLyCYe't"O.L 0~0 1 d?tOA~yeL• 

eL't"e yap t~eeCpOV't"O OLO.!J.?tepf,, O~Xe't"' av ~aa.v• 
't"O'O't"o 0' .t?ta.u~~aeLe 't"~ ?tO.v 't"C xe; ')(.a.t ?t66ev tA66v; 
?t'ij Of xe x1)~a.?t6AO L 't"O J t?te t 't"li>Y 0' 0~ oe·v ep~IJ.OV; 

dAA' a.~'t"(a) ea't"Lv 't"a.U't"a., oL' dAA~Awv oe eeov't"a. 
yCyYe't"a.L [AAO't"e aAAO. xa.t ~Yexe, a.tev 61J.ot:a.. 

Frag. 17, 1. 16 - 20 and 27 - 35. Cf. Frag. 39 
(the one that Aristotle quotes against Xenophanes, v. 
p. 127 sup.), which denies the infinity of at least one 
element, and confi~s the inference from line 27 sup. 
that the elements are finite in quantity, being 'equal'· 
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-f}e'AL ov 1-f.SY 'Aelnc.ov 6p0.v xa.t 6epJ.LOY 6-?td.V't'~, 

~1-f.~po't'a. o' ooo' eLOeL 't'e xa.t ~pye't'L Oeue't'a.L a.~y~, 

OIJ.~pov 0' ~v ?tO.oL Ovo~6ev't'd. 't'e p1.ya.'Aeov 't'e· 
~X 0' O.L~t;; ?tpopeOVOL 6e'Ae1J.Yd. 't'e xa.t O't'epew?td.. 
~v Oe K6't'~ OLd.J.Lop~a. xa.t ~v01.xa. ?td.v't'a. ?te'Aov't'a.L, 
ovv 0' e~~ ~y ~LA6~'t'L xa.t ~'A'A~'AOLOL '1t06e!'t'a.L. 
~X 't'OU't'WV yap ?td.ve' 000. 't' 1 ~V ooa. 't' 1 eO't'L xa.t 

a.~'t'a yap EO't'I.Y 't'O.U't'a., OL' ~AA~AWY Oe eeov't'a. 
yCyYe't'a.L ~AAOLW'Jtd.• 't'600V 0La xp~OI.t;; ~1-f.eC~eL. 

, 
eO't'O.L ••• 

-Frag. 21, 1. 3-9 and 13 ·- 14. With 1. 13- 14 
cf. Frag. 17, 34·- 35 sup., and Frag. 26, 3 - 4. Lines 
3 - 6 of Frag. 21 list the four elements in poetic 
language, ·cf. Frag. 22: 

~p61J.LO. J.LBV yap 't'a.U't'a. ~a.v't'mv ?td.Y't'a. 1-f.epeOOLY, 
'!J'AEX't'Wp 't'e X6WY 't'e xa.t O~pa.VOt;; 'i)Oe 6<17\.a.ooa., 
0000. ~LY ~y 6Y~'t'OLOLY ~'1t0'1tAO.X6BY't'a. 'JtB~VXeY. 
<ht;; 0 I O.U't'Wt;; ooa. xp~0-1. y t?ta.pxea. J.LO.'A'AOY· EO.OL v' 
~'A'A~'Ao 1., eo't'ep,c.'t'a.L 6J.Lo Lwe·ev't'' ~~poOC't''IJ. 
txepa <6., cb ?t'Aeto't'ov ~'Jt· ~"A"A~"Awv o~.eX.ovoL 1-f.d."ALo't'a. 
yevv~ 't'e xp~oeL 't'e xa.t eLOeoLv ~x!J.d.X't'OLOL, 
?td.Y't'~ ovyyCveoea.L ~11eea. "a.t 1-f.d.'Aa. 'Avypd. · 
NeC')(eOt;; ~vveoC~OLY, O't'L o~COL yevva.v eopyev. t 

~v Oe 1-f.Epel. xpa.'t'eOVOL '1tepL'1tAOIJ.EYOLO XUXAOLO, 
xa.t ~eCveL ett;; ~'A'A~'Aa. xa.t a.u~e't'a.L ~y 1-f.EpeL a.L~t;;. 

a.~'t'a yap EO't'LY 't'a.U't'a., OL' ~AA~AWY Oe eeov't'a. 
yCvov't'(a.L) ~vepw?toC 't'e xa.t ~'A'Awv eevea. e~pmv. 
~'A'Ao't'e J.LBY <I"?L'A6't'~'t'L OVVepx6J.LeY' ett;; eva. ')C.60J.LOY, 
~'A'Ao't'e 0' a.-?i O.Cx' exa.o't'a. ~OpOUJ.LeYa. NeCxeot;; exeeL, 
eto6xev ev OVJ.L~UY't'a. 't'O '1t0.V ~'1teYep6e yeY~'t'O.Lo 
OV't'W(; ~ ~BY ev ~X '1t'Ae6vwv J.LBIJ.ae~xe ~ueoea.L 
-f)Oe ?td.'ALv o~.a.~uv't'ot;; ~vot;; ?t'Aeov' ~x't'e'AeeovoL, 

't'~ 1-f.BV yCyvov't'a.C 't'e xa.t ou o~LOLY EJ.L?teOot;; a.twv· 
~ Oe 't'd.O' ~'A'Ad.OOOY't'O. 01.0.1-f.'ltepet;; o~Oa.IJ.a 'A'l1yeL, 
't'O.U't'~ 0. a.t ev ea.ol. y ~XCY~'t'O I. ')C.O.'t'a XUXAOY. 

Frag. 26. With lines 5 - 12 cf. Frag. 17, 7- 13 
which are practically identical. 
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••• i:?te:t Ne:t''m' J..Le·v i:vepia..,;ov t.xe:.,;o {3ev6oc; 
OCvrg;, i:V_Oe J..LEOlJ IPLA6!l;T]t; a.,;poq>d.'ALyyL YEVT]'!;a.L·, 
i:v .,;~ 0~ .,;d,Oe: ?td.v.,;a. OUVepxe:~a.L ev J..1.6VOV e:lva.L, 
O~X ~q>a.p, d'A'A& 6e:AT]~a OUVLO'!;d.J..LE:V 1 ~AA06E:V ~'A'Aa.. 

'.,;wv Oe auve:pxoJ..Ltvwv -i:~ ~axa..,;ov L a.,;a..,;o Ne:t'xoc;. * 
io'A'A~ 0' aJ..Le:Lx.,;' eOTI']XE: 'lte:pa.LOJ..LEVOLOLV i:va.'A'Ad.~, 

·csaa' E'!;L Ne:t'xoc;" epulte: J..I.E:'!;d.paLov· 0~ y&p dJ.LEJ..Lq>.EWt; 
. .,;wv 7tC.V i:~EO'!;T]XE:V E'Jt I eaxa..,;a. .,;fpJ.La..,;a. XUXAO_U' 
d'A'Aa .,;a J..I.EV .,;' i:veJ.LLJ.LV~ J..I.E:ASWV .,;a 0€ .,;' e~e:{3e:{3~xe:L. 

OOOOV 0' a.lev ~7tE:X7tp06BOL, .,;6aOV a.tev i:?t~E:L 

~7tL6q>pwv IPL'A6.,;T].,;oc; dJ.LE:J..Lq>eoc; ~J..1.{3po.,;oc; ·6pJ..L~· 

a.lva oe: av~.,;' i:q>uov.,;o, .,;a ?tptv J.L6.6ov ded.va..,;' e:lva.L, 
~wpd. .,;e: .,;a ?tptv O.xpT].,;a. oLa.'A'Ad.~a.v.,;a. xe:'Ae:u6ouc;. 
'i;wv 0€ .,;e: J..LL·ayOJ.LEVWV xe:t'.,;' e6ve:a. J.LUpCa. 6VT]'!;WV, 
'JtO.V'!;OLa.Lc; tOelJOLV dpT]pCs.,;a., a'a.UJ..La. tO€a6a.L. 

Fraga. 35 and 36; the latter is substituted for 
line 7 in the former since that line is repeated at 
line 16. s:a 

~yap xa.t 7td.poc; emte:t, xa.t eaae:~a.L, o~O€ ?to.,;', otw, 
.,;ou.,;wy dJ..Lq>o.,;epwv ltE:VE:WOE:'&'ci.L aO?te:.,;oc; a.twv. 

Frag. 16, which Hipp., Ref. VII 29-, says, in quot
ing it, to refer to Love and Strife. 

These fragments add to the list of four 'roots' 

two further basic entities, Love and Strife .• They are. 

Empedocles' answer to Parmenide.s' query concerning the 

nature of the 'efficient cause', with which the Milesians 

had not dealt because their matter was 'divine' in the 

sense that it contained its own source of motion, while 

Empedocles' 1 roo.ts' are inert, dead matter. 
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Aristotle, ~et. 1075 b 3, says: 

6.,;6?tw, Oe ,,a.t 'E, .. me:Oox'Af1t;• -rl}v yap q>r.'ACa.v ?toLe:t' 
,;o ciya.e6v, a.ihTJ o'. cipxf) xa.t cht; xLvouaa. (auvd.ye:L yap) 
xa.t cht; u'ATJ· ~6pLov yap ,;oU ~Cy~a.,;ot;. e:t ~ xa.t ,;~ 

a.~,;~ OU~~f~T)Xe:V XO.L cht; ~A~ cipx~ e:lva.L XO.L cht;; XLVOiJV'l;L, 
ci'AAa ,;6 y' e:lva.L o-6 ,;a.-6,;6. xa.,;a ?t6,;e:pov o-?>v q>L'ACa.; 
a'l;O'JtOV Oe ')tO.L ,;o acp6a.p,;ov e:lva;L ,;o Ve:t'xot;• ,;ou,;o 0' 
ta,;tv a.'6~o ~ ,;oU xa.xou cpuaLt;. 

We need not discuss the moral ~plications (discussed also 

in l\oiet. 984 b 32); they follow from Empedocles' religious 

views, although Aristotle, as ever, puts his own interpret

ation upon them. But are the two causes material or not? 

Aristotle takes them to be both efficient and material 

because they are 'a part of' the mixture'; in other words 

part of what Aristotle believed the Sphere to be, a truly 

homogeneous compound (v. inf'.): to him that must imply 

corporeality. Burnet and Ross (note ad loc.) say that the 

passages about their being equal in Frag. 17, especially 

. equal in length and breadth, make their corporeality clear. 

But, as Ross himself' says, the notion of incorporeal forces 

did not yet exist; and I would go further: the incorporeal 

in general, whether a force or not, had just been ruled 

out of court by Parmenides, so that if Love and Strife are 

to be real they must, whatever attributes they may have 

in addition, at least have the s·ame type of existence as 
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have the four •roots'. Thus they are corporeal faute 

de mieux because of the logic of the age. I believe 

(as does Cherniss, p. 108) that Empedocles was neverthe

less aiming at the description of two forces but had not 

succeeded in completely depriving them of corporeality 
. . .. 

for the r~ason just given, and that the 'equality' phrases 

do not necessarily prove that. they are 'material no less 

than the other elements' (Ross, loc. cit.). As Cherniss 

points out, they can be seen with the mind alone (of. Frag. 

17). We shall see that much the same arguments apply to 

the 'mind' of Anaxagoras. 

These forces, perforce described in material terms, 

correspond to some extent to the 'War and Peace' of Herac

leitus; but, as Plato says in the well known passage Soph. 

242 D, the latter worked simultaneously while these work 

alternately. The'y get the upper hand in turn, and so 

bring about the amazing double cosmogony, with which we 

need not deal in detail. Suffice it to say that one 

stage is a Sphere with Love in control - like that of Par

menides except that instead of being a. homogeneous unity 

it contains the four elements in a mechanical mixture like 

painters' pigments (Empedocles' simile) or wheat and 
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barley (Aristotle's) that gives the appearance of homo-

geneity. Frags. 27 - 29 describe the Sphere in terms 

reminiscent both of Xenophanes' God and Parmenides' One. 

Strife enters and breaks up the mixture (Frag. 30 

and 31) and a world is foP.med and then decays until, when 

Strife is in complete control and the last remnants-of Love 

are gone, there is a moment when there is absolutely no 

mixture. The entire quantity of each element has come 

together into a separate mass. The four resultant masses 

are arranged concentrically in the traditional order. 

Then, as Love reenters and assumes control an_d Strife pas

ses out (Fraga. 35 and 36 sup.), another world is prod

uced, which finally decays back into the homogeneous 

Sphere. 

Aristotle fails to realise that there are only two 
phases when there is not at least some of both causes at 
work. On the assumption that each acts alone in turn he 
attempts to show that both rest and motion are impossible, 
and to show that Empedocles needed chance as an extra cause. 
~oreover he complains that Love segregates and Strife com
bines; while Burnet speaks of a separate •attraction for 
like to like' that is important for the formation of a 
world. Cherniss {p. 188sq.) effectively disposes of these 
points at length. Burnet's attraction is an ex~ple of 
what Eddington called a 'sh~ physical law', like the lay
man's 'Law of Gravity' compared with Einstein's assertion 
that there is no such thing as gravity per se. It is 
an apparently separate law that really depends on quite a 
different principle. 
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Cherniss (p. 174-5) argues that Aristotle errs in 

assuming four periods in the cycle, and shows that there 

is one period of rest, the Sphere, and one of motion, all 

the rest o_f the cycle, for the phase of concentric masses 

is only momentary - an instantaneous turning point. * 
To sum up, the two causes are active forces, but

are to some extent treated as material and on a par with 

the four elements because of the limitations of contempor-

ary thought and terminology. In their action they are 

immanent ('running through' as part of the mixture), not 

transcendent. The elements (together with the causes in 

so far as they are treated materially) are eternal, finite, 

equal in quantity, and individually homogeneous; they are 

each 'a distinct species of matter which cannot be conver

ted ... into two or more· ... different kinds of matter' 

(cf. p. 216 sup. and Frag. 17). Aristotle tries to show 

(e.g. de GC 330 b 19 and Met. 985 a 33, D. 31 A 36 & 37) 

that fire is opposed to the other three, but while it may 

have an especially important role in astronomy or biology, 

it is certain that this was not Empedocles' intention in 

general. Frag. 17 is definite upon this point. 

--------------------------------------------------------
K A discussion of the dynamics of this cycle will be 

found on pp. 381-384, where Empedocles and Plato are com
pared. 
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We are not told whether the four elements are div-

isible or particulate. Cherniss says (p. 399): "It is 

evident that the great flaw in the theory is the neglect 

of the problem of part and whole; when 'Love' has 'thor

oughly mixed' the four roots, it appears that there must 

be minimal parts of these roots, but Empedocles does not 

• d th, II cons1 er 1s . Aristotle in de GC 324 b 35sq., a passage 

giving the background to atomism, says that the Eleatics 

claimed that their arguments were valid not only against 

those who posit a plurality and void (probably the Pythag

oreans) but also against those who hold that the world. is 

not continuous but consists of discretes in contact. If 

it is divisible everywhere, they claimed, there is no 'one' 

and therefore no .'many' but all is void (cf. Anaxagoras). 

If it is divisible at some points only, why so? Such a 

theory also entails, they said, the impossibility of mot

ion. Cherniss and Joachim (On Com!ng-to-be and Passing

away, p. 160-1) say that the theory attacked is Empedocle s', 

and that the attack was perhaps by 2eno, who is saia. by 

Suidas to have written an attack on Empedocles. 

This would show at least that Aristotle believed 

that Empedocles posited minimal parts in contact, and he 

also hints at something of this sort in de Caelo 305 a 1: 
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e:t 0€ cr't"'llOe:'t"a.C ?tou 'I'J OLci'Auot.t;;, ofi't"oL lL't"oJ,J.ov eo't"a.L 

't"O 000/J.O. BV if) LO't"O.'t"O.L, Tl O.La.Lpe:'t"OV IJ.BV oi> j.LeV't"OI. tha.Lpe:-

6~06j.Le:VOV oi>Oe?to't"e:, xa.ed?te:p eot.xe:v 'E!J.?te:Oox'A~t;; ~ou'Ae:o-

6a.L A.eye:t.v. 

It is, however, probably a case of reading into Empedoc-

les what be thought that be ought to find; and Cherniss 

is probably correct in saying that Empedocles did not 

consider the fact that his theory entails minimal parts. 

This will become clearer when we have examined 

Empedocles' account of the mechanism of the mixing and 

interchange of the elemen.ts. Having chosen his four el-

ements and given them the properties that Parmenides had 

shown to be essential to that whl.ch exists, Empedocles 

had to show how all the different forms of matter in the 

sense world are derived from them. He quickly realised 

that straightforward one-to-one mixture of them is not 

adequate: to put it mathematically, there· is only a lim-

ited number of permutations and combinations of four en-

tities taken one, two, three, or four at a time; and this 

is not as great as the number of forms of matter that ex-

ist according to the senses. 

He made, therefore, another great advance equal in 

achievement to his discovery of the principle of 'element', 

namely the principle of mixture in various but constant 
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proportions not necessarily containing only one unit of a 

given element. The relevant fragments are these: 

c.b(; 0' 6?t6't"a.V ypa.q>ee:(; d.va.e~f.J.a:t·a. ?tot:··JC.C'A'AwaLv 

d.vepe:(; d.f.l.q>t 't"EXV~(; ~?to f.l.~'t"LO(; e:~ OeOaW't"e:, 
OL't"' ~?te:t o~v f.l.d.pljfwaL ?toi\:uxpoa. q>d.pf.J.O.'ltQ, xe:paCv, 
dpf.l.ovc~ f.l.eC~a.v.,;e: .,;a f.l.ev 1tA.ew, ~'A'Aa. o' ~'Ad.aaw, 

~X 't"OOV e:Loe:a. ?tCi.OLV d.A.Cy'ltLO. 7tOpOUVOl>OL, 
OevOped. .,;e: x.,;C~ov.,;e·xa.t d.vepa., ~oe yuva.txa., 

6~p6.(; .,;' otOOVOU(;·'t"E: xat ~OO.'t"06pef.J.f.J.OVO.(; txeu(; 
xa.C 't"e: eeo~, OOALXO.COJVO.(; 't"Lf.I.~OL q>e:pCO't"OU(;• 
ou.,;oo f.l.~ a' d.1t6.~ q>peva. xa.Lvu.,;w ~'AA.oeev e:rva.L 
6V~'t"OOV, 0000. ye OTlAO. "(E:"(a'ltO.OLV [a?te:'t"a., 1t~"(1}V, 

d.A.'Aa .,;opw, .,;a.u.,;' taeL, eeou ?tapa. f.Lueov d.xouaa.,. 

Frag. 23. -Cf. Frag. 71: 

et Oe .,;C OOL ?te:pt 't"WVOe: 'AL1t6~l>A0(; e?t'Ae't"O 1tCO't"L(;, 
?tW(; uOa.'t"o(; ya.C~, .,;e: 'lta.t a.teepo(; ~e:A.Cou .,;e 
'ltLpVO.f.I.EVWV e:LO~ 't"e: ye:voCa..,;o XPOLa 't"e: 6V~'t"WV 
.,;6aa', oaa. YVV ye:yd.a.aL auva.pf.J.006EV't"' ~q>poOC.,;~··· 

~ Oe xeoov ~?tC~pO(; ~v e:~O't"epVOL(; xod.VOLOL 
.,;oo Ouo .,;oov 6x.,;oo f.J.e:peoov A.O.xe: N1la't"L0o(; a.Ly'A~(;, 

't"eaaa.pa. 0' 'Hq>a.CO't"OLO" 't"a o' 6a.,;ea. 'Ae:uxa "(EVOV't"O 
~pf.Lovc~, x6'AA.~aLv d.p~p6.,;a. eea?te:ac~eev. 

Frag. 96. Note the technological metaphor from 
welding (or perhaps inlaying, v. Liddell and Scott s.v. 
x6'AA.~aL(;), or glueing, repeated in Frag. 34, ~'Aq>L't"ov 
uOa.'t"L xo'A'A1laa.,, an illustration from baking. Cf. also 
illustrations from metallurgy in Frag. 92 and dyeing 
in Frag. 93: the latter is reminiscent of the Milesi
ans' use of the felting metaphor. Empedocles shows 
himself familiar with contemporary technology, and you 
find this practical interest also reflected in the · 
clepsydra experiment, Frag. 100. 

~ Oe xeoov 't"OU't"OLOLV L~ Ol>VE'ltl>pOe: f.J.d.'ALO't"a., 
'Hq>a.Ca.,;~ .,;' 3f.I.~P~ .,;e: xa.t a.teepL 1tO.f.J.q>O.V60JV't"L 
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Ku~pLoot;; 6p~La6etaa ~eAeCo~t;; ~v AL~eveaaLv, 

et~' OACyov ~eC?;c.ov et~e '1tAe6veaaLv ·J· ~Ad.aac.ov • 
~X ~wv al~d. ~e ytv~o xat ~AA~t;; etoea aapx6t;;. 

Frag. 98. Cf~ Frag. 73: 

cbt;; oe·~6~e X66va Ku~pLt;;, ~~eC ~~ ~oC~vev ~V o~(3pq>, 
etoea 'ltOL~YUOUOa 6o~· ~UpL bmxe xpa~UYaL •.. 

~ oe ~Ao~ fAd.eLpa ~LvuveaoC~t;; ~uxe yaC~t;;. 

Frag. 85. With the intere.st in the composition 
of parts of the. body shown in Frags. 85, 96 and 98 of. 
Alcmaeon sup. and Anaxagoras in£ •• 

y6~<poLt;; 6.axi)aaaa 3!-a~aa~6pyoLt;; ~~pooC~~. 

Frag. 87. The 'bolting' metaphor also occurs in 
Frag. -33. 

Tlius at one Qlow Empedocles has raised Greek science 

from priffiitiveness to a che~istry complete with elements 

and formulae that reads like ours would if we gave alleg

orical names to all our elements. Water (H20) __ .might -~~en 

read 'two parts of Nestis to one of gleaming Zeus'. ~al

itative phenomena are now not merely explained on a quan

titative theory (as they were by Anaximenes) but in such 

a way that the quantities may be numerically exp~essed·

mensuration is conceivable. We may measure material 

substances~ not just pure numbers as with Pythagoreanism. 

On p. 5 sup. we defined a compound as 'a homogene

ous substance with a fixed p~oportion of certain elements 
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in its composition that can only be split into its. con

stituent elements by the application· of fairly intense 

••• energy', and a mixture as 'a substance that may be 

homogeneous or heterogeneous, that has no constant pro

portional elementary composition, and that may be divided 

into its constituent substances by comparatively feeble 

forces' • Empedocles' compounds are conceived of in the 

same way as ours. If Aristotle's contention that he 

conceived of minimal parts of the ·elements were true, then 

the correspondence would be very close, for our compounds 

are made o~ juxtaposed elementary atoms; and Empedocles' 

compounds will also divide again - by the agency of Strife. ~ 

--~------------------------------------------------------
X Aristotle is not satisfied by Empedocles' account; 

and his conception o£ a compound is accordingly even more 
strict than our own. In de GC I 10 we find that while a 
mixture (~vee~ov) occurs by the juxtaposition of portions 
below the limit of visibility or of minimal particles (in 
which he does not himself believe), in which case o-6o' el;eL 
~ov a-6~ov A6yov ~~ oA~ ~o ~6pLov 328 a 10 - (of. our def
inition), in a true compound (~ty~a) two or ·more distinct 
substances combine to form a single resulting substance 
into which they are fused. This must have different pro
perties from those of the ingredients, and it must be liomo
geneous in fact - and not just appear so as a mixture may 
(as in our definition: "homogeneous or heterogeneous") -
so that every part has the same proportion of ingredients 
as the· whole. The ingredients must be recoverable ·from 
the compound. Our compounds, and Empedocles', are thus 
closer to Aristotle's conception of mixtures except that 
they are necessarily homogeneous and of fixed constant 
proportion. 
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Iri Aristotle's account of compounds we read at 328 

b lsq. that some materials are more suited by their form 

to enter into composition than others (e.g. liquids). 

This is reminiscent .of.Empedocles' Frag. 22 lines 4- 9 

(p. 218 sup.) and Frag. 91, which states that water is 

more miscible with wine than with oil. We must now see 

in what way the form affects the composition. 

Frags. 17, 1. 34-5, 21, 1. 13-4, and 26, 1. 3-4, 

all state in practically identical wording that elements 

enter into composition by 'running through one another'; 

and we find from further fragments, 84 and 100, that Em

pedocles has adopted Alcmaeon's theory o£ 'pores'. Ar

istotle discusses this in de GC 324 b 26sqq. (which I 

quote in English because of its length): 

Some think that each thing is acted upon when the 
proximate (the most proper} agent enters through certain 
pores and that we also see and hear and exercise our 
other senses in this way; things are seen through air 
and water and the transparent because they have pores, 
invisible through their smallness, but close-set and in 
rows, and the more this is so the more transparent they 
are. 

Some, then, e.g. Empedocles, held this theory about 
certain bodies, not only about those acting and acted 
upon, but also they say that mixture occurs between bod
ies whose pores are symmetrical with one another. 

Cherniss (p. 94) takes the last phrase t~ mean that 

the pores o£ one body must be proportionate to the partic

les o£ the other. 
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There now follows the passage summarised at p. 224 

sup., after which Aristotle comments at 325 b 6: 

Empedocles too is practically bound to say the 
same as Leucippus;. for he must say that there are cer
tain solids and that they are indivisible, unless there 
are continuous pores throughout. But the latter is 
impossible; for then there will be nothing solid over 
and above the pores, but the whole will be void. It 
is necessary, then, for the contiguou.s discretes to be 
indivisible, while the interstices between them - which 
he calls pores - must be void. This is also Leucip-' . . pus v1ew ••• 

Thus Aristotle's whole argument is that Empedocles 

tried and failed to answer Pa~enides without positing 

void, and subsequently Leucippus openly posited it. 

After another passage about the atomists Aristotle 

returns to Empedocles at 326-b 6 • 28, a passage that may 

be summarised thus:- If the pores are filled, action 

(sc. penetration) is not facilitated by them and we might 

just as well call ~he whole body continuous. His ex

planation of sight will fail if the pores are full in the 

transparent medium (penetration will not even be possible 

between the inner surface of the pores and the surface of 

the contents). If the pores are empty qua pores (i.e. 

in thought), but in fact always full of matter, the result 

is the same. And if they are too narrow to aamit any 

body, that is tantamount to saying that infinites~al voids 
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exist while denying the existence of 'big' voids. So 

pores are superfluous. If action is not by contact, 

pores are irrelevant, and if it is, then contact is pos

sible even without the postulate of pores. 

Aristotle misses the po-int, however. Admittedly 

Empedocles did not mean his pores to be empty, and the 

point about narrowness is only relative - some bodies 

are ·prevented from entering while others are adm.i tted. 

But Aristotle has assumed that the pores are always fill

ed with the same matter, while Empedocles' idea was sure

ly that there is a continual flow of fresh matter through 

them (cf. the phrase 'running through' and v. Frag. 100 

inf •. ): in other words the mechanism is, as with motion, 

mutual displacement by contiguous discretes. Intrusion 

is effected by balancing extrusion. 

However it is clear from this whole discussion 

that Empedocles had not fully worked out all the implic

ations of his theory, and that it is not absolutely self

consistent. 

Having now examined the basic theory of the six 

primary entities and their interactions, we may now pro

ceed to examine Empedocles' cosmogony and cosmology in 

order to discover the physical properties of his air. 
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The relevant fragments are, as with Parmenides, 

scanty and not very informative, while the doxography is 

confused. It seems, however, that like his predec·essors 

Empedocles gave a cosmogony to explain the astronomical 

phenomena, one that shows t~~ influence of the Milesians' 

OCY~_and of Anaximander's dx6XpLOL,. 

Fragment 38 reads like an introduction to this sec

tion of Empedocles' work~ 

et o' ~ye ~oL Ae~w xpw6' t ~ALov dpx~v t, 
~~~v O~A' ~yevov~o ~~ vuv ~aopw~ev nxav~a, 
ya~a ~e xat x6v~o' xoAuxu~oov ~o' ~xpo' dnp 
'l'L~~y·:fJO' at6TJp acp.Cyywv xept ')tUXAOY n'li:aV~a. 

The outlines of this cosmogony are given in the following: 

'E~xeOoXA~' ~ov ~ev at6epa ?i:p~ov 0LaXpL6~YaL, 
Oeu~epov Oe ~o xup, ~cp' ~ ~~v y~v, ~~ ~' ~yav xepL
acpLyyo~ev~' ~ij pu~~.~~' ?tepLcpopa, dva(3AuaaL ~o lSOwp· 
~~ oi) eu~L·a6f1vaL ~ov depa, "at yevea6aL ~ov ~ev 
O~paVOV ~X ~OU at6epo,, ~OV be ~ALOY ~X ~OU X~p6,, 
XLA~e~vaL Oe ~" ~mv O:AAWY ~~ ?tepCyeLa. 

AUt. II 6, 3, D. 31 A 49. C:f'. Philo, de Prov.id. 
II 60 p. 86, ibid.: · 

eodem modo etiam mundi partes confici videntur, 
ut dicit Empedocles. postquam enim secretus est aeth
er, aer et ignis sursus volaverunt et caelurn formatum 
quod in latissimo spatio circum-ferebatur. ignis 
autem, qui caelo paulo inferior manserat, ipse quoque 
in radios solis coacervatus e·st. terra vero in unum 
concurrens et necessitate quadam concreta ·in medio 
apparens consedit. porro circa earn undique aether, 
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quia multo levier erat, volvitur neque umquam desistit. 
quietis autem inde causa per deum (?),non vero per 
sphaeras mul t·as super se invicem posi tas, • :. quia 
circa earn (sc. terram) circumiectus est typi cuiusdam 
gyrus mirabilis, ••• ideo nee hus nee illuc cadit ista. 

Noteworthy in these passages is the distinction 

between air (TL~av ~te~p) and water vapour (~ypb, ~~p). 

ABtius says that aer eu~L~e~v~L from water, and so this 

word has for Empedocles a connotation derived from its 

original meaning of 'mist' • It really is water vapour, 

produced by evaporation, and quite distinct from the elem-

entary air, whose name is 'ether' .• (The commentators some-

times fail to observe this distinction in nomenclature, as 

we shall see.) We shall when discussing Frag. 100 see 

that 'ether', the element, is invisible, but yet c~rporeal, 

atmospheric air - so in discussing Empedocles I can employ 

the normal English spelling. 

The compression of the earth by rotation implies 

a centripetal rather than a centrifugal force, which we 

The Ionian oCvTJ operates more like 

a whirlpool, where the tangential velocity is the greater 

the nearer to the centre, than like .a cup whirled round 

on a string. Aristotle, in de Cael. 295 a lOsq., says 

that in liquids and in-the air (or, as we should say, in 

gases) larger and heavier things move towards the centre 
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of a vortex, and he is correct. The· process of separ-

ation, by rotation, would have been expected by modern 

minds to imply that heavy bodies, having more momentum, 

would be flung off further than light ones under the op-

eration of centrifugal force. The opposite theory, o£ 

whirlpool-like action, was imposed on the Greeks by the 

necessity to save the phenomena, for fire or ether is at 

the circumference and earth at the centre of their cosmos. 

Aristotle (loc. cit.) goes on to mention the point 

raised at the end of my quotation from Philo. He says 

that Empedocles and his followers said that the speed of 

motion of the rotating heaven prevents motion on the part 

of the earth. He says that they compared the fact that 

water in a cup does not fall out when the latter is swung 

round in a circle. The point of this comparison is not 

to demonstrate centri~ugal force, but to show the tendency 

of rapid motion to counteract a tendency to fall. In 

reality the theory explains why .the heavens do not fall 

rather than why the earth is at rest. ·• 
I 

* We of course know that centrifugal force is what 
keeps the objects in the solar system from falling _into 
the sun; but this force is really only a name for a ten
dency to fly off at a tangent- cf. Newton's Laws of 
lv'iotion. 
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Fragments 51, 53, and 54 may perhaps refer to the 

cosmogonical process that we are- considering. The sub-

ject o£ Frag. 51 is £ire and of 53 air, we are told in 

the respective contexts: 

51. xap~aAC~, 0' dv6~aLov 

53. OU~W yap auvexupae 6ewv ~o~e, ~OAAdXL O'~AAW,. 

54. ateT)p <0' a~> J..La'ltpijpc. xa~a. x.a6va Oue~o ~C~aL,. 

The shape o£ the outer firmament of the universe 

produced by this process is apparently that o£ an egg 

(c£. the Orphic Egg?), according to AHtius, II 31, 4, A 

50s 

However there are within it two interesting if confusing 

hemispheres as we are told in Ps. Plut. Strom. ap. Eus. 

P·. E. I 8, 10 (n.b. aer is wrongly employed £or ether)~ 

~x ~pw~~' ~~at ~~' ~mv a~oLx.eCwv xpdaew, d~o
xpc..eev~a ~ov depa_ ~epc.x.ue~vac. xuxAq>" J..Le~a. Oe ~bv 
depa ~o ~Up txOpaJ..LbV xat O~'Jt B')(.OV ~~epav x.wpav ~VW 
tx~pex.eLv ~~b ~ou ~ept ~bv depa ~dyou. elvaL Oe 
XUXA(fl ~ept ~v y~v ~ep6J..LeVa Ouo ~IJ.LO~aCpc.a ~0 J..LSV xae-
6AOU ~up6', 't"o Oe J..LL'lt~ov ~~ depo' xat 6AC.you ~up6', 
o~ep ot.e~aL ~v VUX't"a el vac.. '&"T)v Oe dpx.T}v 'til' ')(L v~-

aew, auJ..Lf3~vac. d~o 't"ou ~e't"UX.~'JtevaL xa't"d <~L > ~ov depoc.a
llOV t~L{3pCaav~o' 't"Ou ~up6,. 6 Oe ilALo' ~T}v ~uac.·v o-6x 
ea~L ~up, dAA<i. '&"OU ~upo, dv~avdxAaac., OJ..LoCa ~r.t a~' . 
uOa'&"O' YLVOIJ.EV~. OeA~V~V Oe ~~OLV OUO~VaL xa6' 
~au~v tx 't"ou d~oA~~eev~o, depo, ~~o ~ou ~up6,. 
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~ov~ov yap ~ay~va~ xaea~ep xat ~~v xaA~av. 
~' a~~~v exe~v d~o ~ov ~ACou. 

We shall deal with the various details in this 

description· piecemeal. First, then, is the (egg-shaped) 

he~ven. This._ is crystalline, c:f. Diog. Laert. VIII 77: 

,,a.t -~ov J..L~V ilA~6v cp11a~ ~upo' ltepo~aJ..La· J..Leya xat 
~~' aeA~v,, J..LeC~w· ~nv oe aeA~v,v oLaxoe~o~, a~~ov 
oe 't'ov o~pavov xpug~aAAOe~~, 

It is in fact composed of solidified air, as a gPoup of 

authorities tell us, D. 31 A 51, of which the most in

formative is AHt. II 11, 2: 

'E. a~epeJ..Lv~ov e'lva~ ~ov o-6pavov l:t:;; depo, auJ..L-
-~ayev~o, ~~o ~upo' xpua't'aAAoe~om,, 't'o ~upwoe' xat 't'o 

depwoe' l:v ~xa't'ep~ 't'wv ~J..L~a~aLpCwv ~ep~exov't'a. 

Again the word 'aer' is wrongly employed. ·The solid

ifying power of fire ~s affirmed by F~agment 56: 

aA, l:~ay~ p~~~a~v l:WOJ..LSVO' ~eACo~o. 

and refe_rred to in F:ragm~nt. 73: 

~, oe 't'6~e xe6va Ku~pL,, l:~ec 't' 1 l:oc,vev l:v OJ..L~p~, 

EL oea ~OL~V'Uouaa 6olp ~UpL bmxe xpa't'UVaL ••• 

Within this heaven are the two hemispheres, one 

for day and one for night, caused to rotate by the pre-

ponderance of fire in the former. A sunilar preponderance 
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of air in a certain region caused the tilting of the cel

estial axis.. Burnet .(E.G.P. p. 237), presumably relying 

on Fraga. 51, 53, and 54 sup., says; ''In its upwards rush 

Fire displaced a portion of the Air in the upper half of 

the concave sphere fo~ed by the frozen sky. This air 

.then sunk downwards, carrying with it a small portion of 

the fire. In this way, two hemispheres were produced." • 

With this I am disposed to agree. Day and night are 

therefore explained without explicit reference to the sun. 

But the darkness of night is not a. substance - the air 

in the nocturnal hemisphere is not the aer of the Milesian 

theories, but the elementary invisible ·air,- solidified so 

as to fo~ a support for the fixed stars, whi~h consist 

of lumps of the 'small portion of the fire', fixed to it, 

in contrast to the freely moving planets; 

'Ef.L?te OoxA. fie; ?tlSp L va. ( ·,;. e. e! va.L 't'a ao't'pa.) ~x 't'oU 
?tupwoouc;, o?tep 6 d~p ~v ~a.u't'~ ?tepLexwv ~~a.veeA.Lwe xa.'t'O. 
't'~V ?tpW't'~v OLdxpLOLv. 

AHt. II 13, 2, D. 31 A 53. 

'Ef.L?teOoxA.fjc; 't'ouc; f.LBV d?t'A.a.vet'c; do't'epa.c; ouvoe~eoea.L 

't'~ xpuo't'aA.A.~, 't'ouc; oe ?t'A.a.v~'t'a.c; dvetoea.L. 

AHt. II 13, 11, A 54. 

The darkness is in fact at last correctly explained as 
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the absence of light caused by the shadow of the earth 

when we are on the side of it opposite to tbe source of 

daylight, as Frag. 48 affirms: 

vux~a oe yata ~cenoLV U~Lo~a~tvn ~ateOOL <~eACOU>. 

Frag. 94 (preserved in Latin only) confirms that darlmess 

is just shadow: 

et niger in fundo fluvii color exstat ab umbra, 
atque cavernosis itidem spectatur in antris. 

Here, then, we have a great advance. We have already 

seen that air and water vapour have been distinguished in 

Frag. 38, and now darlmess is distinguished from both. 

The properties of either 'air' or 'aer' are now very far 

from the same as those of either the lVdlesian aer-darkness 

or the Pythagorean aer-void. (There is no void at all.) 

So much for night and the stars. What of day and 

the sun? Here we are on very slippery ground. •rhe Ps-

Plutarch passage appeared to say that daylight is due to 

the fiery hemisphere, and not to the sun itself. The 

latter is 'not fire, but a reflection of fire like that 

which comes from water'. Plutarch, in the context to 

Frag. 44, de Pyth. Or. 12, p. 400 B, says: 
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~ov ~ALOV ~ept y~v ~vaxAaOeL ~w~o, o~pavCou yev6~evov 

a-DeL, 
·~v~auyet' ~po, "OA.u~~ov ~~ap(3i)~oLoL ~poow~oL,.' 

• 
It would appear, then, that the light from the 

fiery hemisphere round the earth is reflected back from 

the earth to the hemisphere in such ~ way that the rays 

are concentrated so as to throw a disc-like image upon it, 

the earth acting as a mirror. A&tius, however, in II 20, 

13, D. 31 A 56, says that Empedocles had two suns; one, 

the archetype, was the fire of the whole fiery hemisphere, 

the other, the phenomenal sun, was its reflexion in the 

dark hemisphere, the earth reflecting it because it is 

round. This cannot be right, for it would put the phen-

omenal sun in the nocturnal hemisphere. 

must be in the diurnal one. 

The reflection 

In fact Empedocles, who knew of the recent discov-

. ery that the moon has a reflected, 'borrowed' light (Frags. 

43, 45, and 47; cf. Par:menides Frag. 14), has in typical 

Greek enthusiasm for a new theory extrapolatea from the 

known to the unknown, and misapplied the explanation to 

the light of the sun. One should not ask for complete 

consistency in a hypothesis so far removed from the true 

explanation. Certain Pythagoreans too seem to have made 

a similar extrapolation. 
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The moon is, according to Ps.· Plutarch, sup., made 

from the air cut off by the fir~ and solidified by its heat 

as was the heaven, cf. the passages in D. 31 A 60, which 

also inform us that it was not spherical but disc-shaped. 

Once the true nature of darkness and shadow has been un-

derstood, the problem of eclipses is. easily understood too. 

Empedocles' Frag. 42 (in. Diels' text.) gives the correct 

explanation of solar eclipses, including the fact that the 

e·clipse is not everywhere visible: the moon intercepts 

the rays of the sun and casts her disc-shaped (conical) 

shadow·upon a portion of the earth's surface: 

• • • d.?te:a't'ey_a.ae:v o& o t a.-6yd.r,;, 
~a't''O.v t"l xa.S'U?te:pee:':', d.?te:axvCcpwae: oe ya.CTJ, 
't'6aaov OOOV 't''e:~por,; YAO.UxW'JtLOO' e'ltAE:'t'O ~~VT)f,;. 

In connexion with the theory of -the reflection or 

interception of light, we must note that light travels, 

even though we do not see it doing so because of its high 

velocity, and that it is corporeal. · Aristotle frowns on 

this: 

o-6x 6pemr,; 'E~'Jte:OOXA~(; o-6o' e:r 't'L(; ~AAO(; OU't'W(; 
&tpT)xe:v, ~, cpe:po~evou 't'OU ~W't'O(; xa.t yLyvo~evou 'ltO't'e 
~e:~a.~~ 't'~(; y~r,; xa.t 't'OU ?te:pLEXOV't'O(;, ~~ar,; oe Aa.vea.v6V't'O(;. 

Ar. de An. 418 b 20, cf. de Sensu 446 a 26, D. 31 
A 57. 
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The corporeality o£ light is added by Philoponus' commen

tary on the de Anima passage: 

'E. o, eAeyev ~~oppeov ~o ~m, am~~ ov tx ~ou ~~c
'ov~o, aw~~~o, yCvea6~L ~pm~ov tv ~~ ~E~~~u ~6~~ ~~' 
~E y~' x~t ~ou o~p~vou, e!~~ ~~Lxvetae~L ~po, ~~a,; 
A~veaveLv o~ ~~v ~oL~u~~v·~~~ou xCv~aLv OLa ~~v ~~xu
~~~~. 

Phil. de An. 344, 34, D. 31 A 57; c£. Cod. Athen
ians. 1249 XVIII 110, ibid.· 

We must agree with Empedocles against Aristotle. Light 

does travel; its velocity has been measured, and is in 

fact one of the fundamental constants of the relativistic 

explanation of the universe. Moreover light, in 'photons', 

acts in some respect~ in the same way as the (sub-atomic) 

particles of matter, while the latter in turn manifest some 

of the wave-motion properties of light. In fact both 

photons and sub-atomic particles have alike been described 

by the portmanteau word 'wavicles'. 

Sublunar phenomena are dealt with in the normal 

contemporary manner by Empedocles and add little that is 

relevant to our enquiry, except that winds are presumably 

made of ether {air) not aer {mist), and the cause of their 

motion is the opposite motions of the two hemispheres 

{Olympiad. in Ivieteor. A 13, 102, 1, D. 31 A 64"). But one 
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fresh phenomenon is dealt with by Empedocles: magnetism. 

Alexander (Quaest. II 23, p. 72, 9, D. 31 A 89) says that 

.according to Empedocles there are effluences from iron and 

the lodestone J and the f"ormer are I SYlJIIIletrical t With the 

pores of the lodestone. The effluences from the latter 

push out the air from the pores of the iron and, so to 

speak, uncap them. The effluences thus released from the 

iron move into the pores of the lodestone, and the iron 

follows their motion. 

To sum up, the main points that arise in the cos

mology are the distinction between ether and aer and the 

explanation of darkness as shadow. The aer that is evap

orated from water (p. 232 sup.) is no longer an element 

in its own right: the element is invisible (atmospheric) 

air, the proof of whose corporeal existence we shall soon 

examine. Like Heracleitus, Empedocles interpreted the 

atmosphere as a mixture, but instead of two constituents, 

the exhalations, he postulated three: fire gives light 

and heat, and acts as a solidifying agent; ether is the 

newly proved invisible air, whose existence was suspected 

by Anaximenes; and aer, the analogue of the dark exhal

ation, is just a by-form of the element water, and is the 

source of mists and clouds and rain. The element earth 
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is a s·olid material, but not the only solid, for air is 

solidified to fo~ the heavens and the moon's disc, and 

ice is frozen water. 

Unfortunately the verbal distinction between ether 

and aer does not appear to have become standard. Because 

of the ancient use of the former for the bright upper air 

of the sky, the abode of the gods, and the latter for the 

misty air of the ground level, later writers tend to rev

ert to the word aer for air in general, and to confine 

the word ether to things o~ a fiery nature. But from 

now on the word aer, even when used in its original sense 

of mist and_ not the new sense of atmospheric air, no lon

ger contains the idea of substantial darkness. 

To Empedocles, however, ether definitely is that 

air whi.ch, though invisible and (when at rest) intangible, 

transparent, non-inflammable, colourless, odourle_ss, taste

less, and in fact devoid of almost all the qualities and 

properties no~ally associated with matter, is nevertheless 

material and corporeal. The only easily observable prop

erty of air is its resistance. We feel its pressure ag

ainst us in a wind~. it resis.ts our attempts to move fast~ 

it makes a balloon (or an inflated wine-skin, of. Anaxag

oras inf.) feel firm: it offers resistance to water when 

,._ 
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we perform very elementary experiments of a type that we 

should today call pneumatic or hydraulic. One such ex

periment was described by Empedocles (also ascribed to An

axagoras). (Perhaps 'observation' would be a better 

word.) His reasons for describing it and some of the con

clusions that he may have drawn from it were wrong (v. inf.) 

but it was nevertheless of paramount importance for Greek 

science, since it proved incontrovertibly that air is cor

poreal, and as a consequence that all that is invisible 

is not necessarily therefore composed of void. 

Aristotle quotes Empedocles' description of the ex

periment in the de Respiratione inunediately after a remark

able passage .( 473 a 2sq.) in which he rejects out of 'hand 

the theory that respiration occurs in order that the inter

nal fire may be nourished by the breath - a theory that, 

although the Greeks could never have known it, is getting 

very close to the modern explanation of respiration as 

combustion, the inhaled breath supplying oxygen as ~7tE">t

xau~a, to use Aristotle's own word, for the combustion. 

Aristotle explains that Empedocles expressed the 

idea that breathing is through pores (Aristotle calls them 

'veins'), not full of blood, but having openings to the 

air outside and giving an easy passage to air. The blood 
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moves up and down and pumps tbe air out and in. Aris-

totle takes pr.vwv in line 4 of Frag. 100, which he now 

quotes in full at 473 b 9, to be genitive of pc,, 'nos

tril', instead of pr.v6,, 'skin'; and consequently asks 

how the fragment tallies with the facts of respiration 

through the nose and mouth. But Empedocles thought that 

the pores concerned were all over the skin, and a legit

imate criticism would rather be to ask why we do not emit 

bubbles from· all over the body when we are under water. 

I now give the fragment in English because of its 

length and to indicate how I interpret its rather over-

poetical vocabulary. (In line 13 J read aCe~po, fbr 

ci~po' with Stein and Burnet, believing that Aristotle's 

text contains a slip here since the rest of the passage 

has consistently aCe~p.) 

All things inhale and exhale .in the following way. 
All have pipes of flesh, lacking in blood, extended 
over the surface of the body; and at the mouths of these 
the outer extremity of the· skin is perforated clean 
through with close-set furrows (sc. pores) so as to 
seal off the blood, while an easy passage is out for 
the air to pass through. Then, whenever the smooth 
blood rushes back, the air, bubbling, rushes down in 
with a raging surge; but when the blood courses up ag
ain, the air blows out again, just as when, when a girl, 
playing with a liquid-holder (clepsydra) of gleaming 
bronze, sets the orifice of the pipe upon her shapely 
hand and dips the vessel into the smooth mass of silver
white water, no water flows into the vessel, but the 
weight of air within, pressing upon the close-set holes, 
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holds it back until she uncovers the compressed air
stream: but then as the air escapes an equal volume 
of water enters - and similarly, when water fills the 
whole depth of

1 
the vessel and the orifice and passage 

is blocked by human skin, the air outside, striving to 
enter, keeps in the water by holding firm the surface 
at the gates of the ill-sounding strainer until she 
lets go with her hand; but then, as the air enters 
again in the opposite direction to the previous one, 
an equal volume of water flows down and out. In just 
this way, then, when the smooth blood, surging through 
the limbs, rushes back to the interior, the broad 
stream of air goes down in, raging in its surge; but 
when the blood courses back up again, an equal volume 
of air blows back out again. 

The xAew~Opa in this context was not a water-clock 

but a device consisting of a metal body, hollow, with a 

strainer (~e~6,) at the bottom and a narrow pipe (a~A6,) 

at the top. It was employed for taking up liquid from 

one vessel and transferring it to another, just as ls done 

now with a pipette. The explanation of the action of the 

air given by En~edocles is correct: in the first instance 

the pressure of the trapped internal air prevents the 

water from entering, and in the second atmospheric pres-

sure prevents it from emerging. \Yhat Empedocles did not 

know was that atmospheric pressure is due to the weight 

of the atmosphere above. 

Ps. Aristotle in Problems 914 b 9sq. attributes the 

same observation to Anaxagoras, and accepts in the main the 

explanation for the first half given by Empedocles here, 
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and"by Anaxagoras, but adds the observation that if the 

clepsydra is plunged obliquely into the water· the latter 

will enter even if the pipe is blocked because some of 

·the holes in the strainer ·are above water and the air can 

escape through these. The Aristotelian school do not 

correctly understand gravity, so that the author of the 

Problems explains the emergence of water in the last part 

of the experiment no~ as due to its own weight but as in 

part due to a force exerted by the air. He has the clep

sydra inverted at this stage so that the water emerges 

through the pipe, and says that the force of the air act

ing from above (through the strainer) is greater than the 
. . 

resistance of the air below, in the pipe, because of the 

narrowness of the latter, although theoretically it ought 

to be equal. He adduces the noise of ~puy~6' as proof 

of the act ion of the air. 

Burnet, with this passage in mind, and because of 

the epithet 'ill-sounding' and the varia lectio tae~oto 

in-line 19, thinks that Empedocles' clepsydra is also in

verted so that the water emerges through the pipe. But 

this is clearly not 'in the opposite direction to the pre

vious one', and the water must both enter and leave by the 

stra~ner to maintain the parallelism. 
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Admittedly the first half of the experiment works 

equally well with the clepsydra inverted, but the point 

of the second half would be missed, for then it would be 

a case of the hand itself preventing the egress of the 

water irrespective of whether the vessel was a clepsydra 

or not. lv1oreover the descriptions of this half of the 

experiment that appear in Hero (Pneumat. A vii, 160) and 

Philo (de Ing. Spir. xi, 310) make it plain that it was 

performed in the manner that I have described, not in 

that claimed by Burnet. Hero states definitely that in 

both halves of the experiment the air flows through the 

pipe and the liquid through the strainer. 

Aristotle himself (Phys. 213 a 22sq., D. 59 A 68) 

blames those who performed this experiment (he names only 

Anaxagoras) for believing that they were disproving the 

existence of void. He says: 

t~LoeLxvuouaL y&p o~L ea~L ~L 6 ~~p, a~pe~AoUv~e' 
't.ou, ~axou, ')C.O.L oeLXVUV~e, c.b, taxupo' 6 ~~p, xa.t tv
a.~OAO.~~dvov~e, tv ~a.t, xAe*uopa.L,. 

In other words experiments such as this demonstrate that 

air is corporeal and has resistance, but just because one 

has shown that one apparently empty space in fact contains 

a corporeal substance, air, one has not necessarily shown 
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that no really empty space exists at all. This is true, 

but Aristotle is being slightly unfair. Empedocles and 
. 

Anaxagoras both accepted the logical arguments of Parmen-

ides as proof that void does not exist. The precise pur-

pose of the experiment in connexion with the void would 

not be to prove its absolute non-existence, as would be 

necessary if one were opposing the atomists, but rather 

to illustrate to opponents such as the Pythagoreans, who 

believed in the void because they thought that air-filled 

spaces were empty, that in one of the cases in which they 

clallned to recognise the presence of void they were in 

fact confusing it with air, which is corporeal. This is 

legit~nate and we can at least absolve Empedocles from 

blame (although Anaxagoras' case is not so clear v. in£.). 

But Ernpedocles was really more concerned with his theory 

of respiration, which may explain Aristotle's failure to 

mention him by name. 

The experiment succeeds in proving that air exists, 

but it does not, of course, really prove Empedocles' theory 

of respiration. What it has achieved, however, is to 

demonstrate the existence of the only one of his four el

ements that cannot be actually seen to exist, for the air 

in the experiment is the ether that is an element and has 
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the properties listed on p. 243, properties that are also 

those of the substance denoted by our modern word 'air' •. 

Empedocles, as we saw o~ p. 242, knew that the atmosphere 

is a mixture, and clarified the distinction between water 

vapour and the rest: he did not, and could not, know that 

'the rest' was still a mixture of elements {oxygen, nitro

gen etc.) and not itself .~n element. 

Meanwhile he canonized as a real substance 'fire', 

which we know to consist of gas (like his ether) that is 

incandescent and not of any separate element. When one 

sees how the Greek concepts of earth, water, and aer or 

ether correspond to·our concept of the three states of 

matter, solid, liquid, and gaseous, one is puzzled by- thei~ 

postulating a fourth state, 'fire'. This seems a queer 

extrapolation. But the true explanation of the states 

of matter (the kinetic theory of matter, v. Introduction) 

has not yet been given, though AnaxLmenes' progressive 
-

rarefaction is on the right track, since it depends on 

atomic theory, while fire continued to be a_thorn in the 

flesh of science until comparatively modern times (when 

the phlogiston theory gave way to the explanation of com

bustion as oxidization). J 
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Although this four element theory was a great ad

vance, it was still open. to criticism. Lucretius makes 

two very pertinent points against element.al pluralists in 

general and Empedocles in particular, among other points 

not so cogent, in Book I, lines -753sq.; 

hue accedit item, quoniam pr~ordia rerum 

.mollie. constituunt, quae nos ·native. videmus 

esse et mortali cum corpore funditus, utque 

debeat ad nilum ia.m rerum summa reverti 

de niloque rena.ta vigescere copia rerum; 

quorum utrumque quid a vero iam distet ha.bebis •••• 

denique quattuor ex rebus si cuncta. crea.ntur 

atque in eas rursum res omnia dissoluuntur, 

qui magi~ ills. queunt rerum primordia dici 

quam contra res illorum retroque putari? 

alternis gignuntur enim mutantque colorem 

et tota.m inter se natura.m tempore a.b omni. 

sin ita forte putas ignis terraeque coire 

corpus et aerias auras roremque liquoris, 

nil in concilio naturam ut mutet eorum, 

nulla tibi ex illis poterit res esse create., 

non animans, non exanimo cum corpore, ut a.rbos. 

I quote B~iley's comment (Op. Cit. p. 33): "These two 
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criticisms taken together do in fact exhibit the real 

weakness of the theory of the 'four elements'. On the 

one hand it has destroyed the old idea of fundamental un

ity, for it leaves the world fourfold in character, and 

the permanence o£ its new basis is very doubtful: on the 

other hand its pluralism is not thoroughgoing enough, for 

it is in reality no easier to explain the world as we know 

it with four 'elements' than with one. The true solution 

must at once offer a greater permanence and unity, it must 

be more ~;i.onistic; and it must also afford far greater pos

sibilities of complex combination and consequent variety, 

it must be an infinitely more genuine pluralisrn'1 • 

Nevertheless the theory, suitably emended to suit 

each man's basic tenets, had many adherents, probably for 

the reason given by Sherwood Taylor ( Op. cit. p. 5): "Its 

continuance was due, probably, to the fact that it was 

vague enough to be stretched to explain, after a fashion, 

almost any phenomena and, while it could not be proved, 

it was extremely difficult to disprove" • 

. oOo. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

ANAXAGORAs • 

Our interest now shifts from Sicily to Athens, for 

the first time. In approximately 480 b.c. Anaxagoras 

came to Athens from Clazomenae in Ionia. He was .slightly 

older than Empedocles, but published his work later. * 
He eventually left Athens for Lampsacus, but he had in 

the meant~e introduced the Athenians to a love of phil

osophy that they never subsequently abandoned. 

Empedocles' four element theory was a view o£ mat-
·~ 

ter that, after being accep.ted with modifications by Plato 

and Aristotle, was adopted in one form or another {some

times with a fifth element added, e.g .• Aristotle's ether, 

or sulphur) right down to· the Seventeenth Century 1 and 

left a considerable mark on English literature (v. p. 3 

sup.). It exerted, in fact, more and more lasting influ

ence on posterity than other Greek theories actually near-

er to the truth. This was the triumph of one o£ the two 

great schools of Western Greek thought. The other school, 

--------------------------------------------------------
• According to one interpretation of Arist. Met. 984 

a 11, D. 59 A 43 • · 
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the Pythagorean, based its theory on that principle of 

mathematically expressible structure that, in spite of 

its use in the schools of Plato and Aristotle, was prac

tically ignored until Newton and Leibnitz invented a cal

culus that could express it, but that is now regarded as 

all-important. 

Anaxagoras was a member of the third great school, 

the Ionian, and the last really great member of it before 

the (Ionian) city of Athens became the home of philosophy. 

His cosmology is, at least on the macroscopic scale, in 

fact closer to that of Anaximenes than was that of Herac

leitus, but his theory of matter on the Dlicroscopic scale 

had no real predecessor - nor, apart from Archelaus, any 

real successor; but it pointed the way towards the atomic 

theory (also a product of Ionian thought), which many 

centuries later triumphed over the four element theory 

when it received a form expressible mathematically. 

It is thus possible to see in the thought of each 

school ideas that have been hailed by some as glorious 

anticipations of modern science. It cannot be too highly 

emphasized, however, that they were not real anticipations. 

The Greeks would not have recognised their ideas in our 
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science. They.were actually just as far from the truth 

as we see it as were the men of what we Indo-Europeans, 

blind to the greatness of Arabic science, like to refer 

to as ~e 'Dark Ages'. In reality, after· the Renaissance 

thinking men embarked on speculations prompted indeed by 

the .. newly discovered Classics, but _based on their own ~ar 

greater empirical know~edge, derived from experiment and 

observation (never the Greeks' strong point),' including 

th.at of the alchemists and astrologers. Such speculat

ions, carried out by the scientific method that medicine 

alone among the·Greek sciences truly practised, were the 

true origins of modern science. The Greeks did not 

'anticipate' our knowledge; rather, they had certain 

embryonic ideas of a type capable of growing to maturity 

when implanted into the modern mind. Moreover they never 

got beyond mer~ hypothesis whereas we can cla~ full know

ledge in some fields, and a very high mathematical prob

ability of being right in others. 

Empedocles, then, postulated four elements capable of 

explaining an infinite number of substances: one might 

almost say that Anaxagoras postulated an infinite number 

of substances cap.able of explaining the four elements. 
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I mean that however truly elementary the four elements may 

have been to Mediaeval thought we shall find ·that during 

the rest of the Greek period, although they are often given 

. prominence in cosmogony, or are regarded as pure substan

ces of which others are compounded~ they·are not any more 

regarded as basic and primary. Their properties are re

garded as needing explanation. I quoted on·p •. 215 the 

dictum. of Plato that they are not 'even so low as syllab-

- lea' • 

Anaxagoras had no elements in the Empedoclean sense. 

The outline of his system is simple enough,·but its details 

are often obscure. It is by no means certain that Anax~ 

agoras himself was aware of. all the implications, and it 

is manifest that commentators of the calibre of Aristotle 

and Lucretius were· in error in their interpretations. 

Modern commentators_are still far from agreement over the 

precise nature of the fundamental entities and the manner 

of their c:ombination. Fortunate+y~ since air is not to 

Anaxagoras one of the fu~damental entities, it will not 

be necessary to enter exhaustively into the controversy 

concerning the latter. Moreover there is an excellent 

summary of the views expressed up to 1928 in Appendix I 

to Bailey's The Greek Atomists and Epicurus. 
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Since Bailey wrote, further attempts have been made 

to set.tle the problem, including those of Cornford, Vlas-

tos and Raven, * and I find myself more closely in agree

ment with Raven than with any of the others. 

Let us first consider Anaxagoras' position with 

respect to his predecessors and contemporaries. He is 

above all an Ionian, and we shall find that he retains the 

Ionian infinite store of matter and that his cosmology is 

clearly a descendent of the ~Lilesians'. He accepts, how-

ever, the idea that the senses: are not fully trustworthy, 

Fraga. 21 and 2la. He agrees with Empedocles in accept-

ing Parmenides' arguments against generation and destruc

tion, and like him accounts for them by the mixture or 

separation of permanently existing entities, Frag. 17. 

He differs from him, however, over the nature and number 

of these entities. 

He agrees with Parmenides that there is a constant 

amount of matter in the universe (Frag. 5 expresses this 

in wording that is slightly reminiscent of Parmenides), 

but not that this amount is limited. The amount is in 

1f Vlastos in Phil. Review, lix, 1950; Cornford and 
Raven in Class. Quart., xxiv, 1930, and xlviii (new ser
ies iv), 1954 respectively. 
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fact infinite. moreover this matter is infinitely div-

isible: 

6~oU ~av~a XP~~a~a ~v, ~~e~pa xat ~x~eo, xat o~~

xp6~,~a· lc.at yci.p ~o o~~xpov a.~e~ pov -1]v. 

Frag. 1. 

Yet in spite of this the amount is constant: the wording 

of Frag. 5 is this time reminiscent of Frag. 3 of Zeno -

Raven maybe right (Op. Cit.) that it is a direct answer 

to Zeno and that to Anaxagoras Zeno's Frag. 1 demana.ed 

the reply: 

oihe yci.p ~o;:i o~~xpoU to~~ ~6 ye t"Aax~ o~ov, d."A"A, 

~"h.aoaov d.e C ( ~o yci.p tov o'Ox ~o~ ~ ~o ~T) o-6x elva.~ ) -
d."AX<i. lc.at ~oU ~eya"Aou d.eC to~~ ~et~ov. ltat toov to't"t 

~~ O~LXp~ ~A~6o,, ~po, ~a1.>~0 oe exaa~6V ta~~ xat ~~ya 

xat a~~lc.p6v. 

Frag. 3. 

You can go on halving a thing as many times as you can 

double it: there is no limit to divisibility, but this 

does not, as Zeno thought, destroy the reality of the 

matter so divided, nor will the division reach a stage, 

as it would for Empedocles, when your next cut will div

ide your piece of matter into two different (elemental) 

types of matter. The problem now is: how many infin-

itely divisible material entities, and of what sort, are 
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necessary to explain change? Greek philosophy is now 

intereste'd in physiology, and so he poses this question 

to himself with especial reference to the processes of 

'nourishment and growth: 

~,yap av ~X~~ ~PLXb, yeVOL~O 8pt~·X~L aap~ 
~x ~~ a~px6,; 

Frag. 10. 

Now since all things are infinitely· divisible, they 

cannot be composed of a finite number of Empedoclean type 

elements. As Aristotle pointed out (of. pp. 224 - 231 

sup.), any theory of elements entails a limit to divisib-

ility. The number of substances in the phenomenal world 

is infinite: so, too, must be the number of primary en

tities. 

~ut an infinite number of individual and separate 

entities, each homogeneous and unchanging, could only 

explain away an instantaneous universe. As soon as any 

change occurs the theory will have broken down. Conse-

quently his entities are not homogeneous. Both on the 

macroscopic scale (when 'all things were together') and 

on the microscopic all things must contain a portion of 

everything. The following fragments demonstrate this 

and make it clear that .it applies 'as in the beginning, 
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so too even now' • I omit from Frag. 4 as irrelevant a 

passage about animals and men and cities. 

~ou~wv oe ou~oo, tx6v~wv XPn ooxetv tvetv~L ~OAAd 
~e x~t 'ii:~V~Ot~ tv 7t0.0L.~OL' ouyxpLVOJ..LBVOL' x~t O~ep

J..L~~~ ~av~wv XP~J..La~wv x~t toe~, ~~v~oc~,.exov~a xat 
XPOLa, x~t ~oovd,. 

~ptv oe ~~OXpL0~YaL ~aU~a ~dV~WV 6J..LOU t6v~WV O~OB 
XPOL~ EYO~AO' ~V O~O€J..L,a• ~~€'JtillAUe yap ~ OUJ..LJ..LL/;L' 
~av~wv XP11J..Ld~wv, ~ou ~e oL epou xat ~ou l;~pou xat ~ou 
6epJ..LOU xat ~oU wuxpou xat ~ou AaJ..L~poU xat ~oU ~o~epou, 
xat y~' ~OAA~' tveoua~, xat O~€pJ..La~wv ~~eCpwv ~A~eo, 
o~oev tOLX6~wv ~AA~AOL,. o~oe yap ~WV aAAWV oUoev 
EOLX€ ~0 e~epov ~~ t~ep~. ~o'6~wv oe ou~w, tx6v~wv 
tv ~~ OUJ..L~av~L XPn ooxetv tvetvaL ~dv~a XP~J..La~a. 

Frag. 4. 

xat o~e oe taaL J..LOLp~C eCaL ~oU ~e J..L€YdAOU xat 
~oU OJ..LLXpoU ~Af16o,, xat ou~oo, cl.v ·et~ tv ~~V~L ~dv~a· 
o~oe xoopt, eO~LY e!vaL, ~AAa ~av~a ~av~b, J..LOtpav 
J..L€~BX€L. 0~€ ~O~AaXLO~OY J..L~ EO~LY e!v~L, O~X Q.y 

OUV~L~O xwpL06~vaL, o~o· av t~· tau~ou yeveaeaL, ~AA 1 

o~ooa~ep ~Pxnv e!vaL x~t vUv ~dv~a 6J..LoU. tv ~O.aL oe 
~OAAci. BY€0~L x~t ~li)y ci~mtpLVOJ..LEYWV taa ~M'}eo, tv ~ot, 
J..L€C~oaC ~e xat tAaOOOOL. 

Frag. 6~ 

o~ xexwpLO~~L ciAA~AWY ~ci. tv ~~ tVL x60J..L~ o~oe 

~~OX€:ltO~~aL ~€ABX€ L oiS~e ~0 eepJ..LOV ci~o ~ou wuxpoU 
ou~e ~o WUXPOY ci~o ~oU 6epJ..LoU. 

Frag •. 8. 
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It is over the·precise meaning of 'a11 things con

tain a portion of everything' that commentators especially 

disagree. The two halves of Frag. 4 and the phrase from 

Frag. 6 quoted.a.t the bottom o~ p. 259 show that it applies 

to both the original mixture and every portion that has 

separated off from it, however small. 

Frag. 4 lists among. the contents seeds having all 

sorts of shapes and colours and savours, all unlike each 

other, and infinite in nu~bers, and also the hot and the 

cold (cf. Frag. 8) and the wet and the dry (Anaximander's 

opposites) and the bright and the dark (Pythagorean) and 

earth, to which Frag. 1 adds ether and aer (ether meaning 

'fire') ·and Frag. 16 adds water (giving Empedocles' four 

elements), while Frag. 15 adds the dense and the rare 

(cf. Anax~enes). ~Vhen expressed in this way, the list 

surely appears to be, as Raven also holds it to be, ex

haustive in the sense that it includes absolutely every

thing that anyone· appears ever to have thought o_f as hav

ing real material existence. 

I cannot therefore agree with Tannery and Burnet 

who say -that th~ sole contents were the traditional op

posites, nor even with Cornford's indefinite number of 

pairs of opposites, or rather interconnected opposite 
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quality-things, that can never be separated into single 

opposites (cf. Frag. 8). I must, therefore, agree with 

Simplicius, Lucretius and AMtius (D. 59 A 41, 44 and 46), 

and with Bailey, Cherniss and Raven, that the contents 

include all the types of matter that there are. 

The next point of disagreement is whether these 

are contained juxtaposed in a" mechanical mixture, even 

though there can be no minimal particles, as Ross and 

Cherniss and Giussani agree however different their explan

ations are otherwise, or in a closer union, more like a 

chemical fusion, as Bailey puts it. I agree with Raven 

that neither explanation can be correct. As he says, 

neither a water-and-wine nor a sugar-and-sand illustrat

ion is apposite. 11The only possible analogy is that 

which the influence of Zeno clearly suggests, the analogy 

of the infinite number of points contained in even the 

shortest geometrical line 11 
( Op. cit. p. 129). But unlike 

the points, the parts of the mixture, however small, still 

have some magnitude, and are not all alike. I do not, 

however, believe that Anaxagoras, if pressed, could have 

given a completely satisfactory solution to this problem. 

I think that, like Empedocles, he had not fully worked 

out the implications of his theory. 
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Since we are considering the nature of.air, to en

ter any more fully into th~s controversy would be point-

less. The main point is clear: air is not an element, 

but a mixture of everything; and we may now pass on to 

the cosmogony in order to see how air is separated out 

from the original mixture, and what part it has to play. 

Fragment 4 described the original mixture - it had 

no xpo~~, it did not look like any particular thing. In 

other words it was more like the apeiron of Anaximander · 

that had likewise no specific characteristics than, say, 

the ·aer of Anaximenes. But Frag. 12 says; 

e~epov 08 o~Oev to~~v o~o~ov o~OevC, aAA' O~OOY 

· ~Aeto~a ev~, ~aU~a tvO~A6~a~a ev exao~ov to~~ xat ~v. 
' . 

Consequently even though the s~nses could not have picked 

out any individual thing in the mixture it was vaguely 

characterized by the fact that it contained more 'ether' 

(fire) and air th8Jl anything else, as Frag. 1 states: 

.• xat ~av~oov 6~ou t6v~oov o~Oev evO~AOV ~v U~o O~Lx

p6~~o~· ~av~a yap a~p ~e xat ate~p xa~etxev, a~~6-
~epa ~~eLpa t6v~a· ~aU~a yap ~ey~o~a EV80~LY tv ~OL~ 
au~~aoL xat ~A~6e~ xat ~eyeee~. 

When the cosmogony started it was fire and air that first 

separated out from the rest which is still described in 
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.Frag. 2 in Milesian terminology as the 'surrounding bound

less', the external store; 

xat y&p d~p ~e xat ate~p d~oxpCvov~aL d~o ~ou 

~O~~OV ~OU ~epLEXOV~O~, xat ~6 ye ~epLEXOV a~eLpOV 
~o~L ~o ~~fieo~. 

This separation that started the cosmogony was 

caused by 'Mind', Anaxagoras' answer to Parmenides' query 

about the moving cause. Mind is described in material 

terms (of. Empedocles' Love and Strife) but in a way that 

makes an even stronger impression that Anaxagoras was 

striving after the description of a non-material entity 

than we felt in the case of Empedocles. Again it is a 

case of Greek vocabulary lagging behind thought. I give 

the relevant fragment, No. 12, in English, because of its 

length~ 

The other things contain a portion of everything, 
but mind is not limited and controls itself, and is 
mixed with no.other thing, but is alone by itself.· 
For if it were not by itself but were mixed with.any
thing else, it would contain a share of all things if 
it were mixed with any; for in every thing there is 
a portion of everythin~, as I said.before (Frag. 11). 
The things with which 1t was mixed would prevent it 
from controlling any thing, as it does in fact through 
being alone by itself. 

It is the rarest and purest of all things, and 
it has complete cognizance of everything, and has the 
greatest power. It has control over everything that 
has life, both the-greater and the smaller. Mind also 
controlled the complete revolution, so that it began 
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to revolve at the start. The revolution started to 
revolve from· some small beginning, but it now revolves: 
over a larger volume and will do so over an even larger. 

Ivdnd also took cognizance of all the things that 
are mixed together and separated off (d~oxpLv6~eva -
separated into masses of individual substances) and 
split up (oLaxpLv6~eva - split up into component parts). 
lvdnd set in order all such things as were going to ex
ist and such as were in existence, things that are not 
now in existence, and things that do now exist, and 
such as will exist. It also set in order this revol
ution in which there now revolve the stars and the sun 
and the moon and the air and the ether (fire) that are 
being separated off. The revolution itself caused the 
separation off. The dense is separated off from the 
rare, the hot from the cold, the bright from the dark, 
and the dry from the moist. And many things have many 
portions; but_nothing is absolutely separated off or 
split apart from anything else except Mind. lviind is 
completely homogeneous, both the greater and the small
er. Nothing else is like anything else, but each in
dividual thing is and was most manifestly those things 
·of which it has most in it. 

Thus the separation off of fire and air that is the 

first step in the cosmogony was· c·aused by this force call

ed 'Mind' through the agency of a revolution that clearly 

descends from the 1\i.ilesian whorl. The description of the 

expansion of the volume affected by the revolution reminds! 

one of the modern idea of the evolution of the spiral neb

ulae (the stellar universes) from a small beginning under 

the twin influences of gravity and revolution, and of the 

theory of the 'expanding universe'. 

Fire and air separated off foremost because they 

were the 'things of which it has most in it' when the 
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revolution started. The full cosmogony is give~ in the 

following fragments, nos. 15 and 16: 

'&"0 f..LEV 'JtU')tVOV xa.t OL epov xa.L wuxpov xa.t '&"0 C';ocpepov 
tv6aoe auvex.wp~aev, evea. vuv <~ y~>, '&"0 oe ~pa.LOV xa.t 
'&"0 6epf..LOV xa.·t '&"0 ~~pov k~exwp~aev e t t;; '&"0 '1tp6aoo '&"OU 
a.teepot;;. 

~'JtO '&"OU'&" ~WV ~'JtOKp L VOfJ.S VWV 0Uf.J.?t'J1YVU'&"a. L yfj • bt f.J.E V 

yap '&"mv vecpeAmv uOoop ~'JtOXpCve'&"a.L, kx oE: '&"OU UOO.'&"Ot;; yfj, 
~X oe '&"fjt;; Yiit;; ACeoL 0Uf.J.'Jt'!1YVUV'CO.L 'O'Jto 'COU wuxpoU, OU'&"OL 
oe kxxoop~OUOL fJ.aAAOV '&"OU UOO.'&"Ot;;. 

Aristotle several times states. that a.te~p is the 

name given by Anaxagoras to fire, and he criticizes him 

for. this since the ancients believed the primary body in· 

the uppermost r~gion, called .by them a.te~p, to be differ-
. . . . . 

ent from fire. • This ether/fire Frag.· 15 ~~cates in its 

usual place at the periphery ·of the vortex, ** while the 

centre is the destination of that which is dense etc. 

(more accurately, which conta~ns more of the dense than 
. - . 

the rare, is most manifestly dense etc.). This is still 

the -traditio-nal centri·petal vortex in a fluid or gaseous 

--------------------------------------------------------. . 

Cf. de· Caelo 270 b 24 and 302 b 4, Meteor. 339 b 21. 

HK The centre is 'here where the earth is now' but was 
not- then,· if we read -f.) Yii; if not, -it is 'here where the 
dense is -now' ,- the fact ·that the earth "iS here as· well 
being irrelevant ... the earth and the ·dense now share the 
centre,--for--the-earth ·has-·the-·dense-around it and even 
inside it, in su?terranean cavities. 
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medium (of. pp. 233-4}. Once, however, solids have for-

med in Frag. 16 the revolution flings 'stones' off and 

these move outwards more than do liquids, because of the 

action of centrifugal force which in their case overcomes 

the centripetal force that prevails in the vortex as a 

whole. 

The parallelism between the motion of the dense 

to where the earth was not yet and that_of the rare 't~

wards the further part of the ether' might sugg~st that 

as the dense was not earth so too the rare was not ether, 

particularly since it would seem more meaningful to say 

that· the rare went towards the ether than that the ether 
b • 

went towards the ether. If it were·not for-Aristotle's 

identification of ether with. fire we· could,. then, perhaps 

say that·.~he rare was fire and the dense was water-vapour, 
. . . . 

so that we should (after the formation of the earth} have 

a consistent system with ether and fire together at the 

periphery -and earth and vapour at the centre, fire and 

vapour having in Frag.·ls lists of ingredients that cor

respond to the attributes of Heraoleitus' light and dark 

exhalations. 

This or something like this does in fact appear to 

be the interpretation of Bailey, who takes 'ether' to be 
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'sky' and 'aer' to be 'mist' (of. Kranz's translation: 

'Dunst'), a~d appears to take Frag. 15 to refer to fire 

and water. H (His account is not very clear.) 

Apart, however, from the fact that we should expect 

Frag. 15 still only to be dealing with the aer and ether 

of Frags. 1 and 2, and that the rare would have to differ 

from both fire and ether since ether 1! fire, the system 
. -· . . . 

of et~er and fire at the periphery and vapour or water and 

earth at the centre does not agree with the description 
. . . 

in Diogenes Laertius II 8 (D. 59 A 1) of the state of the 

universe after the developments of Frags. 15 and 16 

~wv oe aw~a~wv ~G ~ev ~apfa ~ov xa~w ~~~ov, <ili' 
. ~~v y~Y>, ~~ oe xoU~a ~ov avw t~Laxetv, ili, ~o ~Up, 

uOwp oe xat 6.fpa ~ov f..LB~OY. 

---~----------------------------------------------------
H 

-·In Op. cit.- p. 548 he ident-ifies the ·hot (fr.om the 
rare ·list of ·Frag.;··l5)-·with fire and the moist· (from the 
dense list) with water. On p. 546 note 4 he says that 
'-aer' is the vaporous ·misty air· of Anaximenes and 'ether' · 
the bright· clear air of the sky,·the.element of Empedocles. 
On· p·. ·41 ·he appears .to take Frag. 15 to· be chronologically 
posterior to·· Frag. 16. · · He sais that ·mist and sky separ
ated of-f first; he proceeds:··· ·Then 1 from ·clouds· water is 
separated off, from· water earth, and fro~r earth stones are 
solidified by··the cold'. Gradually these separated elem
ents ·(sic) b"e·gan to form themselves into a world". He 
now·quotes Frag. 15 in full, and·rounds it off with the 
phra·se "and these· formed the heavenly bodies"-·. · This seems 
to imp-ly· that he takes the rare etc., so~ fire, to ·be the 
substance of· the heavenly bo·dies and not;· as ... in the nor
mal·view, -the· 'stones' of the end of Frag. 16 which he 
leaves unquoted. 
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Here Diogenes not only identifies the rare etc. :K 

with fire but also by implication (ex silentio) with ether, 
. . - - . -. ... .. -- .. '- . . . 

an identification confirmed by Theophrastus de Sens. 59 

(D. 59 A 70) , where the dense is also ident-ified with a.er: 

't'O IJ.EV J.LO.VOV )ta.t A.e?t't'OV 6epJ.L6V, 't'o . oe '1t1nc.vov xa.t 

?ta.x;u '~ux.p6v, wa?tep 'Ava.E;a.y6pa., oL a.L pet 't'ov &.epa. "a.t 

't'ov a.teepa.. 

Thus Diogenes.a.ctua.lly describes a. state when the 

dense had parted from fire in Frag. 15 and had undergone 

the separations of Frag. 16 so 8s to give layers of _air, 
·- . . 
water, and earth. He is, in fact, saying that Anaxagor-

as' cosmogony leads to the standard stratification of the 

universe consistently described by Greek scientists wheth

er th~y believed, like the Ionians, in_a vortex, or, like 

Aristotle, in absolute weight and lightness, as the cause. 

Burnet accepts this identification of the rare and 

dense with ether/fire and air, and makes Frag. 15 describe 

a ··first stage, the separation of the great masses of Fra.g • 
. · . 

1 as in Fr~g. 2, and Fra.g. 16 the next stage, .with phases 

---~----------~-----------------------------------------

•. · The rare etc.· is called by· Diogenes •·the· light 
things•· .. he is ·using Aristotelian terminology, ·and ·he · 
simila.rly·substitutes the·vertical·.f'o·r the radial direc• 
tion although the form:er··is ··appropriate only to· Aristot
les•·theory of ·relative weight,-·not to a. vortex. Cf. 
the second paragraph on this page. 
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that !bllow the order o£ Anaximenes' density increases· and 

produce clouds, water, earth, and stones from air. This 

interpretatio~ is supported by Hippolytus (Ref. I 8, 2, 

D. 59 A 42): • 

't'O f.LeV o:t;v ?tuxvov 'lta.t '6ypov 'lf.a.l 't'O mr.o't'e 1. vov xa.t 
vuxpov xa.t ?tdv't'a. 't'& ~a.pea. auveX6etv ~?tt 't'O f.J.EOOY, ~~ 

~y ?ta.yeY't'WY 't'~Y yfjv U'ltOO't'~YO.I." 't'a 0' aY't'LXeCf.J.eYa. 
't'0-6't'oLt;;, 't'O 6epf.J.OY xa.t 't'O AO.f.J.?tpov "a.t 't'O ~TJpOv "a.t 't'O 
'lf.o'Ocpov, ett;; 't'O ?tp6aw 't'ou a.taepot;; 6pf.LfjOa.L. 

This is clearly a paraphrase of Frag. 15 with a summary 

of the origin of earth in Fra~. 16 inserted after the 

dense list, showing that Hippolytus took water earth and 

stones to be derived from the dense etc. He quotes the 

awkward phrase ~, 't'O ?tp6aw 't'oU a.taepot;;, which Burnet ren

dered 'towards the further part of the aether' an~ inter

preted as meaning 'the outside', ignoring the fact that 

• Here '6yp6v replaces the less familiar o~o.ep6v of 
Frag. ·15, and axo't'e 1. ~6v ~ocpep6v, while ?td.v:a. 't'a ··-~a.pea.. is 
added to the dense l1st (cf. ~a f.LeV ~a.pea. 1n D.L.): 1n 
the rare list 't'o Xa.f.J.?tpov is added (since it is opposed to 
't'o t;;ocpepov in Frags. 4 & 12 S·chorn is probably right in 
reading- it in Frag. 15}; while 't'o xotscpov (again· cf. D~L.) 
replaces ·'t'o apa.Lov· instead of being added to the·list. 
The. inserted phrase about. earth may perhaps- indicate that 
1) yn·.was in Hippolytus' text. The presence of this in 
Frag. 15_or of the parallel~, ~~v yfjv in D.L. is so·un-
certain that no interpret.ation should depend upon it. In 
my interpretation (v.- inf. and cf. p. 266 ad fin.) its-
presence or absence is immaterial. 
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the phrase must on his interpretation mean that ether 

·went to·the further part of the ether. The phrase must, 

if we acc~pt .that th~ rare etc.· is ether/fire_, be _inter

preted differently. • 

In Burnet's view, then, Frag. 2 states the fact of 

the separation from the mixture of Frag. 1 of its two 

greatest components, fire and air, and Frag. 15 explains 

it as -the separation from one another of ·some of the many •• 

ingredients that these components contain, namely of the 

K It. could· be said that Frag. 2 gives the first sep
aration of· ether and air from·the mixture, so that there 
is·· from the start ether contiguous to the·' surrounding 
mass' at the periphery of the small revolving volum.e, and 
that Frag.- 15 gives a later··stage when more ether parts 
from -air within the· now growing· v·olume ·and· moves towai'ds 
the ether that is ali'eady· at the pei~iphei'y. --- Alternat- · 
ively; since this· is over-subtle and prejudges the ques
tion·whethei' ·Frag. 15 is a later stage,·we·might say that 
the genit'ive is not pai'titive but possessive or de_f'ining: 
the fui'ther region .that belongs to, oi', as Aristotle would 
put it; is the proper place· of,·ether. Frag. 15 would· 
then assert that the dense· went,· during or after the· sep
aration, 'here whei'e it (eithe~ alongside ·or as the origin 
of earth according to the reading)· is now' and the rare 
'towards the· more ·distant ether-I'egion' , · i.e.- each to its 
prop~r place. Fr~g. 15 need not then be late!' than Frag. 2. 

JUE 

Fire and air are, of course, still mixtures not 
elements: Frags. 4 & 6 {p. 260) and 12 {-p~ 264)- make this 
cei'tain. Cf. Arist·. de Cael. 302 ·a 28-sq., whei'e·fire and 
air··are said to be mixtures--, and de GC 314 a 24sq., where 
they and ·water an·d earth are '1ta.Ya'1te:p1.J.Ca.L • A.ft·er their 
separation the rare etc. predominated in fire and vice versa. 
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opposite quality-things, each pair of which Frag. 4 states 

to have been present in the original mixture. Meanwhile 

Frag. 12 explains how the revolution started by Mind 

caused the separation of these pairs, but Frag. 8 reminds 
. . 

us that they are never completely sundered. • 

Then Frag. 16 des~ribes the solidification of earth 

and stones via clouds and water ~~o ~ou~toov ~~oxpLvo~evwv. · 

What is the antecedent to ~ou~toov? Burnet says air: in 

other words he takes the plural to refer to the members 

of the dense list, as did Hippolytus. KK Simplicius, 

however, quotes Frag. 16 (in Phys. 179, 3sq., D. 59_B 15 
. . . . 

& 16) just after Frag. 15 with connecting comments that 

refer to both the substances of Frag. 15 (which he calls 

~au~a) as ~pxoeL~ and d~~oua~a~a then state that things 

may 'solidify' or may 'separate off' from them; wher_eupon 
. . . 

he quotes Frag. 16. It appears, therefore, that he took 

both substances to be the antecedents of ~ou~ewv. 

K For Burnet ( cf. p. 261 sup.) the original mixture 
cons_isted ·solely··of the tradition·a1 opposites·· in dis
cussing them,· lioweve·r, he· wavers between the notions of 
OPP?~ite qualities and opposite things. 

MX Burnet ·reads ~ y~ in Frag. 15 and ignores ~vaaoe 
in··his translation: 11 

•• ·.come together· where the earth is· 
now"~ · This is ·conne_cted with ·his interpretation of Frag. 
16, cf. my caveat in note to p. 270 sup •• 
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The earth is, in fact, given as an example of what 

may separate off from the total contents of Frag. 15 by 

Simp.licius. Kranz's translation of Frag. 16, 'Aus die

sen sich abscheide·nden Niengen ••• ' , seems to show th~t 

he understood it to refer to the two great masses, and I 

too understand it so. * 
I see no difficulty in supposing that the clouds 

could have separated off from fire as well as air. Fire 

contains a predominance of the rare etc. over their op

posites; it nevertheless also contains portions of those 

opposites. Similarly air is not absolutely dense etc.,_ 

although it is so compared with ·fire. Fire and air are 

most manifestly fire and air but, like everything else, 
. . . 

they contain portions of everything, and in particular of . . . . . 

cloud. Consequently from bot.h_ there could separate off 

something that. would most manifestly be the clouds of 

Frag. 16. Since they are both stated to be infinite, 

--------------------------------------------------------
·K There is no statement that Fraga·. lS··and 16 were 

conse·cutive. lf they were, ·then··the··demonstrative· .is···· 
·actu·a.lly separated· from the· alleged· antecedent·, the dense 
etc.,· by the ·rare etc. and ·so· should b,e taken either· with· 
the rare ·etc., ·which is nonsense, or with all the neuters. 
lf t·hey were not-; then it might gr~atict;lly have any 
antecedent that we care to supply, 1nclud1ng· the· total . 
contents of· Frag. 15 that Simplicius supplies, or the words 
• fire and air' • It could not have the singular 'air'. 
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however small a percentage of their mass consisted of 

cloud or earth it would be enough when separated o·ff and 

massed together to provide all the cloud water earth and 

stones in the phenomenal universe.· K 

Moreover the theory that the clouds come only from 

the dense etc. depends· upon the assumption that Anaxagor-

as' air is the dark misty air of the Ionians. ''rhe dense 

and the moist and the cold and the dark' sounds it is true 

like the Milesian and Pythagorean aer, the Pa.rmenidean · 

night, or the Heracleitan dark exhalation, all of which 

had _been opposed to fire, like, in other words, water 

vapour rather than the true air that Empedocles called 

'ether' and distinguished from vapour; but compared with 
. - . 

fire Empedocles' ether and even Anaximen~s' invisible aer 

(denser- than fire but rarer than mist) would be dense etc. 

and since it, like everything else except fire, lacks 

light 1 _ it ·could legitimately be described as dark. We 

lmow JU£ that Anaxagoras was. as familiar with the e·clipse 

--------------------------------------------------------
]£ 

'rhis- can-·be so ·even· if· the amount of cloud etc~ is 
infinite, for we· alre·ady see in Fraga. 1 &· 2 that infinite 
air.~d ether separate from the infinite mixture. 

~ ~ , . . 

Kl[ cr. Hipp. loc~ ·cit. Sec. 9 and AUt. II 29, 6, D;. 59 
a 77. It is true· that ·Anaxagoras· speaks -of ·1 the dark'., · 
but this is a concession to his predecessors, cf. p. 261~ 
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explanation that entails the non-corporeality of darlmess 

as was Empedocles, and this alone serves to distinguish 

his aer from that of the Milesians and Pythagoreans. The 

latter also confused aer with void, but we know that An

axagoras •strained wineskins' and perfo~ed ·the clepsydra 

experiment, and' therefore knew that invisible air is cor

poreal. * He knew, therefore, of the reality and nature 

of Empedocles' •ether', of air in our sense of the word, 

and of its difference from water vapour. So it ·would be 

start-ling if his air were not descriptively similar to 

the ether of_E~pedocles, although not an 'element', and 

differently named. *• 
N.loreover if the dense of Frag·. 15 were vapour, 

--------------------------------------------------------
* Cf .• ·Arist. Phys. ·213 a·22 and·Ps• Arist;. Probl. 

914 b 9, D. 59 ·A 68, 69,· v·. ·p. 249 sup.. It is not · 
clear why he used these·experiments,·and he may in fact 
be open to Aristotle's criticism, cf. Cherniss p. 147. 

. ~ . . . . . . - - . . . . . 

~· Having adopted the- archaic us·e of the· word a.te'l1p 
( cf. · p. ·243) · for that· which· is at the· ·p·eriphery, eve·n 
though as·Aristotle complained he·meant by it fire·and 
not a spec_"ial celestial· subst-ance; ·he would be forced· to 
us·e the ·word d.'f)p for air, even· though··he-·meant··by it the··· 
true air ·called ·a.t·e'l1p by Empe docles and ·not m-ist. He may 
have avo-ided the word 1tUp in ·order to indicate that he· 
meant something different from the f-ire of·Heracleitus; 
either· becaus·e ·he knew this to be symbolic, or because,· 
like Aristotle, he misunderstood· ·it .. as a sole element, or 
becaus·e, being .. a· mixture, his fire was more like the dry 
exhalation: than like 'pure' flre. 
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either it or the clouds of Frag •. 16 would be otiose. The 

stages of Anaximenes were fire - wind - cloud - water -

earth - stones, and neither in the account by Simplicius 

nor in that by Hippolytus (D. 13· A 5 & 7, pp. 60~1 & 65 

sup.) does a stage of mist intervene between wind and cloud. 

Wind, between visible fire and visible cloud, must· consist 

of his invisible form of aer, and must, if we ar~ to press 

the striking analogy between the two men's cosmologies' 

phases, be that which correspo~ds to th~ dense of Frag. 
. . . . . 

15, which is between ether/f.ire and the clouds. If one 

grants invisibility to Anaxagoras' air (an9, it is· certain-
- ... 

ly invisible in Frag. 1), one should not, while explaining 

_away. the 'dark' of Frag. 15 as on p. 274, take the 'moist' 
. . .. . . . 

literally to indicate water vapour, for the invisible form 

of true water vapour is steam, which is.hot, but the dense 

list includes the term 'cold'. Thus the air of_Anaxag

oras corresponds to, but is not identical with, the invis

ible aer of Anaximenes (which must have been hot since it 

is only one degree less rare than fire and rarity correl-
. -· 

ates with high temperature - p. 56sq. - although he did 

not always realise this h~self). 

There remains to be explained the presence of 'the 

moist'. Now fire is pre-~minently dry., and since the 
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separation of fire and air entails the separation of.the 

dry from the moist (traditional opposites included in the 

mixture in deference to Anaxagoras' predecessors, v. p. 
. . 

261), the moist had to be given to air. But just as tl:!.e 

air is not as dense as cloud (aer) nor, qua invisible, as 

dark as thunder-cloud, nor as cold as hail (from ·frozen 
. . 

cloud), so too it is not as moist as cloud. 

Ritter and Preller, indeed, and Burnet, who is too 

much influenced by the apparent similarity between the 

cosmologies of Anaximenes and Anaxagoras (although he does 

not spot the point of p. 276), take the latter's air to 

be mist, as do Bailey and .Die ls-Kranz, and thus to be th:e 

sole source of the clouds. Raven, however, identifies 

it with the 'ether' o£ Empedocles, and so does Cherniss, 

with the w~se caveat (Op. cit. p. 1?9) that in neither 

case is atmospheric air per se meant. 

Atmospheric air was known by now to be a mixture, K 

arid this invisible air was one of the components of the 

mixture. For Anaxagoras, moreover, though not for Emped-

ocles, it was itself ~mixture. . Its properties we may 

say to have been those given under Empedocles on p. 243, 

--------------------------------------------------------. . 
H C£. pp. 172-3 (Heracleitus) and 233, 242-3, 250 

( Empedo cle s) • 
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to which we must add a density greater than that of fire, 

a lack of the absolute dryness that is characteristic of 

fire (the influence of Milesian and traditional ideas 
-· 

was so strong that even after Empedocles air neyer quite 
. . . . . . . 

broke clear from moistness· in Greek thought even when 

distinguished from vapour proper), and .a lack of innate 
0 • 0 

heat and light (which is as true of the invisible as of 

the black). By contrast Anaxagoras' ether corresponds 

to the fire which Empedocles confirmed as a real substance 

( p. 250 sup.). It is the rarest (and lightest) fo~m of 

matter, possessing innate heat and brightness, and is dry. 
0 0 -

It is not quite clear whether the corporeal light 

of Empedocles (p. 240) is distinct from fire or not. It 

is ·probably not; at any rate there is no such distinction 

for Anaxagoras - light is an ingredient of the mixture 
0 0 

that constitutes fire. Aristotle _specifically denies 

that light is fire just befo:re he objects to Empedocles'·

theory of light travelling (v. p. 240}, and in objecting 
• 0 

to Empedocles' and·Plato's theories of vision in de Sensu 

437 b 12sq~ he says that hot and dry are not properties 
0 - • 

of light. Consequently, althoug~ he does not name Anax-
. -

agoras here, his criticism nevertheless applies to his 

ether too. 
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Supplementary note:-

There is a ·further ··point in which my interpret
ation of Anaxagoras' cosmogony·differs·from that of Bur
net and most if not all others. · I give it- here in the 
form of this note since it is not strictly relevant to 
the nature of ether or air themselves. · 

· · ~ost interpretations make the cosmogony proceed by 
cle_ar-:cut stages in time analogous to the stages given by 
Anaximenes. ·This is not necessarily correct, for the 
following reasons. 

Fraga• 2 and 15_as we have seen apply to the same 
time; even for Burnet. Just as Frag. 4·explains the con-
tents of the mixture of Frag. 1; so Frag. 15 explains the 
contents of the mixe·d substances of Frag~ 2. · Frag. 16 
adds water and· earth to the· air and· fire, and so· completes 
the list of so--called·· elements, which· are also in the mix-
ture· as well as the opposite-s·. Frag. 16 has been taken 
as ·a late·r stage, so· that earth is posterior to. water and 
both to air and fire~· Yet Frag.-4 states in a striking 
manner that the· original mixture contained earth, a fact 
that has troubled many· scholars and led some·to turn·a 
simple genitive into an apparently irrelevant genitive 
absolute.- Surely Raven is right in believing that the 
contents: of the ·mixture include all previous so-called· 
primary entities as a· condemnation of their alleged prim
ary character and· yet, ·as· I believe, as ·a concession to 
the·fact they do appear to manifest themselves in the 
sense world. 

Now Frag. 16 may be logically posterior, but·I. do 
not believe it to be ·s·o chronologically. All its v~:rbs 
are in the present tense,· following the··p:resent participle 
(whereas the verbs ·of Frag. 15 are aorist). I interpret 
it thus: .ni'rom these ( sc.· fire and· air) while they· are 
being s·eparated ·of·£··( over·· a perioa:·of time·)· ·e·arth· is { dur
ing that· time·)· being massed together}·· for from the clouds 
(-that also arise from both fire and air during the· separ
ation)" water is being separated off (simultaneously), and. 
from· the ·wate:r earth; and from the earth stones are being 
massed together ·by the ·cold (that is an ingredient of the 
air that is· at the centre alongside the water- and the earth 
and is in contact with them), and these are moving outwards 
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more than is the· water (because of the speed of the rev-
olution; cf;. Frag.; 9 and p. ·2'67)". These stones fol'Dl 
the heavenly bodies (v. in£.). 

Frag. 12·shows the intimate connexion between Fraga. 
2, 8, 9, 13, 15, and 16: •'Mind set in order·everything 
that was' is and will be." (that is the sens·e, whatever· the 
true ·reading, c£. textual note in DK) -"·It· also set in or
der this· revolution in· which there· now revolve the stars 
and the sun and the moon and the air and the·ether (fire) 
that ·are being separated o·ff (or:· are separating off). 
The revolution itself caus·ed the separation o·f£. The 
dense is separated off (present tense, contrasting with 
the aorist used for· the start of the revolution) from the 
rare, the hot from the cold; the bright from the dark, 
and the dry from t-he ·moist-.- •.• --but nothing is· absolutely 
separated of£ or split- apart from anything :else except 
Mind11

• Note that instea.d o·f 'the revolution itself-caus-
ed the separation off', the reading of Schorn and DK, the 
manuscripts read 'this revolution caused ..• '. 

· He·re --both ·-the substances .of Frag. 2, fire a.rtd air, 
and the apparent· end product·s· -of Frag;. 16·, ·the heavenly 
bodies, are included in the same a·ct of ·revolution ('this' 
r·e·volutiotr a:ccor.ding to· the manuscript- readingr and sep--. 
aration:; an act in which the rare separates from the·dense 
an'd- so· on· (-as in· Frag. 15) - which would .be· strange if · 
opp·o·s.ites, e·lements, and stars belonged·to ·separ~te·s"tages. 
Stars and air and ·fire are mentioned toge_ther here· just 
as ·the· opp·osites and e-arth are together in .Frag. 4.. In · 
none of the·se ·fragments _is there any--mention of· chronolog
ical differences · other· than that· between the eras be fore 
and· after· the ~evolution started~ For this· ~ingle ·ac-t 
of commencement we have the aorists·of Fraga. 12 and 13 · 
a.n-a-15, all dealing with the motion, but· for the separat
ions we have either the-present: tense ·(ev~n·in Frag. 2!), 
which is· particularly not.iceable· ·in F·rags·. 9 and 16, or 
the--_-imp·erfect· (-continu·ous) ·of- Frag:.o-·13-, or the- perfects 
of· state ·of Frags;-5· and_·S; -8J:l.d-·even·-in.--the·-latte:r-case. 
the· per-f·e·ct· is· actually ·negatived, showing a lack of 
completenes.s of the- s-eparation. · The-only relevant _aor
ist occurs in Frag.-13; and there only· for a· reason: .... nAnd 
when· mind began to cause motion, it was continually ·sep
arating itself from all that was in·motion, and all this 
that ($t that time) mind s~t in motion underwent a process 
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of splitting up. While·the motion·and splitting up con
tinued, the revolution continually caused the splitting 
up greatly to increase". Here the emphasis is on the 
commencement and continu·at ion of the motion and of the · 
consequent splitting up of the source material; the mix
ture, and not on the separation off of the end-products. 

Thus there was, is now, and will be, a continual 
increase in the volume and mass affected by the revolut
ion: the separation off of the products is likewise con
tinual,·as the splitting up affects more and more of the 
mixture. (This is reminiscent of F. Hoyle·' s theory of 
'continuous creation' in our 'expanding universe'.) 

I conclude that the various separations and-mas
sings together are concurrent over a period that covers 
past present and future, and· not successive and already 
complete, and that· the process·es of formation of the dif
ferent end-products-may occur simultaneously.· The·re is, 
then, no set of··su·ccessive ·stages (mixture·-· opposites -
fire and air - water - earth - universe) as Burnet and 
Raven, and mutatis "mutandis Bailey, maintained; nor does 
cosmology only deal with the 'elements' and physiology 
with the 'opposites', as Peck claimed. · 

We have several times recalled that in the list of 
contents of the mixture Anaxagoras deliberately included 
all the basic ·entities of his predecessors. He embraced 
earlier ideas, refined or corrected them, and either ad
apted them·to or explained them·by his new theory (and in 
doing so condemned by implication ·their originator's · 
handling of them). He did the same·with their·processes. 
One single but complex process produced our universe, but 
he split its explanation, as he split that of its contents 
between substances and opposites, in such a way as to give 
a reconciliation of the theories of his predecessors. 

· The· opposites of· ·Frag. 15·· explain the ·formation of 
the ·•world.;.masses' of Heracleitus· ·or the 'elements' ·of 
Empedocles; and the process of formation of these is also 
simultaneously -that of the formation of the universe, ·· 
wnich is consequently stratified as in the traditional 
account (c£. p. 269)~ except that the heavens contain not 
only fire but also visible and invisible solids - and even 
these are paralleled by the 'earthy bodies' of Anaximenes. 
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'rhe- cosmogony, -then, was is and will be · just one 
process, as Heracleitus·also claimed (Frag. 30,·p. 136 sup.). 
It starts with a b-lend of the potentiality for separation · 
of Anaximander' s apeiron or· Empedocle·s' sphere ana the sub
stantial nature of Anax"imenes•· · aer, re-interpreted· as a mix-
ture containing most manifestly fire and true air.- It 
develops by a process of splitting up analogous to Anaxim
ander' s or·Empedocles·' in which there separate off a pair 
of substances whose opposed ingredients have affinities 
with the attributes of Heracleitus' exhalations or the 
light· and dark of the ·pythagoreans and Parmenides~ ·though 
they far differ from them, and with the opposites of Anax
imander. This separation also simultaneously causes cer
tain. parts of the whole to undergo changes parallel to the 
density increas·es of Anaximenes ·and the Way Down of Herac-
leitus~ As in the latter case, however, increased den-
sity is an incidental·· result ·not a basic·process, even 
though the proximate· ·cause is the same as for Ani.ximene·s, 
the cold- .rather than the solidifying fire of Empedocles. 

These changes, which produce a universe apparently 
made of Empedocles' four elements, result from a separat
ion· that is· itself not· a pure· ·and ·complete sundering: for 
simultaneous-with it is a regrouping,_as with Empedocles, 
that ··can·· be· ·calle·d-·mtxing·together- ("a'l>f.LJ..LCayeaea.L, Frag. · · 
17) or, when increased density results, massing together 
(auf.L?t~yvuaea.L, Frag·. 16}.- -- These simultaneou·s processes 
are summed up in the compound ·auyxpCveaea.L (Frag. 4), 
separation·with recomposi~io:n., wh~le the recomposition · 
itself is called ?tpoaxpCveaea.L (Frag. 14) being the op
posite of·the· splitting·up, c'ha.,c.pCveaea.L· (Frag.-13), that 
leads to ~eparation off, a?toxpCvea6a.L (Frag. 2). 

The process is, though single, just·as much a mix-
ture as are the substances that it affect's. Its· compon-
ents proceed concurrently and, as with Heracleitus, there· 
is no point in time when any-individual 'opposite' or·'el
eme·nt' ·is ·entirely·· isolated ~-only to ·Mind- c·an ·this o·ccur· 
( Frags ~ 6, 8, 12 ·and 13). As· ·with Empe·do·cles, the recom-
positions m~y give ~he' appe~rance. of ~ sham physical law,· 

· the attract1on of l1ke to l1ke ( cf. H1pp. Ref. I 8, 2, D. 
59 A 42). The proximate cause of the complex of simul-
taneous processes is the revolution, as with the Milesians, 
and the ultimate cause· (·demanded by Parmenides) is Mind, 
Anaxagoras'. major innovation. 
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It will be seen from this note that Anaxagoras was 

~t once an eclectic and an innovator. He was willing to 

incorporate into his very or~ginal theory notions. found 

in all types of previous theory, as if to say that one need 

not totally abandon one' .. s previous convictions in order to 

accept his own: if one d'iscards certain misconceptions, 

one will find that the old theory will fit into the new, 

provided that one accepts two new premises: that the Ur

stoff is not a single element or a mixture o£ a few· ele

ments or opposites, but a mixture of the infinitely numer

ous and infinitesimally small seeds of everything (includ

ing one's own hitherto favoured entities), and that there 

is a vortex that has a cause, the new postulate Mind, 

which includes .in its complex method of operating wha.tever 

method of change one has previously postulated a~ the sole 

method. 

The remainder of the cosmological and meteorolog

ical thought is less original, and is equally patent-ly the 

teaching o£ the Milesians, especially Anaximenes, brought 

up to date in the light of advances in~empirical knowledge. 

In Athens Anaxagoras was naturally credited with discov- · 

aries that had actually been made in Magna Graecia, known 

to him but not, hitherto, to the common people of·Athens, 
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for example the reflected light of the moon and the ex

planation of eclipses and darkness. 

In view of the comparat~ve lack of originality I 

shall not quote the sources in full, but give a summary, . 
indicating the reference to DK by "A'' pa·ssage numbers un-

I 

less otherwise stated, and naming the authorities. 

1. a. The earth is flat. 
Exc • As tron. ; 88 , Simp 1. . 

1, D.L.; 42, Hipp.;·87, 

b. Having come to the centre of the vortex, it 
there floats on air because of its large surface area and 
the resistance of the latter, 42, Hipp.; 88, Arist. Simpl.; 
89, Arist.; 13 A 20, Arist., there being no void, 42, Hipp.; 
68, Arist.. · 

c. The sea and rivers come from moisture that, 
evaporated by the sun's heat, falls as rain and settles 
upon the earth, and also from subterranean waters. The 
salt·is left behind by the evaporation. 1; D.L.; 42, 
Hipp.; 90 ARt. etc.; cf. Arist. lii1eteor. 349 b 2. 

2. a. The sun moon and stars are the 'stones' of 
Frag. 16, flung off upwards and heated in~o incandescence 
by the force of the revolution. 1, D.L.; 42, Hipp.; 12, 
Plut.; .71, AMt.. . 

b. The sun is referred to as: 
~uopov (red-hot mass, ·esp. of iron) o~d~upov. 

1, D .L. ; 2? Harpocr. ,; 19, Olympiad. ; 20a, S chol. Pind. 
Schol. Eur1p.; 72 1 Aet.. . 

~uAov ~millstone) o~d~upov. 19, Joseph •. 
ACeo, or ~e~po,. 3, Suid.; 12, P1ut.; 20a 

Schol. Pind.; 35, Plato; 42, Hipp.; 72, A~t.; 73, Xenoph •• 

c. The.moon is a a~epeoo~a otd~upov 77, A~t., and 
made of earth 35, Plato; 42, Hipp.; 77, Achill. A~t., or 
of stone 42, Hipp •• 

d. Stars are made of rock. 71, AMt •. 
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e. There are also dark invisible heavenly bodies 
(as Anaximenes thought) below the moon. 42, Hipp.; 77, 
ABt.. (The order of height is: bodies, moon, sun, stars.) 

f. At first the heavens revolved 'like a cupola' 
(of. Anaximenes), but later they received an inclination 
(cause unexplained). 1, D.L.; 42, Hipp.; 67, A~t •• 

g. The 'turnings' of the sun and moon in declin
ation are due to-air resistance (cf. An.aximenes). 42, 
Hipp.; 72, AHt •• 

3. The moon shines by reflected light. 
42, Hipp.; 76, Plato; 77, AHt •• 

Frag. 18; 

4. Eclipses of the sun are caused by occultation by 
the moon, ana of the moon by its falling into the shadow 
of t~e interposed earth or by the dark bodies, while the 
new moon is dark because it is in conjunction with the_ 
sun.· 42, Hipp.; 77, AUt, from Posidonius and Theophrastus. 

5. The Milky Way is the light (1 and 42 wrongly say 
reflected light) "of stars that are not drowned by sunlight 
when they are shielded from the sun by the earth. 1, D.L.; 
42, Hipp.; 80, Arist. AUt.. -

6. Comets are planets so close together that they 
seem to·touch. 1, D.L.; 81, A~t, Arist •• 

7. Shooting stars are like sparks from the ether (1 
says aer) that rebound owing to the revolution. 1, D.L.; 
42, Hipp.; 82, A~t •• 

8. Wind is air rarefied by the.sun 1, D.L.; 42, Hipp., 
and·when things that are burning up recoil and are thrown 
back up towards the pole. 42, Hipp.. Frag. 19 does not 
imply that wind comes from. water vapour, c£. Oherniss Op. 
Cit. p. 128~ Like Empedocles Frag. 50 it merely makes 
a weather-forecasting assertion: wind or rain follows the 
rainbow. 

9. Earthquakes are caused when the upper air falls 
onto the earth or the air below the earth; for this being 
moved causes the earth, which rests upon it, to rock. 
1, D.L.; 42, Hipp.; 89, AUt.. Alternatively, the ether, 
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which naturally moves upwards, is caught in hollows below 
the earth and so shakes it, for though the earth is actu
ally porous its surface is clogged up by rain. 89, Arist., 
who here rather misrepresents Anaxagoras, by referring the 
cause to ether (though Seneca in 89 also seems to suggest 
this) and by giving to it his own idea of natural upward 
motion, v. Cherniss pp. 207-9. 

10. Clouds and snow are explained as b~ Anax~enes. 
85, ABt.. For rain cf. Frag. 19. 

11. Thunder and lightning occur when part of the up
per e~her (fire) descends from above into the clouds. 
Lightning is the gleam of this fire, and thunder the his
sing noise of its quenching in the cloud. 42, Hipp.; 
84, Arist. ARt. Seneca. (1, D.L., oversimplifies.) 

12. Rainbow (also Mock Suns) is sunlight reflected 
in clouds. Frag. 19; 86, ARt.. · 

13. Hail comes when a cloud is thrust up into the 
cold upper atmosphere so that the water freezes. It oc
curs in summer and in warm countries since the greater 
heat elevates the cloud further from earth. 85, A3t. 
Arist. · Alex •• 

14. Night gives clearer audibility than day because 
the air, heated by the ·sun in the daytime, makes a hissing 
noise, but is calmer in the night's coolness. The air, 
when thus heated, has a vibratory-motion, made manifest 
by the motes in a beam of light, and it is these that make 
the hissing noise. 74, Ps. Arist. Probl. and Plut •• 

The most striking difference from the th~ories of 

his immediate predecessors is An.axagor_as' asse:rtion that 

the ~eayenly bodies are stones flung_off by centrifugal 

force and made incandescent by motion, although the lower 

ones (travelling in a cooler region) remain dark and in-

visible, No. 2 sup •• _It· obviously springs ~rom the idea 
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of Anaximenes about 'earthy.bodies' (13 A 7, Hipp. and 

A 14, AHt.). Ps. Plut. Strom. 3, 13 A 6, incidentally, 

while wrongly saying that Anaximenes' sun is of earth, 

attributes its heat similarly to swift motion, while Xen

ophanes gave the same explanation for his luminous clouds 

(pp. 124-5 s_up.). The reason why Anaxagoras not only 

returned to this idea of Anaximenes but also. applied it 

to all the heavenly bodies, which Anaximenes did not do, 

instead of adopting the view of most of-his immediate pre

decessors that the latter are -made' of fire or of incan

descent aer, will have been that the famous· Aegospotami 

meteorite appeared to him as to others (e.g. Diogenes, 

v. in£.) to confirm the view that he adopted. Of course 

the story that he predicted the meteorite's fall (c£. 1, 

D.L.; 6, Phi1ostr.; 11, Pliny etc.; 12, Plut.) must be 

false. 

The explanation of shooting stars (No. 7) is to us 

surprising, for the Aegospotami meteorite was in fact a 

large shooting star - shooting stars are in fact solids 

that are normally dark and invisible but that become in

candescent through friction when they enter the earth's 

atmosphere at speed. They are te~ed meteors or meteor-

ites according to their size: meteors are small and melt 
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right away, but the occasional larger body survives the 

heat in part so that the remnant crashes upon the earth 

as a meteoritic stone. Anaxagoras thought that the stone 

fell from the sun; but such objects are actually fragments 

of shattered comets. Comets are bodies composed of a 

large nuclear head that is a fairly dense mixture of small 

solid particles and gas and a tail, changeable in shape, 

that is a similar mixture, but so rarefied and tenuous 

that it is actual~y moved by the pressure of light photons 

from the sun. Anaxagoras' explanation of their elongated 

shape (No. 6) is quite wrong, and yet it is just meteors 

and cornets that in fact most closely correspond to his 

definition of heavenly bodies as a whole. 

Anaxagoras not only repeats the correct explanation 

of eclipses, but also correctly accounts for the phases 

of the moon (or at least for the new moon, No. 4). This 

shows as we have seen that he knew that darkness is absence 

of light and not a substance, and this knowledge of how 

the earth can occult the light of the sun enables him to 

give a reasonably correct account of the lJdlky Way. 

One of the consequences of Pa~enides' denial of 

the. void is that Anaxagoras retains the old Ionian idea 

that the earth is flat and rests upon the air. The use 
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made of this idea to explain earthquakes is ingenious, 

but it shows that the Ionians over-estimated the resis-

tance of air- cf. p •. 15 sup.: "G ases ••• are extremely 

compressible and elastic, but offer little resistance to 

a moving body unless compressed considerably". They were 

right to attempt to explain the degree of resistance by 

postulating a large flat contact area, but as long as the 

air beneath the earth could have free passage round the 

edges of the latter, its weight would ~ause the earth•to 

displace the air; and it would fall. * 

The 'strained wineskins' exper~ent (like attempt

ing to flatten an inflated balloon) demonstrates the com

pressibility and elasticity of air and also the strength 

of its resistance when compressed. But the conditions 

are different from those of the air beneath the earth. 

However Aristotle in de Cael. 294 b 13sq., D. 13 A 20, 

shows how the Ionians tried to circumvent the difficulty. 

The flat earth acts like a lid (or, as we should now say, 

like a piston) and the air ·.immediately below it has not 

--------------------------------------------------------
H 

There is no absolute up and down in the vortex as 
there is for Aristotle, only motion to and from the centre. 
The earth is already rotating at the centre, so that Anax
imander and Empedocles were, each in his own fashion, in 
fact more consistent than Anaximenes and Anaxagoras. . ' 
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room to get round the edges as above, but is compressed 

and stays still owing to the air still further below, 

just as water rests on air in the clepsydra experiment. 

Aristotle is speaking of Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Dem

ocritus, but the latter point is obviously particularly 

relevant to Anaxagoras. After he had performed such ex

periments the theory that. the earth floats on air would 

seem more plausible than it had, for example, to Xenoph

anes, to whose 'rooted' earth Aristotle had just referred 

in this context. 

In addition to the properties of air discussed on 

pp. 277-8 we find in Nos. 8 and 13 sup. an explicit state

ment of a property of air that must have been for a long 

time known by observation, and that is implied in the Way 

Up of Heracleitus: hot air rises. Winds may occur when 

things burn and move up towards the pole, and hail is for

med when heat pushes the clouds upwards, we are told. 

Nobody who has seen the smoke of a fire or the 

steam from a cauldron could fail to be aware of the prin

ciple, but we now have it made the explanation of currents 

of air that are not visible, in contrast to smoke and 

vapour. 'rhe reason for the rise of hot air is that it 

is expanded by heat -so that it is more rarefied and has 
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less weight per unit volume than the surrounding cooler 

air. It is consequently displaced upwards by that heav

ier air. Anaxagoras wa~ therefore on the right track in 

his alternative explanation of wind: air rarefied by the 

sun. The observation that such a rising air current may 

lift up a cloud is correct, in spite of Aristotle's lack 

of agreement with Anaxagoras over the cause of hail. 

'fhere is usually a rising column of air below a cumulus 

cloud, for example, as Uaedalus may have discovered. 

Quite remarkable is No. 14, the connexion of the 

observation of motes that oscillate in a sunbeam with 

the observation that audibility improves at night, leading 

to the correct conclusion that heat causes irregular 

shirrunering movements in the air, which may be .audible or 

may adversely affect the transmission of sound. This is 

an unusually good example of 'scientific method ' for a 

Pre-Socratic philosopher. 

To sum up, until the time of Empedocles air was 

either the primary substance itself or one of a limited 

number of primary substances, so that it would have been 

meaningless to enquire of what it is made. Anaxagoras 

denied that it was an element, and so he had to answer 

this enquiry. His answer was that it was made of all 
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the things that there are, of 'portions' of everything. 

Its presence was recognised by the fact that in what was 

most manifestly air there was more air than there was of 

all other things combined: but what this predominating 

thing is was still not really explained. (It subsumed 

certain of his. predecessors' 'opposites', but in a new 

and rather obscure way.) 

Later thinkers abandoned the idea of a thing cont

aining portions of everything, and explained the properties 

of air by describing the type or types of primary ~ntity 

of which it is composed, just as we explain them by the 

type of molecule or atom of which it is composed. The 

list of the properties of air known in the time of Emped

ocles and Anaxagoras, the first half of the fifth century, 

is practically as complete as can be ascertained without 

the use of modern laboratory methods and apparatus. In 

future we ·shall expect to discover not further properties 

of air, but advances in the theory of its composition and 

of the reasons for its possessing those properties~ We 

shall, however, meet with some theories that are less 

satisfactory than those of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, and 

especially with theories in which air is still regarded 

as a foru1 of water vapour. 
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The theory of Anaxagoras was at least as consistent 

and rational as any that could be arrived at on Ionian 

principles. The infinite store of matter is no longer 

conceived of as 'breathed in' by the world as if the lat

ter were ~live. Motion is not now an intrinsic property 

of matter, but is provided with an efficient cause. The 

cosmogony is entirely materialistic, and strife and justice 

no. longer rule. Its Ionian origin is manifest, but the 

acquaintance of its author with Pythagorean discoveries 

and mathematical theories, with the elements of Empedocles, 

and with the logic of Parmenides and ~eno, has completely 

transforme~ it. Concepts= unknown to the ~ilesians are 

included, for example recomposition (the sham physical 

law of· the attraction of like to like) and infinite div

isibility. 

Yet it is a difficult theory (witness the widely 

diverging modern reconstructions) and one that failed to 

win lasting recognition. The microscopic aspect is not 

satisfactory; to explain the infinite variety of phenom

enal substances by an infinite variety of primary substan

ces is not very fruitful, while infinite divisibility leads 

to insuperable difficulties • 

• ooo. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

IONIAN MONISM IN DECLINE • 

. 
. Infinite divisib'ili ty, important though it be to 

mathematics, is unfruitful when applied to physical theor

ies of the constitution of matter, and Anaxagoras had few 

followers (apart from Archelaus, v~ inf.). There is, so 

to speak, nothing for the physicist to get hold of - no 

minimal unit, no basic entity. Real progress was hence-

forward made by members of other schools of thought, who 

believed that matter was composed of fundamental indiv

isibles of some kind. 

Before passing on to thes·e, however, we must first 
. 

consider the final decay of Ionian monism. Aristophanes, 

in the Clouds passim, and Euripides, e.g. Troades 884sq. 

and in some fragments, refer to theories now current in 

contemporary.Athens that base the universe on aer or ether 

and even make it a god. Athens was not yet the leader 

of Greek speculation that it became under Plato and Arist

otle, but was already full of the ideas not only of Anax

agoras, but also of men like Hippo, Idaeus, Diogenes and 

Archelaus. These were ·not original thinkers, but just 
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eclectics, men of the second rank, vainly trying to fuse 

ideas from any source into a workable Ionian system. 

The abler among them still maintained the monistic 

hypothesis and tr1ed to mediate between one or the other 

of the Milesians and Anaxagoras, while those of less abil

ity frankly gave up the struggle and tried to build an 

Ionian edifice upon the foundation of a pluralism derived 

from Magna Graecia. In the mid .fifth century the Pyth-

agorean communities were being scattered, and it is not 

always easy to decide whether one of these minor philos

ophers is a refugee Pythagorean or a man trained in the 

purely Ionian tradition, a tradition that in the main goes 

back to Anaximenes. 

Hippo is an obscure. figure. His name may even 

have been Hipponax, and his origin is variously given as 

Samoa, Metapontum, Rhegium and Croton. His date-· must be 

later than that o£ Empedocles, for he criticized one of 

the latter's theories (v. inf.). He held that the basic 

substance-was moisture, from which fire originated, thus 

giving for the purpose of cosmogony two principles, the 

hot and the cold, cr. Hipp. Ref. I 16, D. 38 A 3~ 

ui. oe <6> 'Pnytvo, ~pxa, e~~ wuxpbv ~0 ~owp xat 

6ep~ov ~o ~up. yevv~~evov oe ~o ~Up ~~o ~oa~o' xa~a-
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vtxi;aa.L rcT)v rcoU yevvi)aa.vrco.; Ol1va.f.LLV auarci;aa.C rce rc~v 

x60f.LOV. 'CTJV Oe WUXTJV ~O'Ce f.LSV tyxe~O.AOV AB"(eL, ~O'CB 

Oe uOwp• xa.t yap 'CO a~epf.La. elvaL 'CO ~O.LV6f.LE:VOV ~f.LLV 

t~ ~ypoU, t~ o~ ~~OL WUXTJV yCvea6a.L. 

Alexander, 26, ·21, D. 38 A 6 (commenting on A:rist. 

Met. 984 a 3,· A 7, whe:re Hippo i.s stated to have been-me·n

tally inferior to Thales) says: 

~~~wva. tO'CopoUatv d.pxT)v 6.~A.m.; rco ~ypov d.OtopCa
rcw.; ~~o6ea6a.L o-6 OLa.aa.~i)aa.v-r:a. ~6-r:epov iSOwp tb.; ®a.'Ai;.; 
~ d.T)p tb.; ~va.~Lf.LBV~.; xa.t 6LO"(BV~.;. 

There :really is a doubt about the meaning of 'moisture' 

here, which we must try to :resolve. The othe:r ancient 

commentators too :readily jumped to conclusio~s. ~ Sim

plicius (Phys. 23, 22, A 4) names Hippo along with Thales 

as having posited ·vOwp as the principle, and (D. ~1 A 13) 

repeats the connexion between moisture (and its derivative 

heat) and. life and semen. Now this connexion is mention-

ed by Aristotle in Met. 983 b 17sq., D. 11 A 12, but he 

gives it as Thales' own reason for choosing water as the 

principle. In view of the Milesians' inter,est in -r:a 

f..Le-r:ewpa., e.g. the evapora.tion cycle, in contrast to the 

~ Sextus, Pyrrh. Hyp. III 30 and IX 361, D. 38 A 5, 
gives both water and fire_ (its derivative) as his princip
_le s; Ioann. Diac., A 6, even gives eartht .Philoponus, 
de An. 8"8, 2·3, A 81 li-ke· Hippolytus· and Simplicius, names 
\Sowp rather than rco ~yp6v. 
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physiological interest intro.duced by Alcmaeon,. it _is like

ly that this reason was actually given by Hippo rather than . . . . . 

by Thales, and read into Thales by Aristotle since no true 

account· of Thales' own reasons had survived. 

A~tius, IV .3, 9, A 10, says that Hippo postulated 

that the soul is from water, and Aristotle, de An. 405 b 

1 says: 

ttlnv oe cpoptt.LXWttepwv xa.t' UOwp 'tLVet,; 6.?te:cpf)va.v-to· (tt. e:. 
ttnv '<ipxf)v) xa.ea?te:p l?t'JtWv• ?te:Lae~va.L o' ~oCxa.aLv ~x 
~' yov~<;; ottL ?tavttwv ~ypa· xa.t yap ~Aeyxe:L ttou<;; a.l~a. 

cpdO'ltOV'tO.t,; 't'~\1 WUXfJV, <Stt L tJ yovn o'f>x a.l ~a. • tta.'6ttT]\I 0' 

'e:!va.L ttnv ?tp~'tT]\1 WUXf)V. 

Hippo appears to be attacking Empedocles here {cf. p. 295). 

At b 24 (A 10) Aristotle goes on to say that those who 

posit two contrary principles, e.g. the hot and the cold, 

equate the soul with one of these, and those who equate 

it with the cold give an etymological connexion between 

wuxf) and xa.ttaljru~L<;; (here, the coolness of the breath). 

Philoponus, ad loc. 92, 2, A 10, states that this refers 

to Hippo. Meno:p., Anon. Lond. 11, 22, A 11, _says .that 

Hippo connected moisture with perception, life and health. 

Disease comes-when excess of heat or cold causes the mois-

ture within us to change its state. This change may be 

one o£ rarefaction or condensation. 
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The connexion with breath and life in these pas

sages and the mention of condensation and rarefaction put 

one in mind of Anaximenes, and when one remembers that 

semen appears to be frothy. {v. inf.) rather than truly 

liquid, one is, I feel, led to conclude that Hippo prob

ably postulated as his principle moisture, water·vapour, 

rather than water as such - something like the mist of the 

later lvdlesians rather than .tne water of ·Thales. He may 

in fact have been.cor~ecting Thales.in the light. of sub

sequent advances: this is more likely than that he should 
. 

in spite of his awareness of the latter have gone blindly 

back to Thales' original assumption. 

He himself almost certainly employed the words ~b 

~yp6v, as indeed Alexander state~ {loc. cit. p. 296) and 

Menon's use of the later word ~yp6~T)' implies; and the 

uowp of the other commentator~ is probably due to their 

being misled by-the way in which Aristotle too readily 

makes him merely an inferior imitator of Thales. He may 

possibly have. avoided the word 6.'J1p for this moist misty 

substance either because he was formerly a Pythagorean 

(cf. Iamblichus' catalogue, D. 38 A 1) and associated that 

word with void or breath and not with sensibly moist wat

er vapour or because the work of Empedocles had rendered 
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that word temporarily uncertain in meaning (a£. p. 275 

note 2). 

Hippo's interests seem to have been predominantly 

physiological, and we have no information concerning his 

cosmogony beyond the bald statement of Hippolytus quoted 

on p. 295. Neither his physiological work nor his sole 

extant framnent are relevant, and we may leave him. 

Ion of Chios was a poet with an interest in phil

osophy. He was born about 490 b.a. and spent much time 

in Athens. He wrote at least one cosmological work in 

prose, and his theory was that everything went by threes, 

including the elements, which were, he claimed, fire air 

and earth (Isoc. XV 268 and ~hilop. de GC 207, 18, D. 36 

A 6). In his theory o£ triads he shows the influence o£ 

the Pythagorean triad~ beginning middle and end. 

Ion was one ahead of his compatriot Oenopides, a 

younger contemporary of Anaxagoras, who was an astronomer 

and geometrician. He preferred to postulate only two 

elements, fire and air, like some of the early Pythagoreans 

and Parmenides (Sext. Fyrrh. Hyp. III 30, D. 41 A 5). 

He is credited with having discovered (or plagiarized 

from Pythagoras) the obliquity of the ecliptic •. We have 

nQ details of his generation o£ the world from fire and air. 
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Of Idaeus of Himera we again know very little. 

His only mention in the commentators is in Sext. IX 360 

(D. 63)J where he is listed along with Anaximenes, Diogen-

es·J and Archelaus, as a believer in aer as the sole elem-

ent. Yet Zeller-Ne·stle and, hesitantlyJ Diels attribute 

to himJ totally without evidence, the theory of an inter

mediate element (~o ~e~a~u), with which I shall be dealing 

in connexion with Diogenes. 

This Diogenes was a man of greater ~bility than 

these others, and was the last major figure in the Ionian 

school before it turned from monism to the· atomic theory. 

He was, according to Diogenes Laertius, a contemporary of 

Anax~goras, by which is probably meant a younger contem~ 

porary. He came from Apollonia, by which the Phrygian 

Apollonia (cf._Ael. V.H. II 31, D. 64 A 3- where he is 

named along with Hippo as an atheist) is almost certainly 

meant, not the Cretan city. He must have come to Athens 

at some tbne, for his views are clearly parodied in the . 
Clouds of Aristophanes (e~g. 225sq., 264sq., et passim) 

and by Euripides (e.g. Troades 884sq.). Sbnplicius saw 

a copy of one of his books, the On ~ature, and also refers 

to accounts by Theophrastus, Nicholaus of Damascus, and 

Porphyry; Aristotle and A~tius also tell us much of him. 
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The br ie£ account of Diogenes Laertius ( ix 57,· D. 

64 A 1) includes the following: 

a~oLxetov elvaL ~ov ~epa, x6a~ou, ~~eCpou, xat 
XBVOV a~eLpoy• ~6v ~e ~epa ~UXV0'6~eYOY xat ~pGLo-6-
~eYOY 'f8YY1l~LXOY elvaL ~WV x6aj.LWV" ouOeV i:x ~oU ~t) 

ov~o, yCvea6GL ouoe et, ~0 ~t) Bv ~6eCpea6aL ••• 

Here we obviously have the tradition of Anaximenes 

with an addition made to satisfy the Eleatics. However 

grafts of later ideas were made upon ~he original stock, 

as Simplicius says in Phys. 25, 1, A 5: 

xat 6. Oe 6 'A~OAAWYLa~,,, axeoov vew~a~o, ye
yovw, ~mv ~ept ~a~~a axoAaadv~wv, ~a ~ev ~Aeta~a au~
~e~op,~evw' yeypa~e ~a. ~ev xa~a 'Ava~a"(6pav, ~a. Oe 
xa~a Ae'6xL~~ov Atywv· ~v oe ~ou ~av~o' ~'6aLv ~tpa 
xat o-3~6, 'P110LY lJ.~eLpOY elvaL xa.t ~COLOY, i:~ oiS ~UltYQU-
·~tYOU xat ~avou~tvou xat ~e~a~aAAOV~o' ~ot, ~d6eaL 
~t)v ~mv llAAWY yCvea6a.L ~op~v. xa.t ~au~a. ~ev ®e6~paa

~o' ta~opet ~ept ~oU 6Loytvou,, ''a.t ~o et, k~e i:A6ov 
a'6yypa~~a IIept m'6aew, i:~Lyeypa~~tvov ~t-pa aa~' AtyeL 
~0 e~ 0~ ~av~a yCve~aL ~a aAAG. NLX6AGO' ~tY~OL 
~ou~ov ta~opet ~e~a~~ ~upo' xat ~tpo' ~o a~oLxetov 
~C6ea6aL. xat oiS~oL Oe ~o e-6~aee, xat euaXAoCw~ov 
~oU ~epo, et, ~e~a~OA~V e~L~Oe'w' exe~v ev6~LOGY" 
OLo ~v y~v Ouaxcv,~ov xat Oua~e~a~A1l~ov o~aa.v ou 
~avu ~L ~~Cwaav ~pxt)v ~~o6e06GL" xat OU~W, ~ev ot 
~'av Xtyov~e, ~t)v ~pxt)v OL~pte,aav. 

That ~~P was his principle is clear from Frags. 4 

and 5, and I shall postpone discussion of the statement 

of Nicolaus until I have dealt with them. r.rha t it was 
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his principle is also s.tated by Aristotle (e.g. Jt:et. 984 

a 5, de An. 405 a 21)-, Fs. Plutarch (D. 64 A 6), AV,tius 

(A 7), and Sextus (D. 63). It was the substance of soul 

(Frag. 4, Arist. loc. cit. and A%t., D. 64 A 20) and it 

was referred to. as a god (Frag. 5, if DK's text be sound, 

and passages in A 8). 

Diogenes• reasons £or disagreeing with the plural

ists, particularly Empedocles, and adhering to monism are 

given in Frag. 2 (which is summarised with approval by 

Aristotle in de GC 332 b 12, A 7): 
" 

~~ot Oe .Ooxet ~o ~8v ~u~~av et~etv ~dv~a ~& ov~a 
d~o ~o'D a-6~o'D t'tepoLotSaeaL )tat 'to a-6'to el'vaL. xa.t 
't~tS'to euO~"A.ov• et yap 'ta ~v 't~~e 't~ x6a~~ ~6v'ta vuv, 
Yii xil.t. iSOwp xa.t 6.-P)p xat ?ti:Sp xat 'C'a it~~a oaa. cpa.Cve'ta.L 

· ~V 't~Oe 't~ x6a~~ ~6V'ta, et 'tO~~WV 'tL ~V e'tepov ~otS 
. t~epou,. e'tepov ov 'tT.J tOCq. cpuaeL, xat -~~ 'to a.-6'to ~ov 
~e~f~L~'te ~oA."Aaxoo' xa.t ~'tepoLO'D'to, o-60a~T.J ou'te ~Cayea-
6aL d"A."A~"AoL' -f}-O~va'to, o1S'te chcpf"A~aL' 'tqi t'tepcp <yevfaeaL 
d~o 'tOU ~'tfpou> oiS~e ~A.d~~. o-60' av OU't& cpU'tOV ~X 
'tfj' Yii' cp'DvaL ou~e ~~OY OU'tB a"A."A.o yevfoeaL o-6o8v, et 
~-P) oiS'too ouvCo'ta.'to ~o'te 'ta-6~o elvaL. d"A."A.& ~~v~a. 
,.;a.tS'ta ~x 'tatS a.-6'totS e'tepoLo-d~eva O.A.A.o'te dA."Aota. yCve't.a.L 
xat et, 'to a-6,.;o dv.axwpet. 

Simplicius, ad loc. Phys. 151, 28, D. 64 B 2-8, 

comments ·that at first sight he took this to mean that 

Diogenes' principle was something apart from the £our so

called elements, but that after Frag. 3, which states, 
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that the principle contains v6~aL, (cf. the vou, of Anax

agoras; but while the latter and Ernpedocles distinguished 

causes and elements Diogenes combined the two concepts), 

Frag. 4 makes it clear that living creatures come from 

this principle, which is aer, and get their soul and intel-

1 igence from it. Frag. 5, he adds, makes this clear. 

Frags. 4 and 5 show in fact that Diogenes' reason 

for the choice of aer for his principle was similar to 

that of Anaximenes (v. p. 50 sup.), while Frag. 5 shows 

that this aer, although a material element, has some af

finities with An.axagoras' vo'Of;; {and cf. the Heracleitan 

fire). -These fragments read thus in the text of DK: 

4. E~L oe ~po' ~OU~OL' xat ~aoe ~eyaXa o~~eta. [y

epw~OL yap xat ~a aXXa ~~a ava~veov~a ~WEL ~~ aepL. 
xat ~oU~o a~~ot' xat wux~ ~o~L xat v6~aL,, ilif;; oeo~Xw
ae~aL ~V ~~pe ~~ auyypa~~ ~~~avoo,, XaL ~aY ~OU~O a~

aAAaX6ij, a~o0v'{)pxeL xat ~ v6~0L' ~~L A€ C~e:L. 

5. lC.aC ~OL Ooxei: ~0 '!TJY v6~0LV exov elvaL 6 aT)p xa
AOU~evo, o~o -twv ~vepw~v, xat o~o ~ou-tou ~av~a, xat 
xu~epvaoeaL xat ~av~wv xpa~etv· a~~o yap ~oL ~ou~o 
eeo, Ooxet elvaL xat ~~t ~av ~~txeaL xat ~av-ta OLa~L

eevaL· lC.at ~v ~av-tt ~vet' vaL. xat EO'!L v o~oe ev 0 ~L 
~TJ ~E'!EXEL -tou~ou• ~e-teXeL Oe o~oe ev 6~oCw, -to e~e
pov ~~ e-tep~, ~XXa ~OAAOL ~p6~oL xat a~~ou -tou aepo, 
xat -t~' vo~aL6' etatv· €a~L yap ~oXu-tpo~o,, xat 6ep
~6~epo' xat wuxp6~epo, xat ~~p6~epo' xat oyp6~epo' 1c.at 
o~aOL~epo, xat 6~u~ep~Y XCY~OLY exwv, xat aXXaL ~oXXat 
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xat ~oov~, xat XPOL~' a~eLpOL. xat 
~ WUX~ ~0 a~~6 EO~LV, ~~p 6ep~6~e

~ ea~ev, ~OV ~eV~OL ~apa -~~ ~AC~ 

~~epOLWOLe, BVSLOL 
~av~wv ~mv ~~v oe 
po, ~ev ~ou e~w ev 
~OAAOV vuxp6~epo,. 

~mv ~~·v eo~' v ( t~e t 
O~OLOV oe ~ou~o ~0 eep~ov o~oevo, 
o~oe ~wv ~vepw~v ~AA~~OL,), ~AAa 

OLa~epeL ~ey~ ~ev ou, ~AA 1 wa~e ~apa~A~OLa elvaL. 
o~ ~ev~oL ~~pexew, ye o~oLov o~oev o&6v ~e yevea

_eaL ~WV ~~epOLOU~fVWV e~epOV ~~ ~~ep~, ~ptv ~0 au~o 
yev~~aL. ~~6 O~V. ~OAU~p6~ou eoua~, ~~, ~~epOLWOLO' 

~OAU~po~a xat ~& ~~a x~t ~OAAa xat ou~e 'oeav ~AA~AOL' 
eoLx6~a ou~e oCaL~av ou~e v6~CJLV '6~0 ~o\S ~A~6eo, ~oov 

~~6pOLW06WV. 0~, Oe ~av~a ~~ a~~~ xat ~~ XaL 6p~ 

xat ~XOUBL, xat ~V aAA~V V6~CJLV BXBL ~~0 ~OU a~~OU 

~av~a. 

SiiDplicius continues (Phys. 153, 13, B 6) that Die

genes showed that semen is ~veu~attwoe,. ( cf. p. 298 sup.) 

and that intelligence comes when the aer occupies the whole 

of the body along with the blood via the veins (Frag. ·s), 

and concludes that his principle was 'that which men call 

a.er' • (In spite of his first impression that it was not 

one of the so-called elements.) He then comments that 

it was strange to say that other things come from changes 

in aer and yet that aer is eternal (which is stated in 

Frags. 7 and 8). 

We are, as we have already seen, bound to agree 

with S~plicius that aer is the principle. What, then, 

of the statement of Nicolaus that it was ~e~a~~ ~upo' xat 
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&.~por,;? Simplicius repeats _the statement in Phys. 151, 

20, A 4: 

_e?te:Lot) oe: 'f) JJ.ev ttwv 7t'Ae:L6vwv tattopCa. ~Loy~v11v 
'tOV ~'JtOAAWVLa'tT]Y 6JJ.oCwr,; ~V~LJ.L~Ve:L 'tOY &.~pa. ttC6e:a6a.L 
'tO 7tpW'tO\I O'toLxe:t6v ~T]OL, NLx6'Aa.or,; OE ev 't~ Tie:pt ®e:wv 
7tpa.yJ.La.tte:C~ ttouttov tattope:t -to J.Le:tta.~u ?tupor,; xa.t &.~pot; 

tt~v &.px~v &.7to~~va.a6a.L. 

This passage occurs shortly after a full discussion of 

the pQint at issue in Phys. 149, 5, D. 63, w~ich is a com

ment on Arist. Phys. 187 a 12 (quoted as passage no. 3 on 

p. 32 sup., of. p. 39). I -give this discussion in trans-

lation because of its length: 

For all postQlate that this One is something cor
poreal, but some made it one of the three elements, 
e.g. Thales and Hippo water, Anaximenes and Diomenes 
aer, Heracleitus and Hippa~us fire ••• , while others 
made. it something other than the three, which is denser 
than fire and rarer than.aer, or, as Aristotle says 
elsewhere, denser than aer and rarer than water. Now 
Alexander thinks that-Anaximander postulated as the 
·principle the other kind of body apart from the elements, 
but Forphyry says that as Aristotle divides those who 
make the substrate body in an undefined sense from 
those who make it either one of the three elements or 
something else that is between fire and aer, Anaximan
der was the·one who said that the substrate was body, 
apeiron, in an undefined sense, not defining its form 
as either fire or water or aer, while he (Porphyry) 
himself, like Nicolaus of Damascus, attributed the 
intermediate to Diogenes of Apollonia. But it seems 
more natural to me according to the text not to under
stand it as body being divided from the elements and 
the intermediate, but as body being rather divided up 
into the three and the intermediate. For Aristotle 
savs: " ••• the substrate body, either. one of the three 

" 
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or something else that is denser than fire and rarer 
tha.n aer11 

, and he added concerning all the aforesa.id 
in common that such men 'generate the rest by rare
faction and condensation', and yet Anaximander, as 
Aristotle says, does not generat~ them .in. this way, 
but. by separation out from the apeiron. . · 

We must surely agree with Simplicius rather than with 

either Alexander or Porphyry. 

In add~tion to the passage under review, Phys. 187 

a 12·, o~er passages of Aristotle also mention an inter

mediate between fire and aer, namely de GC 328 b. 35 and 

332 a 21 and Met. .988 a 30. An in termed1a te between aer 

and water occurs elsewhere, as Simplicius says, nainely at 

Phys. 203 a 18 and 205 a 27, de Cael. 303 b 12, de GC 332 

a 21, and Met. 989 a 13, while one between fire and water 

occurs at Phys. 189 b 1. 

Burnet, E.G.P. p. 55 note 4, says: ''This variation 

shows at once that he is not speaking historically. If 

any ~ne ever held the doctrine of ~o ~e~a~~, he must have 

known which 'elements' he meant" • Burnet's conclusion, 

in spite of·the distinction between the rarefiers and the 

separators pointed out by Simplioius, is that although the 

word 'elements' is an anachronism Aristotle does .indeed 

mean Anaximander when he refers to the intermediate, but 

he is careless in stating which pair it was between. 
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Joachim' also (Op. cit. p. 224-5) takes the view 

just stated and quotes Burnet with approval. ~oth he and 

Burnet are convinced by the word ~epLeXeLv, which occurs 

in de Cae lo 303 b 12 and de GC 3·32 a 25, for they take it 

·to be an expression characteristic of Anaximander - but 

we have seen that it is a word widely used by or about many 

of the Pre-Socratics. 

Ross, note on Phys. 187 a 12, rejects the attribut

ion of the intermediate to Anaximander because of the ~oint 

about separation made by Simplicius, and says that the view 

in question is probably later, mediating between Heracleit-

·us and Anaximenes, Thales and Anaximenes, or Heracleitus 

and Thales. The theory is, because of the rarefaction, 

in the tradition of Anaximenes. It is not the view of 

Diogenes, for his principle· is definitely aer. There is 

no evidence for Zeller's conjecture about Idaeus. We must. 

therefore, says Ross, refer the belief to some member or 

members of the school of Anaximenes, and account for Aris

totle's variation by assuming (as, of course, do Burnet 

and Joachim) that the view was implied rather than openly 

stated. 

Guthrie, note to de Caelo 303 b 12 in the Loeb 

edition, agrees with this. I agree also. To put. the 
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view later than Heracleitus, when all three so-called 

elements have been suggested but have failed to satisfy,. 

rather than nrumediately after Thales has suggested water 

but before Anaximenes and Heragleitus have thought of sug

gesting aer and fire (so that there is no pre-conceived 

pair for Anaximander to go in between), seems to me to 

presen~ far less of an anachronism than that which Burnet 

is express ~y prepared to accept. 

I would add that although the variation sounds like 

eitheF carelessness on Aristotle's part or infeFence by 

him from what was not explicit, it need not have been so. 

'l•here is. one passage, de GC 332 a 21, in· which he mentions 

thinkeFs in the pluFal and specifies the inte:rmediates be

tween two of the paiFs, fire and aeF, and aer and wateF -

which reads moFe like attempted precision than careless-

ness. One might theFefoFe as plausibly say that afteF 

the time of Heracleitus there may have been a number of 

members of the school of Anaximenes, all 'raFefiers' and 

not 'separators', who postulated different points along 

the scale fiFe - wateF (ultra-gas - liquid) as the basic 

state of matter. The essence of this theory is that the 

states of matter form a continuum of increasing density 

oF Farity, but one state is to be chosen as pFimary. 
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Different choices of primary state would place the 

'principle' at different intermediate stages either between 

fire and aer or at aer or between aer and water, and all 

choices would be intermediate between fire and water. 

Aristotle's statements need not then be careless although 

they may well have been inferential • 
• 

This explanation particularly frees Aristotle from 

censure in the case of the intermediate between fire and 

water (Phys. 189 b 1). As a summary of the theories of 

several Ionians with different choices it is a less un-

satisfactory phrase than it would be if it were what it 

could literally be taken to be, a circumlocution for aer. 

In this connexion Cherniss notes * that Simplicius 

in his comment on de Cael. 303 b 12 names Anaximander as 

believing in that between aer and water, and ** that he 

also names him at Phys 458, 23, commenting on Arist. Phys. 

203 a 18. Cherniss, like Ross and Guthrie, takes the 

Phys. 187 a 12 passage as decisive against Anaximander. 

He points out xxx that in his note on the fire and water 

Ji 
Op. cit. 12 n. 52. P· 

HH 
Op. cit. 17 n. 70. p. 

HHH O 
P· cit. p. 54 n. 215. 
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passage Simplicius refers the intermediate concerned to 

Diogenes. Cherniss says that the phrase could indeed in

clude aer, which Simplicius knew to be the principle of 

Diogenes, although Aristotle in fact meant something in 

contrast to any of the four so-called elements, as his 

very next sentence showed. Cherniss then proceeds: 

-It would be possible to consider _it a reference 
to Anax~ander's apeiron; but the identification of 
Simplicius which was that of Nicolaus (cf. Simpl. Phys. 
25, 8-9) may have found support in such phrases of 
Diogenes as 6 ~~P xaAou~evo~ ~~o ~wv ~vep~~v (Frag. 
5, 1-2) which could be made to imply that Diogenes 
considered his principle to be not ordinary air but 
som~thing to which the term ~~P was extended, though 
wrongly, by men, perhaps a purer, less dense state of 
the principle than that found in the atmosphere of the 
earth. Warmth varies directly with rarity for him; 
and the purest air, in his sense of principle, would 
be that state of density and warmth midway between wat
er and fire. Air in this state is the soul, which is 
warmer (and rarer) than the atmospheric air, colder 
(and denser) than the air about the sun where the elem
ent is on the point of passing from air to fire (cf. 
Frag. 5, 12-13). Diogenes, then, made the principle 
not air in a general sense, but that air which was mid
w.ay between water (or vapor) and fire, at the point 
where it was in fact the soul. (In this manifestat
ion it may vary in warmth but only very slightly - Frag. 
5, 14-16.) But whether Aristotle was aware of this 
and means Diogenes here is uncertain. At·Met. 984 a 
5sq. he sa·ys Diogenes made air the principle. 

Whatever we may· think of the relevance of the pas

sage of Aristotle or the comment of Simplicius, Cherniss 

has given an excellent description of the aer of Diogenes, 

one with which I entirely agree. 
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As with Empedocles and Anaxagoras, we are dealing 

with a purer form of air than that actually found in the 

atm~sphere. ruuch of what has just been said is also ap-

plicable to the aer of Anaximenes. The continuity of the 

tradition from the ~'!ilesians to this latest of the Ionian 

monists can also be seen in the phrase from Frag. 5: 

xa.t '07to 't'OU't'ou 7td.Y't'a.f.: xa.t xu(3epvO.o8a.1. xa.t 7td.v't'c.ov 
,c.pa.'t'etv• a.'6't'O yd,p j..LO!. 't'O'U't'O 6eo(,; ooxe'C elva.!.. 

xu(3epvav appears to be an Anaximandrian word (of. D. 12 A 

15}, used also by Heracleitus and Parmenides, while its 

near synonym xpa.'t'etv occurs in one of Diogenes Laertius' 

apophthegms of '!'hales and was used in a similar sense by 

Heracleitus, Empedocles and .Anaxagoras. Both words were 

later similarly used by the Stoic Cleanthes. 

lhoreover Diogenes' use of the word ee6(,; is probably 

similar to the !hilesians', implying eternity (of. Frags. 

7 and 8, where the words &.CoL ov and &.ed.va.'t'ov recall Fraga • 

2 and 3 of Anaximander}; although it is even more similar 

to Alcmaeon's use (of. p. 113}, for if the text of Diels 

be accepted Frag. 5 asserts that aer is a god because it 

controls everything and is immanent in everything, in other 

words that it is in some literal sense divine. The I~~il-

esians were atheists in our sense of the word - they did 
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not recognise any divinity at all: Diogenes and others 

whom the ancients accused of being atheists, e.g. Hippo 

and Anaxagoras, recognised the divinity of some sort of 

principle or cause in some fashion, but refused, for their 

science, to make any use of traditional conceptions of the 

divinity of the Olympians. Their.real crime was that 

they substituted a physical entity for the Olympians, say

ing that what men call 'Zeus 1 is just aer or ether. To 

them the material principle was 'active' - it could initi

ate change, just as to Alcmaeon divinity was associated 

with eternity of motion, a characteristic of soul and of 

the purest bodies in the region of ether. 

Diogenes' cosmogony is, like Anaxagoras', of the 

Ionian type, but with the same important exception: the 

heavenly bodies are no longer glowing masses of aer or 

fire or collections of the bright exhalation - they are 

solids. They are not, however, simply lumps of rock or 

metal made incandescent by motion like those of Anaxagoras. 

The dark invisible stars in which Diogenes also believed 

are indeed of rock, and these may fall as meteorites; but 

the luminous bodies are given a rather more complicated 

explanation. The relevant passages, from A~tius, in D. 

64 A 12-14, follow in this order: II 13, 5: II 20, 10: 
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II 23, 4: II 25, 10. 

aLoy~V~' XL~poeL6~ ~~ aa~p~, 6L~~voa, 6e ~~~~ 
vo~C~eL ~ou x6a~ou. elv~L 68 6La~up~. au~~epL

~~pea6~L 68 ~ot, ~~vepot, aa~poL, ~~~vet, AC6ou, x~t 
~~p' ~~~o ~oih' ~vwvu~ou, · ?tC~~ov~~' 68 ~OAAaxL,: ~~t 
~~' y~' a~evvuae~L x~ea~ep ~ov ~v Alyo, ?to~~~ot, ~upo
eLom, x~~evexe~v~~ do~~P~ ~~~pLvov. 

aLoyev~, XLO~p08L6f\ ~OV ilALOV, et, OV d?to_ ~OV 
~te~po, dx~tve' ~v~~oa~~pC~ov~~L. 

aLoyev~, ~~0 ~OU dv~L~C~~OV~O' ~~ 6ep~6~~~L 

WUXPOU O~EVVU06~L ~OV ilALOV. 

The earth is still the central solid of an Ionian 

vortex, and like that of Anaxagoras (and Anax.imenes) it 

floats on the aer (cf. Schol. in Basil. :D;larc. 58, D. 64 

A 16a), a view parodied in Eurip., Troad. 884-8 and in 

Aristoph., Clouds 264: 

~ yf\, 5x~~~ xd?tt yf\, exwv e6p~v 
OO~L, ~0~ 1 el au, 6U0~6~~0~0' et6~V~L, 

Zeu,, et~' dvdyx~ ~uaeo' et~e vou, ~po~mv, 
~pO~U~a~~V 08~ ~aV~~ yap 6L' ~W6~0U 
~~Cvwv X8A8U6ou x~~a 6Cx~v ~a ev~~~ ayeL,. 

~ 6~0~0~' av~~, ~~~p~~~ ~~p, 0' BXBL' ~~V yf\V 
~e~~wpov ••• 

Diogenes Laertius' summary (continued from p. 301 sup.)_ 

reads: 
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OVO~aOLV etA~~utav xa~a ~V ~X ~OV 6ep~ov ~EpL~opav 

xa.t ~~~';;LV ~~o ~00 \jluxpoO. 

F'rom this we see that the earth was solidified by 

the cold as with Anax~enes. Empedocles' solidification 

by heat finds no favour with Diogenes any more than with 

Anaxagoras. The brief description of the cosmogony in 

Ps. Plutarch Strom. 12 (D. 64 A 9) shows the operation of 

the vortex according to the rarefaction and condensation 

theory more clearly than we learned it from Anaximenes, 

and at the same time reminds one of the commentaries on 

Frag. 15 of Anaxagoras, except that here (wrongly as it 

so happens) the author states that the lightest matter 

formed the sun: 

xoa~o~oLet 0€ ou~w,. O~L ~ou ~av~o, XLVOU~evou 

xa.t ~ ~EV ~paLoO t Oe ~uxvoO YLVO~evou, o~ou auvexvp~
aev -l;o ~uxvov aua~po~ij <~i)v yflv> ~oLi;aa·.L xat oihw, ~a 

. I • 

AOL?ta xa~& ~ov a-6~ov A6yov, ~a. <Oe> 'tou~6~a~a ~i)v li.vw 
~di;;Lv Aa~6v~a ~ov ~ALov ~~o~eAeaaL. 

It is only to this extent, that the light of the sun is 

due to the rays from the ether, sc. very rarefied incan

descent aer, that are 'fixed in' (A~t. II 20, 10, sup.) 

the pumice-like, sc. porous, solid sun, that Ps. Plutarch 

was correct in the assertion about the sun. 
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I quoted as passage no. 10 on p. 34 part of the 

difficult context the first two sections of Book II of 

Aristotle's :Meteorologica, and discussed its relevance 

concerning the theory of solstices to Anaximander on p. 

45 and to Anaximenes on p. 67. I also quoted as passage 

no. lOa the commentary of Alexander, derived from Theo

phrastus, which states that the t~eory concerned was that 

of Anaximander and Diogenes. Whether or not it has been 

correctly interpreted by Theophrastus as far as solstices 

are concerned, the whole context does appear to give a 

reasonably authentic picture of the cosmogonical process 

of Diogene s. 

In addition to passage 10, there is at Meteor. 355 

a 21 (D. 64 A 9) this similar passage: 

~0 0' ~~~0 au~~~CVeL X~~ ~o~~OL' ~AOYOV x~t ~OL' 

~daxouaL ~o ~pw~ov ~ypa, o~a~, x~t ~~' y~,, x~t ~ou 

x6a~ou ~oU ~ept ~~V Y~V ~~0 ~OU ~ACOU Sep~~LVO~evou, 

~ep~ yeveaa~L x~t ~ov oAov o~p~vov ~~~~e~v~L, x~t 
~ou~ov ~ve~~~~d ~e ~apexeaa~L xat ~a, ~po~a, a~~ou 
~OLBLV. 

From this and passages 10 and lOa {of which a fuller ver

sion appears at D. 64 A 17) we see that when the vortex 

commenced to revolve {or a vortex - for A~tius says that 

Diogenes believed in an infinity of universes}, the 
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progressive condensation, which proceeded in the order 

described by Anaximenes, first gave r~se at the centre of 

the vortex to the moist, viz. to denser aer than that at 

the periphery - just as Anaxagoras' solid earth was pre-

ceded (logically) at the centre by the dense. Subsequent-

ly continuing condensation produced solid earth, surroun

ded by a region that was still moist. H 

By this time the sun had formed - we are not told 

how the pumice-like solid had reached the upper region, 

but may guess that Anaxagoras' explanation applied - and 

was emitting the implanted rays of ether. Its heat there-

fore caused evaporation (rarefaction) of this moist region. 

Part was evaporated so as to produce the next rarer stage, 

the atmosphere, while part remained to form the seas. 

This subsequent rarefaction produced more material in much 

the same state as the original rare matter that occupied 

the peripheral region, and so 'the whole heaven was in-· 

creased' • The winds were also due to the same cause. 

The sea is salt because_ the sweet has evaporated. 

--------------------------------------------------------
H The word used by Aristotle for 'region' in the pas-

sage quoted is x6o~o,. This use of the word supports my 
interpretation of the same word in the footnote to passages 
nos. 1 and la of Anaximander, p. 31, whom I do not believe 
to have postulated an infinity of universes. 
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It is noteworthy that Diogenes is backward in his 

astronomy compared with Ana~agoras in that he makes the 

moon shine with its own light (D. 64 A 1~) and the sun be 

quenched by the cold (A 13). As for his meteorology, we 

only have two short notices (A ~6), both of which give 

traditional explanations of thunder and lightning, with 

the addition that if wind rather than fire falls onto 

cloud we hear thunder without lightning being visible. 

Finally-we may note that in Alex., Quaest. II 23, 
. 

D. 64 A '33, we see Diogenes' equivalent to the theory of 

·Empedocles concerning magnetism (v. p. 242). The lode-

stone, being rarer than iron, draws into itself the moist~ 

·ure from the iron (for all ductiles naturally give off and 

ab~orb moisture), and the iron is swept along by the speed 

of motion of that moisture. This is clearly a plagiar-

izing of the basic idea and a rephrasing in Ionian terms, 

with the substitution of the Ionian concept of rarity for 

the Western concept of pores. 

The Hippocratic de Flatibus 3 (D. 64 C 2) contains 

material derived. from Diogenes that amplifies what we know 

of his theories a little, and incidentally draws a verbal 

distinction between ~veU~G, breath within the body, and 

~~p, atn1ospheric air. The air is, though invisible, yet. 
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apparent to the reason because of its power. Wind, air 

in motion, can uproot trees, raise waves on the sea, and 

wreck ships. In winter the atmosphere, the whole air-

tilled interval between the earth and the heaven, is dense 

and cold; in summer it is soft and calm. The heavenly 

bodies move through a~r 'for the pneuma is nourishment for 

the fire, and fire deprived of aer could not live'. This 
. . 

is pre·sumably because aer when rarefied turns into fire, 

but for aer read oxygen and, unwittingly, this theory that 

air nourishes fire anticipates modern combustion theory -

by coincidence, of course, for the reason is wrong. Even 

the sea, the passage continues, contains air, or else fish 

could not survive (correct). The earth is the· base fpr 

air, and air supports the earth, nor is there anything 

empty of air. (Cf. Frag. 5, line 5.) 

This system of Diogenes is obviously Ionian theory 

brought up to date by one acquainted with the work of An

axagoras, but yet refusing to abandon the traditional 

monistic hypothesis as he had. Far more clearly thought 

out than its ancestor, the system of Anaximenes, it yet 

retains certain childish features, and although it might 

have been worthy of great acclaim had it been proposed a 

century or so earlier it is in its age, from the physical 
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point of view merely an awful example of science in decay. 

lt is a reactionary system produced in an age of progress. 

The surprising thing is that its author is the same man 

as he who wrote the impressive account of the veins in 

the human body, preserved in Frag. 6. 

Diogenes' contemporary A~che laus deserves consider-

ation, if there is any truth in the story that he was the 

teacher of Socrates. He was himself a pupil of Anaxag-

oras; and Eusebius (P.E. 504, 3) says that he took over 

the school at Lampsacus from him. He was probably an 

Athenian by birth, the first native Athenian natural phil

osopher (though some say that he was a Milesian and the 

first to bring Ionian physics to Athens~ ). Since he 

did not follow Anaxagoras slavishly, Simplicius, in Phys. 

27, 23, D. 60 A 5, comments: 

••• tv ~ev ~~IY€VBO€L ~oU x6a~ou xat ~ot, aAAOL' 
~€LpG~aC ~L ~Bp€LV.tOLOV, ~&, apxa, oe ~~, a~~a, a~o
oCOWOLV aa~sp ~va~ay6pa,. O~~OL ~ev O~V a~sCpou, ~~ 

~A~6€L xat dvo~oysvst, ~a,· apxa, ABYOUOL ~a, 6~oLo

~spsCa, ~L6ev~s' apxa,. 

--------------------------------------------------------
~ See Hipp. Ref. i 9, 1, D. 60 A 4; Simpl. Phys. 27, 

23, A 5; Sext. adv. lviath. vii 14, A 6 and ix 360, A 7; 
Epiph. adv. Haer. iii 2, 9, A 9; and contra;st D.L. II 16, 
A l.and Suidas, A 2. 
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Although he agreed with Anaxagoras' original mix

ture of seeds of everything, Archelaus went further than 

Anaxagoras, who derived from it two important but not 

basic substances, air and ether. Archelaus picked out 

the hot and the cold and made of them efficient as well 

as -material causes, the hot being in motion and the cold 

at rest, according to Hipp. Ref. I 9, lsq., D. 60 A 4, 

and Herm. Irris. 11, A 8. 'Mindi was therefore, says 

Hippolytus, a mixture of some kind. 

Moreover he.made aer an active principle in some

what the same way as Diogenes, although it was derivative, 

according to Sextus adv. Math. IX 360 and A~tius I 3, 6, 

both in A 7. According to Hippolytus and D.L. II 17, A 

1, aer, like earth, is derivative from water, though A%t

ius says that fire and water are derived from aer by rare-

faction and condensation. 

ive of the mixture. 

In any case aer is a derivat-

These notices are confusing, but already we see in 

Archelaus the typical eclectic. He added on to the the-

ory of Anaxagoras the most lasting of the traditional 

Ionian views, the opposition of the hot and the cold, and 

also that of the rare and the dense if ~e may trust A~tiu~ 

The adoption of the hot and the cold as causes, even though 
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they are derivative, may have been borrowed from Hippo, 

for whom at least one of the pair is derivative, while 

the emphasis on aer points to Diogenes. 

It is not clear in what way the actions of the hot 

and the cold, of aer, and of Mind as causes differ; but 

aer appears to be in some way parallel to Mind, and the 

latter may have been a mixture of the hot and the cold as 

Hippolytus thought, though a distinction is drawn by ~at

ius, if we compare I 7, 14, A 12, with II 4, 5, A 14: 

'ApxeAao, ~epa xat voUv ~ov ee6v, o~ ~ev~oL xoa~o-

7toLov ~ov voUv. 

Here the hot and the cold perform an operation specific-

ally.denied to Mind. Yet Clem. Protrept. 5, 66, A 11, 

says that Archelaus and Anaxagoras both set Mind over the 

infinite, and August. de Civ. Dei VIII 2, A 10, says that 

the relation of Mind to the seeds was the same for both 

men. 

The account of Hippolytus mentions aer and the hot 

and the cold in connexion with the generation of the phys

ical universe, Mind and the hot and the cold in connexion 

with that of living creatures. A%t. IV 3, 2. A 17, says 

that the soul is airy; while Philop. de An. 71, 17, A 18, 
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says that Mind is the cause of motion and that to cause 

motion is a function of soul. This is a comment ·on 

Arist. de An. 404 a 25, where the air-soul of Diogenes 

'and some others' , which both has knowledge and causes 

motion, is being discussed; and Philoponus specifies Ar

chelaus. 

These passages seem to suggest that aer and Mind 

are two aspects of, even two names for, the same thing, 

which in common parlance is called 'soul', a rational 

cause that for Archelaus either is a blend of the hot and 

the cold or else operates through these when they have 

been separated out _from the mixture. Archelaus learned 

one name from Anaxagoras and the other from Diogenes, and 

may possibly have called his cause 'aer' when dealing with 

inanimates and 'Mind' when dealing with animates. I am 

in agreement with Burnet (E.G.P. p. 360) that the replace

ment of Mind as the generator of the universe by something 

more physical and less rational was probably due to the 

fact that Leucippus' advocacy of a totally irrational 

cause, Necessity, had rendered a rational cause unneces

sary. 

In view of the· lack of clarity over causes it is 

not surprising that as with Hippo· (v. p. 296) our sources 
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differ: some make aer pr~mary, others derivative from 

water under the action of fire. It may be that A'etius 

was correct after all in making him derive fire and water 

from aer. We saw on p. 310 a distinction in the case of 

-Diogenes between elementary aer and the ordinary impure 

aer of the atmosphere, an impurity already recognised by 

Heracleitus, Empedocles and Anaxagoras. * Archelaus may 

have similarly thought of a primary aer over and above 

the impure aer derived from water. This primary aer 

must, since we are told that Archelaus agreed with his 

teacher over the constituents of the original mixture, 

have been a mixture from whose many components the hot and 

the cold could have separated in the manner described by 

Anaxagoras and referred to by Hippolytus ( loc. cit.). 

Now the hot and fire are alike, and indeed the hot 

was one of the constituents of Anaxagoras' ether/fire, 

while his water included the cold among its constituents. 

Moreover we saw on pp. 2.95-6 that Hippo's principles, 

water and its derivative, fire, were identified with the 

cold and the hot. It is not unreasonable, then, to sup-

pose that Archelaus made a similar identification. 

·---------------------------------------------------------
See p. 277 and the references given there. 
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If, now, we say that from the original mixture an 

active principle known as 'aer' or 'Mind' separated out 

two derivative principles (which in fact in its aspect 

'aer' it separated out from itself -which may be the reas

on· for their possessing the power to act as principles), 

and through them generated the universe, the hot, as fire, 

acting on the cold, as water, to produce impure atmospher

ic aer and solid earth, we obtain a coherent theory from 

all the confused authorities except one. Epiphanius, 

adv. Haer. III 2, 9, D. 60 A 9, says that Archelaus' prin

ciple was earth. (We may recall that Ioannes gave earth 

as Hippo's principle.) 

I suggest that the explanation for this lies in the 

fact that Archelaus said that living creatures at first 

sprang from the earth when it was warmed and the hot and 

the cold mixed to form slime and that only later did they 

commence to reproduce their own kind. The statement will 

then be on a par with the statements of D. 21 A 36 refer

red to on p. 122 that Xenophanes made earth his element, 

and with his F~ags. 27, 29 and 33. 

This tradition of creatures springing from earth 

mud or moisture, of spontaneous generation preceding repro

duction, is an old one, represented in mythology by the 
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Sparti (Sown Men) and by the lViother Goddess Earth herself' 0 

Philosophically it goes back to Anaximander (whose ~Ao~oc 

surrounding the first creatures represent the same idea 

as the 'wombs rooted in earth' of' the Atomists and Lucret-

ius) o From Xenophanes it proceeds through Parm.enides and 

Zeno, if' the commentators are to be trusted, Empedocles, 

Anaxagoras, Hippo, and Diogenes, to Archelaus, and from 

him to the Atomists and Plato. * 
From the hot and the cold Archelaus derived the 

universe in a typically Ionian manner, and the account of' 

Hippolytus (Ref'. I 9, D. 60 A 4), which I shall only sum-

marise because of its length, contains both vocabulary and 

ideas reminiscent of Anaxagoras o, 

After stating the separation of the hot, which is 

in motion, from the cold, which is at rest, Hippolytus 

says that the water, on being 'melted', flowed to the 

centre and there because of the heat aer and earth were 

generated. The aer rose and the earth settled below, 

remaining at rest at the centre since it was, so to speak, 

* Referencess Anaximander, D. 12 A 30; Parmenides, 
28 A 51; Zeno, 29 A 1; Empedocles, 31 A 72, 75 & 76, B 62; 
Anaxagoras, 59 A 1, 42, 62 & 67, B 4; Hippo, 38 A 6; Dem
ocritus, 68 A 139, B 5; Lucretius, V 783sqo; Plato, Aris
tophanes' speech in the Symposium and the Politicus myth~ 
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'no part of the whole' • The aer produced by the heat 

'took charge of the whole', and from its original combus-

tion came the heavenly bodies. The heaven was inclined 

and so the sun lit the earth and made the aer transparent 

and the earth dry. The earth was at first like a lake 

with a ridge round the rim. Proof of this is that the 

sun does not everywhere rise and set at the same time. 

Hippolytus concludes with the generation of living creat

ures that we have already discussed. 

The brief report of Diogenes Laertius (loc. cit.) 

confirms this account, and adds this interesting point: 

~p~o, oe el~e ~wv~' yevea~v ~~V ~ou aepo, ~A~~~Y. 

The cosmogony described in these accounts is clear 

enough and its derivation from those of Anaxagoras and the 

Ionians is plain. We can add only a few details: the 

passages in D. 60 A 15-16a tell us that Archelaus' account 

of the nature of the stars, the cause of thunder, and that 

of earthquakes, was similar to that of his teacher. He 

illustrated the account of thunder by the noise made when 

a hot stone is plunged into cold water. 

Burnet well says (E.G.P. p. 360): "The cosmology 

of Archelaus, like that of Diogenes, has all the charac-

teristics of the age to which it. belonged - an age of 
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reaction, eclecticism, and investigation of detail". We 

can sum up the whole history of Ionian thought so far, by 

saying that the basic idea throughout has been evolution 

from some infinite, originally amorphous, store of matter, 

the apeiron of Anaximander, whose physical description, if 

it is given one, is due to the presence in everyday exper

ience of the amorphous and chaotic substance called 'mist'· 

or 'cloud'. This visibly undergoes transformations and 

changes of state, one of which is the apparent change into 

invisible atmospheric air. As a result some form of air 

or some analogous entity was usually considered to be prim

ary (or at worst especially important) and to be also the 

substance of the soul and even of the gods. 

This gaseous substance, as we should now refer to 

it, seems to those who do not know that the atmosphere is 

a mixture·to have several forms- all characterized by 

motion so that either no cause for motion was deemed nec

essary or the substance was thought to contain within its 

own nature the principle of motion - and different members 

of the school chose different forms as primary. Forms 

corresponding to the names fire, air, and moisture (which 

are actually three entirely different and unrelated things) 

were normally chosen, but occasionally something that is 
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intermediate between them was postulated. Between fire 

and invisible air lies ether (in its original sense, not 

in that used by Empedocles or by Anaxagoras), which is 

the clear bright upper air or sky, 'blue fire' as Burnet 

calls it (Note to Plato's Phaedo 109 b 8), and between air 

and moisture lies aer in the original sense of mist. 

Evolution from this original substance produced, 

by means of a vortex, our universe, the detailed descrip

tion of which was continually amended as observation 

progressed, but whose character remained much the same, 

according to the picture of Anaximenes rather than that 

of Anaximander. The history of the school, then, is one 

of continual advance in physical knowledge, especially 

astronomical knowledge, until a stage is reached in which 

the now oub10rn original thesis can no lo-nger support the 

system. When this fact was at last reluctantly recog

nised, Ionia devised the atomic theory to replace it. 

It would appear that at this time in Athens there 

was considerable public interest in philosophy. Not only 

is the Periclean Age the age of sophistry, but also, 

thanks to Anaxagoras and Archelaus, the age in which the 

man in the street first became acquainted with the various 

theories of the east and the west. Aristophanes and 
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Euripides would not have made their allusions before an 

audience uninterested and uninformed, and passages of 

Plato such as Phaedo 96 A sq. and 108 C sq., which refer 

to Pre-Socratic theories as if well known, attest the con

tinuation of this interest. It is not surprising, then, 

that so popular a subject should have engaged the minds 

of men of the second rank such as the eclectics whom we 

have just been considering, but they made no really use

ful contribution to the Greeks' knowledge of the nature 

of air. 

.ooo. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

LATER PYTHAGOREANISJi AND PLATO 

The traditional Ionian monism having died a natural 

death, Empedocles and Anaxagoras having failed to convince 

with their versions of pluralism, and the Eleatic school 

being aphysical, the Fifth Century closes with two w..ajor 

attempts to give a satisfactory physical system, those of 

the later Pythagorean and later Ionian (atomic) schools. 

Since these existed concurrently and both had a long life 

and lasting influence, it will be confusing if we adhere 

to the method of discussion in chronological order. I 

propose therefore to examine first the Pythagorean theory 

together with its derivative, the Timaeus of Plato, and 

then the atomic theory. The former concentrates mainly 

on form and mathematical structure, the latter on matter 

and motion. 

In both cases although we still have only fragments 

of the work of the men themselves we have a voluminous am

ount of comment in comparison with that concerning the 

earlier thinkers. These men were of the same generation 

as either Socrates or Plato, and members of both schools 

were active contemporaries of Aristotle. Consequently 
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they are not treated by Plato or Aristotle as 'primitives', 

men whose work was hal£ forgotten even in their day, but 

as serious opponents whose theories are still alive and 

familiar. 

Since Pl~to and, particularly, Aristotle tend to 

be repetitive, and to be prolix in discussion, and since 

the doxographers furnish a great deal of matter that sim

ply repeats or complements what they have written, con- . 

siderations of space will henceforward forbid a continuat

ion of the method of fairly complete quotation of, or ref

erence to, the authorities. This applies particularly 

to the case o£ Plato himse 1£, for not only do the· ips is sima 

dicta exist, but they are. also easily accessible since 

there is only one dialogue, the 1'imaeus, with which I am 

really concerned. I shall therefore quote or refer to 

only passages of special interest or difficulty. and ~uch 

as may stand as individual examples chosen from many that 

contain the same thought. 

The two schools concerned, and Plato and Aristotle 

themselves, have received far more scholarly attention 

than the earlier thinkers with whom we have dealt, and. I 

shall necessarily be for the most part summarising that 

which is already known in a form relevant to my discussion 
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of gases rather than stating anything new. Where I am 

dealing with any point about which scholars are in com

plete or nearly complete agreement I shall content myself 

with dogmatic assertion, omitting even to give references 

in cases where they would be obvious or well known. 

First, then, we must examine the developments in 

Pythagoreanism after the Eleatic attack had shown that 
. . 

the theory outlined in Chap. 4 was untenable. It will 

be recalled from pp. 8lsq. that Raven believes that there 

was little change after the attack of Parmenides apart 

from the abandonment of the equation of unity with limit 

and the counter-attack that extra-cosmic void could exist 

(for breathing in) even outside Parmenides' sphere. lie l

is sus indeed postulated a spatially infinite One and re

iterated emphatically the denial of the void {Fraga. 3, 5, 

and 7, cf. Arist. de GC 325 a 14), and his reas_on may 

have been such a counter-attack. 

It will also be recalled that Cornford and Cherniss 

on the other hand both posit a form of 'number-atomism' 

for this era. Cornford claimed that until Zeno's attack 

geometrical magnitudes and sensible bodies were confused, 

but that the void and the breathing in, and his 'fiery 

pyramid', were abandoned nmnediately after Parmenides. 
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Raven postulated a major recasting after Zeno that 

led to a totally distinct third stage in which geometrical 

solids and sensible bodies were still identified· and mat

ter was infinitely divisible not atomic, being in effect 

space (the unlimited) limited by points without extension 

and lines and surfaces that gave it its form. I claim 

that this is far too close an approach to the Receptacle 

of ~lato and to the informed matter of Aristotle, too ab

stract an idea for the pre-Platonic era. 

Cornford, by contrast, believed that this stage 

was one of clarification only. In it mathematical and 

corporeal solid~ were eventually distinguished. He ad

mitted that the assoc~ation of four of the regular solids 

with the four elements may have been made before Plato by 

these Pythagoreans (as Burnet claimed and Raven agrees). 

Until this was effected they continued to believe in a 

thorough-going number-atomism like that evoked for this 

stage too by Cherniss. 

Before embarking on a detailed discussion I .shall 

summarise my own view of the development of Pythagorean 

theory. I agree with Cornford that Parmenides destroyed 

the early theory and that Zeno faced a number-atomism 

of the type that he and Cherniss postulate. I share the 
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belief that Zeno's attack did not cause the cowJnencement 

of a totally distinct third stage; but I claim that there 

was such a third stage nevertheless. For the number

atomists came face to face not only with Zeno but also with 

his contemporary Empedocles. ~~y third stage, then, con-

sists of a final realisation that void and breath (aer or 

pneuma) are distinct and of a gradual assimilation (as 

maintained by Burnet, E.G.P. p. 292) of the idea that four 

substances are essentially primary on the macroscopic 

scale. Silnultaneously geometrical researches revealed 

the.existence of certain regular solids (although their 

construction was not in all cases fully understood), and 

these were identified with the 'elements'. 

There was also a fourth, post-Platonic, stage in 

which the Pythagoreans adopted the 'fluxion' theory of 

numerical generation that gave the ultimate answer to 

Zeno, who had, so to speak, been temporarily appeased by 

the segregation of arithmetical number, geometrical mag

nitude, and sensible body, that f·orms the main part of the 

'clarification' of Cornford's third stage. The third 

stage ended at the point where Plato borrowed widely from 

Pythagoreanism in the Timaeus, and our estimate of the 

state of ~ythagoreanism then will depend, as will be seen, 
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upon our estimate of the extent of this borrowing and of 

the degree of Platonic originality. 

In detail, then, we may first clear Zeno out of the 

way. His arguments against the Fythagoreans were mainly 

mathematical, and since their subject matter concerns 

above all divisibility and motion their discussion is not 

relevant to a dissertation on gases except in that void 

was again denied and that their nature enables the advoc

ates of number-atomism to deduce its form in the absence 

of positive evidence (v. inf.). 

The main positive consequence of Zeno's attack, 

apart from the clarification referred to on p. 334, was 

the adoption of the 'fluxion' or 'dynamic' theory of num

erical generation in which the point 'flows into' a line, 

the line into a square surface, and the square into a 

cubic solid. This replaced the point-line-triangle-and

pyramid theory. Numerical generation was eventually 

realised to be logical rather than temporal, and geomet

rical solids to be continuous while matter, sensible sol

ids, are discrete. These realisations were probably 

concurrent with the 'fluxion' substitution, and the latter 

was probably finally effected in the 4th. century, even 

though some members of the school may have made it earlier, 
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for the process was known to Plato and Aristotle but it 

is to the earlier process that Speusippus Frag. 4, fol

lowing Philolaus, refers (D. 44 A 13}. 

Of far more importance physically were: firstly 

the attack on the void and on traditional theories of 

'becoming' by Parmenides, and secondly the proof of the 

existence of corporeal air by Empedocles. Between them 

these two events completely destroyed the original theory. 

Generation by breathing in had already been attacked by 
. 

Xenophanes, and was rendered untenable by Parmenides and 

Melissus, and the identification (or confusion) of void 

and aer was vitiated (or clarified) by Empedocles' cleps-

ydra. Moreover generation by breathing in aer was no 

longer satisfactory when aer had to be considered, thanks 

again to Empedocles, to be on a par with fire water and 

earth. For all these reasons I agree with Cornford that 

by the time of Zeno's attack the Pythagoreans had replaced 

their original theory by number-atomism, and with Burnet 

that sooner or later the four 'elements' had to be assim-

ilated for prestige reasons. I refer the reader to 

Cornford (Op. cit. pp. 58sq.) for his reconstruction of 

the number-atomism, which I have summarised on pp. 82 -

84 sup •. 
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There is little positive evidence for this number

atomism and so we cannot deduce anything much about aer 

from it. The denumeration procedure of Eurytus as out

lined on p. 84 may well have been that of hypothetically 

counting the point-atoms in an object, in which case it 

would be evidence of a sort, but it may equally well have 

been that of merely indicating the number of points in 

the (three-dimensional) outline of an object, whether 

considered as non-extended limits as by Raven or as points 

with magnitude as by Cherniss. Aristotle's description 

suits -the latter interpretation better; Alexander's could 

fit e i the r ( D. 45 , 3 ) . 

Ecphantus of Syracuse, of unknown date but referred 

to between Xenophanes and Hippo by Hippolytus (Ref. I 15, 

D. 51, 1) may possibly have been one of these number

atomists, but he may equally possibly have heard of the 

work of Leucippus and have tried to adapt atomism to Pyth

agoreanisrn. At any rate Hippolytus and A\\tius (I 3, 19 

and II 3, 3, D. 51, 2 and 4) both state that he believed 

in' indivisible bodies' or '~toms'; but whereas ~tius 

says: "He was the first to show that' the Pythagorean 

monads were corporeal." he also says that he made the void 

a principle as well~ this could be an inference made by 
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A~tius, for. Cornford claims that number-atomism did not 

postulate a void as did Leueippus, or at least that no

thing in Zeno shows that they did. If it is not :infer

enee but fact, and if Cornford is correct, we should have 

to say that Ecphantus was not a number-atomist. If it 

is inference, or if Raven is right in thinking that the 

Pythagoreans defended the void against Parmenides, he may 

have been one. The account of Hippolytus, however, if 

it has not been contaminated, clearly includes ideas due 

to Leucippus and Democritus but differing in detail. 

The ·phenomena are due to three ?ta.pa.A.A.a.ya.C of the indivis-· 

ible bodies, ~tyeeo~ ax~~a. o~va.~L~, not ax~~a. eeaL~ ~d~L,, 

and the cause· o£ motion is not 13dpo, or 7tATIY11, the two 

causes which the doxographers rightly or wrongly attrib

ute to the atomists, but a divine power which he called 

'mind' and 'soul'. ll.ioreover .A~tius (II 1, 2, D. 51, 3) 

says that he posited just one universe. (He is also 

noteworthy as having stated that the earth is not station

ary at the centre of the universe, but revolves round its 

own· axis.) 

All this ~ounds very much like deliberate correc

tion of the atomists, but it is hard to say whether it is 

a case of Ecphantus adopting atomism with reservations 
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or of a Pythagorean number-atomis~'s reply to the new 

theory, intended to show where the latter was wrong. On 

the who~e, especially in view of the statement of A~tius 

quoted on p. 337, I am inclined to take the -latter view. 

This, t~en, is all the positive evidence one could 

claim to have for number-atomism, apart· from any infer

ences that one may draw from Aristotle's comparisons of 

Pythagoreanism with atomism proper. 

A new stage in the development ensued when the 

Pythagoreans had to face in addition to the Eleatic attack 

the fact that Empedocles' four elements were gaining so 

wide an ear and did indeed seem to represent something so 

basic in the universe that they had to be taken into ac

count or explained away. The Pythagoreans were forced 

to consider afresh the problems of the constitution of 

matter and the apparent mutual transformations of the so

called elements. 

Things must still be numbers, they ~ould ponder, 

but the precise connexion between things and numbers must 

now be differently expressed from the old unit-point and 

aer/void idea or from number-atomism, which takes no real 

account of the basic differences between substances apart 

from the difference in the numbers of atoms that they may 
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contain. Different substances may have different propor-

tions of atoms, different A6yoL ~C~ew,, but if the atoms 

are all identical unit-points it is less easy to see how 

qualitative differences may arise than it is in the case 

of different proportions of Empedocles' non-identical 

elements. 

Even Ecphantus, who admitted differences in size 

and shape in his atoms according to Hippolytus' account, 

was constrained to add differences in o~va~L' in order to 

explain the objects of sense. This idea of 'powers' is 

a Pythagorean concept * that also appears in the Way of· 

Opinio~ of the renegade Pythagorean Parmenides xx, in the 

medical writers***, and in Plato's T1maeus (e.g. 33 A 

and 52 E). These 'powers' are in fact' the active aspect 

of the traditional opposites, the hot and the cold etc., 

and may well have been drawn up in a t_able like the Table 

of Opposites (cf. Cornford Op. cit. p. 47). P-lato gives 

such powers to the four elements as well as the special 

--------------------------------------------------------
This is another reason why I incline to the view 

that Ecphantus was indeed a Pythagorean number-atomist. 

Parmenides, Frag. 9. C f. p • 193 sup •• 

*** The term is attributed to the Pythagorean Alcmaeon 
in connexion with 'is-onomia' in A~t. V 30, 1, D. 24 B 4. 
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shapes that he makes the Demiurge impose upon them - the 

'powers' are theirs by nature and not so imposed. 

This mention of elemental shapes leads me to that 

which I believe to have been the Pythagoreans' new solut-

ion to the problems that we are considering. In spite 

of the appearance in the summary of Alexander Polyhistor 

(D.L. viii 24-33, D. 58 B la, v. p. 107 sup.) of some 

ve.ry early ideas and of the use of some anachronistic 

rlatonic terms it is probable that its main contents are 

relevant to the period under review (as .Cornford, pp. 3, 

13, 16 and 22, and Raven, pp. 159sq., agree). The sum-

mary is very long and covers much ground,·and for conveni

ence I quote Cornford' s tran.slation of Sec. 25, missing 

out the first two phrases as irrelevant and probably an-

achronistic~ 

From the One and the Indefinite Two came numbers; 
and from numbers, points; from points, lines; from 
lines. plane figures; from plane figures, solid fig
ures; from solid figures, sensible bodies. The elem
ents of these are four~ fire, water, earth, air; these 
change and are wholly transformed, and out of them 
comes to be a cosmos •••• 

Ignoring the (Platonic) indefinite dyad since we are only 

interested in physics, we may start our examination at the 

step from numbers to points. (The Pythagoreans who made 

the new advance that we are about ·to consider were trained 
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as number-atomists, so that these points will have been 

indivisible magnitudes.) 

The successive steps from the One to the four el

ements and the cosmos are given in more detail but in the 

same order and in s~ilar terms in Sextus Empiricus' 

account of Fythagoreanism in adv. hlath. x 276-283 (v. the 

translation of Cornford, op. cit. p. 16). He states 

that the plane and solid figures concerned are the tri

angle and the pyramid and that the 'fluxion' theory was 

later than this, and also that the mathematical points 

have no extension so that the line is length without 

breadth between two points. ~Vhether we agree with Corn

ford that this does not apply to sensible bodie~ and their 

component points or with Raven that it does (v. inf.), 

these two statements between them prove that the .theory 

concerned was held later than Zeno and earlier than Speus-

ippus. The conclusion of the account contains this sen-

tence, which may be compared with Alexander's summary: 

In this way, with numbers taking the lead the sol
id bodies are produced; and from these finally sensible 
bodies also: earth, water, air, fire, and in general 
the cosmos. 

With these two similar passages we may compare again the 

order of the list of' Pythagorean Tetractyes given by Theo 
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of Smyrna (v. Raveri pp. 155 and 158-9 where the relevant 

parts of the Greek text, 93, 19sqq., are quoted}. The 

tetractyes concern respectively: 

1. The numbers 1 - 4. 

2. (Thea's addition to the original list relevant to 
the Timaeus and not to our theory.} 

3. Numbers and the point, line, plane, and solid. 

4. Numbers and the 'elements': fire, air, water, earth. 

5. Fire, air, water, earth, and the pyramid, octahed
ron, icosahedron, and cube. 

6. Numbers and the growth of 1iving creatures from the 
seed to the three-dimensional complete body. 

The remaining five tetractyes are irrelevant here. Apart 

from the intrusive second, those I have referred to fol

low the same sequence of steps up to the four elements as 

the accounts of Alexander and Sextus. 

As far as geometrical solid figures we are on the 

familiar ground of the generation of the tetrahedron; but 

we must now decide whether the points did have magnitude 

or not. This decision will affect our interpretation of 

the next·step, from solid figures to sensible bodies. 

Although Raven's arguments (e.g. p. 107) for the 

interpretation of the line at this time as length without 

breadth between two limiting points without magnitude and 
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for analogous interpretations of the plane and the solid 

are very strong, and in fact convincing, I still cannot 

accept his conclusion that they apply to sensible as well 

as to geometrical solids and their components. He claims 

on p. 149: "The difference between geometrical solid and 

sensible body was a difference of degree rather than of 

kind. The nature of a sensible body was held to lie in 

its limiting surfaces; and so, in this respect at least, 

it was thought to differ from a geometrical solid only 

because it was less regular and more complicated .... the 

geometrical solid too ... , like the sensible object, must 

be embodied in matter". As I have already said, his in

terpretation of body is too Platonic, and the last phrase 

even reads suspiciously like Aristotle's informed matter 

or enmattered fo~n. 

I grant that geometrical magnitude eventually, after 

Zeno's attack had had time to penetrate, became regarded as 

continuous and infinitely divisible as Raven argues and as 

Cornford admitted (Op. cit. p. 59). But I agree wj_th the 

latter that the result of ~eno's attack was not the complete 

reinterpretation of figures and bodies alike, but the even

tual distinguishing of thes·e, which had been confused be

fore, the continuous geometrical figures being regarded 
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as the result of only logical generation, not actual 

generation in time, and sensible bodies as discrete and 

reducible to the indivisible magnitudes of which they 

were composed. If their unit-points had no magnitude, 

they would be 'nothing', and so would the ·bodies themsel

ves. 

The step from solid figures to sensible bodies, th~n, 

that Raven considered to be no real transition was no real 

transition in Cornford's earlier stages either (when the 

geometrical solid was also discrete), but it is now a step 

over a major obstacle, as Aristotle saw. (In Met. 989 b 

29sqq. D. 58 A 22, among other points, he asked how math

ematical figures could acquire motion and weight.) To 

cross this obstacle we need a bridge, a bridge between 

geometrical figures and the four Empedoclean elements, in 

fact, since these now have to be taken into account. It 

is the same obstacle as that which Parmenides had to 

bridge between his Way of Truth and his Way of Opinjon, 

cf. pp. 190sq .• 

At this point Raven demands no bridge, of course, 

but he nevertheless requires a 'subsidiary explanation' 

that will 'account for the palpable differences, other 

than those of size and shape, that exist between one body 
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and another' to replace the earlier explanation of qual

itative differences that he postulates, the varying pro

,portions of Liffiit and the Unli~mited in the A6yo' ~C~ew' 

(Raven, p. 150). 

The 'subsidiary explanation' advanced by Raven is 

the same as that which I advance as the necess.ary 'bridge', 

and is of the same kind as that which Burnet advance.d to 

account for the four elements for prestige reasons and as 

that which Plato employed in the Timaeus. It appears 

in the fifth tetractys of Theo (p. 343 sup~): . it is the 

ascription to each of the four so-called elements of the 

form of one of the regula~· solid~ of geometry .• 

If these solid figures were· in this context regar

ded not as continuous geometrical magnitudes but as dis

crete sensible solids composed of the appropriate number 

of unit-points with magnitude arranged in shapes sim~lar 

to those of the corresponding mathematical figures, our 

obstacle has been bridged. 

Plato's bridge differed in purpose, although not 

in kind; from that which I postulate and the 'subsidiary 

explanation' of Raven; for Plato's figures are there to 

provide only the element of limit or form, which is intel

ligible, and to explain the mechanism of change, while he 
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had to have recourse to the 'powers' (p. 340) for the 

purpose of providing causes for our sensations (v. Corn-

ford, Op. cit. p. 15). Yet it is for just that purpose, 

to explain the 'palpable differences', that Raven, for 

whom the Pythagorean solids, both geometrical and sensible, 

already have, as well as space for matter, limits for form 

and essence, believes the ascription of the figures to the 

elements to be serviceable to the Pythagoreans. 

I reiterate that Raven's interpretation of body 

smacks too much of Plato's form and receptacle, and now 

add a further objection to his theory: he has used the 

ascription for a purpose for which Plato found it inade-

quate. It is far more serviceable to the Pythagoreans as 
• 

providing a necessary link between (logically generated) 

geometrical figures and discrete sensibles that can also 

succeed where number-atomism per ·se had failed - in accoun-

ting for the four elements, as Burnet says. It was in-

deed used to explain qualitative differences too: but not, 

as we shall see, v. p. 354 inf., in the manner suggested 

by Raven (p. 157), who reverts for this explanation, once 

he has ·obtained his four elements, to the idea bf a ~6yo, 

~C~ew, concerning them - a proportion that worked in the 

same wa_y as that of Empedocles. 
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The ascription to the four elements of the regular. 

solid figures appears, as we saw, in Thea's fifth tetrac-

tys: 

~ ~~v y~p ~up~t, ox~~a ~up6,, ~o be 6x~ae6pov ~epo,, 
~o 6e etxooae6pov u6a~o,, xu~o' 6€ y~,. 

Speusippus is said by Theolog. Arith. 82, lOsq. (D. 44 A 

13) to have included in a book on Pythagorean numbers 

mostly based on f'hilolaus an account ~epC ~e ~mv ?tev~e 

shall examine shortly the question what is meant by the 

fifth figure.) A~tius (II 6, 5, D. 44 A 15, from Theo-

phrastus) confers the whole theory on Pythagoras himself 

with the comment that in this Plato 'pythagorizes': 

rruaay6pa, ~ev~e ax~~a.~wv ov~wv a~epewv, a~ep 
xaA.et'~aL l<at ~aa~~a~Lxd., ~x i.J.EY ~ou 1c.u~ou cp~ot yeyo
vevaL ~~y y~v, ~X 6€ ~' ~upa~C6o, ~o ~Up, ~X 6€ ~ou 
6x~ae6pou ~OY ~epa, ~X 6€ ~0'0 etxooae6pou ~o uOwp, ~X 

6€ ~ou 6w6exae6pou ~~v ~ou ?cav~o, ocpat' pav. 

The attribution of a t~eory involving the Empedoclean 

elements to Pythagoras is obviously absurd, and Burnet 

(p. 292 n. 2) says that Achilles in his extract from the 

same source says ot rruaay6peLoL. 

Cornford stated in Plato's Cosmology, p. 210; 
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that so far as we know no earlier thia~er had anticipated 

Plato's a~signment of these figures to the elements, but 

later changed his mind and admitted in Plato and Parmen-

ides, p. 15 n. 2, 'it is not impossible'. Raven accepts 

the assignment as we have seen, while Burnet believed that 

the elements were indeed built up from some of the geomet

rical figures, but not in just t~e way described here. 

Others have thought that Plato was definitely the origin

ator of the theory. 

Of course, on the supposition that the Timaeus is . . 
nothing more than an exposit ion with hardly any original 

additions of the doctrine of a Pythagorean predecessor 

(with whom Plato did not necessarily agree) the point does 

not arise: however even if we refuse to accept this, to 

me, absurd view, I see no reason why we should not attrib-

ute at least the germ of the theory to the late fifth 

century Pythagoreans and say· that they allocated the fig

ures to the elements in the way stated by •rheo even though 

they did not fully understand the mathematical analysis 

of the figures themselves. my rea"sons for this conclus-

ion are given in the following note: 

Raven (p. 150sq.) refers to two main grounds on 
which the attribution of thi~ theory to Philolaus or to 
any other Pre-~ocratic has been disputed. The first is 
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that the scholia on Euclid xiii 1, Vol. 5 p. 654, 1 Sei
berg, quoted as conclusive by Burnet, p. 284 n. 1, say 
that only three of the figures were ~mv Tiu6ayopeCwv, the 
cube, pyramid, and dodecahedron, while the octahedron and 
the icosahedron were ®eaL~~ou. The genitives here are 
interpreted by those of this persuasion as meaning 'the 
discovery of'. This view is supported by the words of 
Suidas s.v. Theaetetus: ~pw~o, oe ~a ~ev~e XaAO~~eva 
a~ epee\ eypaljre. Raven's answer to this is complete~ u But 
whatever its meaning (sc. eypaljre) it cannot mean 'discov
ered t~e existence of'; for in any case it is universally 
admitted that three of the regular solids were known at a 
considerably earlier date. It is most likely that The
aetetus first completed the theoretical construction of 
the figures; and that, as Cornford says (P. andP., p.l5, 
n. 2), is an entirely different matter either from the 
knowledge of their existence or from their association 
with the elements". 

In passing we may note that the dodecahedron is 
associated with Hippasus. Iamblichus more than once (v. 
D. 18 A'4) says that the reason for his death was the 
revelation of this figure. D.L. viii 79sq., D. 47 A 1, 
if the manuscript reading be right, says that Archytas 
first ' discovered the cube, as Plato says in the Repub
lic'. Diels doubtfully refers this to Rep. 528 B where 
Plato ~ays that 'the dimension of cubes and of everything 
that has depth' ... 'does not appear to have been inves
tigated yet'. There is no mention of Archytas here. 
It may be that what Diogenes is referring to here is the 
solution of the problem of the duplication of the cube. 
The third of the figures concerned, the pyramid or tetra
hedron, was of course familiar to the school from early 
times. 

The second ground is that since A~tius' list of 
figures is the same as that in the Tlmaeus it is evident 
that the former is derived from the 'latter. Raven points 
out that this is an ambivalent argument that could equally 
support the opposite contention, which I agree with Raven 
to be actually the case. 

Yet another argument is offered by Burnet. He took 
the Rep. 528 B passage translated above to refer to the 
delay in discovering the octahedron and icosahedron. But 
Shorey in his note ad loc. in the Loeb edition says: "This 
is not to be pressed. Plato means only that the progress 
of solid geometry is unsatisfactory", and says that he may 
or may not be referring to the duplication of the cube. 
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The only other possibly negative evidence that I 
know of is the statement of Aristotle in Met. 990 a 14 
that the Pythagoreans said nothing about fire or earth or 
the rest since, he supposes, they have nothing original 
to say about sensibles.- I agree with Raven that the ex
istence of Pythagorean astronomical theories proves that 
they did talk about sensibles and about fire and the rest, 
and I would add that the statements of Alexander, Sextus, 
and Theo that we are discussing rule Aristotle out of 
court. 

1f.here appears at first sight to exist one piece of 
positive evidence that our theory was held by the Pythag
oreans of the generation of ~hilolaus. Frag. 12 attrib
uted to Philolaus reads: xaL ~a ~ev ~a, a~aCpa, aw~a~a 
1tev~e ~v't'C, ~a ~v ~f/. acpa.C pq. 1tiip <,ta.t > uawp xa.t ya xa.L 6.1jp, 
xa.L o ~a, a~aCpa, 6Axa.,t, 1te~1t~ov. Burnet and Raven, un
like Diels ~v. inf.), confidently assert that this fragment 
refers to the five regular solids. Burnet, because he 
believes that Philolaus knew of only three of these, takes 
it to be one more proof that the so-called fragments of. 
Philolaus are spurious. Cherniss (p. 386) agrees with 
this, and so does Rey O~iaturite p. 9}. Raven says that 
irrespective of the question of the genuineness of the 
fragment all the above arguments prove that Philolaus 
could have held such a view. Since the fragment is, as 
I believe, probably spurious, and since its text is in 
any case doubtful, one had better say that it proves no
thing either way. 

If Philolaus himself or his contempbraries.did, 

as the above note shows to be at least possible and as I 

believe to have been the case, hold the view in question, 

what factor does the dodecahedron represent that some 

sources mention, since the elements are but four? It is 

most probable that it was associated with the sphere of 

the heavens. It is the figure that fits most closely 

into the sphere in which all the figures can be inscribed, 

and a spherical ball can in fact be made of twelve pieces 
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of flexible material sewn together in the fashion of a 

dodecahedron. This is said to be the share of the earth 

in the Phaedo myth (110 B) - the 'earth' here refers to 

the whole ideal world not just to this planet. In the 

Timaeus (55 C) too the dodecahedron is associated with 

the universe. As the 'hull of the sphere' (Philolaus 

Frag. 12) the dodecahedron has affinities with the ~~o

,w~~~~ of the Republic (616 C), and we may compare the 

use of the word ~p6~Lt;; in connexion with the sphere of 

the whole in A~t. II 4, 15, D. 44 A 17. In the passage 

quoted on p. 348 A~tius states that the sphere of the 

whole is from the dodecahedron. 

This seems straighforward enough, but Diels em

phatically refers Frag. 12 not to the solid figures at 

all but to a five element theory. The 'hull of the 

sphere' would then have to represent a fifth element. 

A~tius II 6, 2 says that Pythagoras made the universe 

~~o ~upot;; x~t ~au ~f~~~ou a~oLxeCou. Raven (pp. 154-5) 

admits that though the above interpretation is the more 

plausible this one is possible. There is no doubt that 

the fifth element was not an invention of Aristotle. It 

appears in Epinomis 981 C in the form of ether, and if 

not by Plato at least this work was by a member of the 
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Academy. Plut. de E Delph. xi attributes the theory to 

Plato, with the dodecahedron representing·heaven, light, 

or ether, or 'the fifth substance, the only body to which 

circular motion is natural .•• '. Cornford in Plato's 

Cosmology p. 220-1 gives other s~ilar references includ

ing so~e derived from Xenocrates. We even find that the 

fifth element is attributed to Occelus of Leucania., a Pyth

agorean whom several authorities state to have been plagi

arized by Aristotle in the de GC and one, Syrianus, when 

commenting on Aristotle's complaint that the I-ythagoreans 

do not say anything about the objects of sense, says to 

have been the source of the Timaeus as well. It is Sextus 

(adv. l~ath. x 316, D. 48, 3a) who says that Occelus antic

ip-ated Aristotle's fifth element. Olympiodorus (D. 42, 

5) associates Pythagoras (of. A~tius sup.} with Hippocrat

es of Chios in the belief that heavenly bodies are made 

of a fifth element. 

What are we to make of this? It is likely that 

at the end of his life Plato believed in a fifth element 

and possible that certain late Pythagoreans did too. It 

is certain that in the Timaeus the dodecahedron is not to 

be associated with it, but with the sphere of the universe. 

It is possible that the Fythagoreans other than any who 
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may have adopted both a fifth element and the ascription 

of solid figures to the elements. - and such men must have 

been few since there is no proof that the school took 

either step- ascribed four of the·f~gures to the Emped

oclean elements and the fifth to the universe as did Plato; 

but it is equally possible that they only employed four of 

the figures, as in Theo's tetractys, and that the appear

ance of the dodecahedron in some of the passages referred 

to is an anachronism due to confusion with Plato. 

I cone lude, then that the l)yth~goreans of Philolaus' 

generation proceeded along the path subsequently followed 

by the Timaeus at least as far as the association of four 
. 

of the figures with the elements, even though they did not 

know the theoretical construction of more than three of 

them (while Theaetetus worked out that of the other two), 

and even though they did not necessarily use them to ex

plain qualitative differences and change in precisely the 

same way as Plato ·did. I shall try to show that they 

may have given a relatively crude explanation that might 

yet have served as a hint towards Plato's more refined 

explanation, rather than have given an expla~ation along 

lines suggested by Empedocles as Raven seems to think (cf. 

p. 347 sup.). 
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Burnet (E.G.P. p. 293), accepting that they knew 

and used only the first three figures and employed one of 

them - the dodecahedron --for the sphere of the whole, 

believed· that they only made the equations of fire with 

the tetrahedron and earth with the cube. Following this 

hint Plato, according to this view, will then after the 

'discovery' _of Theaetetus have added the figures of air 

and water in such a way that this pair could be transmuted 
0 

into fire and vice versa while earth cannot be transmuted 

at all (cf. Timaeus 54 C). 

On this assumption Burnet maintains for our period 

too a Pythagorean dualism, with fire still serving as one 

element as it was for Hippasus, but with earth as the 

other and not air as it was in the Way of Opinion of Par

menides, which Burnet believes to have been purely Pyth

agorean - air in the Pythagoreans' early sense will hav~ 

lost favour because of Empedocles' demonstration of its 

true nature. Burnet claims that it was the existence of 

this fifth century dualism of fire and air that misled 

Aristotle into his misinterpretation of· Parmenide s' Night 

as earth (cf. p. 195 sup.). Cherniss demonstrated the 

fallacy in this last point, and although the whole idea 

1 is ingenio~s. it is untenable, as I now hope to show, and 

I· 
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must be rejected along with Taylor's hypothesis that Plato 

in the Timaeus is.teaohing a fifth century Pythagoreanism 

that has amalgamated with Empedoclean biology. 

Alexander Folyhistor.' s summary {v. p. 341 sup.) 

definitely attests to the fact that all four elements a

like f..Lerc·a.[36."A"Ae 1. v xa.t rcpe?teaea.t. 01. ' o"Aoov, and makes no ex

caption in the case of earth. The naming of the four 

most· basic substances 'elements' in our sources, and pos

sibly even by the Pythagoreans themselves, is obviously 

due to Empedocles; but in the latter's view they can never 

be transmuted or transformed - each is as permanent as 

Parmeni'des' One. Zeller claimed that the idea of the 

mutual transformation of all four is a Stoic contamination, 

but Delatte and Wellmann showed that it is a Heracleitan 

idea (v. Cornford P. & P., p. 13, and Raven, p. 161), and 

I agree. lYioreover Anaxagoras evidently believed in their 

mutual transformations (Frag. 16) and so did Anaximenes 

and Diogene s . Although members of different schools ex-

plained the mechanism of transformation differently, none 

of them specifically excluded earth, while all of them, 

like these Pythagoreans, believed the four 'elements' not 

to be in fact elemental. I believe in fact that these 

Pythagoreans accepted from Empedooles the idea that these 
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four substances wer•e physically - viz. on· the macroscopic 

scale - the most fundamental, and from Heracleitus (or 

from Ionian thought in general) the idea that all four 

could undergo mutual transformation, and that they. then 

put forward a the-ory intended to explain these ideas by 

postulating for the four substances four regular solid 

forms that could be transformed into each other. If one 

or, in the case of the tetrahedron and cube, more of the 

figures were broken up into the component unit-points with 

magnitude, lines, and planes, these could then be reformed 

into one or more of the other figures. 

This theory preserves the idea 'things are numbers', 

for the figures consist of a number of unit-points, and 

also gives a meaning to the A.6yot; 1-J.C~eoot;: this could refer 

to numerical ratios between the figures concerned, e.g. 

the octahedra of air have 6 points and the icosahedra of 

water 12, so that 1 particle of water could break down and 

reform into 2 of air and so on. Similar ratios could 

exist between the numbers of lines in the figures, but to 

Pythagoreans trained in number-atomism the breakdo\VU into 

points seems the more natural. We shall see how Plato 

employed the numbers of surfaces similarly. I believe 

this use of surfaces to have been Plato's amendment. 
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Raven admits (p. 162) that this regular solid the-

ory permits transformations, but cautiously says that the 

~ythagoreans may have been aware of this and content with 

it (as Aristotle was not) but that the doctrine of trans

formation may equally possibly have been inserted into 

the ~ythagorean framework by some little-known eclectic. 

Raven's interpretation of matter as space bounded by lim

iting points without magnitude does not, of course, bear 

with the idea o£ breakdown into points as well as does the 

rather more atomic interpretation that I suggest. 

I maintain that the ~ythagoreans were not just 

(as Raven says) 'content with' the possibility of trans

formations, but deliberately used them to explain qualit-

ative change. I also maintain that criticisms by Aris-

totle such as those in 1\oLet. 1028 b 16 and 1090 b 5 that 

the Pythagoreans thought of_ surface and line and point as 

being real entities, and more so than body and the solid, 

could well have been apposite to just such a theory as 

that which I have suggested. 

If a complete breakdown into points, or even only 
. 

as far as lines, were postulated, the difficulty that 

three of the figures hav~ faces based on the equilateral 

triangle while those of the cube are based on the square 
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would not be a difficulty at all, and earth could take 

part in the transformations. There is no need to reject 

the evidence of Alexander Polyhistor because of the dis-

, tinction drawn by Plato in the •r•imaeus or because Burnet, 

like Taylor, believed that Plato is giving the views of 

a Pythagorean predecessor with whom he h~sel£ does not 

in fact at all times agree. 

I£ my interpretation is correct, then, air was, in 

the form of an octahedron, one of four primary substances 

whose structure explained how 'things are numbers' and 

'the universe is a harmony'. It was capable of being 

transformed into fire or water or earth by the mathemat

ical rearrangement of its component parts, which were in 

my view indivisible magnitudes spiritually descended from 

number-a toms. 

Whereas in early days fire may have been in the 

sense discussed on pp. 96 and 104-5 the primary substance 

(at least to Hippasus and his followers) while aer played 

the part of a void separating the units of fire, air (I 

no longer spell it 'aer') and fire are now both equally 

members of a series of bodies that are composed of specif

ic structures, and these structures explain their chemical 

behaviour. I refer the reader back to what was said on 
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pp. 110-1 concerning the debt owed by science to the Pyth

agorean emphasis on quantitative and structural analysis. 

Having discovered as far as we can the nature and 

structure of air in later Pythagorean theory, we ought 

now to proceed to examine its properties and behaviour in 

our normal manner by examining the cosmology and meteor-

ology. Unfortunately information is almost totally lack-

ing for the reasons given on pp. 75 and 106 and also bee-

ause one can hardly expect confirmation of this sort from 

the authorities for a theory which we have failed to find 

detailed in those authorities and have had to infer for 
. 

ourselves. Our best source for this period should be 

~hilolaus; but in view of the spurious nature of some if 

not all of the fragments attributed to him he must be used 

with caution, and even from him we can learn little. that 

is germane. 

Concerning the cosmological views of other great 

figures, such as Eurytus and Archytas, we know little or 

nothing. There is one matter of sublunary interest that . 
is raised by a theor.y held according to Theo (v. D. 47 A 

19a) by Eudoxus and Archytas. Frag. 1 of Archytas argues 

at length with several pieces of observational or exper~ 

imental evidence a thesis also argued in slightly less 
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clear fashion bv Aristotle in de An. 420 a 30: the thesis 

that velocity and pitch are connected in sound. Accor

ding to Archytas high pitch is produced when the blow 

(struck or breathed) that originates the sound is quick 

and strong, low pitch when it is slow and weak, and the 

stronger sound carries further and faster because the air 

gives way to it more. Aristotle puts it from the hearer's 

point of view: high pitch penetrates (like a stab) a long 

way in a short time and vice versa. Both these views 

appear to indicate that the velocity of the transreission 
• 

of sound through air as a medium varies with pitch (though 

Aristotle hedges a little over this ) ; but modern theory 

is that the velocity of transmission is constant, but the 

frequency varies with pitch. The frequency is determined 

by the number of 'blows' per second in the (vibrating) 

source of sound, in other words by the velocity of the 

movement of the source. Archytas' viewpoint is therefore 

nearer to the truth than is Aristotle's. Considering the 

lack of modern measuring. instruments it is a ver~r credit-

able performance of the Pythagoreans to have co:rn.e so close 

to the truth. 

This thesis has, however, taught us nothing fresh 

about air itself, only about what happens when it is used 
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as a medium. Incidentally it will be recalled that it 

was in connexion with an earlier Pythagorean, Alcmaeon 

(v. p. 204), that we first met this capacity of air for 

transmitting sound. It was natural that a school two of 

whose major practical interests were medicine and music 

should consistently interest itself in the ~heory of sound 

and hearing. 

The little information that we can gather about 

astronomical matters is hardly more helpful to our pur-

pose than the theory of sound has been. We have already 

discussed on p. 100 the cosmogony attributed to Philolaus 

and seen it to employ air in a more or less Ionian manner. 

We have also seen on p. 102 that Philolaus is credited 

with the belief that the purpose of respiration is to cool 

the body by drawing in air; and we have seen how Cornford 

showed the connexion between the cosmogony and, the physi-

ology. So far air seems in practice to have had Ionian 

nrouerties. 
... .L 

To this we must add a connexion with Ernpedocles • 

. AHtius (II 20, 12, D. 44 A 19) ascribes to Philolaus a 

development of Empedocles' 'double sun' theory (cf. p. 239 

sup.). The actual heavenly body is a glass-like mirror 

that reflects to us the light and heat of the cosmic fire 
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' that is in the heaven (whatever that fire may be). That 

fire represents a prior sun, the glass-like body a second, 

and the reflected beam that we actually see is, so to say, 

yet a third sun. The famous Pythagorean theory of a Cen-

tral Fire round which the earth revolved was also probably 

a development of the Empedoclean extrapolation from the 

correct explanation of lunar light, and in fact Burnet (p. 

298) claLmed that the cosmic fire of the A~tius passage 

referred to this Central Fire, 'the heaven' being a refer-

ence to the sublunar region. I make no claim to decide 

the question whether or not Fhilolaus believed in the Cen

tral Fire, but whatever his belief I do not think that 

A~tius was referring to that theory here but to a separate 

Pythagorean 'treble sun' theory. We know that more than 

one astronomical theory was current in the school, and we 

also know that the Pythagoreans paid attention to the views 

of Empe docles • 

.Another obscure passage of A~tius (II 5, 3, D. 44 

A 18), dealing with the destruction and nourishment of the 

universe, mentions 'exhalations' which reminds us of the 

influence of Heracleitus on the school. 

It remains to state that whatever the status of the 

earth, whether it was a particularly important planet· or 
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the actual central body of the universe, the one thing 

that none _of the Pythagoreans of the era believed about 

it was that it was a flat body floating on air as was be

lieved by Anaxagoras and his fellow Ionians. 

From these scanty notices it is probably safe to 

conclude that in concentrating mainly on positional astron

omy the Pythagoreans were content to take over what seemed 

best in Ionian or Empedoclean astrophysics. Consequently 

·on the macroscopic scale, since they had certainly accep

te·d Empedocles' And Anaxagoras' demonstrations of the 

error- of their ways in their former interpretation of aer, 

they will presumably have now thought that the properties 

and behaviour of air were as described by those thinkers 

and the contemporary Ionians. 

To concl~de, the Fythagoreans' particles of air and 

the others, in spite of their capacity for mutual trans

formation, have some affinities with the atoms of Leucip

pus, and so do the units, the indivisible magnitudes, from 

which they are generated. If rlato had not intervened 

and, as we shall see, deliberately reformed the theory in 

such a way as to oppose it to atomism, I think it very 

probable that not only Leucippus but the Pythagoreans too, 

men of the cast of Ecphantus and of the little-known 
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Xuthus, would have arrived at an atomic theory. (Xu thus 

is said to have been a Pythagorean, and to have been assoc

iated with an argument in favour of the void, but whether 

he argued thus before or after the work of Leucippus is 

not known.) The details of such a theory would have dif

fered, for there would have been a greater emphasis on 

structural regularity and change would have been explained 

in a way capable of giving rise to numerical formulae. 

The direction of development would have been away 

from the idea that mathematical objects, points etc., can 

be the elements of the bodily and in a diametrically oppos

ite way from that taken by ~lato on the question of the 

existence of the void. Whatever we may think of the 

bridge between geometrical solid and sensible body that I 

have suggested to have been built. during. the period just 

reviewed, Aristotle's attitude, which can be summed up as 

'things that consist of their points or figures are not 

solid enough', seems justi~ied. But what would he have 

thought of our own non-material sub-atomic basic entities, 

our particle-wavicles? 

Had the Pythagoreans been able to proceed undis

turbed by the 11imaeus, and had this dialogue not had such 

a great influence on European thought, it is possible 
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that atomic theory would have been established perm~nently 

by the Greeks - even though it would still have had to wait 

at least nearly as long as it did before assuming its mod-

ern form. Instead the enthusiastic experimenters of the 

early alchemical age were forced by the deadening influence 

of Neoplatonism into the mystical nonsense that character

ized the 'science' of the lvi.iddle Ages. 

It is in this connexion (as in a very few others) 

that 1 can find some sympathy with the view often expressed 

during the past few decades by historians of science who 

are not professional classical scholars that Plato was a 

disaster of the first magnitude for the history of science. 

Some classical scholars have felt this too, but the recent 

trend in criticism seems to be in the direction of absol

ving Plato from much of the ·blaxne he has been apportioned 

for discouraging the use of 'scientific method' • 

• oOo. 
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Section ii. 

In Plato's ~imaeus we shall find little of value 

for physical science though much of interest for mathemat-

ics and scientific method. Plato strongly advocated the 

theoretical sciences, e.g. pure mathematics and astronomy, 

and harmonics; but, regarding the phenomenal world as less 

worthy of study, he tended rather to discourage the obser

vational and experimental methods of empirical science. * 
The only real world for Plato was the world of 

Ideas, of which our world is an imperfect copy whose con

tents at best resemble or participate in the eternal and 

immutable Ideas. These are the only possible objects of 

true knowledge; the things of the sense world are appar

ently always changing and subject to becoming and perish-

ing, so that they can only be objects of opinion. Plato 

accepted from the Heracleitans and Cratylus the idea of 

flux, but restricted it, as he restricted the relevance 

of the relativistic dictum of Protagoras, to the sense 

world. We cannot, as sev~ral Pre-Socratics had said, 

trust the senses: therefore physics can be no more than 

* They were not completely discouraged. Aristotle 
must have acquired from the Academy the interest in the 
method of classification shown in his biology. 
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a 'likely story', so that there cannot be any profit in 

concentrating too much on the establish~ent of a consis-

tent sy-stem of physics and cosmology. 

The Timaeus gives therefore not a scientific cos-

mology but a myth of creation by a demiurge. This can 

not be interpreted point by point by the substitution of 

scientific terms for allegorical names as can be done with 

the poem of Empedocles. The creation is presented as a 

sequence of past events, but this does not necessarily 

correspond to any order in time in which Plato considered 

the events to have actually occurred. It is a logical 

sequence arrived at by successively abstracting different 

elements from the universe and considering them on their 

own. Internal evidence from the dialogue shows that the 

eve·nts cannot have happened in time in the given order. 

Belief with Cornford * that the demiurge is a sym

bol for a real element in the world as it exists, the el-

ement of reason and order, and that the cre-ation story 

~ There has been much discussion of the meaning and 
purpose of Plato's demiurge and of the relation of the 
latter to Plato's general religious views. The fullest 
discussions in English are by Taylor, Archer-Hind, and 
Cornford; and since I find myself in substantial agree
ment with Cornford (Plato's Cosmology), I do not propose 
to discuss the matter in detail. 
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is not to be taken literally does not alter the fact that 

this introduction into philosophy of the idea of deliber

ate creation by a rational creator was a new factor that 

considerably influenced later thinkers, who did take the 

idea literally. 

The dialogue is one of Plato's later works, and 

Timaeus of Locri, the Western philosopher and statesman, 

may (forgeries of works bearing his name notwithstanding) 

have been invented by Plato as a mouthpiece for the dog

matic statement of a doctrine that I believe to have been 

Plato's own, much of it original in spite of the obviously 

Pythagorean origin of parts of it and in spite of the 

arguments of Taylor and Burnet. It is a development of 

a Pythagorean theory (in what sense I have tried to show 

in the last section) but it also contains elememts der

ived from the Eleatics, Empedocles, and others, and an 

occasional direct denial of a Pythagorean view. It dif

fers in important respects from the type of Pythagorean 

theory just discussed in spite of the over-all similarity, 

and however unoriginal the parts may be, the integrated 

whole has an original cast of its own. 

Of the three main sections of the dialogue, ~u oLu 
Nou oeo~~Loupy~~eva (29D- 47E), ~u oL' 'Avayx~~ yLyv6~eva, 
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(47E- 69A), and the combination of these in the human 

being (69A- end), the first, possibly the most important 

for Plato, is the least scientific, the second will be 

our main concern, and the third belongs to the history of 

medicine and psychology. 

•ro commence, then, the demiurge is good, and he 

desired that all things should as far as possible resemble 

himself. Consequently (30A): 

The god took over all that is visible - not at 
rest, but in discordant and unordered motion - and 
brought it from disorder into order, since he judged 
that order was in every way the better. H 

To accomplish this he fashi~ned the world as a living 

creature with a body that contains soul and reason. In 

doing so he copied the eternal model that is in the world 

of the Ideas. The copy, like· the model, is unique: only 

one universe exists (31A). 

The body of the world, qua bodily, must be visible 

and tangible. The former implies the existence in it of 

fire, the .latter of earth. Being three-dimensional it 

needs, according to Platonic mathematics, two means to con

nect the extremes fire and earth; and this is the raison 

--------------------------------------------------------
:H. I shall cite Cornford's translation rather than the 

Greek text since the latter is easily obtainable. 
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d' etre of air and water. Fire : air :: air: water:: 

water : earth. * Here Plato uses an argument derived 

from the perfection that he saw in the geometrical pro

portion to prove the necessity for the existence of just 

those four substances th~t Empedocles had regarded as 

'given'. (All Greek cosmogonies start from something 

'given', e.g. the apeiron, aer, the 'mixture', eternal · 

motion, and Plato's own 'all that is visible' of 30!.) 

Plato rejects the Ionian and Pythagorean infinite 

external store of matter (32Csq.). The universe is 

unique, all-inclusive and everlasting, which it could not 

be if it were exposed to the attacks from outside of 'hot 

things and cold and all things that have strong powers'. HM 

It is spherical, and is d·escribed in terms strongly remin

iscent of Xenophanes and Parmenides; while there is a 

specific denial of the growth and 'breathing in' postul-

ated by Anaximenes and the early Pythagoreans. The whole 

* Cornford (P's Cos. p. 51) plausibly argued that 
the proportion meant is that of the total volumes of the 
four, the greatest being that of fire. Empedocles' doc
trine that the four are equal in quantity was thought not 
to provide enough matter for the present universe. 

** Such 'attacks' would make the body of the world 
sick - an allusion to i~Ielissus' argument (Frag. 7) that 
the One cannot suffer pain. For the 'powers' v. p. 340. 
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outlook of this passage (32C - 34A) is Eleatic, and oppos

ed to the ideas of Ionia, the Pythagoreans, and the atom

ists and others who had admitted the possibility of the 

plurality or destructibility of worlds. Plato has agreed 

with Parmenides and Empedocles against the very Pythagor

eans whom Taylor would have us believe him to be quoting. 

Two differences from the Eleatic sphere are admitted, 

ho-wever: it has parts and it has uniform rotatory motion 

( cf'. Laws 897C). This is for Plato as for Aristotle that 

mode of motion that above all belongs to reason and intel-

ligence. motion implies soul in Plato's philosophy (cf. 

Alcmaeon, p. 113 sup., and Phaedrus 245C with Timaeus 34 

A-B and 40A-B), and so the next part of the di.alogue des-

cribes the soul of the world. Here Plato departs from 

science completely, although a great deal of the argument 

is couched in mathematical or astronomical language. ~ 

After the world-soul has been constituted it is fit

ted to the body of the world and its connexion with time 

* The soul-stuff (compounded of Being, Same and Other) 
is divided up into intervals whose choice depends upon the 
mathematical principles underlying wusical harmony. We 
can see the influence of Pythagoreanism here. Out of the 
result of this process a system of circles is constructed, 
and these serve to explain in detail the motions of the 
heavenly bodies, motions of which they are the causes. 
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is explained. Time is ~nseparable from the periodic 

motions of the heavenly bodies, being in fact produced by 

them.. (38E) 

There are four regions in the world, each with its 

own inhabitants: heaven and the gods, air and the birds, 

water and the fish, earth and the animals. Each region 

corresponds to one of the 'elements', and so the divine 

beings of the heavenly region, viz. the stars, are for the 

most part made of fire. (They also contain some earth, 

for solidity, and air and water as means ( cf. 31B)., but 

fire predominates. Cf. Epin. 981D.) The stars are 

gods, the only living beings created by the demiurge him

self, and that disposes of the science of astronomy. 

For this context the earth counts as one of the heavenly 

bodies. The latter are spherical in shape and their 

built-in souls are the cause of their motions, which in

clude both circular motion through space (except for the 

earth) and axial rotation (40A-C). 

The remainder of the section concerning the works 

of reason, up to 47E, concerns t~e creation o·f the three 

non-divine types of living creatures, particularly man, 

and their souls, and is irrelevant to our purpose.. With 
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the proof (on non-scientific grounds) of the necessity 

for four elements, or rather four basic substances, the 

statement of the composition of the stars, and the account 

of planetary motions as the sole contributions to physical 

science of the work of reason it is with relief that the 

scientifically minded will turn to what comes about of 

necessity (47Esq.). 

The demiurge was a symbol for one element in the 

universe: chaos is the symbol for the other. It is that 

which was 'given', to use a geometer's term, when the demi-

urge started his 'construction' (cf. p. 371). It corres-

ponds to the unexplained infinite store and eternal motion 

of the Ionians (and replaces them) and to the tenuous mass 
" 

of hydrogen of modern theories of nebular and stellar 

evolution, which is subject to random motions, cf. p. 55. 

The demiurge was described in 30A as taking over all that 

was visible, which was in disorderly motion. He had to 

operate on a chaos that limited the extent to which he was 

able to give to his created world the properties that he 

desired it to have. He could only make the world as good 

as possible, not perfect. He was confronted with the 

Errant Cause, namely Necessity. It will be worth-while 

to quote the opening of this section nearly in full (48A). 
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For the generation of this universe was a mixed 
result of the combination of Necessity and Reason. 
Reason overruled Necessity by persuading her to guide 
the greatest part of the things that become towards 
what is best; in that way and on that principle this 
universe was fashioned in the beginning by the victory 
of reasonable persuasion over Necessity. If, then, 
we are really to tell how it came into being on this 
principle, we mus~ bring in also the Errant Cause - in 
what manner its nature is to cause motion •••• 

We must, in fact, consider in itself the nature 
of fire and water, air and earth, before the generat
ion of the Heaven, and their condition before the Heav
en was. For to this day no one has explained their 
generation, but we speak as if men knew what fire and 
each of the others is, positing them as original prin
ciples, elements (as it were, letters) of the universe; 
whereas one who has ever so little intelligence should 
not rank them in this analogy even so low as syllables . 
•.• We are not now to speak of the 'arche' or 'archae' 
- or whatever name men choose to employ - of all things • 
•.• But holding- fast to what I said at the outset-
the worth of a probable account - I will try to give 
an explanation of all these matters in detail, no less 
probable .than another, .but more s~, starting from the 
beginning in the same manner as before. 

We have seen (pp. 215-6) the importance of part of 

this· passage for the theory of what is an element, and we 

may note how the fresh starting point is marked by Plato's 

again emphasizing that his theory is only a 'probable ao-

count' • 

We must, it seems, reject the Pre-Socratic idea of 

what an element is: above all we must not think of an 

element as embodying a cause of motion within itself·-

that .is a characteristic of soul alone. Before Plato 
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can deal with the so-called elements he has to discuss 

chaos, the work of Necessity that is to be overruled by 

Reason. Necessity was not to the Greeks of Plato's day, 

as it is to us, a name for an inexorable natural law or 

for the connexion of cause and effect, in other words for 

order in the universe; it was .rather the random irrational 

and disordered element in the universe. It was, when it 

bore this meaning, linked in Greek minds with the notions 

of chance and spontaneity, and did not imply for Plato 

eithe·r determinism or purp0se. * 
Necessity is the ''Errant Cause 1 • The data upon 

which the demiurge had to operat.e possessed of themselves 

certain 'powers': they acted in certain ways and moved 

in certain directions of their own nature - blindly, and 

not through the direction of purpose. That is why the 

cause is 'errant'. The narrte 'Necessity' sums up the 

seemingly chaotic and disorderly behaviour of the data 

* I follow Cornford's interpretation (Plato's Cosmol. 
pp. 162-177). Some scholars do not accept the associat
ion of Necessity with the random. Taylor and Archer-Hind 
would have had it that with fuller knowledge than we actu
ally possess we should be able to account for necessity 
and explain away its results rationally. This may have 
been Democritus' conception.of Chance, but it was not 
Plato's conception of Necessity. 
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before Reason controlled them. In other words, since 

we are to discount the description of a time-sequence as 

myth, 'Necessity' sums up the other factor in the universe 

besides reason or purpose, namely the natural powers and 

motions of the four so-called elements and the character-

istics of another concept now introduced for the first 

time, namely the Receptacle or the Nurse of Becoming of 

49A. * 
The four so-called elements are not in fact real 

permanent immutable substances in the sense in which the 

elements of ~mpedocles were so described or the tradition

al opposites so regarded. Water seems (this word is 

emphasized for reasons that appear later) to change into 

earth by condensation or compacting, or into air by rare-

faction or dispersal. In fact there aEpears to be a 

complete cycl~cal transmu~ation o·f the 'elements' , which 

Plato describes (49B-C) in the order of Heracleitus' 

Ways up and Down and in terms meant to recall critically 

both the rarefaction and condensation of Anaximenes and 

Diogenes and the separation and mixing of Empedocles and 

--------------------------------------------------------
* The names given to the Receptacle include the fol

lowing: ~ oexo~ev~, ~ oe~a~tv~, ~0 oex6~evov, ~~~pa • . 
~L6~Y~, eopa, ~?COOOX~, ~·')C~ayet'ov. 
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Anaxagoras. Each 'element' is actually ~o ~o~ou~ov, a 

'quality' that recurs in recognisably the same form as 

the cycles run their course, and the only ~ou~o is that 

in which all four such qualities come to be and from which 

they pass away (49D-E). 

In direct opposition to Ionia Plato holds that there 

is change of quality without the existence o£ any perman

ent material substrate or ~~oxe~~evov, to use Aristotle's 

term. That which is permanent is that in which those 

qualities or powers appear, the Receptacle. This js not 

'bare matter': it is not that ~~ o~ things _are made, but 

that ~v ~ ~yy~yv6~eva ~av~~e~a~. 31B (v. p. 370 sup.) 

made it clear that ~o. ow~a~oe~Oe~, being visible and tan

gible, consists of fire and earth and their means; but 

though. cons.tituents o£ the corporeal these are not, as 

components o£ the 'data', in any sense particulate. In 

the se•quential mythical phraseology, they have not yet 

been given their shapes by the demiurge (c£. Cornford, p. 

180-1). Claghorn (Aristotle's Criticism of Plato's 

'Timaeus', Chap. II) has shown that there are several 

points of similarity between the Receptacle and the ~P~~~ 

uA~ o£ Aristotle, but these must not blind us to the vital 

difference, the entirely non-material nature of the former. 
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The Receptacle is compared with a sculptor's lump 

of gold: it is a matrix for receiving imposed qualities 

(50A-C). But gold is corporeal and has qualities of its 

ovm, and this is not so with the Rece·ptacle. A better 

comparison is to liken it to the mother, the model (the 

Idea) to the father, and the resultant sense-object to 

the child ( 50D). In current Greek thought the father 

was t~e begetter while the mother only provided room for 

the embryo and acted as nurse. ~ 

Just as the mother does not mould the characteris-

tics of the child, so too the Receptacle has no qualities 

of its own that it could impose on the things that it re-

ceives into itself. It is 'invisible and characterless' 

and an object not of the senses. but only, in some· 'bastard' 

way, of rational thought (51A, 52B). The qualities ·that 

fleetingly appear in it, so that when it has been made, 

for example, fiery we call it 'fire', are copies of the 

Ideas of fire and the rest (51B-E). The copies are al-

ways in motion and fleeting, while the Receptacle is Space 

(xwp~), everlasting and indestructible. Space, then, 

--------------------------------------------------------
~ 

Cf. Aeschylus, Eumenides 660sq., and Aristotle, 
de Gen. An. 763 b 30 (re Anaxagoras) et alibi. 
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unlike time, was not a result of the demiurge's creative 

activity, but was one of the data with which he had to 

deal. It is to be regarded as 'place' and not as 'void', 

for Plato ~allowed the Eleatic and not the Pythagorean 

view of the existence of the latter. Space is where 

things are, at least potentially. 

Having made this clear, Plato then describes the 

state of affairs before the creation cmrunenced - in other 

words, gives his picture of the universe as it would be 

if the element of order were abstracted. The demiurge 

was faced with three data: Being, Space, and Becoming. 

The description (52Dsq.) runs as follows: 

Now the nurse of Becoming, being made watery and 
fiery and receiving the characters of eart"h and air, 
and-qualified by all the other affections that go with 
these, had every sort of diverse appearance to the 
sight; but because it was fille~ with powers that were 
neither alike nor evenly balanced, there was no e·qui
poise in any region of it; but it was everywhere- swayed 
unevenly and shaken by these things, and by its motion 
shook them in turn. And they, being thus moved, were 
perpetually being separated and carried in different 
directions .•. and it separated-the most unlike kinds 
fart~est apart from one another, and thrust the most 
alike closest together; whereby the different kinds 
came to have different regions, even before the order
ed whole consisting of them came to be. Before that, 
all these kinds were without proportion or measure. 
Fire, water, earth, and air possessed indeed some ves
tiges of their own nature, but were altogether. in such 
a condition as· we should expect from· anything when 
deity is absent from it. Such being their nature at 
the time when the ordering of the universe was taken 
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in hand, the god then began by giving them a distinct 
configuration by means of shapes and numbers. That 
the god framed them with the greatest possible perfec
tion, which they had not before, must be taken, above 
all, as a. principle we constantly assert. 

Just where we begin to hope for some science in the 

account of the actual nature of air and the others we are 

brought up against an intrusive ethical principle. The 

account of creation will be seen to be based on theoret-

ical principles of formal excellence, even though facts 

patent to even elementary observation will prove to have 

been ignore d. The subservience of science to ethics or 

religion is a well known phenomenon (best exemplified by 

the vicissitudes of the heliocentric hypothesis in the· 

history of astronomy). 

The passage just quoted describes the primaeval 

chaos, ruled by Necessity or the Errant Cause. As the . 
random element Necessity has points of affinity with· the 

concept of entropy in modern thermody~amics. To ·illus-

trate this in non-mathematical terms, consider a gas. 

Different parts of this may originally be at different 

temperatures (which means that the molecules have differ

ent velocities of motion) and be moving relatively to each 

other (swirling about). Initially, in other words, its 

molecules may have velocities of motion and kinetic 
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energies of any magnitudes and directed in any directions 

whatsoever. The gas will, however, according to the laws 

of thermodynamics, rapidly approach a state where the dis

tribution of velocities energies and directions· is, stat

istically, perfectly definite, and independent of the 

initial motions. This state is that of.thermodynamic 

equili~rium. In this every part of the gas is at the 

same temperature and of uniform density. The velocities 

and energies have averaged out and as many molecules are 

moving in one direction as in that directly opposite to 

it. The state is one of the greatest possible disorder. 

The entropy, which is then at a maximum, is s~ply the 

measure of the degree of disorder. 

The difference between the state of maximum entropy 

and the state of Plato's errant chaos is that the former 

resembles the state of the sphere of Empedocles when Love 

is in complete charge while the latter resembles that 

sphere when Strife is in charge. 

The reason for the difference is that in a state 

where 'there was no equipoise in any region of it; but it 

was everywhere swayed unevenly' the operation of the laws 

of thermodynamics would actually impose an 'equipoise' 

and bring the mass to equilibrium, whereas the Necessity 
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of Plato, because Plato was ignorant of these laws, relied 

on the sham law of the attraction of like to like, and im

posed instead a state of maximum order, or would have done 

so had not the demiurge intervened, through a process re

calling that of Frag. 15 of Anaxagoras that would lead to 

the state of Empedocles' sphere of strife. 

Plato's excuse might be that Empedocles' elements 

were all equal in quantity but there was a lack of quan

titative balance between his own that might be said to 

have upset the equilibrium. Apart from that excuse, he 

has completely reversed the true state of affairs. The 

laws of thermodynamics assert that a state of imbalance 

will in the absence of any external cause develop of 

necessity into a state of equilibrium and complete mixture, 

whereas Plato infers that it will develop 'of necessity' 

into a state of complete separation. To use Eddington's 

phrase, Plato has reversed 'Time's arrow'. x Anaxagoras 

is innocent of this charge. He has, it is true, changed 

the state of affairs from equilibrium (Frag. 1) and mixture 

through the state of Frag. 15 that resembles the present 

passage of Plato to the ultimate state of maximum order 

of Empedocles' strife-sphere, but_he has not brought this 

---~----------------------------------------------------
X 

Eddington: The Nature of the Physical World, Chap. IV. 
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about 'of necessity'. It is for just this purpose that 

he invoked what I called above 'an external cause', viz. 

Mind. Mind produced order out of chaos, a chaos that 

like Anaximander's and Anaximenes' shows similarity with 

our modern conception of the primaeval state of the uni

verse (cf. p. 55 sup.). 

Modern ideas on the relation between chance and 

causality, order and chaos, time and entropy, nature and 

determinism, are very clearly discussed in non-mathematic-

al language in the book of Eddington referred to in the 

last footnote, and this book merits careful study by any 

historian of Greek science. 

Plato abandoned the ~ilesian idea that material 

1 elerne1r~s 1 can themselves be causes of change and motion, 

and disagreed too with Ernpedocles and Anaxagoras, whose 

'causes' were still described in more or less material 

and certainlY. physical terms. The 'elements' are con-

nected with the irrational, and they derive at least the 

ordered part of their motions from the fact that they, as 

parts of the body of the world, are pervaded by soul, a 

non-material cause of motion, and the only one. 

Note: If we interpret Plato's chaos literally, we 
are presented with natural motions of the elemental 
'powers' even before the demiurge endowed the body of 
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the world with soul. This appears to involve an in
consistency with the principle that soul is the sole 
cause of motion (Phaedrus 245C, cf. p. 372). See 
Cornford (Cos. p. 203sq.) for a discussion of the im
plications of this. •ro that discussion I would add 
firstly that 34Asq. hints that we must not take the 
time-sequence literally, secondly that even in making 
the world-soul the demiurge was operating on 'data' 
not creating ex nihilo so that the irrational element 
in that soul posited by Cornford may be due to one of 
the components out of which soul is .compounded, and 
thirdly that it is eternal circular motion that is 
particularly characteristic of the divine, so that in 
performing his abstraction Plato would appear to have 
had at any rate some justification for associating 
rectilinear motions with the random element by includ
ing them among the 'powers' of the 'e'lements'. 

Having dealt with the random element inseparable 

from the four basic substances in his description of chaos, 

Plato is. now free to proceed in 53C - 55D to construct the 

Ideal shapes of the 'most perfect' bodies, viz. of the 

regular figures cop_ies of which will be imposed on those 

substances in order to provide them with their element of 

rati~nality. Plato's theory is, as Cornford says {p. 210-
.. 

211), a deliberate correction of Democritus, whose atoms 

could have any chance shape, by relating shape to reason 

and perfection. In outline the scheme is simple enough, 

and we have seen reason to attribute the simplest form of 

the theory to the Pythagoreans - but only the simplest 

form. Theaetetus was definitely the first to complete 

the mathematical analysis of the regular solid figures, 
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and Plato the first to work out the full details of the 

physical processes of generation and change. 

The figures are here constructed from the 'best' 

triangles, namely the half equilateral for three of the 

figures and the half square for the cube., and not from 

full equilaterals and squares as might have been expected. 

'rhe reason will appear later. This method excludes the 

dodecahedron (which has pentagonal faces); but there are 

only to be four 'elements', and the intransigent figure 

can be made of flexible material and turned into the 

sphere of the whole ( v. pp. 351-3 sup.). The figures 

form the only aspect of the 'elements' that is due to the 

demiurge, to reason. 

In 55Dsq. the figures are assigned to the 'elements'. 

Both figures and 'elements' are, I repeat, only copies of 

their Ideas. Earth is the cube, 'the most immobile and 

plastic', and the most stable, since it has square faces 

to act as a base. Water is the icosahedron, the least 

mobile and largest of the remainder. Fire is the pyramid 

or tetrahedron, the most mobile, smallest, sharpest, and 

lightest. Air is the octahedron, intermediate in all 

respects. (In this context largeness and smallness are 

relative to a given size of basic triangle.) 
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The bodies formed by the imposition of copies of 

the ideal figures upon the hitherto amorphous substances 

whose 'vestiges' obtained their characters from the 'pow

ers' that were part of their nature as they appeared in 

the receptacle (v. p. 380) are individually invisibly 

small and can only be seen in aggregates. Their numbers, 

motions, and powers, the god 'adjusted in due proportion, 

when he had brought them in every detail to the most exact 

perfection permitted by Necessity willingly complying with 

Persuasion' (56C). 

We have seen that the proportions (relative amounts) 

and powers (qualities) and motions (rectilinear) were 

'data' belonging to Necessity, but at least the demiurge 

did the best that he could with them. Again this is 

ethics not science, and it was also ethics that decided 

the choice of basic triangles that is responsible for the 

statement that earth cannot enter into the process of 

transformation by breakdown and recombination of the fig

ures. (We are reminded at 54B that at 49B-C it was 

stated that earth a~pears to undergo transformations, v. 

p. 3?7.) 

The cube of earth is formed from the 'best' of all 

kinds of triangles, the half square, while the other shapes 
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are formed from the next best. This is a quite arbit-

rary denial both of the evidence of observation (which 

Plato has admitted to be against him) and of the common 

Ionian idea of complete transformations. Plato recurs 

to the point in 56D: 

Earth, when it meets with fire and is dissolved 
by its sharpness, would drift about - whether, when 
dissolved, it be enveloped in fire itself or in a mass 
of air or of water - until its own parts somewhere 
encounter one another, are fitted together, and again 
become earth; for they can never·pass into any otber 
kind. 

But when water is divided into parts by fire, or 
again by air, it is possible for one particle of fire 
and two of air to arise by combination; and the frag
ments of air, from a single particle that is dissolved, 
can become two particles of fire. 

For Plato the breakdown proceeds only as .far as 

triangles. These are the only things to which Plato 

would give the name 'elements'. This serves Aristotle 

as the starting point for a strong criticism of this part 

of Plato's theory. I quote Guthrie's translation o.f de 

Caelo 306 a 2sqq. from the Loeb edition: 

But if the process is one of analysis into sur
faces, there is the absurdity of not allowing all the 
elements to be generated from each other .. • .. "BUt for 
one element alone to have no part in the change is 
neither logical nor apparent to sense .•.• These phil
osophers find themselves, in a discussion about phen
omena, making statements with which the phenomena con
flict. This is because they have a wrong conception 
of primary principles, and try to bring everything into 
line with bard-and-fast theories ... 
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After a little more in the same vein, Aristotle critic

izes in detail several of the points in the theory with 

which we shall soon be dealing; but some if not all his 

arguments are valid not so much against Plato as against 

any Platonists who may have taken a rather Pythagorean 

view and thought of simply triangles and emptiness, ignor

ing the Receptacle and solidity, or expressed sensible 

quality as simply a function of shape and size, ignoring 

the 'powers', in the Democritean manner. H To the crit-

icism quoted on p. 388, however, I have nothing to add 

but complete agreement. 

The details of the process of transformation by 

resolution into elementary triangles and recombination 

are somewhat obscure owing to the compxaessed nature of the 

account in the Timaeus: Cornford (Cos. pp. 224 - 257) has 

put forwaxad an explanation that I find entirely satisfac

tory, and I pxaopose to accept that explanation without 

further argument. 

The essential nature of the pxaocess is stxaaightfor-

ward. The particles of an element axae bxaoken down into 

their elementary constituents, the half equilateral or 

--------------------------------------------------------
• Claghoxan, Op. cit. pp. 31-7 discusses these critic

isms at length. 
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right-angled isosceles triangles, which are then adrift 

in space until they recombine into solid figures, the 

latter again into cubes, the former into any of the other 

three figures. 

Here lies a major difference between Plato and the 

Pythagorean theory that I postulated. I claimed· (p. 357) 

that the ~ythagoreans' breakdown proceeded through planes 

and lines right down to points, or at least as far as 

lines. Such a resolution permits complete transformat

ions, as I pointed out. Plato asserts definitely in 53D 

that it is the triangles (planes) that are the 'first 

beginning of fire and of the other bodies' according to 

the 'likely account'. 

He admits, however, that 'principles yet more remote 

than these are known to Heaven'. 53B contains a hint as 

to the nature of these: "The god then began by giving them 

a distinct configuration by means of shapes and numbers". 

This recalls the Pythagorean procedure. Credibly enough 

Cornford refers the hint to indivisible lines. He 

quotes (p. 212) the paper in C.Q. xxx p. 125 of Miss A.T. 

Nichol, who, after referring to the synthesis from indiv

isible lines through indivisible surfaces and indivisible 

solids to sensible solids of Laws 894A, wrote: ~'The 
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Timaeus is a myth of the physical world, and therefore 

has no need to go further back than the surface, the stage 

where in descending from the ~PX~ the third dimension be

comes possible; for without the third dimension there is 

t • II no sensa 10n . 

Plato's choice of triangles as the elementary en-

-tities was therefore quite arbitrary - as arbitrary as the 

isolation of earth that results from it. If taken liter

ally the theory of planes, which, as Aristotle points out 

in de Caelo 299 a 2sq., clearly should admit a further an

alysis into lines and points (cf. de GC 315 b 31 et al.), 

is open to all the objections, especially those about 

weight, that Aristotle raised throughout his physical tre-

atises, in connexion with the generation from mathematical 

objects, against the Pythagoreans. It is also open to 

the further objection (de Caelo 299 b 24sq.) that surfaces 

may be piled flat on top of each other, and the Timaeus 

does not allow for this. (The result would either be a 

prism or nothing at all according to whether the surfaces 

are built up in the number-atomist manner or as Raven 

believes.) 

It is to be noted that in 54Dsq. we learn that the 

equilateral triangles that compose the planes of three of 
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the figures are made up of six not of two half equilater

als, while the cubic square surfaces are from four not 

from two half squares. For this apparently arbitrary 

departure from what was to be expected we shall find an 

explanation later. 

:fuieanwhile we learn how the trans format ions take 

place (56Dsq. quoted in part on p. 388). Fire can re-

solve earth into its triangles. In other words, on the 

macroscopic scale, heat will break down solid bodies, but 

they are not then transmuted. On cooling they revert to 

the same solid state. The remainder of the transform-

ations are treated in an order that (apart from the isol

ation of fire) recalls the Ways Up and Down of Heracleitus 

and the successive rarefactions and condensations of 

Anaximene s. In the first case the tetrahedra of fire, 

being shaped for sharpness and mobility, can break up the 

figures of air and water. The 20 faces of the water 

icosahedron can reform into 2 octahedra of air plus 1 

tetrahedron of fire. !VIacroscopically fire boils water 

giving vapour, which our senses perceive turning into air, 

or the sun can evaporate water. In each case the resul

tant air is warmer than the neighbouring air because of 

the presence of the fire particle. In modern terminology 
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one molecule of water under the action of heat disinteg

rates into two molecules of air with the liberation of 

one equivalent of heat energy. The reaction is, we say, 

exothermic. 

If the application of heat continues, the two octa

hedra resulting from the first reaction may then be split 

into a total of four tetrahedra. It must be remembered 

in interpreting this that, as I pointed out on p. 250, the 

Greek concept 'fire' was a misconception. Fire, as flame, 

is incandescent gas not a separate substance, and as heat 

per se it is pure energy - completely non-corporeal. In 

fact matter and energy are convertible, the death of one 

being the birth of the other, as Heracleitus might·have 

put it. Consequently in putting this part of Plato's 

process into modern terms one may either say that the two 

molecules of air are converted into heat energy or say 

that they become incandescent - which involves no actual 

transmutation; one must not say that which Plat~ really 

meant, that two molecules of air turn into four molecules 

of another substance called 'fire'. 

On the way do\vn (56E) a large mass of the bulkier 

particles (even earth) is conceived of as enveloping the 

particles of a much smaller mass of fire. All is in 
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motion and strife s1nce fire is struggling to get up to 

its own proper region. Fire loses the unequal contest. 

Its tetrahedra are shattered, and the resultant triangles 

are reformed into the octahedra of air in the proportion 

of two of fire to one of air. Water is produced simil

arly from air in the proportion of five particles of air 

(which may have come fror.t ten of fire) to two of water. 

Macroscopically the process is presumably the formation 

of mist and cloud and of dew and rain. 

Neither the upward nor the downward process ·need 

stop until the limit, fire or water, is reached; but be

yond that limit no further change is possible. The act

ive 'power' of an element can only act upon what is differ

ent from itself. The hot cannot disintegrate the hot. 

It should be noticed that numerical ratios exist 

only between the surfaces concerned in the figures trans

fornled, not between the relative volumes. The volume 

changes are not in integral ratios, a point that will as

sume importance later. 

We may note that Aristotle complained of the 'sus

pension of triangles in space' (de Caelo 306 a 21) and 

Simplicius (de Caelo 647, 9, quoted by Guthrie ad loc. in 

the Loeb edition) makes a similar complaint (unjustified 
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in the case he cites - four triangles left 'suspended' 

when water turns into air). We must not, however, take 

Plato literally over these suspended triangles, as Corn

ford warns (p. 229), any more than we should ask him what 

is inside t~e figures, or if they are hollow. All that 

he could say would be that they are full of 'powers', the 

powers t~at are characteristic of the body of t~e world, 

and that enable the figures to move against each other 

and break each other up. if.!e may be able to account for 

the suspended triangles later (v. p. 406). In any case, 

all is only a 'likely account'. 

'Je learn in 57C - 58C why the world, as a result 

of the intervention of the demiurge, is not like either 

of the spheres of Empedocles. Firstly, while the random 

motions in the chaos had sorted apart tb.e main masses of 

the elements into their separate regions, these transfor-

mations interfered with the sorting process. Some of 

the particles that were in their proper region became 

tPansformed and then had to seek a new 'proper region'. 

Even so, the sorting might eventually becorrte complete, 

leading to Plato's version of thermodynamic equilibrium, 

t~e four separate masse~, were it not for a second factor. 

Homogeneity, the state of our thermodynamic equilibrium 
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when entropy is at a maximum and there is the utmost ran

domness of motion, entailed for Plato as for Parmenides 

not motion but a state of absolute rest. Heterogeneity 

leads to motion, and that heterogeneity is present since 

the world contains not simply four types of substance 

associated with four regular figures, but an endless div

ersity of substances, because each regular figure, as we 

now learn for the first time, occurs in several sizes, 

so that the number of possible compounds is far greater 

than Empedocles' theory would allow. 

Not only are the sizes and amounts of the elements 

unbalanced, their powers are also unbalanced. As a res

ult, the sorting process is again impeded. Even this, 

however, does not complete the list of reasons for the 

lack of complete sorting. 

•rhe universe has· been moulded by the demiurge as 

a rotating spherical plenum. Its spherical shape limits 

the available space, and its closed rotatory movement per

mits no vacant intervals, no internal void, to be formed 

as would'be formed if the particles were free to fly off 

at a tangent or in a spiral (Cornford p. 244). Being con

fined in a closed sphere the elements have not complete 

freedom of motion - they are packed together as closely 
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as possible. Aristotle argued (de Caelo 306 b 3) that 

the geometrical figures cannot be packed so as not to 

leave any interstitial void, but Plato says that the less 

bulky particles are thrust into the interstices between 

the larger ones. Consequently as each particle tries to 

move towards its proper region through the attraction of 

like to like the smaller, pressed into the larger by the 

'condensation' process, will shatter the larger. 

It is.not only the condition of the rotating sphere 

that causes the thrusting together of th.e particles and 

the consequent shattering. We sa1N that the re la ti ve vol

umes in the transformations are not proportional. This 

means that as two tetrahedra combine into an octahedron 

the total volume is increased because one octahedron 

takes up more room than two tetrahedra with sides of the 

same length. Consequently the 'condensation' that forms 

the way down is in a sense an expansion. But it is not 

the same sort of expansion as that in rare faction, which, 

although .Anaximenes did not realise it, really involves 

particles of constant volume that increase their distance 

from each other. Plato's expansion is one where the par-

ticles remain as close as possible to each other but in

crease their volume. The result is greater density, and, 
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if there is inadequate room, a shattering of the smaller 

particles between the newly formed large ones. It is an 

expansion corresponding on the macroscopic scale to the 

greater volume of the ice fo~1ed than of the water that 

formed it, rather than to the expansion of matter when 

heated. On the whole it is density rather than over-all 

volume that is increased, and this explains why Plato did 

not need to postulate void to fill his interstices. 

l,Ve may note how the traditional Ionian theories, 

whose literal interpretation was rejected at 49B-C, are 

explained away by this theory of condensation with simul

taneous and cowpensating expansion in which the ways up 

and down presumably balance, as they did for Heracleitus, 

so that condensation with expansion here is countered by 

rare fact ion with contract ion there, and the total volume 

1s constant. 

As a result of this close packing and restricted 

movement and tb.e consequent shattering, together with the 

already mentioned continual changes of direction of mot

ion consequent upon the transformations and the attract

ion of like to like, the heterogeneity and imbalance that 

are the conditions for motion are always maintained, and 

so inhibit the uniform operation of the Platonic version 
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of entropy that would, according to his belief, culminate 

in a state of absolute rest in which the universe would 

resemble the sphere of strife of Empedocles. 

In the course of this explanation a very important 

point was mentioned en passant (57D, v. p. 396): the tri

angular surfaces out of which the four figures are con

structed are not aJ.l of the same size. Cornford (Op. cit. 

p. 234) explains this by means of another point mentioned 

on p. 392 (54D): the equilateral triangles actually used 

by the demiurge contain o basic triangles, not 2, and the 

squares 4, not 2. In Cornford's view, which I accept, 

Plato was making the demiurge construct an average or t~~

ical equilateral or square. Smaller than average surfac

es could be constructed out of just 2 basi~ triangles, 

and larger ones bt the use of more triangles still. 

The consequence of this is (58C) that there are a 

number of different types of each so-called element. To 

put it another way, .for Plato, as really for most of the 

Pre-:)ocratics even though they did not always realise it, 

the names 'fire air water and earth' really refer not to 

individual substances but rather to states of matter: 

igneous (no true modern equivalent), airy (gaseous), moist 

(liquid), and earthy (solid). 
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A further consequence is, as already stated, the 

possibility of a greater diversity of compounds than that 

provided by the theory of Empedocles. There will not be 

merely compounds of just four elements, which would be few 

unless one were willing to postulate formulae having rid

iculously high numb~rs of each component, but rather com

pounds of any number of different species of each element. 
I 

Every particle of, for example, air corisists·of the 

'powers' of air (which account for most of its sensible 

qualities, but v. inf.) upon which reason has imposed the 

form of an octahedron (which accounts for its chemical 

behaviour, its transformations), which is in turn pervaded 

by soul (which accounts for its-kinetic or potential ener

gy). But, owing to the variety in size of the basic· fig

ures, there are various kinds of each 'element' (58C-D): 

Next we must observe that there are several vari
eties of fire~ flame; that effluence from flame which 
does not burn but gives light to the eyes; and what is 
left of fire in glowing embers when flame is quenched. 
And so with air: there is the brightest and clearest
kind called 'ether', and the most turbid called 'murk' 
and 'gloom', and other nameless kinds, whose formation 
is accounted for by the inequality of the triangles. 

The use of the three te~ns in inverted commas, for which 

the Greek is ate~p, 6~CXA~, and ox6~o,, is a deliberate 

reference to terminology and concepts that we have fre

quently met in the Pre-Socratics. 
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The last phrase of the quotation is obscure. It 

may mean that the varieties of an element differ in that 

each variety is composed of particles of uniform size, 

which. differs from the size of those of any other variety, 

or in that within each variety there are particles of dif

ferent sizes. 

In the case of fire, three varieties are named here. 

Flame is, I repeat, a substance: gas heated to incandes

cence, emitting electromagnetic radiation some of which is 

visible as light and some of which is invisible (infra-red} 

but perceptible as heat. The second variety is described 

. also in passages concerned with vision (45Bsq., and 67Csq.}. 

To Plato it is the substance of the 'visual ray': to us it 

is 'light' itself- an electromagnetic radiation that is 

not material since it is a wave-form, and yet particulate 

since it occurs in photons, and is also subject to gravit

ational attraction. Of course the sub-atomic particles 

from wnich we construct matter are themselves non-material 

in analogous ways, so close is the connexion between mat

ter and energy. The important point about light for Plato 

is that _it does not give rise to the sensation of heat. 

The third variety of fire is the glow from embers. This 

again is to us radiation - light plus infra-red. 
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The type of fire that comes as an effluence from 

bodies to join the visual ray is subdivided in 67Csq.; 

particles of the same size as those of the ray itself 

are 'transparent'; larger ones, which contract the ray, 

are black colour; smaller ones, which dilate it, are white 

colour; another· variety, more piercing, is .bright colour; 

and an intermediate variety is red colour. 

The two types of air mentioned in the passage quot

ed obviously correspond to the ancient distinction between 

ether and aer. The former will consist of the smallest 

and most mobile octahedra, the latter of larger and more 

sluggish ones. 

less. 

Intermediate kinds are here termed name-

The passage on odours, 66D-67A, is not quite con-

sistent with this. It contains the following sentences: 

The veins of smell have a structure too narrow for 
earth and water and too wide for fire and air; hence 
no one has ever perceived any odour in any of these bod
ies; odours arise from substances in process of being 
liqqefied or decomposed or dissolved or evaporated. 
They occur in the intermediate stage when water is 
changing into air or air into water. All odours are 
vapour or mist, mist being that which is on the way 
from air to water, vapour what is on the. way from water 
to air; consequently, all odours are finer than water, 
grosser than air. Their nature is plainly seen when 
a man forcibly inhales the air through something that 
obstructs the' passage of the breath: then no odour fil
ters through with it; nothing comes but the air robbed 
of all scent. 
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From this passage, in wh.ich Plato, who elsewhere 

in the dialogue has gone against the evidence of the sen

ses, surprisingly adduces observational evidence of the 

filterability of odours, we learn that although we have 

previously been told that water and air particles exist 

in several sizes, no particle of either, nor of any other 

element or compound of elements, is of the right size to 

penetrate the passages connected with smell - passages 

similar to those postulated by Alcmaeon. I~Ioreover we 

. were told in 58D that 61J.CXA.'Il , with ax6't"o~ is a kind of' 

air. Here we are told that 61J.CXA.'Il and lta.?tv6c;, which 

Cornford here translates 'mist' and 'vapour' respectively, 

are not varieties of air, but intermediate between air 

and water. They are finer-than water and grosser than 

air. 

That no ordinary regular figure will fit into the 

'veins of smell' is astonishing, while this is the first 

mention in the dialogue of intermediates. Cornford haz

ards the guess that the self-correction in this passage 

is intended to introduce the idea of recombination into 

irregular, transitional, solids as an intermediate stage 

in the transformation from one regular solid to another, 

irregular solids that could use up the surfaces 'suspended 
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in space' of which .Aristotle and Simplicius complained 

(cf. p. 395, and Cornford, Op. cit. p. 273-4). 

This is a plausible suggestion. But granted that 

Plato wanted to include a section on intermediate figures, 

why did he choose to put it in the section on odours, and 

in such a way as to conflict both with common sense and 

his own previous statements? I do not think that Corn

ford has sufficiently answered this. 

I suggest that Plato realised that in the account 

in 58D he had not given an adequate account of air. He 

had stated that that which the Ionians classed as 'murk' 

or 'gloom', sc. as forms of 'aer', was in fact a kind of 

air. But Plato knew that Empedocles had distinguished 

between true air and water vapour, and had explained dark-

ness as shadow. He knew, in other words, that 'murk', 

i.e. mist or vapour, does not consist of elementary air 

at all, and that the Milesian 'aer' was really more akin 

to water than to true air, although not having the phys

ical form normal to the liquid state. 

Consequently, ~e inserted a self-correction at 66E 

instead of expanding 58D. The latter passage, by reason 

of its general vagueness and imprecision, gives me the 

impression of having been written casually as a connecting 
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link between two passages that held greater interest for 

Plato: the earlier was the long account of motion and 

heterogeneity that casually introduced the different sizes 

of triangle and the idea (shortly to be discussed) of a 

thrust; the later was the account of the different types 

of water and earth that makes use of those two new ideas. 

A longer discussion of the nature of air would have broken 

the continuity of t~ought at this link. 

In 66E, therefore, Plato places :~r.a.?tvot;; xa.t · 6~Cx'A.TJ 

more accurately as ~o ~e~a.~u air and water, as in a sense 

he might have put a.tenp as ~o ~e~a.~u air and fire (cf. pp. 

305-310). l\J1ists and vapours, tlien, of which the former 

'is on the way from air to water' and the latter 'is on· 

the way from water to air', are in the same positi.on as 

Heracleitan exhalations that are on the downward or upward 

path. (This may have been the reason why in 66E Plato 

couples 6~Cx'A.TJ not with ox6~ot;; but with the Heracleitan 

term xa.?tv6t;;, if indeed it is Heracleitan - v. p. 170.) 

But whereas the Ionians and Heracleitus could in 

their various ways explain the existence of intermediates 

without difficulty, because their processes of transfor

mation were continuous, Plato has to explain away some

thing between an octahedron and an icosahedron. 
I 
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Archer-~Iind suggested that the explanation was by 

means of intermediate irregular polyhedra. Cornford 

adopted this explanation, showing how figures of 10, 12, 

14, 16, or 18 faces could be constructed. He added the 

suggestion that the construction of these would absorb 

the surplus 'suspended' triangles. Such figures would, 

by their instability and inevitable constant flux, serve 

to explain the amorphous and fleeting nature of mists and 

odours. 

,All this, then, explains why a self-correction was 

necessary and why the section on odours was appropriate 

for it. It still fails to explain why Plato claimed here 

that regular figures or their compounds could not fit into 

the nasal passages. It may be that Plato had in mind 

some peculiarity of the mechanism of smell discussed by 

the Sicilian school of medicine, with vmose opinions he 

was familiar. Had they perhaps discovered by dissection 

peculiarities in the shape of the passages through the 

nasal bone or the sinuses? 

Let us turn to firmer ground by considering the 

passage on the various types of water and earth and their 

compounds (58D- 81C). Our subject is gases, not liquids 

and solids, so that some of. the details are irrelevant, 
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but there is still much of interest to us. 

We mentioned on p. 399 that the names of the four 

so-called elements have in the history of Greek science 

the connotation of states of matter rather than of partic

ular substances kno\vn to the man in the street under those 

names. We have seen how the principle of Hippo was prob

ably not the water that we drink; and we had to distingu

ish between the air of the atmosphere and the pure aer of 

Empedocles, Anaxagoras and Diogenes. 

We now find that the terms 'water' and 'earth' for 

Plato have not the connotation of drinkable fluid or soil. 

But whereas his predecessors' 'water' was always in some 

sense liquid, Plato's use of the term has a wider applic-

at ion. It applies (58D) not only to matter that is actu-

ally in the liquid state, but also to matter that is pot

entially so, viz. to fusible substances, and in particular 

to metals. 'Earth' by contrast refers to non-fusible 

solids such as stone and earthenware and to water-.soluble 
. 

solids such as salt and soda. The latter Plato consid-

ered to be 'only half-solid' (60D). ·yet other solids, 

which are non-metallic but fusible, such as glass and wax, 

are compounds of water and earth. 
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'Water', then, subsumes not only natural liquids . 
but also substances that may become liquid when heat is 

applied but·revert to the solid state on ~ooling. There 

is sense in this. It is only an accident, due to the 

fact·that the temperature of our plan~t rises only to a 

certain degree, that metals appear in nature as solids. 

On the moon or on the inner planets whose temperatures 

are higher some or even all of the metals are naturally 

in the liquid state, and even on Earth the metal mercury 

(quicksilver) is so. 

In order to unders'tand Plato's physical chemistry 

we must remember that, since there is no void, the inter-

stices between the large figures of wa_ter or earth are 

occupied by the smaller figures of air and, especially, 

fire.· 

True iiqui_ds are mobile because their figures are 

of the smaller grades, although not all of· the same grade. 

Fusibles, on the other hand, ha~e larger grades of icosa

hedron, and in each substance the figures are all of the 

same grade, so that they are firm and stable. But fire 

can get into the interstices and break down the figures 

into those of smaller grades. Consequently the figures 

become smaller and of varying grades, the condition for 
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fluidity. !Heanwhile particles of fire also get in between 

the particles of the surrounding air and force them apart. 

The air consequently expands, and having no void to move 

into, since the world is a plenum, it exerts a 'thrust' 

on t~e fusible substance. This thrust causes the latter, 

now in the condition for fluidity, actually to flow. The 

whole of this process is called 'melting'. 

From this important passage (58E) we learn two 

things of interest. Firstly, larger grades can be broken 

down into smaller grades of the same shape (and vice versa 

as 59A shows), in other words transformations can occur be

tween the different types of the same 'element'. Second

l.y, air when heatea expands. This occurs in the neigh

bourhood of fire that is heating a body: it also occurs 

when a body is cooling, for that body is then losing heat 

by radiation, in other words by expelling tetrahedre into 

the surrounding air. In this case, too, a 'thrust' con

sequently develops; and this serves to contract a cooling 

fusible into the solid state (59A). 

Water proper has of necessity fire within it to 

fill up its interstices, and this fire assists the slight

ly unstable shape of its bases in giving it its mobility. 

There may be some air in the interstices also. If, now, 
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the fire, and the air if any, are expelled the water cools; 

and a thrust of the same type from the surrounding air 

forces its icosahedra to transmute to the larger grade so 

as to fill up the interstices left by the departing fire. 

This is how water 'freezes' into hail or snow, ice or frost. 

The cubes of earth do not all lie flat against each 

other. They lie at all angles and leave quite large inter-

stices in which icosahedra will fit. If such a mixture 

of earth and water is disturbed, the water may be broken 

up and transmuted to air. The ·latter will try to go up 

to its proper region, and will consequently give a thrust 

to the surrounding air that is already a plenum. As a 

result there is a downward pressure on the earth, and this 

forces the cubes so close together that icosahedra can no 

longer get between them. This is how stones are formed 

and why the~ are insoluble. If the cubes are small and 

uniform in size we get transparent stones, if not, opaque 

ones. If the loss of water is hastened by the applicat-

ion of heat, we get pottery from clay. If the water loss 

and compression are not complete, we get soluble solids 

like salt and soda. (60B - 60E.) 

The 'thrust' that occurs when a body moves into the 

air that surrounds it because that air is a plenum is of 
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great importance to Plato. It is used not only to ex~ 

plain changes of physical state, but also to explain res

piration (along with Empedocles' principle of transpirat

i~n through 'pores'), the action of medical cupping in

struments, the process of swallowing, and the movement of 

projectiles (79A- BOA). In these latter cases it is a 

'circular thrust' that is involved. If a body moves into 

air it is not moving into empty space, but is displacing 

air. The displaced air in turn displaces that near to 

it, and so on, until the air is all thrust round and enters 

the place out of which the body moved. "All this goes 

on simultaneously, as when a wheel is driven round, be

cause there is no vacancy'' ( 70B). The Greeks, ignorant 

of forces that can act at a distance, of the nature of 

acceleration, and of Newton's law that once set in motion 

a body will continue to move with constant velocity unless 

some external force acts upon it, had always been troubled 

by the motion of projectiles, and Plato's solution is that 

the air continuously thrusts itself against the projectile. 

Plato completes his account of physical chemistry 

by explaining why things like glass and wax are melted by 

fire but not dissolved in water. 
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Earth in its normal state is not dissolved by fire 

or air because the interstices between the cubes are so 

large that the small tetrahedra and octahedra can pass 

right through. Icosahedra, on the other hand, have to 

force their way through, and in doing so may break down 

the particles of the earth and so dissolve it. If' the 

earth is compressed, however, air and water cannot get 

into the interstices at all, and only fire can then dis-

solve it. Similarly compressed water can only be broken 

down by f'ire, but normal water can be ~ispersed by air's 

getting into its interstices and transmuted by fire's 

attacking its actual figures. Compressed air is only 

subject to transmutation by f'ire, while normal air can 

be 'dissolved' by fire (i.e. have the grades of its fig

ures .altered). 

Things like glass and wax are compounds of earth 

and water (the latter containing more water). Water 

cannot dissolve them, for it cannot get into the inter

stices since these are already occupied by the water that 

is part of the compound. They can be melted, however, 

f'or f'ire particles can get between the particles of' the 

compounded water and drive them apart. This completes 

our account of physical chemistry (61C). 
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The four 'elements' have been seen to be not elem- · 

ents at all, but geometrical forms constructed in space, 

pervaded by soul, and possessed of powers and motions. 

It is now necessary for Plato to show how such 'elements' 

can give rise to observed qualities. We know that the 

powers should give the elements their qualities, but Plato 

here ascribes the latter to the figures and their proper

ties. Presumably the powers make the figures exercise 

their properties. 

The sensation of heat is due to the swiftness, 

sharpness, and smallness of the tetrahedra of fire (61E). 

Cold is due the the attempt of icosahedra to fit into 

interstices in the skin left by the departure of fire and 

air. Th,ey cause an unnatural contraction, and this, 

together with the body's attempts to expand back to its 

natural state, leads to the vibration that we call by the 

name ' s hive ring' • 

Hardness is due to a thing's having particles with 

a large base, like the square of earth, or to the resis

tance consequent upon density, and softness to.the reverse 

of this. Roughness and smoothness are similarly explain-

ed. Weight is merely relative. 

there is no absolute up or down. 

In a spherical universe 

Each element has its 
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own region where the main mass of it is located. The 

attraction of like t.o like causes a smaller mass to move 

towards a larger. Heaviness is felt when a thing tries 

to move 'down' towards the main mass of its kind, and vice 

versa. 

other. 

What is 'heavy' in one region is 'light 1 in an

The amount of the heaviness or lightness is a 

function of the size of the thing. The smaller of two 

masses of the same element tends to move towards its par-

ent mass more weakly. This account substitutes for our 

'gravity' (itself a sham according to the theory of relat-

ivity) the attraction of like to like. There is no ab-

solute lightness or weight, and the origin of our sensat

ion of the latter is the resistance that we feel when we 

try to restrain a thing from reaching the region proper 
I 

to it or to remove it from that region. 

After discussing these general sense qualities, 

Plato considers the mechanism of particular s.enses from 

the point of view of their connexion with the structure 

of the elemental figures {65Bsq.). We have already looked 

at the relevant points in the passages on sight and smell. 

Plato's theory of sound is strongly reminiscent of that 

of Archytas {v. p. 361) and nothing more need be said ex-

cept that in BOA the 'circular thrust' is connected with 
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the transmission of sound. The theory of taste contains 

nothing that is relevant here. 

We find.that this discussion of sensible qualities 

deals with the shapes, permanent physical properties of 

the 'elements'. 'Yet the doctrine 'Of the The.aetetus (in 

156Asq.) is that sensible qualities are" !lot permanently 

possessed by objects. The obj·ects have only the power 

of acting and being acted upon, and so have the sense or

gans. It is when the object and the organ undergo mutual 

'affection' that the object 'becomes' the possessor of 

such and such a sensible quality. The birth of a per

ception always coincides with the birth of the quality 

perceived. How then can Plato in the Timaeus ascribe 

these evanescent qualities to the shapes, which are per

manent? If the theories of both the Timaeus and the The

aetetus are Plato's own, as I believe them to be, there 

appears to be inconsistency here (of. Cornford, Op. cit. 

pp. 259sq.}. 

It should have been enough, in order to provide 

objects with the ability always to produce the same sen

sation whenever an act or. perception takes place, to as

cribe to objects their 'powers'. It seems that in the 

'fimaeus !'late was emulating the atomists, who ascribed 
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sense qualities to the .functions .-o.f shape. To com:pete 

with this, perhaps, Plato decided to give an expla~ation 

by means of shape, in spite of the fact: that one would 

rather have expected him to concern himself with the 

'motions and powers' that preceded even the demiurge. 

These would, however, be too permanent to fit in with the 

instantaneity of perception, whereas, believing in the 

Heracleitan.flux, Plato could argue that even the shapes, 

permanent though they seem to be in comparison with the 

act of perception, were in fact fleeting, since the pro

cesses of transformations along the ways up and down are 

going on all the time. 

The description of the physics of sense perception 

concludes the section on the works of ~ecessity. The 

remainder of the dialogue deals with the co&peration of 

reason and necessity; and, consisting as it does of Plato's 

medical and psychological theories, it may be postponed 

to the appendix on those subjects. What is relevant to 

physics has already been referred to above • 

• ooo. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: 

THE ATOl\UC THEORY 

From the theory of the Timaeus we turn to another 

that has in some respects great similarity to it, but that 

in other respects contrasts sharply with it. We have al

ready seen that Plato was in some sense consciously set_ting 

himself up as a rival to the atomic theory. 

The atomic theory was first conce'i ved by Leucippus, 

who, once a shadowy figure in whom some ancients and mod

erns even d~sbelieved, has become clearer through the work 

of Diels, Burnet, Balley, and others. It is now possible 

to trace a number of points in which his successor Democ

ritus differed from him. These two, the former of Miletus 

and the latter of Abdera, probably flourished about 430 

and 420 b. c. respectively (or Leucippus perhaps a little 

earlier). Between them they established the main tenets 

of atomism. 

Democritus was followed 1n turn by Nessas, Metro-

dorus of Chios, Diogenes of Smyrna, Anaxarchus, Pyrrho, 

Nausiphanes, and Epicurus; but of these we shall only be 

concerned with the last, for the others were either more 

interested in Democritus' moral philosophy, or men who 
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as far as we know made no important improvements on the 

atomic theory, merely passing it on with slight amendments 

of details. 

The differences between the theory as Democritus 

·handed it on and the original theory· of Leucippus were 

mainly of two kinds: the amplification of, or the addit

ion of extra arguments in favour of, points raised by 

Leucippus, and the ~orrection of details where Leuc~ppus 

seemed to have erred. (These corrections were not always 

subsequently accepted by Epicurus.) The corrections were 

usually slight, and for the most part had no bearing on 

the nature of air. It will, then, be sufficient simply 

to deal with what we may call 'Pre-P~atonic Atomism', 

without treating Leucippus and Democritus separately. 

There is a difference of tone between them, that between. 

any pair related as daring innovator and confident con

solidator, particularly as Leucippus seems in character 

to be a typical Ionian 'physicist' -he is indeed a Mil

asian - while Democritus more resembles Aristotle in his 

encyclopaedic interests. This difference does not at 

all affect the theory itself, only its expression. I 

shall mention any relevant points in which we can say 

with confidence that their opinions differed, and that 
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will suffice. · It is no paPt of my puPpose to expound 

the matuPe theoPy of Epicurus or of Lucretius, since 

my intePest lies in the Pre-Socratics. 

ThePe will, how~ver, be occasions in which the . 

fragmentaPy natuPe of oup souPces would leave a gap in 

ouP undePstanding if we dig not·fill it by.considering· 

the lateP atomists, or where it is of special intePest 

to foll9w the development of an idea that is only embry-

onic in the PPe-Socratic era. It will also be of in-

tepest to examine a few cases wher-e Epic.uPus had to dec

ide between alternative proposals of Leucippus. and Dem

ocritus. 

Epicurus did indeed greatly.advance the theory as 

a whole, but his main achievement in the realm of physics 

was not the putting forward of essentially new ideas, 9ut 

ratheP the giving for the often merely dogmatic statements 

of his predecessors more op less cogent proofs, or demon

strations depending on observation. 

We have prolific ·sources for early atomism thanks 

to the intePest in it displayed by Aristotle and his com

mentator Simplicius, and by Theophrastus, and for atomism 

in general through the writings of Epicurus and Lucretius, 

and even the comments of Cicero. 
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The best introduction to Greek atomism has already 

been written by Aristotle in the form of two passages that 

compare it with its forerunn~rs. The first passage is 

Phys. 187 a 1: 

~vLoL O' ~veOoaav ~or, A6yoL' ~~~o~epoL,, ~~ ~ev 
u ~ u 1 1 ft n C u u 1 ' u 
o~L ~~v~a ev, e~ ~u ov ev ~~a veL, o~L ea~L ~u ~~ ov, 
~~ o€ ~x ~~' OLxo~o~ca,, ~~o~a ~oL~aav~e, ~eyee~. 

I agree with Ross, note a~ loc. and Burnet, E.G.P. p. 335, 

that in view of the second passage that I am about to 

quote this refers to the atomists, and I refer the reader 

to Ross' account of the arguments involved. Briefly, 

the first 'account' is that of Parmenides, to which the 

atomist reply is that 'being' has more than one sense so 

that 'not-being' can exist, and the second 'account' is 

that of Zeno whose arguments against the Pythagorean plur

ality are incidentally such as to destroy the infinite 

divisibility of Anaxagoras and lead to the postulation of 

'indivisible magnitudes'. 

The second Aristotelian passage also refers, spec-

ifically under the name of Leuc1ppus, to atomist replies 

to the Eleatics, but brings in Empedocles as well. It 

is Chap. 8 of de GC Book I, parts of which _have been 

summarised or quoted on pp. 224 and 229-231 sup.. The 
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most important ·paragraphs appear as D. 67 A 7. 

The most methodical theory of action and passion, 

says Aristotle, is that.of Leucippus and Democritus. The 

Eleatics, believing in an unchanging 'one' and denying 

the void and motion, and plurality, criticized the theory 

of drscretes in contact (Empedocles, v. ·p._ 224),. that. of 

plurality and void (the Pythagoreans}, and that of in-

finite divisibility (Anaxagoras). Ignoring the senses, 

they asserted the above belief, some (Melissus) also hold

ing that the One is infinite since a limit implies exter-

nal void. (Melissus, Frag. 5.) 

Leucippus however, Aristotle continues, conceded 

'becoming, perishing, motion, and plurality' to the senses, 

and to the Eleatics that there could be no motion without 

a void (cf. lvielissus, Frag. 7), that concession appearing 

in the form of an agreement that the void is 'not-being' 

and that nothing of what 'is' is 'not-being'. 

Leucippus drew the following conclusions: 

From this 

tt=.o yO.p 'lwpCwt,; Bv ?ta.!J.?t"A:i;pet,; ov. d."A"A' elva.1. .,;o 
'tO 1. oU.,;ov o'Ox. ev, d."A"A' [?te I. pa. .,;c) 'JtA Tj6ot,; 'lc.a.t d.6pa.'ta. <')1. 0. · 
OIJ.I.Xp6.,;~.,;a, .,;mv oyxwv. .,;a.U'ta. o' ev .,;~· XEV~ ~epea6a.1. 

(xevov yO,p elva.~o), xa.t OUVI.Ott=dj.LEVO. IJ.EV yeVEOI.V 'JtOI.etv, 
OI.O.AU61J.EVO. oe ~eopdv. 'JtOI.ELV oe xa.t ?tdO')(.EI.V ~ .,;uyx.dv-
OUOI.V ~'Jttt=6j.Leva.• 't'O.Vtt=~ yO,p 0~')(. BV elvm1.. 
6ej.LeVa. oe xa.t 'JtEpi.'JtAEX6j.LEVO. yevvav. 

xa.t OUV'tl.-
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According to this theory, then, there is no gener

ation of a Many from a true One or vice versa; but change, 

dissolution, perishing, and growth happen through the void, 

'when so1ids slip in' ( sc. into the void between other 

solids) - just as if· into the pores of Empedocles. There 

follows a passage comparing Leucippus and Empedocles (part 

is quoted on p. 230 sup.), and then (325 b 24) Leucippus 

and Plato are compared. Both have indivisibles determined 

by their shapes, but Leucippus' are solids with an infinite 

number of shapes while Plato's are planes with a .finite 

number. Leucippus makes becoming and dissolution occur 

through the void and through contact, for bodie-s are div

isible at the point of contact, but Plato through contact 

only, for he admits no void. x 

The chapter concludes with Aristotle's discussion 

of the atomists' notion that the atoms are each di~ee, and 

J..L116evb, ?tOL1l't"Lxbv ?td.6ou,, and with his criticism of the 

pores of Empedocles (cf. pp. 230-1). 

--------------------------------------------------------
1£ 

Aristotle is concerned to show how action and pas-
sion come not from active or passive properties of the mat-
ter of the atoms but only·from their contact. At 323 b 
10 he has said that for Democritus action and passion are 
the same - if apparently dif+erent things are affected by 
each other, it is because they share some identical pro
perty. 
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Philoponus (D. 67 A 7) has a valuable comment con

cerning contact: it is not meant literally; it means that 

the atoms are close together and have not much interval 

between them - for they are completely separated by void. 

That is why this discretes in contact theory does not in

cur difficulties over the problem of the One and the :Niany: 

the contact does not involve fusion (v. inf.). 

The passages that we have considered seem to show 

that Aristotle regarded the genesis of atomism as an at

tempt to answer the Eleatics' answer to the Pythagoreans. 

This is enough for Burnet, who also regards the cosmology 

as an attempt to fit old Ionian ideas to this new theory 

(E.G.P., p. 349). When, however, one considers that even 

Aristotle cannot avoid referring tq Empedocles and Anax

agoras, while, as we shall see, the theory of sensation 

and the cosmology clearly contain ideas derived from the 

latter pair and others similar to items in contemporary 

Ionian thought (e.g. that of Diogenes), one is drawn more 

towards Bailey's view (Greek Atomists and Epicurus, p. 69) 

that Leucippus was in general theory and cosmology alike 

a mediator between the views of all his predecessors, and 

in particular between those of the Eleatics and the Plur

alists. 
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Note: It is true that considerations o£ Eleatic 
logic w'Ou'Ia lead Leucippus to argue about atoms and void 
in terms o£ 'being' and 'not-being'; but.the physical side 
o£ the theory needs no derivation from the aphysical Ele
atics. On the one hand there is the Pythagorean replace
ment of a primitive plurality-and-void theory by a number~ 
atomism so close to Leucippan views in some respects that 
we are at a loss to decide to which school Ecphantus be
longed (pp. 337sq~). On the other hand there is the 
contrast between Empedocles, whose 'pores' theory,.in the 
view of Aristotle, entails 'discretes in contact', and · 
whose limited plurality did not go far enough, and Anax
agoras, whose infinite plurality went too far in that it 
admitted infinite divisibility. Take plurality from all 
three, void from the Pythagoreans, infinity from these and 
Anaxagoras, indivisibility from these and a conclusion 
drawn from, though not by, Empedocles, and contact from 
the latter, together with separation and mixing from both 
pl~ralists, and you have the physical basis of atomism 

- without explicit reference to Elea. 
In connexion with Leucippus' attitude to the Ele

atics, it is worth noting that the Greeks were not the 
only thinkers who were led by the consideration of concepts 
such as divisibility to theories of the atomic type. 
rrhis also occurred in Indian thought. At an early, but 
uncertain date, the Vaicesika Sutra and the Aphorisms of 
Kanada expound a system of elastic structured atoms of 
four elements (corresponding closely to the Empedoclean). 
(For details v. Bailey, Op. cit., p~ 64.) 

We have now seen the origin of atomism. The cruc

ial point in the theory is the existence of void, of 'not-

being'. This is asserted in Frag. 156 of Democritus, 

quoted by Plutarch: 

Plutarch explains oev as a name coined for ow~~ as an op

posite to ~no~v, which represents ~o xev6v, since this too 

has ~~aLv ~LVG x~t ~~6a~~aLv toc~v. This fragment is 
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paraphrased in D. 67 A 6 by Aristotle and in D. 67 A 8 by 

Simplicius in terms of ~o ~v and ~o ~~ ~v. * The former 

attributes the idea to both Leucippus and Democritus, the 

latter specifically to Leucippus. Probably the form (no 

more X th~n Y) i~ Leucippan and the expression by means 

of' the newly coined word is Democritean (of. D. 68 A 37). 

Leucippus·' void has none of the attributes of the 

corporeal ( cf. Timaeus 3lb; visibility and tangibility), 

but, argued Leucippus, this does not mean that it has no 

existence at all. It exists as someth,ing non-corporeal. 

In asserting the existence of both Being and Not-being 

he did not incur a· charge of dualism ~ there is only one 

fully real, physically perceptible, existent, and the 

basic unity of the Universe is preserved (of'. Bailey, p. 

75). 

In addition to this quasi-logical argument, physics 

provid~d Leucippus with what may appear stronger 'proof's' 

for the void. We saw on p. 186 that Parmenides' state

ment that motion is impossible was invalid even for his 

)( 
Since there is such a profusion of' source material 

I shall for brevity refer in this chapter normally to Die ls.
Kranz numbers, with the author's name where relevant, and 
where I give several references for a single point.they 
are intended to be typical but not necessarily exhaustive. 
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own plenum since motit:m by mutual displacement is possible 
' 

even without void. We. also saw on p •. 211 t·hat Empedocles 

accepted Parmenides' denial of the void but not that of 

motion for this .. reason, as did Anaxagoras {and Plato and 

Aristotle). 1f 

~ielissus, in reply, .strongly reaffirmed the denial 

of the void, and even more. strongly claimed that· motio.n 

entails -void and that 'no void' entails no motion ·{Frag .; 

7). 'Leucippus, in conceding motion to_ the phenomena, con-

·ceded .this very point to the Eleatics {p._ 421 sup.), sci 

that the coiiLrnon-sense acceptance of motion 'proved' the 

void. (Cf. Simpl., 67 A 8.) 

Aristotle discusses this at length in Phys. IV, and 

especially at 213 a 27sq. (67 A 19). After ·drawing a 

distinction between OLciO'tT]I..LO., l;y (I) ~T]Otv /;o'tL om~a. a.to-

8T]rt6v and ~~p, which appears to be void, he comments that 

those who argued against the void {e.g. Anaxagoras with 

--------------------------------------------------------
j(· 

Note that the w0rcl 'Jc.CvT]oLc;; often connotes ~AAoCoooLc;; 
as well as ~opci, ~d when considering the arguments of the 
Eleatics or their opponents one must bear this in mind. 
To the pluralists as to the atomists 'alteration' was not 
qualitative change but 'sepa~ation and coming together' -
a form of mot ion. ( Cf. Arist., 67 A 46&: a criticism 
of this idea in the light of the bursting _p9wer of sterun 
- interpreted as water changing into aer - and its appar
ent implication of expansion and the void.) 
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the clepsydra and wine-skins, v. pp. 248-9) did not go to 

the root of the problem. They should not have shown that 

aer is a thing, but that there is not any void internal 

to body so that it is n_ot continuous, as Leucippus and 

Democritus. and others (so. Xuthus, Ecphantus, hletrodorus 

of Chios?) claimed, nor any void external to continuous 

body,as the Pythagoreans claimed. Those in favour of the 

void kept more to the point. They had four main 'proofs': 

1. From motion (a plenum has no room to admit anything 
or one might get two or more bodies in one place. 
Frag. 7 of Melissus is referred to). 

2. From compression (of. the wine-cask problem, Arist., 
Probl. 938 b 14). 

3. From growth (similar argument to that in No.1). 

4. From absorption (of. the ashes problem, Arist., 
Probl. 938 b 24). 

The !irst and third proof's were used by Leucippus 

(of. p. 422), ·and the other two may well have been used 

by him or Democritus, though we have no direct evidence. ~ 

Aristotle's definition of o~aa~~~a, the fact that 

it makes bodies~~ auvexs~ (of. 67 A 7 sup., Simpl., 67 A 

14, Arist. de Gael., 67 A 19), and the description of void 

---·-------------------------------------------------------
* They certainly were by Epicurus and Lucretius, who 

added a fifth; what happens when two surfaces in contact 
are swiftly separated - of. Lucr·. I 384sq •. 
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as ~av6v (67 A 6, attributed to Leucippus and Democritus), 

make it clear that the early atomists conceived of the 

void as 'interval', as 'space' in the sense of that which 

is by nature empty of and opposite to body, and not as 

'place' or 'extension', as 'space' in the sense also given 

to it in ancient and modern times of that which may or may 

not be occupied by matter or of that which Pythagoreans 

and modern mathematicians deal with in their abstract the-

ories. 

Space, then, is not the whole universe as it is for 

some modern astronomers: it exists both within and without 

that which the atomists signified by the term 'the cosmos' 

(Simpl., 67 A 20), and it is infinite in extent (A~t., 67 

A 15, cf. 67 A 16, 68 A 37 and A 43). Som.e ancient com.- . 

mentators confuse the senses of 'space' just discussed so 

that they speak of the void as a 'place' (68 A 37, A 43) 

JE which there may be atoms or cosmoi (67 A 21), using it 

as a synonym for the Ionian 'apeiron' (67 A 16); but though 

Epicurus may at times have thought of it in this way, it 

is clear that Leucippus did not. The void is that which 

is in between particles 6f the Real, it is Not-being. 

Given that ~ot-being exists in this sense, two 

axioms of vital importance to atomism have to be stated. 
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They are the outcome of rarmenidean logic ( cf. Par. Frag. 

8, 62-69K, p. 184 sup.), and appear in D.L. ix 44 (68 A 1); 

1. (Cf. 68 A 57.) 

2. ~~oe et, ~o ~~ Bv ~aeCpeoaa~. 

To these Epicurus added a third axiom, and 'proofs' for 

all three. The new axiom, reminiscent of Heracleitus as 

well as of Parmenides, is that the sum of all things is 

constant ( cf. Lucr. Il 303) - the Law of the Conse·rvat ion 

of iviatter. We find that there is in fact an infinite 

amount of matter (cf. D.L., 67 A 1, et al.); but it is a 

constant amount, for there is no way in which matter can 

be created or destroyed: in other words, the third axiom 

is.not ·really an addition, but a deduction from the first 

two. 

Note~ This third axiom survived until very recent~ 
ly, when-the astrophysicists, in order to explain the 
source of stellar energy, postulated the annihilation of 
matter with the production of an equivalent amount of en
ergy. rrhe law then became the Law of the Conservation 
of Energy, and matter and energy were considered to be 
equivalent, two aspects of one principle. (The latter 
law, at least as far as it applies to kinetic energy, was 
in a sense stated by the ancients also, v. Lucr. II 297sq.). 
The annihilation of matter conflicts with the second ax
iom. Very recently, again, the work of Cambridge math
ematicians, especially Bondi, Gold, Lyttleton and Hoyle, 
has resulted in the postulate of the continual creation 
of matter (Hoyle, Nature of the Universe, p. 104). This 
conflicts with the first axiom, and the two innovations 
together destroy the third. It is ironic that refine
ments of the Atomic Age should destroy the declared found
ations of the original theory. 
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derives matter from non-material non-extended principles). 

Leucippus, however, accepted it, and postulated indivis-

ible magnitudes. Just as Anaxagoras himself admitted 

that in sensation there is a minimum sensible, so too in 

material existence there must be a minimum existent. K 

!natter is therefore ultimately indivisible, 'not one, but 

infinite in number and invisible owing to the smallness 

of the bodies' (v. p. 4~1). MM 

The consideration of plurality leads to the same 

conclusion. 1.:elissus, in Frag. 7, had argued against the 

pluralists for an eternal, infinite, unlque, homogeneous, 

and ~utable Real, motionless because there is no void 

* Anaxagoras Frag. 21; cf. Frag. 1 and D. 59 A 43, 
46, and 92. See Bailey, p. 73, and cf. Simplicius in 
67 A 13. 

It was felt necessary to give physical as well as 
logical reasons for the indivisibility of the atoms. 

rhe atoms are ~~~aet,: 67 A 13, 68 A 1, 49, and 
57. This is explained by Simpl. in 67 A 14 as being so 
6t& ~o v~o~&, (cf. 68 A 46) elv~L x~L ~~oCpou, ~ou xevoU. 

Other reasons were given also, but the atomists 
did not agree over them. L. gave ~o o~Lxpov x~t ~~epe,; 
67 A 13, cf. 68 A 49 and 48 respectively. D. did not 
accept smallness (v. inf.); and E. objected, like Aris- . 
totle, t-o the latter idea, which might be taken to entail 
lack of magnitude (v. Bailey pp. 79 and 125-6), while re
taining 'apathy'. D. concentrated on the atoms' indis
soluble firmness and solidity, i.e. their o~epp6~TIO 68 
A 1, 43, 56, and 57, or their oxAT]p6~TI': 68 A 49 -Galen 
says here 'the Epicureans', but may mean to include D. who 
certainly thought thus. 
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into which it could move, and had concluded: "It is nee-· 

essary, therefore, that it be full if void does not exist. 

If, therefore, it is full, it does not move". 

In Frag. 8 he adduced further arguments for unity: 

if there were a p1urality, each member would have to be 

just·like he saia the One to be (sc. llrnmutable): the sen

ses af~irm a plurality - each perceptible must therefore 
.. 

be immutable; yet the senses also affirm change: this is 

a contradiction; therefore.we must reject the senses. 

'!'hat is I~!e lis sus' conclusion. He ends the fragment 

by saying that if there has been change, Being has perished 

and Not-being has come to be; but even in the event of this 

being so, his premise still stands: 

To those who disagreed with !vielissus' conclusion, 

and 'conceded becoming, perishing, motion, and plurality 

to the senses' (p. 421 sup.), Melissus had himself given 

several hints about the result. The real must be 'full', 

motion entails void, and matter must consist of a plural-

ity of indivisibles, each of which must have all the prop-

erties of the Eleatic One except uniqueness and Ide lis sus' 

infinite extent. These indivisibles are called at ~~o~oL 

• u or ~a a~o~a. Every perceptible body contains a number 
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of them that is theoretically denuraerable ("cf. Eu_rytus' 

'number of the thing') separated by o~ao~~~a~a of ~o 

xev6v. 

Let us now leave the origin and theoretical basis 

of atomism and consider the general theory itself. Sim

plicius in D. 67 A 8 (from Theophrastus' Phys. Op. Frag. 

8), after referring to Eleatic views, gives the outline 

o£ the theory in a form specifically attributed to Leuc

ippus, using words and turns of expression that appear 

to be quotations or paraphrases of those of Leucippus. 

Some of these we have already met (v. pp. 424-5 and 431) 

and others we shall discuss later. For this reason it 

is worth quoting in Greek: 

oiS~ot; lbte~pa. ''at d.et ''~vov~eva ~'Jt~ee~o o~o~xet'a. 

~a., d.~6~out; ''at ~mv tv a.i>~ot' t; OX'Tl~a.~wv O.?te ~ pov ~o ?t'Aii
eot; o~a. ~o ~TlOev ~5.A.'Aov ~o~ou~ov il ~o~ou~o.v elva.~ xat 
y~veo~v xa.t ~e~a.~o'A~v do~a.A.e~?t~ov ~v ~ot't; o~o~ eewpmv. 
e~~ Oe oi>Oev ~5.A.'Aov ~0 ov il ~0 -~~ OV ~?tapxe~v, xat 
at~~a. 6~oCoot; elva.~ ~ot't; y~vo~~voLt; O.~~w. ~~v y<l.p ~wv 
d~6~v oi>o_Cav vaq~~v 'lta.l. 'JtA.~P'Tl ~'Jto~~e~~evo<; ov e'Aeyev 
elvaL xat tv~~ xev~ ~epeoea.~, o?tep ~~ ov txaA.eL xat 
oi>x eA.a~~ov ~ou OV~Ot; elva.C ~TlOL. 

Simplicius then introduces the theory of Democritus as 

similarly postulating as principles ~o ?tA.iipet; xat ~o · 
xev6v (68 A 38). 
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We can confirm and amplify this outline from other 

sources. The two principles represent ~o ov and ~o ~~ 

ov, for which Democritus used the names Oev and o~Oev or 

~~Oev, * and their respective natures were to be ~~~pe, 

and 3c.ev6v, terms actually used as names for them •. JUE It 

may be that Leucippus used these words with the ~~ewv and 

xe-v6v of :W!elissus (Frag. 7) in mind, as Burnet suggested 

(E.G.~. p. 337). 

Atoms and void are the only true existents, and 

everything else in the phenomena is dependent upon them, 

cf. Democritus, Frag. 125: 

v6~~ xpo~~, v6~~ y~uxu, v6~~ ~~xp6v, ~~e~; 0' 

a~o~a xaL xev6v. 

Galen, Sextus, and Diogenes Laertius, quoting this, say 

that it was an attack on the senses' appreciation of 

qualities. lUU£ In 68 A 49 Galen amplifies this: the 

qualities, apparently perceived by the senses are in fact 

subjective, vo~Lo~t xat ~po' ~~a,, while objective reality 

---------------------------------------------------------
H 

Cf. D. 67 A 6, 7; 68 A 37, 38, 40, 44, 45~ and v. 
Frag. 156 and 68 A 37 and 49. 

XX 
Cf. 67 A 1, 6, 8 (Cicero), 10, 12; 68 A 38, 40, 44, 

45, 60. 

~**Galen 68 B 125: Sextus 68 B 9: D.L. -68 B 117. 
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is only possessed by oev xat ~~oev. * This notion, 

shared by Diogenes (cf. 67 A 32), expressed as it now 'is 

in the term.ino logy of the Sophists, may derive from the 

attitude to the senses of Anaxagoras ( cf. 59 A 95-7). 

·The two principles, therefore, serve as the only 

really existing material causes (to use Aristotelian 

terminology) for the phenomena; they are consequently cal

le·d cpuar., and are treated c.b, uA.11v. JI:JI: 

The atoms are eternal, ungenerated and indestruc-

tible, immutable, and eternally moving in tb.e void. As 

a result change and becoming are also eternal, as is time 

itself. **X The atoms are also homogeneous, not only 

individually, but also as a whole. They have ~c~v cpuar.v 

(67 A 19), ~o yevo' ev (Arist. ~hys. 184 b 21), and a 

xor.vov aw~a (68 ~ 41, cf. Ar.ist. lv~et. 1042 b 12), and are 

6~ocpuet, (68 A 61) and ~or.~cpopor. (68 A 57). There is 

--------------------------------------------------------
Cf. 67 A 32, 33; 68 A 1, 64, 112, 123-5~ 130, 134-5. 

** at~r.a c.b, uA.~v~ 67 A 6. a~or.xeta; 67 A l;· 14; 
68 A 37. ~pxaC: 67 A 1, 68 A 1, et passim. cpuor.l;: 
68.A 37, 58. c.b, uA.~v: 68 A 38. 

~xx Eternal: 68 A 37, 39, 49. 
43. Immutable: 68 A 1, 39, 49, 
67 A 1, 10, 14, 16-8, 24; 68 A 1, 
Eternal change: 67 A 10. Time: 

Indestructible: 68 A 
57. Eternal motion: 
37, 40, 49, 57-8. 
68 A 71. 
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therefore no problem of the One and the i~~any (cf. pp. 422, 

423 and 425) because the atoms, though one in nature, are 

many in number, and in perceptible bodies are not fused 

into a single mass, but remain in close juxtaposition, 

retaining their individuality. * 
The atoms are not merely 'many in number', but in 

fact infinite. ** Aristotle in 67 A 15, after the pas

sage referred to in the first footnote and after a compar

ison of the atoms to the Pythagorean numbers, *** goes on: 

t~et oLa~epeL ~a aill~a~a ax~~aaLv, [~eLpa oe· ~a 
ax~~a~a, [~etpa xat ~a ~~Aa aill~a~a ~aatv e!vaL. 

rrhe reason for asserting tb.at the shapes (v. inf.) are 

infinite is given by.him in 67 A 9: 

t~et o'. ~ov~o ~~A~6e' tv~~ ~aCvea6aL, tvav~Ca 
oe ltat a~eLpa ~a ~aLv6~eva, ~a OX~~a~a ll.~eLpa t?t0C11aav. 

It follows, incidentally, that an infinity of atoms needs 

Cf. 67 A 7, 15; 68 A 37, 42. 
~*- .· 

Cf. 67 A 7-10, 14, 15, 17, 21, 28; 68 A 1, 37, 38, 
43' 57. 

]£](JE 
'fhis comparison ( cf. i~1et. 1039 a 3) is particularly 

apt if we accept number-atomism. The only basic differ
ence would then be that the Pythagorean indivisible magnit
udes were pure magnitude while the Leucippan atoms posses
sed material solidity as well. 
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an infinite extent of space to contain it since the atoms 

have magnitude. This argument is characteristic of Leuc

ippus (cf. Bailey, p. 76-77), resembling the argument from 

minimum sensible to minimum existent (p. 431 sup.), and 

appears in place of the more obvious argument - not spec

ifically attributed to him - that since 'the All is infin

ite' {67 A l)~ therefore 'the atoms are infinite in number, 

and the void infinite in magnitude' ( 6 7 A 15). 
~ 

vVhat can be predicated of these atoms besides eter

nal immutable existence and plurality? They are, of 

course, {a) dOta.Cpe-ca., (b) a-cepea, 1.e. full of real mat

ter, also termed (c) ~uxvd and (d) va.arca. * ·Th~y have, 

however, apart from solidity (and shape and size, v. inf., 

which are obvious properties of the solid) no other per

ceptible qualities~ for, as we have seen, qualities are· 

subjective a~d, as we shall see, they depend on four non

qualitative differentiae of the atoms. ** 
Since the material of the atoms is one in nature 

-----------------~--------------------------------------
.]£ 

Refs.: (a) 6 7 A 7, 9, 13-15; 68 A 48b, 49, 60, 
101, 104: (b) 67 A 6, 7; 68 A 45, 60, cf. 68 A 1, 43, 
56; 57: (c) 68 A 135: (d) 67 A 8, 14; 68 A 37, 46, 47, 
125. 

** Cf. the refs. given on p. 434, and also 68 A 49, 
57, 59, 124, 125, 135. 
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and they have no perceptible qualities, the only way in 

which they can themselves be differentiated so as to be 

able to be called the atoms of such and such a phenomenal 

substance is by difference of shape or size. (though we 

shall see that in compound bodies, molecules in modern 

terminology, their dispositions relative to each other 

can al~o serve to differentiate). In 68 A 120 Simplic-

ius compares Democritus' use of these two differentiae 

with the lythagorean (he means their figures built from 

planes as in the Timaeus - cf. de GC 325 b 24, p. 422 

sup.). 

Atoms of different shapes form themselves into 

phenomenal bo-dies with different apparent qualities. 1£ 

We saw on p. 436 the argument for an infinite number of 

shapes from the infinite number of phenomena (67 A 9). 

Infinity of shapes is asserted for Leucippus in 67 A 7 

and 8, for Democritus 1n 68 A 38, and for both in 67 A 9, 

15, and 28. Simplicius in both 67 A 8 (quoted on p. 433) 

and 68 A 38, which are from Theophrastus, paraphrases or 

perhaps quotes a further argument for an infinity of 

---------------------------------------------------------
]£ 

Cf. 67 A 6, 14, 15, 19, 24, 32; 68 A 37, 38, 41, 
45, 47, 125, 135. 
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shapes: or.& 't'~ IJ.T)OE\1 IJ.Ci.AAOY .,;or.ots'l;ov Tl ~or.ots.,;ov elva.r.. 

It is formally the same as the argument=· of' Frag •. ·156 of' 

Democritus {v. p •. 425) ,., and Diels and ~ailey consider -it 

to be Democritean, presumably f'or this reason; but-in dis

cussing that fragment I concludeq that it was the newly 

co1ned· word in that fragment that was typically Democrit

ean, and that the form was probably Leucippan: I am sim

ilarly prepared to accept Simplicius' word f'or it that 

our present ·argument .. is Leucippan. 

Bailey c0ntradicts hirnse lf over this .. On pp. 81-

82 he states correctly (in vievJ of Aristotle's statement 

in 67 A 7) that LEmcippu-s as-serted that: the. number of' dif

ferent shapes was infinite (saying that having established 

the fundamental unity of substance. against Empedocles and 

Anaxagoras he ·took~. the opportunity of' .secuPing variety in 

other ways) • On p. 127, however,: he says: ·"Leucippus 

••• observing the great variety in things; had been led 

to assume many different shapes ·.•. • Democri tus · • . • seems 

to have followed out the idea to its conclusion and·asser-

t d th t th b ,. f'" "t '" e a . e num er •.• was 1n 1n1 e • The only reason 

he can give f'or the latter statement is that 'it sounds 

more like' Democritus! 
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Note: several pa·ssages ·name. some of the -shapes. 
67 A 11: levia aspera rutunda angulata hamata curvata 
adunca. 68 A 80: aspera levia hamata uncinata.. 67 A 
24: ~epL~ep~ 'Aeta e~6AL06a. 68 A 37: axa'A~va ayxLa
~pwO~·XOLAa xup~a. 68 A 45: ywvCa e~eu ~epL~ept~ • 
68 A 129: a~poyy-6'Aov ~pax.uv 1t0AUYWYLOV a!J.~L~ep~ 6~uv 
ywvoeLO~ xa!J.7tu'Aov axo'AL6v taoaxe'A~ 'Aetov 'Ae1t~6v. · 68 A 
132 adds 6~uywvLa. 68 A 135 adds a~aLpoeLOt~ ~o'Auxa!J.7t~ 
~'Aa~ea and defines axa'A~va as a7tep 7tepC7ta'Aa~LV ex.eL 7tp0~ 
a'A~~Aa xat OU!J.~AOX~Y. 

We gather from 68 A 129-135 that shape is involve·d 

to a greater or lesser extent in most perceptible qualit

ies, and particularly in taste and colour. 

So much for the shapes of the atoms. An infinite 

number of shapes imrlies that some of them would be large 

enough to be visible (cf. Bailey, p. 81-2), but this was 

not realised by Leucippus, all of whose atoms were invis-

ibly small (cf. 67 A 7, 29 and, for Epicurus, 68 A 43). 

Epicurus realised it and consequently made the number in

conceivably great but not infinite (Ep. i 42, cf. Lucr. 

II 480-2). 

Democritus on the other hand appears to have real-

ised it and. to have accepted the ~plication. Although 

invisibility is asserted for him in 68 A 37 and A 64 by 

Simplicius and Alexander, Diogenes Laertius in 68 A 1 says 

that the atoms 'are infinite with respect to size and num

ber', which 'is the result of following the infinity of 

shapes to its logical conclusion, but is an over-st·atement. 
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According to A~tius (Doxog. Graeci, p. 311, 21-22) Democ

ritus said that it was possible for an ato~ to be the size 

of·a whole world. In 68 A 43 we have the more cautious 

statement of Dionysius that he said that some atoms were · 

'very large', ·with which Epicurus disagreed. 

probably the true account. 

rrhis is 

Although, then, all of Leucippus' and most of Dem-

ocritus' atoms were very small, ~ there l!'Jere differences 

in size between th.era, and these acted as a second, though 

less bnportant, differentia alongside shape. ** Aris

totle criticized this differentia in de Gael. 303 a 25 

(88 A 60a) -unfairly, see Cherniss, Op. cit.,p. 119-

and it does not appear to have been employed to the same 

extent as was size or the other differentiae that we are 

about to consider. 1v1any of the passages purporting to 

give a list of the differentiae omit it. In fact there 

are only two passages that contain the complete list that 

includes its that o£ Simplicius in 67 A 14 and that of 

Theophrastus in 68 A 135. 

We may now·turn to the other members of the list, 

which are not differentiae of the atoms themselves as 

individuals but of their dispositions in molecules, and 

serve alongside shape and size to explain sense qualities. 
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For these the locus classicus is Arist., Met. 985 

b 4sq. , 67 A 6. After stating that the full and the empty 

are the elements, quoting the argument that Not-being ex

ists no less than Being, and comparing atomism to ld.ilesian 

monism, Aristotle proceeds: 

~ov a~~ov ~p6~ov xat o~~oL ~a, OLa~opa, al~ca, 
~wv GAAWY e!vaC ~aaLv. ~au~a, ~ev~oL ~pet, elvaL 
AeyouaL, ax~~d ~e xat ~d~LY xat eeaLv· OLa~epeLY yap 
~aat ~o ov ~ua~~ xat 0La6Ly~ xat ~po~~ ~ovov. ~ou~wv 

Oe 6 ~BY ~UO~O' OX~~d ta~LV 1 ~ oe 0La6Ly~ ~a~L,, ~ Oe 
~po~~ eeaL,. OLa~epeL yap ~0 ~evA ~ou N ax~~a~L, ~0 

Oe AN ~ou NA ~a~eL, ~o Oe I ~ou H 68aeL. 

A~tius (67 A 32) points out that only atoms and void exist 

~UO€L, and these differentiae explain the apparent proper-

ties of things as our senses perceive them. 

Aristotle savs in de GC 315 b 33 that the three r. 

major diff.erentiae, shape (axfl~a), position (or orientat

ion- eeaL,), and arrangement (or order- ~d~L,), account 

for becoming and alteration; and Simplicius says in 67 A 

14 that the complete list accounts for becoming, explain

ing the mechanism and giving examples (v. inf.). The 

same author in 68 A 38, while making a similar statement, 

shows how they can explain the infinity of phenomena. 

Hermias in 68 A 44 likewise accounts for becoming by shape 

and position. 
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Aristotle emphasizes in :thet. 1042 b 12 that these 

are differentiae of a matter that always retains its own 

single nature, and Alexander makes the same point in 68 

A 64 in connexion with mixtures. 

There is, however, as we have seen, a fundamental 

difference between shape and size on the one hand and pos

it ion and arrangement on the other. lt'or example. in 68 

A 45 Aristotle explains that position refers to e.g. up

wards, downwards, forwards, and backwards, viz. to pos

ition (orientation) relative to other atoms, and shape re

fer~ to e.g. straight, bent, and rounded, viz. to the 

shape of an individual atom. 'l'his distinction appears 

in the phenomena: shape an4 size tend to account for be

coming and position and arrangement for alteration, cf. 

Aris-totle in 67 A 9 and 68 A 38. This distinction was 

ignored in the passages referred to on p. 442. 

As far as sensible qualities are concerned, shape 

naturally tends to affect them all, but is particularly 

relevant to taste, and to a less extent to colour and to 

temperature: size is particularly relevant to phenomenal 

weight (v. inf.): position and, to a less extent, arrange

ment are of primary importance in colour (cf. 68 A 120-135). 

So much for the moment for the differentiae, but v. inf.. 
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We have referred on pp. 438 and 441 to compound 

bodies, to which I have applied the modern term 'molecul

es'. Perceptible bodies are in fact congeries of atoms, 

interconnected as in our molecules, but larger than these. 

A body to which we give a name, e.g. air or water, since 

we recognise some specific nexus of qualities in it, may 

actually contain atoms of all sorts and sizes - it is, as 

it were, a ~avo~ep~Ca (cf. 67 A 15 and 28). That word 

recalls Anaxagoras to mind; and there is similarity between 

the theories on this point. The body's perceptible qual

ities depend upon the differentiae of the majority of the 

component atoms: they are an epiphenomenon of the statis

tical distribution of differentiae, just as an Anaxagorean 

body most manifestly is that of which it has most in it. 

How do these congeries of atoms in contact form? 

For the answer we must look to the c·osmogony. The process 

of formation of a universe and a molecule is one and the 

same: ou~~'Amc~ and ~ep ~.~a.A.al;L' ( Arist. in 67 A 15). 

We have a number of accounts of the details of the 

process, some written from the macroscopic point of view 

and some from the microscopic; and they are unusually con

sistent. l.Ioreover they alwost all employ identical ter

minology, so that -it is obvious that atomism established 
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for itself a technical vocabulary that found general ac-

ceptance. Therefore it will not be necessary to quote, 

examine, and interpret in detai 1 each source. I shall 

give one connected account that is in the main a synthesis 

of the following: 67 A 1, 6, 7, ~' 10, 14, 15, 23, 24, 

and 68 A 1, 37, 38, 43, 47, 49, 56-8, 61; B 167, lSP. Of 

these the most important are Aristotle in 67 A 7, 15; 68 

A 37: Simplicius in 67 A 14; 68 A 37, 58! Diogenes Laer

tius in 67 A 1: Hippolytus in 67 A 10: A~tius and Epic

urus in 67 A 24. 

In the beginning there is- an apeiron surrounding 

the place where a universe or a molecule is about to be 

generated. This consists of a boundless extent of space 

containing atoms in random distribution and with random 

motions. Some parts of this void are more full or empty 

of atoms than others. 

By ~~o~o~~ ~x ~~' ~~eCpou many atoms of all sorts 

of shapes and sizes move et, ~eya xev6v. They can move ,, 

freely in this -since the void yields and does not resist. 

rtheir random motions are referred· to as ~epL~d.A.aE;L,, from 

For the cause of motion v. p. 44~. 

!~1any of these var-ied ato~s collect together ( ~e

poC~ea6aL) and form a vortex (oCv~) as they flow along 
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together (ouppetv). r11he cause of the vortex is Necessity 

( v 0 p. 449) 0 Owing to their disordered rush (~u~~ ~~ax-

~o,) they catch each other up (t~Lxa~aAa~~aveLv) and col

lide with each other (~pooxpoueLv, au~~c~~eLv, dAA~Ao~u~

etv), as they circle round in all sorts of ways. Some 

rebound (~~o~aAAeo6aL) and separate (0LaxpCveo6aL ), others 

combine (ou~~Aexeo6aL), the process being one of like to 

like (in shape or size), somewhat as in the processes des

cribed by .Anaxagoras and Plato. !: 

When the atoms can no longer whirl in equilibrium 

because of the congestion, the finer bodies are sifted out 

( OLa~~aoaa~) or squeezed out (t'lc.6A~~eo6aL) into the outer 

void. This squeezing of the smaller, rounder, smoother 

atoms out from between the larger has, as it were, a ~A~x

~Lxf] Ouva~L,, which lasts for some time. ~-~eanwb.ile the 

remainder of the atoms become entangled (~epL~Aexeo6aL), 

for they catch. on to each other (~~LAa~~6.veo6aL) and CO

here (ou!J.!J.eVeLv) and unite· their motions (ouyxa~a~pexeLv) 

because they·are, so to speak, hooked {dyxLo~pooo~), and 

* For Anaxagoras cf. pp. 264 sq.. For Plato cf. 
rrimaeus 52D sq., p. 380 sup.. :Plato's account has both 
similarities and significant differences. Cf. with the 
congestion and sifting of the next paragraph rrimaeus 58A 
(o~CyyeLv) and 52E and see my p. 396 and t~e words of Corn
ford ad locc .. 
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when they come into contact (ouf.Lwa:th:tv) they hold on to 

each other (~v~exeoeat) by fitting into each other and 

clinging together (e~aAAayat xat ~v~LA~WBL,) because of 

their symmetry (ot>f.Lf.LB~pCa) - cf. Empedocles' symmetrical 

pores p. 229 sup .• 

The outward thrust temporarily ceases, and the co

hering bodies merge together into a first spherical system 

like a membrane or cloak (~f.L~v, XL~wv) enclosing (~ept-

exetv) all sorts of atoms. This membrane becomes thinned 

out because the atoms within it are in continuous contact 

(~~Cwauot,) in the whirl, and so, because of the resis

tance of tb.e middle (-f) ~ou f.Leoou ~v~epetat,) characteris

tic of the eddy type of vortex, the larger tend to be car

ried towards the centre, where tl:ley cohere to form the 

earth. 

The membrane' however' is now increased ( aul;eo6aL) 

as additional atoms separate out from outside (e~exxpLat,), 

for it adds these on to itself (e~tx~aoeat) as it comes 

into contact with them through its whirling motion. It 

also catches the lighter of the bodies that have been 

squeezed outwards, and prevents them from moving inwards 

again. Cohesion occurs among these additional bodies so 

that lumps, which will be the stars, form on the membrane, 
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which will be the heaven. These secondary 'systems' are 

at first moist and muddy, but as thev whirl round they dry 

out and are inflamed. lJieanwhile other at oms are cont inu

ing to move outwards from the middle by the process of 

ex6"ALljJLt;;. 

These, after the heaven has been formed, make up 

air and fire. The process makes the air windy (~veu~a-

~ov~evot;), and it carries the stars along with it in its 

motion in t~e vortex, and maintains them in their orbits 

aloft. Other matter left on the earth is condensed by 

the wind and the stars' rays and is compressed (~poae"AC

~eaeat); the smaller-shaped parts of this form moisture, 

and this, being fluid, finds its own level in the hollows 

of the earth. Thus are the infinite universes formed. 

They grow and decay and pass away of Necessity, their pas

sing away being by dispersion (otaaeCetv, otaa~eCpetv). 

On the microscopic scale individual molecules are 

compounded by the same process as that described on p. 

446-7: collect ion, collision, entanglement, cohesion, and 

unison of motion through contact by fitting into and cling.

ing to each other. Thus these ~epoCa~a~a, or auyxpC~a~a, 

(molecules) are formed by auyxpLaL<;; (auvCa~aa6at, auv~C

eea6at), which is the process of yeveatt;. The ·result is 
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a auvae~ov (compound). Conversely, if Necessity scatters 

the compound, the process of oLaxpLaL,, or oLaAuaL,, leads 

to cp6opa. 

. Heanwhile the slipping in or mixing in ( ~?teLoouea-

6~L, ~~~eCyvua6~L) of extra atoms into the oL~o~~~~~~ of 

void within a compound may cause au~~aL, if they fit well, 

~AAoCwaL' if they cause a redistribution (affecting the 

6eaL, and ~d~L' of the atoms), and cp6CaL,, or even oLaAu

aL, if they fit badly and split the compound. 

Within a compound melecule there is still atomic 
1fuus motion of the atoms 

is indeed 'eternal'• As to its cause, I refer the reader 

to Burnet and Bailey, with whom I entirely agree. Weight 

may have been the cause for Epicurus, but for the early 

atomists weight is a subjective epiphenomenon of size and 

of amount of contained void; and as such it only manifests 

itself within a vortex. The original motions before a 

vortex forms are quite random, and if a cause must be giv

en it is Necessity - the law of the atoms' own nature, of.. 

p. 376. 

But for Leuaippus at least no cause need be sought, 

for those vvho seek a cause (e.g. Empedoales and Anaxagoras) 

start from a homogeneous mass of some sort and have to 
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explain separation by a cause, but Leucippus' atoms are 

already separate and already in motion throughout time, 

which is eternal and uncreated, so that no 'moving cause' 

is required, while their directions of motion are random 

and disordered, and so need no cause. 
' 

Cherniss (Op. cit. 

p. 403) suggests also tb.at Melissus' claim (Frag. 7) that 

a commencement of motion contradicts the law of identity 

causes Leucippus to revert to the old idea of a causeless 

eternal motion held by the ivdlesians. 

Althoug~ these original motions are either causeless 

or (for Democritus) caused by· Necessity, the falling into 

a vortex motion appears to be due to chance, at least for 

Democritus; but he conceived ef chance as an operation of 

Necessity, but an operation that is ~b~AOV ~t~c~v avepw

~,v~ AOYLO~~ (v. 68 A 70, and 59 A 66, where the same idea 

is attributed to Anaxagoras). 

Note~ Epicurus gave weight as the cause of the or
iginal motion, no longer conceived of as random, but as 
'downwards' (better: towards the centre - but of what? 
There is no vortex yet, and infinity has no centre or bot
tom, cf. 68 A 56, Cicero). He used language remarkably 
similar to that of the modern theory of infinitesimals to 
show that the velocity of this fall must be .inconceivably 
great, since it is unimpeded by the void. .lVLOreover he 
realised that in a void all bodies will fall with equal 
velocities whatever their weight. See 68 A 61, where his 
own words are given, and cf. Lucr. II 215sq. 

In order to account for free will in a system in 
which even the human soul is made of material atoms (v. 
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inf.), and possibly also in order to account for contin
gency in inanimate nature, he introduced the 'exiguum cli
namen' that causes the freely falling atoms to collide with 
each other. Then, because of their variations in shape, 
they can become entangled and form compound bodies as for 
Leucippus. 

The blows that they deal each other as they swerve 
and collide cause changes of direction. Thus after a num
ber of them has collided they will h~ve motions in all pos
sible directions. In other words Epicurus give-s a cause 
for the original causeless random state postulated by Leuc
ippus. The collisions do not cause any change in veloc
ity. Where modern kinematics have the law of conservat
ion of momentum, Epicurus has conservation of velocity. 
The Greeks never reached that conception of' mass -as oppos
ed to gravitational weight that is essential to any true 
th.eory of momentum and inertia. 

Since the velocity of the freely moving atoms is 
regarded as constant and of the highest possible magnitude, 
and since it is the same in no matter which direction the 
atom may be moving, ·it is to Epicurus in very much the same 
position as the velocity of light is to modern relativity 
theory. 

About the ?Ca.'AJ.L6t;; {p. 449) there_ is yet more to be 

said. W~thin a molecule the atoms are more or less en-

tangled. But there is always a certain amount of void 

between them (Philoponus in 67 A 6): there is no idea of 

coalescence. Thus far the theory is parallel to our own. 

But the Greek atoms, unlike ours, have no separable parts, 

and are unacting and unacted upon. Our atoms cohere be-

cause some of the outer orbital electrons rotate round the 

entire molecule and not merely round their own individual 

atoms. The Greek atoms can form into molecules only when 

their shapes are such that they become entangled. Even 
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when they are actually ~ooked together, the diameter of 

the 'eye' into which the 'hook' of the hooked atom fits 

will be greater than the cross-section of t~e material of 

that hook itself, so that the interlocked atoms can rattle! 

Therefore, as in modern science but for a different reas

on, sub-molecular atomic motion is still possible owing 

to the interstitial void that is contained even by appar

ently static and solid bodies. This 'vibration' repres

ents that degree of the original random motions that the 

constituent atoms of a compound may still retain in spite 

of the entanglement that compels them to share in the 

joint motion of the whole compound. The standard analogy 

for this vibratory motion is the motion of motes in a sun

beam ( cf. Anaxagoras' use of this analogy p. 291 sup., and 

Arist. de ~1ima 404 a 1-25, where it is attributed to Dem

ocritus and to the Pythagoreans in connexion with the soul). 

Since we lack detailed discussions of this vibrat

ion in our source material for the early atomists, we must 

turn to Epicurus and Lucretius (remembering that they will 

presumably have amplified and refined the original account). 

Only by doing so can we fully appreciate the atomists' 

conception of the gaseous state of matter. I shall quote 

in translation first Epicurus, Ep. i 43 (Bailey p. 331), 
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and then Lucretius, ii 95sq.: 

The atoms move continuously for all time ...• Some 
are borne on, separating to a long distance from each 
other, w~ile others again have the 'vibration', w~en
ev~r they happen to be che eke c1 by the 'entanglement' 
or to be covered over by atoms interlaced round them. 

Since this is agreed, surely no rest is granted 
to the atoms throughout the profound void, but rather, 
driven by incessant and varied motions, some leap back 
with great intervals after being pressed together, and 
others after the blow are tossed about within a narrow 
space. Those which, being in a more condensed combin
ation, collide and rebound over tiny interve.ls, checked 
by tb.e complexity of their own shapes, form the strong 
roots of stone and the fierce bodies of iron and other 
things of their kind. There are few that travel free
ly through the great void. The rest leap and rebound 
e long distance over long intervals: these supply the 
rare air for us and the bright light of the sun .•.. 

(Lucretius continues with the motes in the sunbeam.) 

Here with wonderful clarity we are given a full ex

position of the 'kinetic theory of matter' described in 

modern terms in Chap. 1 sup .. The gaseous state with its 

long mean free paths, and the solid state with its small 

vibrations, are accurately described, while the verb 'to 

be covered over' may possibly represent Epicurus' notion 

of the surface tension of a liquid. Even if this is not 

so, even if neither passage in fact describes the liquid 

state, it is there by interpolation from those actually 

given. This is a startling achievement, perhaps indeed 

arrived at through the contemplation of the motes, or per-

haps by pure thought. For all that modern science coined 
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tl:J.e actual word 'gas', there is no doubt that the atomists 

fully understood the physical reality that the word denot

es. 

In addition to the 'vibration' in short, intermed

iate, or long mean free paths in random directions, of 

course, all the atoms in a molecule share in the joint 

motion of the whole. Vortical horizontal ~ovements, 

downward moven1ents due to 'resistance of the middle', and 

upward ~ovements due to 'squeezing out' and others due 

sirrply to rebounds after a collision are all occurring. 

The direction and. velocity of the compound's motion is the 

statistical resultant of the individual motions. Veloc

ity and direction are a function of the number of collis

ions, so that: "Antic ope is the inverse determinant of 

speed" (Bailey, p. 335). 

We have now had one half of the answer to the ques

tion 'how did the atomists explain air?': it is a ouyxpL-

~a that is, as it were, a ~ava~ep~Ca of various types of 

atoms (infinitesimal portions of 'the full') and that con

tains interstitial void as a result of which the atoms can be 

oscillated with a considerable mean free path. Although a 

~ava~ep~Ca, it is charactet•ized by containing a majority 

of a certain type of aton.. The other half of our answer 
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to the question consists of a description of this majority 

type. Lack of detailed source material will make it seem 

vaguer, and again it will be necessary to have recourse 

to the opinions of the later atomists, with the same men

tal reservations. 

Our first clue is that air 1s somet~ing like fire 

and something like the soul; so let us first examine these. 

Aristotle's account (de Anima, 404 a l - 405 a 13) is too 

long to quote: I give W.S.Hett's rendering of the relev

ant parts from the Loeb edition: 

Democritus argues that the soul is fire in some 
sense and heat. FoP forms and atoiP..s being countless, 
he calls the spherical ones fire and soul, like v~rhat 
are called 'motes' in the air, which can be seen when 
tlte sunbeams pass through our windows; the whole ?ta.v
o?tep~Ca. of which he calls the elements of which all nat
ure is composed. And Leucippus adopts a similaP pos-· 
ition. It is the spherical atoms which they call the 
soul, because such shapes can most readily pass through 
anything, and can move other things by virtue ·of their 
own motion, supposing, as they do, that t'h.e soul is 
that which imparts motion to living things. They con
sider that this is why respiration is the essentl.al 
condition of life; for the surrounding atmosphere ex
erts pressure upon bodies and thus forces out the atoms 
which produce movement in living things, because they 
themselves are never at rest. The resulting shortage 
is reinforced from outside, when other similar atoms 
enter in the act of breathing; for they prevent the 
atoms which are in the bodies at the time from escaping 
by checking the compression and the hardening; and an
imals can live just so long as they are competent to 
do this. . .. 

.Aristotle now compares this theory with the early theory 
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of the Pythagoreans, soiTie of whom identified the soul with 

the motes. We can recognise the attitude to respiration 

as being essential to life and the idea that soul can be 

breathed in. The lviilesians, the Pythagoreans, and Herac-

leitus thought along these lines. Aristotle next con-

siders the pluralists and the Timaeus, and returns to Dern

ocritus at 405 a 5: 

Democritus has explained with greater prec1s1on 
why each of these things is so; for he identifies the 
soul and the mind. This, he says, consists of· prim
ary and indivisible bodies, and its power of producir~ 
movement is due to the smallness of its parts and its 
shape; for he calls the spherical the most easily moved 
of all shapes; and this characteristic is shared by 
mind and fire. 

We a-ppear to have here ·a perfectly clear picture. 

The soul is fire (cf. AMt. IV 3, 7, D. 67 A 28). F'ire 

atoms are spherical, and that is why the soul can initiate 

movement. These spherical atoms are found in the free 

state in atmospheric air, and can be breathed in. 

The s-pherical shape of fire atoms is confir•med by 

Aristotle in de Gael. 303 a 13, 67 A 15, where he unfairly 

accuses the atomists of having made no use of shape except 

for fire: 

~otov o€ xat ~c ~xaa~ou ~o ax~~a ~wv a~o~xeCwv, 

o~6ev t~~o~wp~aav, a~~u ~6vov ~~ ~upt ~~v a~atpav a~e

Owxav. aepa oe lC.at UOwp 'lc.at ~a~~a ~eye6e~ xat ~Lxp6-
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~~~L oLet~ov, ~~ o~aav a~~wv ~~v ~uoLv ofov ~avo~ep~Cav 
~av~wv ~mv o~oLxeCwv. 

11le sp~erical sh.ape of soul atoms is assured. by the argu-

ment from mobility. Aristotle and the tradition that 

followed him are not correct, however, in identifying the 

soul with fire. The individual atoms of both were spher-

ical, but bodies get their characteristics from the posit

ion and arrangement of compounded atoms, not just from tl:le 

shape. .i.t'ire and the soul have sirr:ilarly shaped atoms, 

and consequently share mobility; but they do not sh.are any 

other differentiae, _so that they are not identical. · 

Tl:le above ·passage purports to say that the distin-

guishing mark of air is its size rather than its shape. 

Yet from the cosmogony one could infer that since air and 

fire behave similarly (p. 448) in undergoing 'squeezing 

out' the atoms of air as well as of fire are 'smaller, 

rounder, smoother' (p. 446). 1l'hat they haVe I finer partS I 

1s confirmed by Hermias in Irris. 12, D. 67 A 17: 

xat ~ci. ~EY AE~~O~EPTl itvw xwp~oav~a ~Up Jc.at &.epa 
YEYE06aL, ~a. o€ ~axu~epfl xd~w ~~oo~dv~a uawp xat yflv. 

Sim11licius, however, says in I}hys. 36, 1, 67 A 14: 

xa~ci. ~~y ~WV OX~~U~WY aO~WV xat ~Tl' 6EOEW' xat ~~~ 
~dE;ew, oLa~opci.v ~ci. ~EY 6ep~ci. yCvea6a1. Jc.at ~upLa ~wv aw
~d~wv, ooa tE; 6E;u~€pwv xat AE~~O~EpEO~EpWY xat xa~ci. 6~

oCav etaLv xeL~evwv auyxeL~al. ~wv ~pw~wv ow~u~wv, ~a. o€ 
_ wuxpci. xat ~oa~wo~, ooa tx ~wv tvav~Cwv •.. 
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The expression 'shai•per' must surely be wrong. It 

fits the Pythagorean-Platonic fire pyramids, not the sr>her·e. 

The ~~hericity of fire is certain; it is mentioned again 

and again, e.g. in 68 A 74 (AMtius), A 102 ( id.), A 106 

(Aristotle - a passage that amplifies the theory of res

piration given in the de Anima passage on p. 455 sup., and 

that states definitely that atmospheric air contains a 

great quantity of 'mind' and 'soul' atoms). 

In spite of the denial of characteristic shapes to 

any other so-called element but fire in de Gael. 303 a 13 

(p. 456 - a denial repeated at 303 a 25, 68 A 60a where 

again size is made tne differentia) Aristotle admits else

where that other shapes were specified, even naming some 

in Frag. 208, which is quoted b~T Simplicius in 68 A 37. 

But in default of any explicit statement of the shape of 

air atoms, we shall have to infer what that shape must 

have been. 

We have already seen that a1r is a mixture of all 

sorts of atoms (p. 444) and we now learn from the passages 

about respiration that the mixture contained free fire 

and soul atoms, i.e. free spherical atoms that could link 

together in different positions and arrangements so as to 

fo~ molecules of either soul or fire. Could they also 
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link up in yet a third way so as to form molecules of pure 

air? That is a possibility, for as we have seen the co·s

mogony derives fire and air (and also t~e heaven) from the 

same type of. atom: AHtiu.s' description of this type in 

his long account ( 67 A 24) is: "Small and round and smooth 

d l • II an s 1ppery . 

. Another possibility is that the atoms of air are 

similar to those of fire, but larger (cf. Aristotle's com

ment) and perhaps a little coarser- less 'fine-parted', 

smooth, and slippery - and with not so perfectly spherical 

a shape. Perhaps too, since Greek science regards the 

fiery state as ultra-gaseous and the soul, when considered 

as corporeal, as the least bodily body (Arist. de An. 405 

a 5, 68 A 101), the molecular arrangements may have given 

these an even greater mean free patl:l than b.ad t~e a5 r at-

oms. In other words, fire and soul molecules may have 

had more void per unit volume. 

The smoothness of air atoms and the comparatively 

large amount of interstitial void explains its relative 

lack of resistance to moving objects, as is stated in 

Plut. , Quae st. 734F, 68 A 77·: 
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The point here is that air permits the passage of 'idols', 

sc. the effluences from objects that are eaitted as in the 

theory of Empedocles and pass through tb.e air as the veh

icle of sight. They are open-structured atomic films, so 

to speak; and we now realise that atmospheric air contains 

these too as part of the mixture. It also contains the 

1 idols 1 of sound. ( T':lis simple statement about 1 idols' 

probably adequately represents LeuciFpus' theory - Democ

ritus made the matter more complicated by having his idols 

'stamped' on t~e air.) 

It is a fair inference from the description of the 

mechanics of sensation and of the differentiae as regards 

their contribution towards the perception of sense-qua.l

ities in Theophrastus, de Sens." 49sq., 68 A 135, t~at it 

is the diffuse arrangement of air t1.at makes it colourless, 

for the atoms are not close enough for colour to be mani

fested; for this is a function of position (especially) 

and arrangement as v.rell as of shape. 1v1oreover the trans

parency of air is obviously due to the very fact mer~tioned 

above, that the idols .can pass through because of th.e dif-

fuse arrangement. 'fhe atoms are also presumably too 

srnootb and too distant from each other for taste or odour 

to be appreciated. But this is all guesswork. 
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Let us turn to t~e later atomists in order to try 

to gain a little more certain information. We have been 

speaking of air as a mixture containing soul atoms. Epi

curus in Ep. i 63 puts it the otl:l.er way round making soul 

a mixture. Tie says! 

rrhe soul is a body with fine parts, dispersed all 
over the body, and most closely resembling pneuma· that 
has a certain afunixture of ~eat, in some parts like 
to one of these and in others to the other. . . . All 
this is made clear ... by w~at we lose as we die. 

It is, of course, heat and breath tl1at we lose at 

t~e moLent of death. To these Stob. Eel. 1. 798 adds a 

furt~er pair, aer and the nameless element: 

Epicurus (sc. said that the soul is) a mixture of 
four things: it consists of the fiery, the airy, the 
breathy, and a fourth nameless thing; the latter was 
its perceptive part. Of these, the breath effects 
motion, the aer rest, the heat the warmth that appears 
in our bodies, and the fourth our sensation. For sen
sation is in none of. t'h.e three t'h:at have names. 

( C f. Lucr. iii 231-245.) 

1'his last pair must have been Epicurean additions to the 

original theory; but it is interesting to note the same 

distinct ion between pneuma as air in mot ion and ae r as air 

at rest that we have noticed in the pre-Socratics. 

It is not surprising to find that the soul is here 

treated as a mixture containing heat (not, therefore, pace 

Aristotle, identical with soul) and air. For not only 
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Epicurus' soul and Democritus' air, but all phenomenal 

tuings alike are mixtures, being molecules canpounded of 

all sorts of atoms. Heat, too, is a mixture. In dis-

cussing 'fumum nebulas flam.masque' in ii 457sq. Lucretius 

says that such hot things are not necessarily completely 

composed of spherical fire atoms. They are dispersible, 

and so do not contain complicated shapes that could lead 

to great entanglement; but they burn or scald and penetrate 

stones, so that they must contain an admixture of sharp-
-

pointed atoms. This recalls Simplicius' error (p. 458 

sup.) and may explain both it and another passage, Theo

phrastus, de Ign. 52, D. 68 A 73, which links sharpness 

and the pyramidal shape with fire. 

In general one may say that the atmospheric air is 

a mixture: a mechanical mixture containing above all at-

oms that are smooth and round and small and far apart, 

some of which are so smooth and round that they could cmr

bine into fire or soul molecules, and others less so. 

There are also, however, atoms of other shapes; but these 

tend to be of a small and pointed character rather tl-J.an 

large and complicated and in danger of entanglement. 

This mixture is extremely inconstant. Atoms es-

cape into it from other bodies by squeezing out, evaporation, 
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or plain kinematic escape, and the converse process con

tinually occurs also (cf. Lucr. v 273sq.). The charac

teristics of what we call 'air', then, will be the stat

istical resultant of the various tendencies of the contents 

of the mixture. For example the normal atmosphere will 

b.ave a temperature lower than that of fire but higher than 

that of' tb.e 'vis frigida venti'. The average air atom 

will be coarser and less smooth and well-rounded than 

those of fire, but finer and smoother and better rounded 

than those of other things. 

The idea of atmospheric air as a mixture is already 

familiar. We have seen it in Heracleitus, Empedocles, 

Anaxagoras and others. Even Diogenes of Apollonia saw 

that air must exist in different degrees of purity. 

The properties of air are explained by the various 

differentiae. The size and shape correspond to our dif

ferentia of 'atomic number', which subsumes both the size 

of an atom (depending on the number of sub-atomic partic

les) and its layout (depending on the various orbits in 

which the outer electrons can revolve). Tb.e position 

and arrangement correspond to our chemical formulae f'or 

molecules. rro position (orientation) corresponds our 

isomeric differences (laevo- and dextro-corn.pounds etc.) 
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and to arrangement our molecular diagrams. These dif-

ferentiae explain the properties, then; ani!. the list of 

the properties of air known to the Greeks in the times 

of Democri tus and Plato differs, apart from what can be 

discovered only in the modern laboratory with its advan-

ced equipment, but little from the list of those known 

now. 

Between th.e atomic school and the Academy there is 

the greatest possible contrast. Democritus was, like 

Plato, a moral philosopher who decided to give his ethics 

as scientific a basis as possible. Plato decided from 

his ethics what he wanted his science to be like, and made 

it so at the expense, if necessary, of the phenomena. 

The atomists, on the other hand, believed that we must 

support the evidence of the senses as far as possible. 

Democri tus, a materialist, found this not difficult. Ep i-

curus, who believed in free will, found it more difficult. 

hate: 'rhe main point in which Epicurus has met 
critici3rnlis in the introduction of the 'exiguum clinamen' 
to explain free will. I would answer that at least, al-
thoug) perhaps attemting the impossible, h.e managed to ar
rive in one simple step from the swerve to tlw picture of 
rana.orn atomic motions frolE which Democritean rnat~rialism 
starts, and his ethical principle has not caused him to 
abandon th.e phenomena. 1\·~odern thought has attempted to 
achieve very much the same thing. Heisenberg's Principle 
of Indeterminacy has been elevated by some into the same 
position as that occupied by the swerve, and often by men 
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who understand that principle far less well than the Epi
cureans understood their swerve. 

Epicurus' theory of the criteria of truth caused 
some of his practical science to be inadequate, but only 
to the extent of his refusing to choose between two obser
vationally possible alternative explanations, and not to 
the Platonic extent of advancing explanations that were 
observationally quite impossible. 

'l'he atomic theory was the acme of Greek science. 

Some of its bases have not stood the test of t1me: some 

of its details were already known to be wrong at the time 

when modern science was ripe for receiving inspiration 

from it. Our atomic theory has developed by a combinat-

ion of a few brainwaves and a very great deal of hard work 

in the laboratory. To have arrived at so good a theory 

· by pure thought aided by only the most elementary methods 

of observation and without the benefit of the calculus and 

wave-mechanics must be hailed as one of the greatest of 

human achievements. I have insistently argued that the 

Greek atomic theory itself is not an 'anticipation' of 

ours. I am bound, however, to a ami t that the kinematic 

theory of the states of matter was such an anticipation, 

and so was the idea of equal gravitational velocity in 

vacuo. 

·Ne find in the theories of the conternporarie s and 

successors of the atomists no further great advances, and 

in some we find a considerable deterioration in quality. 
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Even Aristotle incurs such a charge. His weakness as a· 

critic has been displayed by Cherniss. As a positive 

physical scientist he is hampered by an inadequate ability 

in mathematics, and by a stubbornness that tends to make 

him try to twist the facts or the theories of' others in 

order to make them fit into his own theories. (I imply 

nothing here about his ability as a logician or philosoph

er or biological scientist - I am considering him solely 

from the point of' view of' a student of' the physics and 

chemistry of' the atmosphere and the heavens.) 

Tb.e post-Aristotelians, apart from the later atom

ists - who were, after all, not original thinkers but im

provers - are a great disappointment to the scientist. 

There are a few interesting points in Stoicism, great im

provements, admittedly, in technology and in descriptive 

astronomy, and significant discoveries in mathematics, 

but in the theory of matter and in cosmogony or cosmology 

there is little or nothing to admire. We leave Greek 

science, therefore, at its highest peak •. 

• oOo. 
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APPENDIX. 

This appendix contains a brief account of the part 

played by aer in certain psychological and physiological 

theories. I propose to treat this subject fully in a 

later paper, and only a very general outline is given here. 

The major sources for this subject are the de Anima of 

Aristotle, the de Sensu of Theophrastus, and the doxology 

that descends from them (the relevant passages are grouped 

together by Diels for each thinker), and the Hippocratic 

Corpus. 

. oOo. 

Section A 

The Air and the Soul and Life. 

Vk saw on p. 23 that the Orphic Poems said that the 

soul was breathed in from outside and that it was borne 

by the winds. This idea of the soul as something of the 

nature of air was widespread in early days for the reasons 

given on pp. 48-9, where we saw that Anaximander and Anax

imenes (along with Anaxagoras and Archelaus) were said to 

have believed that the soul was 'air-like'. We saw too 

that a parallel was drawn between the microcosm and the 
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macrocosm, with both man and the universe, a.s living creat

ures, breathing in the life-giving pneuma or the soul, and 

that the first breath and th.e 'last gasp' were considered 

as the termini of life, as they still were by the atomists 

(p 0 455) 0 

This parallel and the connection of re·s·piration and 

air 1n the form of pneuma with life and the soul was in 

fact characteristic of both the whole Ionian school and 

the early Pythagoreans, as ·well as of the Orphics. The 

Pythagoreans and the atomists both drew attention to the 

motes in the sunbeam in this connexion (de.Anima 404 a lsqq.). 

For Anaximander (probably) and for Anaximenes and 

Diogenes of Apollonia (certainly) the soul was aer, cf. pp. 

50, 303-4, and 310. Such a soul, though a material sub

stance, was both c·ognitive and a source of motion. 

Even when the soul was not actually aer, it was 

something similar. For Heracleitus it was the bright pure 

exhalation from the sea, cf. pp. 173-8, and we saw that 

for him too there was a connexion with respiration even 

though his universe did not breathe. 

For some at least of the early Pythagoreans the 

soul consisted of a mixture of 'the hot aether and the 

cold aether', which we saw to represent fire and air, cf. 
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pp. 108-9. Parmenides' soul may have been of this type 

too, as he was an ex-Pythagorean, cf. p. 200. 

An.axagoras stood apart from all others in the eyes 

of Plato and Aristotle. His 'l'lind' was not aer, but was· 

something quite separate. But although he appears to 

have been striving to express the concept of a non-material 

entity, his actual words describe a very pure and subtle 

material substance. In this sense the word 'air-like' 

referred to on p. 467 is fitting. Archelaus' mind or 

soul was half way between that of Diogenes and that of An

axagoras, cf. pp. 320-2. · Hippo's principle was 'moisture' 

and we saw reason to believe that by this he meant some

thing like Anaximenes' aer and that he connected it with 

breath and life, c·f. pp •. 297-8. Finally, we saw that the 

atomists made fire, air, and the soul of atoms of similar 

shape. 

Even when, therefore, an Ionian or early Pythagor

ean did not equate the soul with aer, he at least made it 

'air-lik~' ; and all these not ions of the soul have in com

mon the equation of it with a physical substance that was 

very subtle and tenuous, the 'most bodiless of bodies' as· 

Aristotle puts it. All except Anaxagoras connected the 

soul with respiration o~ aer-pneuma with life and motion. 
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The idea that we can breathe in reason was a common tenet 

in Ionian thought, and so was the notion of soul as a mob

ile form of matter that could cause motion in other matter. 

If this notion was analysed at all, th.e conclusion was 

that the mobility was due to tl,.e 'fineness of its parts'. 

The Western school had a different type of soul. 

In the case of Empedocle s our information is uncertain. 

Cherniss has shown that Empedocles seems to have tried to 

separate body and soul. He attempted to explain even 

thought and sensation mBchanistically, and soul stands 

apart as consciousness and as a personality that car. sur-

vive and un~ergo metempsychosis. If there were no soul 

sensation would continue but consciousness would not. 

Aristotle made an unsuccessful attempt to equate Empedo

cles' soul with a mixture of the four elements or with a 

ratio or 'harmony' applied to them. There is also the 

suggestion that Empedocles equated soul with blood (cf. p. 

297), but tl,_is is an ancient misinterprP-tation of Frag. 

105. The blood round the heart was the seat of the mech

~nistic cognition. 

The other great Western theory, the later Pythagor

ean, also had an inunate rial, non-air-] ikP-, souL Alcmae

on had an irmnoi~tal soul akin to the divine, whose chief 
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attribute was eternal motion, which implied immortality, 

cf. p. 113. The soul's immortality was, of course, stan

dard in Pythagoreanism as in any theory that postulated 

metempsychosis. 

I1Iature Pythagoreanism ( ?Philolaus ?) seems to have 

postulated that the soul is a 'harmony' (of opposites?). 

The meaning is unclear. In a sense the same could be said 

of Plato's soul, one part at least of which was ilrmortal 

and connected with eternal motion and the divine as with 

Alcmaeon's, and was, according to the Timaeus, constructed 

out of immaterial principles (logical in origin) by a math

ematical process analogous to the construction of a scale 

or 'harmony'. This type of immaterial soul does not con

cern us since it in no way resembles aer . 

. ooo. 
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Section B 

The Air and Sensation. 

We have no real information about 1-iilesian theories 

of sense-perception, if indeed there were any. It had a~ 

ready been realised at the time when our knowledge starts 

with the early Pythagoreans and Alcmaeon that air acts in 

some way as a medium for the transmission of light, sound, 

and odour - with touch and taste we shall not be concerned 

as they involve either direct contact or a liquid medium. 

For the details of the mechanism of these three sensat1ons 

I am much indebted to Beare's Greek Theories of Eleme-ntary 

Cognition. 

Greek theories of vision sprang from three observat

ions: the 'image in the pupil' (to which I shall refer 

for brevity by the word 'emphasis') that one can see in the 

eye of another - which is actually a reflection and not 

concerned with the mechanism of sight at all; the 'flash' 

or 'fire' seen when the eye is pressed - which is actually 

caused by the pressure's acting as a retinal stimulus, and 

is therefore also not concerned; and the 'water' inside 

tb.e eye - which, again, is not really concerned, being ac

tually just a medium. 
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The result of this concentration upon three compar

ative irrelevancies was that the Greeks, even those who 

had moderately sound ideas about light, never satisfactor

ily explained sight. 

From the 'flash' the early Pythagoreans seem to have 

inferred that the eye contains fire, which issues from the 

eye as a 'visual ray' that apperceives the object. To 

look at a thing is to direct a physical visual ray at it. 

Such a theory is attributed to Archytas (D. 47 A 25). 

Alcmaeon combined this idea with the idea that the 

eye also contains water, which reflects the image, giving 

the emphasis. His unconvincing combination of the two 

ideas is discussed on p. 114. 

Empedocles believed that like is perceived by like. 

Effluences come from the objects of sense and fit the pas

sages, the pores, with which they are symmetrical, cf. p. 

229, so that they are conveyed to the seat of cognition, 

the blood round the heart, by such passages. The eye con~ 

sists of fire in the middle with air and water around it 

and an outer shell of earth (the cornea). In the latter 

are pores symmetrical with fire and water arranged alter

nately, for the fire can pass through to the outside as in 

a lantern. By the fire we perceive light things, and by 
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the water dark, as the correct effluences enter each type 

of pore. The fire passes outwards as a visual ray, but 

we are not told how far. I agree with Beare and Cherniss 

against Zeller and Burnet that it probably only went as 

far as the outside surface of the cornea where it would 

meet the effluences. As for the light per·cei ve a., we have 

seen on p. 241 that Empedocles arrived at a moderately suc

cessful account of the properties of light, whic~ was a 

form of 'fire' • 

For Plato too the visual ray was a form of 'fire' 

known as light. This form was not associated with heat, 

cf. p. 401. The visual ray on emerging from the eye is 

in some way coalesced with the light of day, which is akin 

to it, along the line of sight. The resultant homogene-

ous whole, in a receptive state, meets the effluences from 

the object, which represent colour and are themselves re

flexions of light from the object, and coalesces with them 

too, conveying them back to the soul. Lig~t thus acts as 

a medium, situated in, or travelling through, the air. 

This third factor is a refinement on the dual scheme of 

Empedocles. That the two theories are akin is shovm by 

the fact that Plato refers to colour (the effluences) as 

a s~etrical flame. However Plato seems to have combined 
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the accounts of Archytas, who concentrated upon the visual 

ray, and Empedocles, who concentrated upon the effluences 

and whose 'fire' probably did not go out to meet the latter 

(v. sup.). It is to be noted that the emphasis plays no 

part in any of these theories. 

Again there is a contrast between East and West, 

for in Ionian thought the emphasis assumed great importance. 

Anaxagoras (who opposed.Empedocles' perception of like by 

like) said that vision was the reflexion in the pupil of 

an image by that which was of contrary colo"Ur to that of 

the image. Of course the colour concerned in each case 

was the one 'most manifest' in the mixture. Colour is 

thus an attribute of a substance, not something separable 

as an effluence. 

Diogenes also believed in reflexion by opposites 

that resulted in the emphasis. 'rhe external aer conveyed 

the image to the eye, and this incoming aer mixed with the 

internal aer to give the emphasis. This impression was 

then conveyed to the air passages of the brain and thence 

to the heart by the air. 

Leucippus reverted to the perception of like by 

like, and, believing that the mechanism of all senses is 

touch, said that the eye is moist and porous, and conveys 
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incoming images to the soul (which is dispersed throughout 

the body in the form of spherical atoms). These iirages 

are material effluences, atomic 'idols' given off by bod

ies like films, which travel through the medium of the air 

since the void interstices between air atoms are large en

ough for them to pass through. Reflexion of these images 

by the water of the pupil acting as a mirror gives the 

emphasis. 

Democritus strained this theory by positing an im

pression of the idols that was 'stamped upon' the air be

tween the object and the eye. This stamping compresses 

the air, and it is the compressed air that enters the eye, 

not the original idol. Vision is therefore at second 

hand, and the impression that we receive may be blurred 

by the air since it is subject to atomic collisions en 

route. Hence come optical illusions: Democritus was 

concerned to explain away the apparent fallibility of the 

senses, which he trusted for knowledge of reality more 

fully than did his opponents - in a vacuum vision would 

be perfect for there would be no intervention by air and 

the idols would arrive unimpaired. Democritus was also 

concerned to distinguish between primary and secondary 

qualities. Colour is basically a function of shape and 
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position - but these are 'by nature' whereas our appreci

ation of colour, as of other qualities, is 'by convent ion' . 

We have already examined Alcmaeon's account of hear

ing and odour. We saw that sound is transmitted by the 

motion of the air and perceived by resonance within the 

ear, and that odour is received by inhaling. ,xle also saw 

on p. 361 th~t by the time of Archytas the Pythagoreans 

(who were frorn the start interested in acoustics) had re

fined this theory into one almost acceptable today apart 

from the association of p"itch with velocity instead of with 

frequency. Plato's t~eory clearly derives from the same 

source. It is that sound (originating as air set in mot

ion by blows from the source)· is the blow inflicted by air 

on the brain and blood through the ears and passed on to 

the soul; the motion that it causes, starting in the head 

and ending in the region of the liver is hearing. A rapid 

motion produces a high pitched sound and vice versa. Reg

ularity of motion is connected with purity of timbre (cor

rect if one substitutes 'wave -form' for 'mot ion' ) . Vol

ume is connected with the degree of motio~ (amplitude, as 

we term it). Sound is transmitted in the srune manner as 

that in which projectiles are kept moving, by the 'circular 

thrust', c:f. p. 410-1. It is therefore not a true case 
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of transmission through an elastic medium as in the case 

of our compression-wave theory, but rather of the motion 

of particles of air from the source to the ear as if they 

were projectiles. It is the surface of these moving por

tions of air that impinges upon the brain and blood, so 

that Plutarch can speak of the sound of 'Pythagoras, Plato, 

and Aristotle' as being incorporeal and moved together with 

bodies (Beare p. 108). Plato's account of odour has al

ready been referred to on pp. 402-6. Odours are vapour 

or mist. 

Other Greek accounts of sound are less impressive 

than the one just discussed. Empedocles believed that 

~earing was caused by the impact of pneuma on the cartil

age that is hung inside the ear like a gong, which is 

struck and oscillates (Beare's interpretation contra Zel

ler). Empedocle s' 'effluences' were in this case por

tions of air; and they excited resonance in the inner ear. 

'l•he 'gong' analogy corresponds to the 'lantern' analogy 

in vision. The 'cartilage', described by Theophrastus as 

a 'fleshy shoot' will have been something discovered by 

Empedocles by dissection, probably the eardrum. 

Odour for Empedocles again consisted of effluences, 

which came from fine and light bodies, were carried in by 
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respiration, and passed into those pores in the nasal pas

sages into which they would fit. 

Anaxagoras' account of hearing is still wider of 

the mark. Sound rushes into the hollow f·ormed by the bone 

round the brain. The sound of the voice is produced by 

the pneuma (air in motion), which collides against the aer 

('firm' air, air at rest), and by recoil from the blow is 

borne along into the organ of hearing in the same way as 

that in which echo is produced- by resonance. Odour is 

introduced by respiration. It may have consisted of rare 

air; but Anaxagoras' account is not clearly handed down. 

Diogenes used the ear as an organ to receive in its 

internal ~ir the impression of the sound from the external 

air, and to pass this on (via the brain) to the heart. 

Odour, whose nature he· did not specify, entered along with 

the inspired air, and was symmetrical witl,. the air around 

the brain. It then entered the porous brain's veins and 

thence was conveyed to the heart. 

rro the atomists sound, like sight, came from idols 

thrown off by the source and conveyed by the air as a med

ium to the organ and thence to tbe soul. The ear is not 

the only part of the body receptive to sound (correct). 

The density of the outer ear prevents the atomic idols 
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from slipping out and being lost; that is why the ear is 

the best part of the body at hearing. After Leucippus 

had formulated the theory, Democritus again complicated 

it by introducing the idea of 'stamped' Dnpressions in the 

intervening air. Odour, of which Democritus left no det

ailed account, was due to fine effluences from what was 

heavy, wh.ich were inhaled. Like all the other senses 

sme 11 was basically a mode of touc1.. 

From this section we see that all early Greek ac ... 

counts of the three senses th.at normally operate through 

the air as a m.edimn at least agree that air was the med

ium, even though they do not consider it as an elastic med

ium through which ~lectromagnetic waves can pass (although 

'idols' can pass through it).Some make the air a mere med

ium through which some other tenuous entity passes, while 

other•s identify a particular type or conformation of air 

with the light, sound, or odour concerned. In the case 

of light and odour air is in fact a true mediuw through 

which something else passes (light or aromatic vapour), 

but in the case of sound air is more vitally involved, 

being itself" the vibrating body. Light and odour could 

penetrate a vacuum; sound could not. Those thinkers who 

spoke of recoil or rebounding or of a blow in connexion 
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with air were getting close to the addition of elasticity 

as a property of air alongside mere resistance • 

.As I have said, taste and touch do not directly 

involve aer, and so this concludes my account of theories 

of sensation. 

. oOo. 
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Section C 

The Air and Respiration. 

It is necessary, finally, to consider respiration, 

not from the anatomical point of view - we are not concer

ned with the resph•atory system itself - but from the point 

of view of its purpose, in order to answer the question 

'what does the body use air for?'. 

t,Ve have already either in the body of the text or 

in Section A of this appendix answered that question on 

behalf of many of the Greek philosophers, and shall now be 

mainly concerned with the medical theoreticians. 

Nothing more need be _said concerning the typically 

Ionian connexion with life and the soul in the early days 

except to call attention to pp. 177-8, where I discuss the 

possibly Heracleitan theory that breathing in the bright 

exhalation may be equivalent to breathing in reason, and 

to say that respiration would have th.e result of replenish

ing the body's stock of the matter that the soul is compos

ed. 

There was a school of Heracleitans, and they may 

have been responsible for the theory referred to loc. cit. 

that Sextus attributed to Heracleitus h~self. This same 
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school either contained or influenced the writer of the 

1ippocratic treatise Nutriment of about 400 b.c. which, 

alongside many obviously Heracleitan notions, includes 

the idea that air is food passing through th.e arteries fror~ 

the 1.eart while blood passes through tlte veins frol!l the 

liver. This introduces us to a serious flaw in Greek 

studies of th.e res1)iratory and circulatory systems. The 

most commonly available type of corpse for doctors to 

study or dissect would be one that had bled to death from 

war wounds. In such a corpse the arteries might be emp

ty of blood or at least full of a mixture of air and 

blood. The inference would be that the arteries were 

air vessels - they are included among the 'pores' which 

we have so frequently encountered - into which sometimes 

blood had seeped because of the wound. 

Consequently it is a commonplace of Greek medicine 

to find tb.e arteries included in t1.e respiratory system, 

and even the ~eart too, since they are connected to it. 

This explains why we find the Greeks believing in transpir

ation through. 'pores' as well as respiration through the 

nostrils and mouth, and wh.y the 'pores' are sometimes 

called 'veins' . 

We have already on pp. 244sq. examined tb.e mechanics 
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of Empedocles' theory of transpiration. Tfe shares with 

Alcmaeon the honour of having given the imp-atus to the 

formation to the tradition known as the Sicilian school 

· of me die ine. 

I can do little better than quote Cornford's account 

of this school, whose theories in fact combined bad anat-

omy with bad dynamics. It appears in Plato's Cosmology, 

p. 307: 

Empedocles' doctrine was reproduced by Philistion, 
who taught that the purpose of respiration is to cool 
the natural heat of the body a_nd that health depends on 
the unimpeded passage of t~e breath, not only through 
mouth and nostrils, but all over the body. Diocles 
also held that the body has a natural heat residi1~ in 
the blood, which conveys life and movement in the veins 
throughout the whole frame. His account of tl,e cycle 
of respiration was the same as Plato's: inhalation (or 
exhalation) through mouth and nose coincides with ex
halation (or inhalation) through the pores. In oppos
ition to the Coan school, which held that the breath 
first reaches the brain and is then dispersed through
out the rest of tb.e body, the Sicilians taught that the 
heart is the central seat of the breath of life or 
breath-soul, which passes thence to the rest of the 
body through the veins and is the power that moves the 
limbs. This breath also conveys sense-perception. 
It is in perpetual motion, circulating through the veins 
together with the blood. According to this doctrine, 
then, the breath and the blood travel together through 
the same channels: respiration and the circulation of 
the blood are a single process; and since the blood ac
tually consists of the digested food, the same sy~tem 
conveys to all parts of the body their proper nouris"h
ment. 

Respiration, then, has as its main purpose the coolj ng of 

the innate heat of the body. 
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Diogenes would not have agreed with this. For him 

aer is the prime element (and the matter of soul), and as 

such is responsible for all bodily affections. We live 

by breathing aer, whence comes our soul and intelligence, 

and deprived of it we die. The ~ippocratic On Breaths 

is in this spirit, and its author works out in great det

ail and in a rather sophistic manner a theory of air as 

the sole cause of disease in tl:J.e body. 

Philolaus, from what we know of him, would have 

agreed with the theory of respiration as a ~eans of cool

ing, of. p. 102. But the atomists would not. We saw 

on p. 455 that they, like Diogenes, believed t~at respir

ation was a life-preserver. It. prevented the escape of 

soul atoms and replenishes the body's supply. 

However the main opponents of the Sicilian school 

were the members of the school of Cos. l\ot only did Hip

pocrates and his followers believe that tl1e air goes to 

the brain and is then dispersed to the rest of the body 

( v. p. 484), but also that the arteries contain air only, 

not air and blood together. Air excreted from ill-diges

ted food caused disease, pain arising when the 'wind' 

within us in its motion through the hollow parts of the 

body ~mpinges upon tender fleshy blood-filled parts like 

the liver. 
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The major cause of disease, ~owever, was not air 

(except in so far as adverse climatic, atmospheric, con

ditions could induce it), but a state of irr.balance between 

the 'powers' associated with t\e four 'humours'. These 

powers are the familiar ones that descend from the oppos

ites of Anaximander. 'rhe Coan idea of four humours with 

certain powers contrasts with the Sicilian four (Empedoc

lean) elements, 1~-1hose imbalance sin~ilarly caused disease. 

Both traditions of heal thy balance presumably spring from 

Alcmaeon' s notion of 'isonomy' between his (many) opposit

es. 

To sum up, we have found two main traditions, again 

associated with East and West. 'l'he former is that a.ir in 

respiration maintains life because it r~ally is soul (and 

intelligence) or because it is analogous to soul, and is 

consequently in truth 'the breath of life'. The latter 

is that air is a refrigerating agent. There is also a 

minor tradition that air, or at any rate bad air, is a 

cause, or tb.e cause, of disease. T"e seek in vain, apart 

from one or two hints rrentioned in the body of the text, 

for any connexion of respiration with combustion (which 

is analogous to it chemically) or with the removal of waste 

(sc. carbon dioxide) or with the provision of fuel (sc. 
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oxygen). ·:le cannot blame the Greeks for this, however. 

Although medicine was the one Greek science that did em

ploy modern scientific methods, it did not have t~e tools 

(e.g. microscopes) or conditions (live bodies operated upon 

,_,Jhile under safe anaesthetics) that would have enabled it 

to observe accurately and interpret its observations cor

rectly, and it ~1ad no labo1•atorv chemists to provide in

formation about the true nature and properties of the sub

stances of which the body is composed. 

It ':uill be seen that a consideration of Greek med

icine a.oes not add appreciably to our list of the I'ropert

ie s of air knm!ITn to the Greeks; but the very lack of prac

tical knowledge about the behaviour of air in a sphere of 

great importance to human well-being gives us a salutary 

warning lest we enthuse too greatly over the theoretical 

achievements extolled at the conclusion of the body of 

the text. 

.oOo. 


